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ABSTRACT  
   
Ample evidence exists to support the conclusion that enterprise search is 
failing its users. This failure is costing corporate America billions of dollars every 
year. Most enterprise search engines are built using web search engines as their 
foundations. These search engines are optimized for web use and are inadequate 
when used inside the firewall. Without the ability to use popularity-based 
measures for ranking documents returned to the searcher, these search engines 
must rely on full-text search technologies. The Information Science literature 
explains why full-text search, by itself, fails to adequately discriminate relevant 
from irrelevant documents. This failure in discrimination results in far too many 
documents being returned to the searcher, which causes enterprise searchers to 
abandon their searches in favor of re-creating the documents or information they 
seek. This dissertation describes and evaluates a potential solution to the problem 
of failed enterprise search derived from the Information Science literature: 
subject-aided search. In subject-aided search, full-text search is augmented with a 
search of subject metadata coded into each document based upon a hierarchically 
structured subject index. Using the Design Science methodology, this dissertation 
develops and evaluates three IT artifacts in the search for a solution to the wicked 
problem of enterprise search failure. 
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DEDICATION  
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Enterprise search is failing its users.  Recent data from several sources supports 
this notion: 
 A recent KMWorld webinar presented Delphi Group data indicating 
that 86% of enterprise search users were not satisfied with their search 
experience.  Over 50% of respondents reported that they were 
dissatisfied or very dissatisfied while over 30% gave neutral responses 
regarding their search experience (KMWorld, 2008). 
 InformationWeek reported on two surveys that indicated 
dissatisfaction.  Over two thirds of respondents in one survey reported 
that they were “unhappy” with their enterprise search systems, and 
59% of respondents in another indicated that their search tools were 
poor or very poor (Gardner, 2008).  No surveys were found that 
indicated that a majority of users were satisfied with their enterprise 
search experience. 
 
The success achieved by web search engines has led to the development of 
enterprise search tools that use the same, or very similar search engines, to help 
users mine their corporate intranets and networks for unstructured information.  
Given their similarities, enterprise search engines suffer from the same failings as 
do web search engines:  They tend to return far too many irrelevant results, the 
sought after document frequently is not ranked highly in the set of results returned 
in response to the query, and searchers give up searching before they find the 
answers they seek even though the answer might well be available.  The full-text 
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search technology applied by these search tools fails users in the enterprise just as 
it does users on the web.  Adding to the problem, the technology at the source of 
the success achieved by web search engines – ranking algorithms used to measure 
the popularity/relevance of a web page – is not applicable to an enterprise 
document store.  Thus users tend to be more dissatisfied with enterprise search 
than they are with web search. 
Enterprise Search Defined 
 
Table 1 details the differences between enterprise search and web, or consumer, 
search from a cost perspective.  From this table it is easy to see that the failure of 
full-text search inside the enterprise could be costing corporations $Billions.  This 
is a problem that begs for a solution. 
Table 1 - Comparison of Enterprise Search to Consumer Search – Costs 
Dimension Enterprise Search Consumer Search 
Cost of 
failure 
Time wasted searching + cost of 
reworking or recreating information that 
wasn’t found. (IDC 2001 combined 
estimate $7.5M/yr for firm of 1000 
Knowledge workers) 
Cost differential between 
higher and lower prices 
(not found) for goods.  Cost 
of shopping for goods at 
“bricks” store. 
Opportunity 
Cost 
Potential revenue to be gained if time 
were not spent on wasted searches and 
the recreation of existing, but not found 
information (IDC 2001 estimate $15M/yr 
for firm of 1000 Knowledge workers) 
Minimal – movies not seen, 
walks not taken, chores not 
completed 
Cost of 
search 
appliance 
Effective enterprise search tools 
available on the market can cost 
millions to deploy and maintain. 
Free 
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It is overly simplifying to define enterprise search as simply “Search inside the 
boundaries of the enterprise.”  Such a definition leaves too much too vaguely 
defined.  There are many issues to consider when attempting to define enterprise 
search.  From the perspective of the search tool developers, enterprise search is 
typically defined as enterprise-wide search of all structured (primarily data stored 
in databases) and unstructured (documents, emails, reports, images, videos, etc) 
data across all applications and technologies used by the enterprise through the 
use of a single search interface.  This one-size-fits-all solution may be the 
marketer’s dream but it might not be the appropriate solution for all enterprises.   
A business might better define enterprise search to be search of all of the 
structured and unstructured information or content deemed of value to the firm 
across all applications and technologies that contain that information or content 
with interfaces tuned to the need of the searchers.  The key to this definition is the 
idea that the tool must be tuned to the needs of those performing the searches if it 
is going to have a chance at successfully aiding their searches.  Whether this 
definition dictates the need for the one-size-fits-all solution with various options 
for customization described above, or a set of individual solutions tuned to the 
needs of specific parts of the organizations, is an issue for the IT organizations at 
individual firms to decide.   
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Table 2 - Comparison of Enterprise Search to Consumer Search – The Searcher 
Dimension Enterprise Search Consumer Search 
Search 
Target 
Specific: A specific answer (e.g. - a 
failure analysis report).  Something in 
the collection.  Frequently, something 
the searcher has potentially already 
seen. 
General: Information about a topic 
– potentially from a number of 
sources or pages (e.g. - the latest 
antics of a celebrity).  Information 
about a topic or a comparison 
(prices, locations, etc.) 
Searcher 
knowledge 
Searcher is more likely to be a 
subject matter expert (SME) (broadly 
from the organization’s perspective, 
narrowly from the division/ 
department/job responsibility 
perspective) looking for a very 
specific piece of information 
Searcher may be completely 
ignorant of the topic 
Incentive 
to begin 
the search 
Searcher has workplace-based 
incentives to find the right answer to 
their search.  A large incentive exists. 
Looking to potentially save money 
(comparative shop).   A relatively 
small incentive exists. 
Incentive 
to 
terminate 
the search 
Searcher might be quicker to give up 
on search due to workplace 
pressures (to appear to be working 
instead of browsing through search 
results).  A large workplace-based 
incentive to stop the search. 
Searcher often has little incentive 
other than personal interest or 
convenience.  Will often search 
until they find the answer.  Nothing 
other than the value of information 
v. the value of personal time to 
end the search. 
Searcher 
context 
The location, division/department, job 
description, and other contextual 
information surrounding the searcher 
may dictate the correct answer to a 
query. 
Other than the physical location of 
a searcher (and this maybe only at 
the national level) the context 
surrounding the searcher will have 
little effect on the right answer to a 
given query 
 
These two perspectives on enterprise search contain more than subtle differences.  
Those differences revolve around the differences between enterprise search and 
web, or consumer, search.  As noted above, Table 1 lists these differences from 
the cost perspective.  Table 2 examines the differences from the perspective of the 
individual seeking information.  Table 3 lists the differences from the perspective 
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of the collection of information to be searched.  It is important to perform this 
comparison because the search engine technology underlying most enterprise 
search engines on the market is derived from the search engine technology used 
so widely and deemed to be so successful at performing searches for information 
on the internet. 
Examining the issue from the searcher’s perspective (see Table 2), enterprise 
search takes on an urgency driven by the need to perform in the workplace.  That 
need to perform might also incent the searcher to drop the search quickly so as to 
appear to be doing work instead of wasting the day playing with the search tool.  
The incentives faced by the web searcher tend to be minimal and driven purely by 
personal choice. 
In the enterprise search context, most searchers are looking for something specific 
(Fagin et al., 2003).  They are searching for something they either know exists or 
suspect exists somewhere in the enterprise’s vast store, or stores, of unstructured 
data.  They search for a specific document they need to successfully and 
efficiently complete their assigned task.  Web searchers, on the other hand, tend to 
be looking for general information about something or someone, are performing 
consumer driven searches for shopping purposes, or are looking up locations.  
They are looking for any information that could help them make a decision and 
will take that information from any and all sources available. 
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Often, web search engines attempt to guess the context surrounding the search in 
an effort to help narrow the search results to those the search engine thinks the 
user is seeking.  In the enterprise context, searchers, being subject matter experts 
(SME) have specific knowledge regarding the information they seek, and what 
they seek tends to be dictated by the context surrounding their assigned tasks.  
Given these characteristics of enterprise search, there should be no need for 
enterprise search engines to attempt guesses at what the searchers’ intentions may 
be.  Enterprise search tools should provide the enterprise searcher an interface that 
allows them to specify enough information to allow them to successfully find the 
information they seek without the search engine needing to guess. 
Table 3 examines the problem from the perspective of the collections to be 
searched.  It quickly becomes obvious that enterprise search is a much more 
complex problem than is web search.  Enterprise search tools must be capable of 
searching through heterogeneous collections of information stored in various 
applications and in various structured and unstructured formats.  The web, on the 
other hand, consists of pages all built around the html standard. 
Table 3 - Comparison of Enterprise Search to Consumer Search – The Collection 
Dimension Enterprise Search Consumer Search 
Corpus 
(Scope) 
Heterogeneous: structured and 
unstructured information 
Homogeneous: web pages 
Technologies Tools need to be able to search 
through various technologies and 
software platforms used to create 
knowledge artifacts.  Each firm –  
or division or department within the 
One size fits all - HTML (and 
its supporting technologies) 
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firm – has different needs. 
Source of 
content 
Content is created for the purpose 
of disseminating or recording 
important information 
Content is created for the 
purpose of attracting and 
keeping the attention of surfers 
Ranking of 
Results 
Cannot rely on popularity-based 
“Page Rank” algorithms as page 
links usually do not exist in the 
enterprise.  The ranking of a 
document is based on word 
frequencies (tf-idf scores).  
Popularity scores like Page Rank 
do not apply in the enterprise case. 
Page Rank algorithms use the 
“contextual information” 
available through web links 
and their accompanying 
anchor text to establish a rank 
based on popularity for a given 
page and the reverse indexes. 
Intent to be 
found 
Producers of enterprise content 
are not concerned with how well 
the document performs as a 
search target. 
Producers of web content tend 
to design their content so that 
it will rank highly on search 
engine results pages. 
Compliance 
and Security 
Differing requirements across the 
collection – access to specific 
information is granted based on 
corporate security standards 
Open access 
 
Enterprise documents are created for the purpose of disseminating or recording 
specific information of importance to the enterprise.  They are not created with 
any concern for how well the document might rank in a set of search results.  Web 
pages are created for the purpose of attracting and keeping the attention of surfers 
and are designed so that the pages will rank highly on the results pages of search 
engines. 
The focus of this research is on document retrieval in the context of the 
knowledge worker.  This dissertation relies on Fagin, et al. (2003) to provide 
scope for its operational definition of enterprise search: Enterprise search in the 
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context of this research is the search for a specific document either known to exist 
or expected to exist somewhere inside the corporate firewall. 
Internet Search Engines Fail in the Enterprise 
 
Search engine technology was originally developed to search the internet.  It was 
later applied to searching the enterprise.  A technology intended to help the user 
find any available information about a given topic was applied to the search for a 
specific piece of information sought after by the enterprise searcher.  As noted 
above, it is safe to say that the technology has failed its users in the enterprise 
context. 
The primary source of web search engine success is the ability of the search 
engine to analyze html metadata available on web pages to find the most popular 
web pages that meet the criteria of the searcher (the assumption being that the 
most frequently visited and referenced pages mentioning a specific topic will 
provide the most useful information to the searcher).  The search engine uses 
some form of word frequency analysis in combination with some form of 
metadata analysis (the most famous example of which is the PageRank algorithm 
developed for the Google search engine (Brin & Page, 1998)) to rank the 
documents it returns to the searcher in order of relevance – most relevant first.  
Unfortunately, as implied by the comparison in Table 3 and stated in the analysis 
of that comparison given above, these popularity based methods (e.g., PageRank) 
fail inside the firewall.  The hypertextual metadata used to provide these measures 
of popularity is simply not available in a corporate document store.  The 
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enterprise search engine must rely primarily on the word frequency analysis (full-
text search) capability built into the tool.  
As described in the literature review to follow, the complexity of language 
prevents a full-text only search engine from succeeding.  Because of the 
ambiguity of language, these search engines tend to return too many results and 
users therefore quickly give up their search in favor of recreating the knowledge 
for which they seek.  Another solution that replaces the relevance ranking 
capabilities lost through the unavailability of the PageRank metadata must be 
identified and implemented inside the enterprise if searchers are going to be able 
to find the documents they seek. 
This research proposes that context-based metadata, when added to the documents 
in a document collection, can counter the problems associated with the 
complexity of language faced by the full-text search engine and replace the 
relevance-ranking capability lost when the search engines are brought inside the 
firewall.  The specific metadata tested by the proposed research is metadata that 
describes the subject or subjects discussed in the document.  The proposed 
research attempts to answer the following research question: 
RQ1 - To what extent does the addition of subject metadata improve the 
likelihood of successful search in enterprise-oriented, single-item search? 
Being design science research, the proposed research will also attempt to deliver a 
design artifact in the form of a set of design rules to be applied to the creation of 
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the subject metadata.  This information is important to those who might attempt to 
implement an enterprise search system that utilizes subject metadata search as a 
complement to full-text search.  The costs involved in such a system, beyond the 
cost of the search engine itself, will be the effort required to index documents to a 
set of subject terms as documents are made available for search, and the cost of 
developing the index of subject terms.  The second research question in this 
dissertation will attempt to address the cost concern by answering the following 
question: 
RQ2 – How does the granularity of the hierarchical structure of the 
subject metadata used to describe the contents of the documents impact 
the likelihood of successful search in enterprise-oriented, single-item 
search. 
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Chapter 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
This research draws upon the following bodies of literature to form its 
hypotheses.  The knowledge management literature provides the motivation for 
the research from the practical perspective – a discussion of how to improve the 
retrieval of corporate knowledge stored in a corporation’s archives.  The 
information science literature provides the knowledge base that forms the 
foundation of this research.  It sheds light on problems associated with document 
retrieval and points to the linguistic theory that underpins the notion of 
representational indeterminacy and its impact on full-text-only search 
mechanisms.  It goes on to suggest that adding context to full-text search might 
improve results and describes many experiments examining how this might be 
accomplished.  It then reviews the application of design science to the study of 
information systems and finishes with a brief discussion of the gap in the research 
that this dissertation attempts to fill. 
Knowledge Management 
 
Alavi and Leidner (2001) provide an often-cited foundation for knowledge 
management research (a recent check in Google Scholar noted 870 citing articles).  
Pointing out in 2001 that little IT-based research had been done in the field (most 
research in the field to that point had arisen from strategic and organizational 
theory), they present a framework of knowledge management processes and 
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discuss the roles IT might play in those processes.  They discuss organizations as 
knowledge systems and note that those knowledge systems are made up of four 
inter-related knowledge processes: knowledge creation, knowledge storage and 
retrieval, knowledge transfer, and knowledge application (Alavi & Leidner, 
2001).  From the practical perspective, this work provides the fundamental 
motivation for this dissertation. 
Focusing on the knowledge retrieval process, this research is motivated by two of 
the questions raised by Alavi and Leidner (2001): 
1. How much context needs to be included in knowledge storing to 
ensure effective interpretation and application? 
2. What retrieval mechanisms are most effective in enabling 
knowledge retrieval? 
This research attempts to answer the first question by looking at the impact that 
reducing representational indeterminacy through the addition of different amounts 
of contextual information has on retrieval effectiveness.  The second question is 
simultaneously addressed by noting that, if context does indeed need to be added 
to ensure effective interpretation, then a retrieval mechanism must be designed to 
use that contextual information to aid in knowledge retrieval.   
Alavi and Leidner (2001) argue that contextual information is needed in order to 
establish a virtual shared knowledge space, and to add relevance to the stored 
knowledge for those seeking it.  “Absent a shared knowledge space, the real 
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impact of IT on knowledge exchange is questionable.” (Alavi & Leidner, 2001, 
p.112).  The addition of contextual information to knowledge stored in a KMS 
can help to create that shared knowledge space amongst those knowledge workers 
who entered the knowledge into the system and those trying to retrieve it.  
Explaining how the knowledge can be applied adds meaning to the stored 
knowledge beyond that which is contained in the description of the explicit 
knowledge, and therefore creates a shared knowledge space where seeker and 
creator can put themselves in the same context and achieve the same 
understanding.  Without an actual shared knowledge space, explicit knowledge 
(that stored in a KMS) will be less relevant.   
Information Science 
 
The Principle of Least Effort suggests that people choose to apply solutions to 
problems that will minimize the effort required to solve both the problem they 
face and the problems they are likely to face in the future, each according to their 
own interpretation.  In other words, the principle states that all of us are constantly 
driven by the urge to minimize effort in all that we do. (Zipf, 1949).  
In regards to human language, Zipf notes that words are tools that we use to 
convey meaning in order to achieve objectives.  In its ultimate application, the 
Principle of Least Effort would suggest that a speaker would prefer that a single 
word take on all possible meanings so that the speaker would need to state only 
one word to express their intended meaning.  From the perspective of the listener, 
the principle would argue that the listener would prefer that each word take on 
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only one meaning so that they are not required to do any work deciphering the 
speaker’s intended meaning for each word spoken.  These two extremes are both 
unrealistic.  Zipf agrees that these extremes are unrealistic and states that two 
conflicting forces, The Forces of Unification (one word, all m meanings) and of 
Diversification (m words, one meaning for each word) act in concert to achieve a 
balanced, or orderly, distribution of meanings amongst words.  He goes on to 
observe that the number of meanings a word takes on in a given collection of 
documents is equivalent to the square root of the number of times the word 
appears in that set of documents.  That is, if mr represents the number of meanings 
of the r-th ranked (by frequency) word in a collection and Fr represents the 
frequency of occurrence (the number of times the word appears in the collection) 
of the r-th ranked word in the collection, then the following equation applies: 
 
This relationship between meanings and the frequency of occurrence of a word in 
a set of documents helps explain why keyword-based, full-text searches fail the 
users of enterprise search tools.  Zipf’s studies of the rank-frequency distribution 
of words found that, as the size of a collection increases, the number of 
appearances of a given word increases (Zipf, 1949).  The orderly distribution of 
meanings tells us that as the occurrence of a word increases, the word takes on 
more and more meanings.  Therefore, as a collection increases in size, the number 
of meanings a word takes on in that collection will also increase.  As a word takes 
on more and more meanings in a given document set, a keyword used in the 

mr  Fr
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search of that document set then has more and more meanings than the one 
meaning intended for that keyword by the searcher.  Therefore, as a document 
collection gets larger, the power of a given keyword to retrieve documents 
relevant to the searchers quest for information is reduced.  The search engine 
limited to full-text search is therefore going to return all of the documents with 
that keyword when the searcher is expecting only the documents containing the 
“version” of that keyword possessing his or her intended meaning and only that 
intended meaning. 
Blair attempts to explain the failure of searches from the perspective of the 
searcher and suggests that the searcher needs to avoid two futility points while 
searching or they will give up and declare the search a failure (Blair, 2002b).  The 
anticipated futility point represents the largest number of documents through 
which a searcher is willing to begin searching, while the search futility point is the 
total number of documents through which a searcher is willing to look after he or 
she has begun the search (assuming that search is an iterative process and that a 
searcher will examine several documents before giving up).  The basic notion 
being defined by these two futility points is the idea that there exists some number 
of irrelevant documents through which a searcher is willing to look before giving 
up on their search.  Other authors have referred to this phenomena as avoiding 
information overload (Larson, 1991; Wiberley & Daugherty, 1988).  An effective 
search mechanism will therefore need to avoid a searcher’s futility points by 
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reducing the size of the returned document sets and returning more relevant 
documents in those result sets.   
A target for search engine developers attempting to develop systems that avoid 
these futility points can be found in the literature.  Research studying search 
engine logs have found that web searchers rarely look beyond the first two pages 
of results (Jansen & Spink, 2006, Stenmark & Jadaan, 2006).  Other research has 
determined that this behavior applies inside the enterprise (Fagin et al., 2003).  A 
reasonable target for avoiding a searcher’s anticipated futility point, therefore, 
would be to develop systems capable of returning sought-after documents or 
information in the first 20 results returned to the user. 
Blair also explains the determinacy of representation in terms of description and 
discrimination (Blair, 2002a).  Determinacy of representation is defined to be the 
measure of how precisely a document can be described in a given system.  In 
systems biased towards description (usually a characteristic of a full-text search 
system), one can see that it is fairly easy to predict which words will be in a 
sought after document.  However, given the fact that the number of meanings a 
work takes on is approximately equal to the square root of the number of times 
the word appears in a given collection (Zipf, 1949), it is also fairly obvious that, 
for reasonably large collections (those containing more than a few hundred 
documents) it is nearly impossible to choose a set of keywords that will precisely 
discriminate relevant from irrelevant documents.   
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Documents in full-text search systems also tend to be over-described.  Since an 
index of the entire collection of words in the document (excluding a stop-list of 
words) is used to represent the document, it is likely that some, or many, of the 
words in that description actually mis-represent the intellectual content of the 
document.  An example of this problem is a research paper that uses SAS to 
analyze the data.  The authors may report that SAS was used to analyze the data, 
but the paper in not about SAS.  Searches in such systems tend to exhibit an 
inability to achieve precision in their results sets.  They very often return very 
large results sets that contain a large number of irrelevant documents. 
In systems biased in favor of discrimination (such as a system allowing searches 
across only the title and author fields in a bibliographic record), it is easily seen 
that the descriptions of documents discriminate each document from each other 
document.  However, they also place a very large demand on the searcher.  Unless 
the searcher knows the author or the title, it is unlikely that the desired document 
will be retrieved.  The problem for searchers in these systems is that it is unlikely 
that they can recall the precise terms necessary to return the documents for which 
they are searching.  Such systems tend to fail to achieve adequate recall in their 
result sets.  They frequently return small result sets, but the result sets often fail to 
include the relevant documents in the collection.   
The conflict between the cataloger and the retriever is very similar to the conflict 
between the speaker and the listener that was described by Zipf.  Just as the 
speaker would like to speak only one word, the cataloger would like to put the full 
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text of all documents in a single file.  And just as the listener would like each 
word to have only one meaning, the retriever would like to have easily 
recognizable metadata stored that identifies only one document. 
The problem of representational determinacy (or indeterminacy) is summarized in 
Table 4.  In order to avoid futility points, which result in searchers abandoning 
their searches and organizations taking on the added costs of such failed searches, 
an effective knowledge retrieval system must achieve a proper balance between 
description and discrimination, and unification and diversification.  The goal in 
such a system is to achieve highly determinate representations of the documents 
stored within so that a search results will tend to exhibit both high recall and high 
precision.  As will be shown in the following section of the literature review, full-
text search by itself cannot meet this requirement. 
Table 4 - Blair’s Representational Determinacy 
 
Measure of Effectiveness 
                      System Bias 
Description                               Discrimination 
Recall HIGH LOW 
Precision LOW HIGH 
   
Full-Text Search 
 
In 1985, Blair and Maron presented the findings of a study performed to evaluate 
the retrieval effectiveness of what was then considered state-of-the-art full-text 
retrieval software.  They tested the effectiveness of IBM’s STAIRS/TLS software 
deployed to provide litigation support in the management of a database of 
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approximately 40,000 documents.  The expectation of the system was that it 
would be able to retrieve at least 75% of all of the documents relevant to any 
given request.  In information retrieval terms, users expected to see at least 75% 
recall.  What Blair and Maron found after examining the results of 40 requests, 
was that the system returned, on average, 20% recall.  What was even more 
disconcerting for proponents of full-text search and the users of this state-of-the-
art system was that 80% of requests had recall values at or below 20% (Blair & 
Maron, 1985).  This study clearly demonstrates that full-text search, on its own, is 
not capable of performing at acceptable levels.  
In a study comparing full-text and index-only medical databases, researchers 
found that searches on the full-text databases performed better on a measure of 
recall (and returned more documents) while searches on the index-only databases 
(searches of the bibliographic record containing title, abstract, keywords, subjects, 
etc.) demonstrated a greater than 50% improvement in precision (McKinin, 
Sievert, Johnson, & Mitchell, 1991).  They demonstrated the primary failing of 
full-text search: it returns too many documents.  Good recall numbers are not 
beneficial if the searcher abandons the search because the result set is too large. 
In research arguing that full-text search might be the best search solution, a recent 
comparison of full-text, keyword based search to the searching of title and 
abstract metadata in a medical collection concluded that full-text searching’s time 
has come.  The researchers found that the documents returned by metadata search 
were more useful than full-text search, but they also found that full-text search 
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results could be improved to a level equivalent to those of the title and abstract 
searches by manipulating the ranking scheme in the search engine.  This led the 
researchers to suggest that full-text searching’s time has come (Hemminger, 
Saelim, Sullivan, & Vision, 2007).  However, it is important to note here that the 
searches performed were searches for information on specific genes that are 
usually represented in the searches by their acronyms.  The literature reviewed 
thus far would suggest that their results and conclusion were based on an 
experiment that was biased in favor of full-text search.  Acronyms do not exhibit 
the problems associated with Zipf’s rank-frequency distribution of words and 
orderly distribution of meanings.  They will not take on different meanings as 
their frequency of appearance in a collection increases.  A gene name acronym 
(e.g. – COMT) will most likely only have one meaning in a medical collection.  
Hemminger, et al.’s biased conclusion that full-text searching’s time has come, 
therefore, fails to discourage the proposed research. 
Using Subject Information to Improve Search Results 
 
It is safe to say that subject-based search has been around as long as libraries have 
been around.  Even the library in ancient Alexandria appeared to have a form of 
subject-oriented cataloguing available to aid patrons in finding material (Witty, 
1973).  Drabenstott (2004) points out that domain experts tend to avoid using full-
text keyword based searches because they are too cumbersome to use, and that 
she and other experts in information retrieval tend to rely on subject, author, and 
bibliographic searches to find large sets of relevant documents.  She calls for 
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research into means by which these domain experts’ tactics can be presented to 
end users of search tools (Drabenstott, 2004). 
If information retrieval researchers do not use keyword queries, why do we so 
often rely on them for everyone else?  Zipf‘s Principle of Least Effort suggests 
this makes no sense (Zipf, 1949).  If there are easier methods to be applied to the 
search for information, why do we continue to use the seemingly more difficult 
keyword search?  The Library Science literature is littered with studies testing, in 
one way or another, the advantages to be gained by using subject metadata to 
improve search results. 
Studies of card catalog usage in the 1970s reported that 20-40% of catalog 
searches were subject searches (Lipetz, 1972; Swanson, 1972), while Markey, in a 
review of card catalog research expanded this range to 10-62% (Markey, 1984).  
Similar numbers were reported for subject searches as these catalogs moved 
online.  A national study of online catalog users showed that subject or topical 
searches accounted for up to 59% of catalog searches.  At the same time, the 
study reported that enhancements to such searches were desired by more than 
40% of users (Matthews, Lawrence, & Ferguson, 1983). 
In a study of usage of the MELVYL online catalog system available to patrons of 
University of California libraries beginning in the 1990s, subject search numbers 
were found to be trending down (Larson, 1991).  These findings led to many 
online catalogs being developed without the capability of searching the subject 
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information.  After reviewing studies on online classification and its impact, 
Markey (2006) speculated that, even though searches using subject or topic data 
were declining – and not allowed by some systems – the advent of Google’s 
efforts to digitize the world’s library collections might very well require the 
reintroduction of these capabilities in order to avoid the problems associated with 
representational indeterminacy (Markey, 2006). 
In a much earlier call for the usage of subject entries to aid in information 
retrieval, one of eight envisioned usages of such functionality was to aid searchers 
in improving recall and precision by allowing them to use subject information to 
add context to potentially vague search terms.  Such functionality would, in 
essence, allow the computer to simulate the negotiation of a search request a 
library patron would normally carry out with a research librarian (Svenonius, 
1983).  
A study performed in the Netherlands found that using subject-term searches 
instead of title keyword searches resulted in dramatic improvements in relative 
recall (Voorbij, 1998).  Librarians were asked to perform the searches using both 
methods.  They then performed relevance judgments on the documents returned.  
On average, the subject-term searches returned 87% of the relevant documents 
while title-keyword searches returned only 48% of the relevant documents.  Some 
documents were only found using the title-keyword searches while others were 
only found using the subject term searches.  This study was performed on 
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bibliographic records.  This dissertation will ask a similar question comparing 
full-text, keyword based searches with and without subject metadata. 
In 2005, Gross and Taylor published results that supported the findings of 
Voorbij.  They studied searches of bibliographic records with and without subject 
entries and found that the removal of subject headings from bibliographic records 
would miss, on average, 35.9 percent of the documents returned with those entries 
in place (Gross & Taylor, 2005). 
Automating the Reduction in Representational Indeterminacy 
 
Many researchers have attempted to improve search results by adding features 
and technology to search engines in an effort to automate a reduction in 
representational indeterminacy.  Some examples – certainly not an exhaustive list 
- of such efforts are provided in the following paragraphs.  Readers are also 
directed to the TREC conferences and their proceedings and associated 
publications for additional literature on efforts to improve information retrieval in 
various contexts (see Voorhees (2007) for a starting point on the TREC 
conferences). 
Acknowledging the notion that subject metadata will help searchers locate the 
documents for which they are searching, Wu and Li (2008) experimented with 
using a search interface that helped reduce representational indeterminacy by 
automatically extracting key phrases from the documents in the collection, and 
adding those phrases to the search results.  Unlike subject metadata taken from a 
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controlled vocabulary, these key phrases associated with each document were 
taken from the documents themselves, so any key phrase associated with the 
document must have appeared in that document.  Subjects were asked to find four 
documents relevant to their search and the number of documents opened by each 
subject before they found the four was recorded.   
The results showed that allowing the users to see the key phrases associated with 
a given document resulted in a significant reduction in recall effort.  Searchers 
using the new interface opened fewer documents to find the four they were 
seeking compared to those using a traditional interface (Wu & Li, 2008).  While 
reducing recall effort, systems such as this that rely on post-processing of the 
results still must overcome the problems associated with the searcher’s futility 
points.  If a searcher does not begin to examine the results, the benefits of such 
post-processing systems never materialize. 
Storey, Burton-Jones, Sugumaran, and Purao (2008) studied automating the 
reduction in representational indeterminacy by expanding web queries using an 
ontology to source query terms related to those submitted by the searcher.  In a 
laboratory experiment using students they found that adding contextual 
information to full-text search (in their case expanding the query) improved 
precision (Storey, Burton-Jones, Sugumaran, & Purao, 2008).  A similar concept 
could be applied to automate the addition of subject terms to the query but this 
would take time and add costs to enterprise search systems.  The need for a 
solution is immediate and most systems already allow for the searching of 
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metadata fields.  Also, why automate a system and guess what the searcher is 
seeking when a system could be easily implemented that asks the subject matter 
experts (searchers in the enterprise search context are subject matter experts in the 
areas in which they work and seek documents in support of their work)? 
An enterprise version of the semantic web – a proposed evolution of the web 
where the addition of semantics, via new markup tags, to web pages and 
documents will help search engines determine precisely the context intended by 
the searcher and return the artifacts sought (Berners-Lee, Hendler, & Lassila, 
2001) - could be considered the ultimate manifestation of automated, context-
aided search.  It has yet to be realized, however, but has shown potential (Hendler, 
2001; Sure, Hitzler, Eberhart, & Studer, 2005).  The costs involved are simply too 
high for now.   
One example of the difficulties currently faced by the application of semantic web 
technology to enterprise search is demonstrated by Hawking and Zobel (2007).  
They studied the effect searching the topic metadata included in the web pages of 
a university’s internal website had on search results and fount no improvement.  
They speculated that the poor quality of the metadata – even though semantic 
markup of the web pages was mandated by university policy – was the cause of 
the bad results (Hawking & Zobel, 2007).  Though the technology exists, it is not 
yet in widespread use and in some cases where it is being used, the processes lack 
the discipline necessary to realize the potential benefits.  The semantic web is not 
yet a viable solution to failed enterprise search. 
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Design Science Research 
 
In their introduction to the Mis Quarterly special issue on design science research, 
March and Storey (2008) emphasize that design science is an important and 
necessary research methodology in the IS discipline.  They point out that design 
science functions as a methodology used to identify which IT artifacts help to 
increase the value of the firm, and differentiate design science from the theory 
based methodologies that strive to explain how or why IT artifacts can increase 
the value of the firm.  Sometimes IS research identifies problems that cannot be 
easily modeled or analyzed using a theoretical lens – as is the case in this 
research.  These problems require an empirical examination of the IT artifact in its 
application context.  The purpose of design science is, therefore, to build and 
evaluate IT artifacts with the intention of “…addressing important problems 
heretofore not thought to be amenable to computational approaches.” (March & 
Storey, 2008). 
Appropriate problems to be solved via the design science methodology are those 
that fall into the category of being wicked problems (Hevner, March, Park, & 
Ram, 2004). Wicked problems exhibit the following five properties (Hevner et al., 
2004; Rittel & Webber, 1984):  
(1) the problem has unstable requirements and constraints – there is no 
definitive formulation of the problem, 
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(2) complex interactions occur between subcomponents of the problem 
and solution domains, 
(3) design processes and artifacts are malleable – an inherent flexibility to 
change them exists, 
(4) effective solutions to the problem are critically dependent upon human 
cognitive abilities, 
(5) effective solutions to the problem are dependent upon human social 
abilities. 
The first two of these requirements are related to the ability to easily solve the 
problem computationally.  Too many variables requiring too many assumptions – 
or too many interactions between variables - might cause the solution to be 
assumed away in an analytical model.  The third deals with the ability to easily 
modify a design in a search for the appropriate and effective solution to the 
problem.  The remaining two requirements address behavioral issues associated 
with the problem.  These behavioral issues often are causes of the difficulties 
involved in solving the problem analytically – it is often very difficult, if not 
impossible to model these relationships. 
The ultimate contribution of design science research is the IT artifact produced to 
address unsolved problems or to solve them in new ways.  These artifacts are 
evaluated in terms of their utility.  Hevner et al. (2004) define four types of 
artifacts.  An artifact can be a construct, model, method, or instantiation.  
Constructs are the vocabulary and symbols used to describe the problem.  Models 
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are abstractions created using the constructs that represent the design problem and 
its solution.  Methods are guidelines or algorithms used to search the solution 
space.  And instantiations are the systems created to demonstrate the viability of a 
given solution.  These instantiations are often prototypes of the final solution. 
Table 5 - Design Science Research Guidelines 
Guideline Description 
Design as an Artifact The research must produce a viable artifact in the 
form of a construct, model, method, or instantiation. 
Problem Relevance The research should develop technology-based 
solutions to important and relevant problems. 
Design Evaluation The design artifact(s) produced must be rigorously 
evaluated for utility, quality, and efficacy. 
Research Contributions The research must provide clear and verifiable 
contributions to the IS knowledge base in the form of 
an artifact, design, or methodology. 
Research Rigor Rigorous research methods must be applied to the 
construction and evaluation of the artifact. 
Design as a Search Process The search for an effective artifact requires utilizing 
available means to reach desired ends while 
satisfying laws in the problem environment.  This 
usually involves an iterative process of design and 
evaluation. 
Communication of Research The research must be effectively communicated to 
both technical audiences (researchers who will 
replicate and extend findings and professionals who 
will develop solutions based on them) and managerial 
audiences (researchers who will attempt to 
understand why the solution fits from a theoretical 
perspective and managers who will decide on 
implementation of the solution). 
Adapted from Hevner et al. (2004) 
 
In their seminal writing on design science research in the IS discipline, Hevner, 
March, Park, and Ram (2004) identify seven guidelines to be addressed in order 
for design science research to be complete (see Table 5).  They emphasize that 
these guidelines are not to be used in a rote or mandatory fashion and leave the 
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assessment of the rigor with which each guideline needs to be applied to the 
researcher, reviewer, and reader (Hevner et al., 2004).  In other words, not all of 
these requirements need to be met in order for the research to be considered good 
design science research, but all of the criteria should be addressed in the research 
in some fashion for the research to be considered complete. 
The methodology section of this dissertation will explain how the failure of 
enterprise search meets the criteria of a wicked problem, and will also describe 
how the artifacts created in this design science research adhere to the guidelines 
for good design science research. 
Summary of Literature Review 
 
The literature reviewed above explains why full-text search by itself is not 
capable of producing successful searches.  It demonstrates, by implication and 
through direct suggestion that full-text search, on its own, is often incapable of 
finding what is sought, and that adding context via searches on various 
dimensions often leads to success.  It has also pointed out, repeatedly, that 
subject-aided searches are familiar to users (since the times of ancient Alexandria) 
and that they appear to improve search results in several contexts.  Finally, it has 
presented a methodology by which a solution to the important organizational 
problem of the failure of enterprise search can be defined, built, and evaluated. 
There appears to have been no work done in the literature to test the combination 
of full-text and subject metadata search.  It is entirely possible that the success of 
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web search engines led to the assumption (an erroneous one, it appears) that web 
search engines would be successful for all types of search and therefore this 
particular issue was never thoroughly investigated.  This dissertation is an attempt 
to fill that gap in the literature. 
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Chapter 3 
MODEL AND HYPOTHESES 
This dissertation examines the impact reducing representational indeterminacy 
will have on retrieval effectiveness (see Figure 1).  It compares the quality of 
search results returned from full-text only search (control) to those returned by 
searches that combine full-text and subject metadata search (treatment). 
 
 
 
Figure 1 – Research Model 
 
 
In order to test the model, an experiment will be run in a controlled environment.  
The experiment will consist of attempts to find randomly selected documents 
from a collection of documents using full-text searches and full-text searches in 
combination with subject metadata searches.  The objective of the experiment is 
to quantify the potential gains that can be realized by adding the search of 
contextual information in the form of subject metadata search to full-text search. 
In information retrieval experiments, retrieval effectiveness (the dependent 
variable in the research model) is usually determined by evaluating the relevance 
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of the results returned by searches to the intent of the searcher as defined by the 
queries submitted to a search engine.  Two broad measures are used to quantify 
relevance: recall and precision.   
Recall is defined as the proportion of relevant documents contained in the result 
set or, the number of relevant documents in the result set divided by the number 
of relevant documents in the collection (Voorhees, 2007).  Applying that 
definition to the proposed single-item search experiment will result in a binary 
measure: the document sought will either be in the result set or it will not.  Such a 
measure will not allow for comparisons of effectiveness beyond a very coarse 
measure: success or not.  Such a coarse measure will not allow for an adequate 
answer to RQ1.  Something beyond the binary recall measure is needed.  
Therefore, recall will be operationalized as a measure of the position – or rank – 
of the sought after document in the result set.  Blair’s futility points (Blair, 2002b) 
and Fagin, Kumar, et al.’s (2003) research indicating that users rarely look 
beyond the first two pages of search engine results, indicating the need for a rank-
based measure of recall.  Such a measure makes it possible to assess whether the 
use of subject indexes reduces the number of searches that are abandoned. 
Precision is defined as the proportion of relevant documents in the result set or, 
the number of relevant documents in the result set divided by the total number of 
documents in the result set (Voorhees, 2007).  Unlike the definition of recall, the 
definition of precision does not fail in the context of a single-item search: a ratio 
of the number of relevant documents (always equal to 1) to the total number of 
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documents in the result set can be calculated whenever the document is found 
(and is equal to zero otherwise).  This ratio, however, is not of primary interest to 
this research as this research is more concerned with avoiding the abandonment of 
the search than it is a specific precision ratio.  Therefore, the definition of 
precision will be applied but, since the numerator of the ratio will always be equal 
to 1, precision will be operationalized as the size the number of documents 
returned by the search engine for a given query. 
The independent variable (representational indeterminacy) will be operationalized 
through the manipulation of the content of the queries used to find the randomly 
selected documents.  The basic assumption underlying the operationalization of 
this variable is that full-text only searches using keywords have higher 
representational indeterminacy than the combination of full-text and subject 
metadata searches using keywords and subject terms selected from a subject 
thesaurus.  The literature implies that adding contextual metadata to a full-text 
search will improve retrieval effectiveness over a full-text only search.  In order to 
test this implication and answer the research questions posed above, the proposed 
research will test the following hypotheses.   
In regards to RQ1: 
H1a: The proportion of result sets containing the target document in the 
top 20 (top N) results will be greater in subject aided searches than in full-
text only searches. 
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H2a: The number of documents returned by subject-aided searches will be 
smaller than the number returned by full-text only searches. 
In regards to RQ2: 
H1b: The depth of the subject thesaurus can be reduced without 
significantly affecting the rank of the sought after document in the result 
set returned in subject-aided searches. 
H2b: The depth of the subject thesaurus can be reduced without 
significantly affecting the size of the result set returned in subject-aided 
searches.  
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Chapter 4 
METHODOLOGY 
 
The proposed research utilizes the design science methodology to test these 
hypotheses and to produce a set of design rules to be used if such a proposed 
solution were to be implemented.  This section describes the methodology, 
establishes that this research meets the criteria to be met in order to properly apply 
the methodology, describes a preliminary experiment run to determine the 
viability of the research concept, and then lays out the remaining research to be 
completed. 
Design Science Research 
 
This research applies the design science methodology to the search for a solution 
to the problem of failed enterprise search.  According to Hevner, March, et al. 
(2004), design science provides a framework, or methodology, for the building 
and evaluation of artifacts intended to meet an identified business need.  They 
define the goal of design science research to be utility with the outcome being the 
“[clear] identification of a contribution to the archival knowledge base of 
foundations and methodologies.” (Hevner et al., 2004)   
In order to make such a contribution; design science research must fulfill two 
major requirements.  First, the problem being addressed must be of a class of 
problems defined as wicked problems.  And second, the research must follow a 
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prescribed inherent problem solving process (Hevner et al., 2004).  Each of these 
requirements is described in detail in the literature review.  
As summarized in Table 6, the failure of enterprise search is a wicked problem.  
Too many assumptions about the distribution of words and subject terms 
throughout the documents and the collection itself, combined with the fact that 
they vary as a collection grows, establishes that the requirements are unstable and 
the environmental context surrounding enterprise search is and will remain ill-
defined.  The word to word, word to document, subject to subject, subject to 
document, and word to subject correlations indicate the complex interactions 
involved in describing and solving the problem.  Design processes and artifacts 
(simulated queries and the subject index structure) can be easily changed to iterate 
in search of a solution.  The challenge faced by the searcher of selecting a set of 
search terms that adequately describes the sought after document and adequately 
discriminates that document from the rest of the collection demonstrates the 
complex cognitive ability required for successful search.  Finally, the inherent 
conflict between the cataloger’s desire to use a single term to describe the 
document and the need of the retriever to have an index that can completely 
differentiate each document from the other documents in the collection is a trade-
off requiring the cooperation of the two in order to enable successful and cost 
effective enterprise search.  This demonstrates a critical dependence on human 
social abilities. 
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Table 6 - The Failure of Enterprise Search - Design Science Wicked Problem 
Criteria 
Design Science Criteria 
(Hevner, et al., 2004) 
This Research Problem 
Unstable requirements and 
constraints based on ill-defined 
environmental contexts 
Zipf’s rank-frequency distribution of words and 
orderly distribution of meanings lead to too 
many assumptions when trying to 
computationally solve the problem. 
Complex interactions amongst 
subcomponents of the problem and 
its solution 
Correlations between keywords, between 
subjects, and between keywords and subjects 
are examples of the complex interactions 
involved. 
Inherent flexibility to change design 
processes as well as design 
artifacts 
Query definitions (combinations of keywords, 
subjects, and keywords and subjects) and the 
structure of the subject index can be easily 
changed and iterated upon in the search for a 
solution. 
Critical dependence on human 
cognitive (creative) abilities to 
produce effective solutions 
Description v. Discrimination: users of search 
systems are required to create the near 
perfect query in order to retrieve the 
documents they seek.   
Critical dependence on human 
social abilities (Teamwork) to 
produce effective solutions 
The inherent conflict between cataloger and 
retriever requires a certain level of teamwork 
to enable successful search.  
 
This research will deliver three artifacts used in the search for a solution to the 
problem of failed enterprise search.  These artifacts are briefly described here and 
evaluated against the Hevner et al. (2004) criteria in Table 7.   
The first artifact is a simple design model for improving enterprise search results.  
That model is the subject-aided search model that combines full-text search with 
the search of subject metadata.  It should also be noted that the search 
environment prototyped for this research took significant effort to create and the 
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search performance of such a system appears to have never been empirically 
examined.   
The second artifact produced in this research is the single-item search experiment.  
This artifact addresses the problem associated with evaluating search 
performance.  Primarily the problem is caused by the need to judge the relevance 
of documents by both the searchers and the experimenters (Blair, 1996).  The 
single-item search experiment avoids this problem by randomly selecting single 
documents to be the target of the searches run in the experiment.  This artifact will 
be evaluated through the use of simulated searches whose queries are defined 
using a consistent, systematic approach applied to each target document.  The 
utility and efficacy of the experiment will be indicated by the performance metrics 
collected during the experiment. 
The final artifact produced is a set of structural guidelines to be applied to the 
creation and maintenance of the subject index to be used in a document storage 
and retrieval system that allows for subject-aided search.  The experiment will 
manipulate the hierarchical structure of the subject index used in the prototype, 
and searches will be run using the same simulated search technique briefly 
described for the second artifact, so that the impact of the index structure on 
search results can be evaluated.  The relevance of this portion of the research is 
driven by the need to understand the cost of cataloging documents to the subject 
index.  This is believed to be a primary concern of those facing the decision to 
implement such a system.  It appears that this cost has never been empirically 
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studied.  This research has the potential to contribute the beginnings of an 
empirical understanding of this concept to the knowledge base in the Information 
Systems discipline. 
Table 7 - Design Science Research Problem Solving Process Criteria 
Design Science 
Criteria (Hevner, et 
al. 2004)   
 Artifact 1  Artifact 2  Artifact 3 
Design as an 
artifact (construct, 
model, method, or 
instantiation) 
 
Subject-Aided 
Search Model 
Single-Item Search 
Experiment 
Index Structure 
Guidelines 
Problem 
Relevance 
 
Failure of Enterprise 
Search 
Near impossibility of 
correct and complete 
relevance judgments 
Cost of coding 
documents to the 
index 
Design Evaluation* 
 
Accuracy and 
completeness of the 
search results 
Care taken to ensure 
internal and external 
validity 
Experiment using 
simulated 
searches 
Research 
Contributions* 
 
An environment to 
test the concept of 
subject-aided search 
did not exist prior.  
Can now replicate 
this research. 
No prior evaluation of 
the potential of a 
subject-aided search 
system exists. 
The impact of 
index structure (a 
cost of search) 
never empirically 
examined.  
Research Rigor* 
 
Zipf’s (1949) rank-
frequency distribution 
of words and orderly 
distribution of 
meanings combined 
with library science 
research on subject 
metadata (in 
essence a theory of 
word meaning).  
Description v. 
Discrimination.  
Random sampling of 
documents.  Use of 
word-frequencies to 
generate keywords 
for queries.  Effort to 
avoid the introduction 
of biases and 
strengthen internal 
and external validity. 
Systematically 
selecting depth of 
index.  Effort to 
avoid introducing 
biases and 
strengthen 
internal and 
external validity. 
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Design as a 
search process 
 
Iterate through two 
experiments 
Testing various query 
term combinations 
Testing at least 
two variations of 
index structure 
Communication of 
Research* 
 
Will communicate 
results to both 
technical and 
managerial 
audiences in practice 
and academia. 
Will communicate 
results to both 
technical and 
managerial 
audiences in practice 
and academia. 
Will communicate 
results to both 
technical and 
managerial 
audiences in 
practice and 
academia. 
* - outcome-related criterion 
Table 7 lists the seven problem-solving-process-related design science criteria 
outlined by Hevner, March, et al. (2004) and summarizes how this research meets 
each criterion for each artifact.  It is important to note here that since this 
document is only proposing research, it is premature to state that we meet several 
of the criteria dealing with outcomes.  Therefore, for the outcome-related criteria, 
the table briefly summarizes how the research is expected to meet the criteria 
once the research is complete or defers the discussion until the research is 
completed and results can be analyzed and communicated.  An asterisk placed 
after their description denotes these outcome-related criteria. 
Hevner et al. (2004) make it clear that good design science research does not 
require that all seven of these requirements be rigorously met.  They leave it up to 
the researcher, reviewer, and reader to decide what combination of rigor and 
relevance makes a specific research effort good design science research.  
However, they do recommend that although each of these seven requirements is 
not necessarily required to be rigorously met, each should be addressed in some 
way by the researcher.  This is accomplished via Table 7. 
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Preliminary Research 
 
A preliminary experiment was run to test the viability of research attempting to 
answer research question 1.  The objective of the experiment was to evaluate the 
degree of improvement in search results that could be achieved through the 
addition of a subject metadata search to a full-text search.  The experiment was 
run using the ABI/INFORM database and search engine, which is available at 
most research libraries.  The experiment consisted of the running of simulated 
searches representing full-text only and full-text plus subject metadata searches 
built from pairs of query terms randomly selected from the ABI/INFORM subject 
thesaurus.  The size of the result set returned was recorded for each query, and 
comparisons were made of the results for each control and treatment set of queries 
analyzed. 
The ABI/Inform research database was selected as a proxy for enterprise 
document stores for two reasons.  First, it is readily available to other researchers 
who might want to replicate these results.  Second, it represents a large but 
bounded set of documents that are similar to a large organization’s knowledge 
base of work products.  Although some documents are posted prior to being 
indexed, all but the most recently entered documents in the ABI/Inform database 
have subject metadata defined, which is a requirement for the proposed solution.   
The subject thesaurus provided by ABI/INFORM was the source for the query 
terms used in the experiment.  The thesaurus provides a controlled vocabulary 
against which the documents in the collection are indexed.  It is unique to this 
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specific collection.  Each term in the thesaurus is cross-referenced with associated 
terms in the thesaurus.  Links are provided to narrower terms (more restrictive 
terms associated with a smaller set of documents), broader terms (less restrictive 
terms associated with a larger set of documents), and related terms (a set of 
suggested similar terms).  Figure 2 is a screenshot of the thesaurus entry for the 
term deregulation.   Subject matter experts are used by ABI/Inform to index each 
document against the subject thesaurus.  Articles in the collection generally are 
indexed to several subject terms. 
Deregulation 
Classification Code: 
4310 
Related Terms: 
Regulated Industries 
Regulation 
Regulation of Financial Institutions 
Regulatory Agencies 
Regulatory Reform 
Self Regulation 
State Regulation 
Figure 2: Thesaurus Entry Example 
 
The first term in each of the 384 randomly selected pairs of query terms was 
randomly selected from the list of roughly 17,000 subject terms in the thesaurus.  
The second term was then randomly selected from the list of related terms 
available in the thesaurus for that particular subject term. Related terms were 
chosen for the second term because it was thought that using related terms in a 
query most closely approximates search behavior.  As searchers work to refine 
their search queries, it is unlikely that query terms (keywords) would be replaced 
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by broader keyword terms.  Searchers may replace a keyword by a more 
restrictive keyword, but generally would not keep both keywords in the query.  In 
most instances the second keyword in the query is a related term, either a 
synonym or a related dimension.   
Subject terms in the thesaurus typically consist of more than one word.  Examples 
of such subject terms include “knowledge management,” “plumbing fixtures,” 
and “consumer attitudes.”  Figure 2 helps illustrate how the pair of terms was 
selected for the queries in Table 8.  “Deregulation” was randomly selected from 
the thesaurus, and then “Regulatory Reform” was randomly selected from the list 
of the seven related terms associated with Deregulation in the thesaurus. 
Four queries were run for each of the 384 pairs of terms.  The first query is a full-
text search of the collection using the first term in the pair.  The second query 
uses both terms as keywords in a full-text search.  The third query uses the first 
term in the pair as both a keyword in a full-text search of the collection and as a 
subject term in a search of the subject metadata field.  Thus, the third query looks 
for the term in both the text of the articles and in the subject field of the metadata.  
The fourth query adds the second term to the third query as an additional subject 
term.  That is, the fourth query searches the full-text of the documents for the first 
term in addition to searching the subject metadata for the first and second terms.  
The first two queries are control scenarios while the third and fourth are treatment 
scenarios in the comparison of full-text only searches versus combined full-text 
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and subject metadata searches.  An example of a set of queries created using this 
approach is given in Table 8. 
Table 8 - An Example Set of Queries Generated for a Pair of Query Terms 
TEXT(Deregulation) 
TEXT(Deregulation) AND TEXT(Regulatory Reform)  
TEXT(Deregulation) AND SUBJECT(Deregulation) 
TEXT(Deregulation) AND SUBJECT(Deregulation) AND SUBJECT(Regulatory 
Reform) 
 
These queries were submitted using ABI/INFORM’s standard search box 
interface.  The system was set to search only those documents in the collection for 
which a full-text version was available.  After each query was submitted, the 
number of articles returned by the search was recorded.  A sample of the query 
terms and collected data appears in Table 9. 
Table 9 - Sample Query Terms and Data 
Term 1 Term 2 KW1 KW1 KW2 KW1 
SU1 
KW1 
SU1 
SU2 
Stock Exchanges Capital Markets 273,536 20,086 7,458 212 
Teaching Assistants Teachers 1,823 820 29 6 
Employment 
Interviews 
Hiring 817 422 105 15 
Business Process 
Reengineering 
Systems 
Management 
14,330 1,140 1,799 16 
 
The descriptive statistics for the queries run using the 384 pairs of terms appear in 
Table 10.  The means show a dramatic decrease in the number of documents 
returned when a search of subject metadata is added to the full-text searches.  The 
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average number of documents returned decreased by 97.5% (from 41,323 
documents to 1,043 documents) when we required that the first search term 
appear in both the text of the document and the subject field of the metadata 
(KW1 SU1 -- keyword one in text of document and keyword one in subject 
metadata).  When we added a second search term and required that it also appear 
in the subject field of the metadata (KW1 SU1 SU2 -- keyword one in text of 
document and keyword one in subject metadata and keyword two in subject 
metadata), the average number of documents returned decreased by 99.9% (from 
41,323 documents to 43 documents).   
Table 10 - Descriptive Statistics – Number of Articles Returned 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Median Lower 
Quartile 
Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 41,323 146,772 3,045 666 21,598 
KW1 KW2 2,814 9,780 194 33 1,022 
KW1 SU1 1,043 4,601 56 10 426 
KW1 SU1 SU2 43 219 2 0 11 
 
The average number of documents returned in the KW1 SU1 SU2 scenario was 
greater than 20 and therefore such an enhancement to document search does not 
meet the requirement of returning no more than two pages of results implied from 
Fagin, et al.’s (2003) research finding that most searchers rarely look beyond the 
second page of results.  Nonetheless, the reduction in result set size was 
impressive; but was it outside of expectations?  The answer to that, as seen in the 
following paragraphs, is “Maybe.” 
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To determine if these results are interesting from the perspective of the researcher, 
an estimate of the expected results must be created and compared to the empirical 
results.  To estimate the result set size, the impact of adding two subject terms to a 
query must be understood.  Adding subject terms to a query using the Boolean 
AND operator has the effect of slicing-and-dicing the search space similar to the 
effect of drilling down in a data cube in a data warehousing application.  Each 
time a subject term is added to a query, the search space (and therefore the 
potential result set size) is reduced to those documents indexed to that term (in 
combination with any other search terms in the query).  The Venn diagram of a 
SU1 SU2 query presented in Figure 3 illustrates this effect.  The effect of adding 
keywords to the query is not represented in the diagram to simplify the 
explanation.  If keywords are added, the resulting search space is reduced to that 
space containing documents that contain the keyword or keywords of interest that 
intersects with the space containing the documents that have been indexed to the 
subject term or terms of interest.  The following analysis, therefore, describes the 
upper limit on the search space of a two-subject query. 
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Figure 3 – Venn Diagram of Two-Subject Query Search Space 
 
Adding SU1 to the query reduces the search space to those documents containing 
SU1 in the subject field of the document.  Adding SU2 again reduces the search 
space/result set to those documents matching the SU1 query and those that also 
contain SU2 in the subject field of the document. 
Estimating the result set size generated by a two-subject query such as that 
depicted in Figure 3 boils down to calculating the probability that any two subject 
terms in the thesaurus will appear together in any of the documents in the 
collection.  The impact of the keyword in the query is ignored resulting in the 
calculation yielding a maximum number of documents returned in a two-subject 
query (the keyword will simply reduce the size of the result set to some fraction 
of the two subject search space. 
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Estimating the needed probability begins with the calculation of the expected 
value for the number of documents indexed to any given subject term, and then 
uses that number to determine the probability of a document containing two 
specific subject terms.  The following parameter definitions and estimates are 
used in these calculations: 
 D = number of documents in the collection = 7,600,000 
 S = the number of subject terms in the index = 17,000 
 s = the average number of subject terms indexed to each document 
in the collection = 4.7 
These parameter estimates were taken from the ABI/INFORM collection.  The 
number of documents in the collection was estimated by running a full-text query 
using the word “the” as the only keyword in the query.  The number of subject 
terms was counted manually by browsing the index.  17,002 entries were counted.  
allowing for some error in the manual process and rounding resulted in the 
estimate of 17,000 subject terms.  The average number of subject terms indexed 
to each document in the collection was determined from a random sample of 30 
documents taken from the collection. 
The total number of occurrences of subject terms (not the number of unique 
subject terms) in the collection is arrived at by multiplying the average number of 
subject terms per document (s) by the total number of documents in the collection 
(D).  The average number of documents indexed to a given subject term (DS) can 
then be calculated by dividing (s x D) by the total number of unique subject terms 
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in the thesaurus (S). The average number of documents per subject term was 
equal to 2101 documents.  
 (s x D)/S = (4.7 x 7,600,000)/17,000 = 2101 
The average probability of any document being indexed to any subject term 
(P(SU1)) can then be calculated by dividing that number by the number of 
documents in the collection: 
 P(SU1) = 2101/7,600,000  0.0003 
Multiplying the probability that a document is indexed to one subject term by the 
conditional probability that a second subject term is indexed to the same 
document given the fact that the first term is indexed to the same document 
(P(SU2|SU1)) will yield the probability that a document is indexed to a set of two 
specific subjects (P(SU1,SU2). 
 P(SU1,SU2) = P(SU1) x P(SU2|SU1) 
Multiplying this probability by the total number of documents in the collection 
will yield the expected value for the number of documents returned by a two-
subject query.   An estimate for P(SU2|SU1) is required in order to estimate this 
number.  The relationship between SU2 and SU1 defined by P(SU2|SU1) is 
unknown. Therefore, it is assumed that the two terms are independent. 
 P(SU2|SU1) = P(SU2) = P(SU1) 
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This assumption forces P(SU2|SU1) to be equal to P(SU1) and allows an estimate 
for the average number of documents returned by a two-subject query (DS2) to be 
calculated by multiplying the probabilities by the total number of documents. 
 DS2 = P(SU1,SU2) x D = P(SU1) x P(SU1) x D = 0.58 
From the equation above, the expected value for the average number of 
documents returned from a two-subject query is slightly more than one-half of a 
document.   
The preliminary experiment returned, on average, 43 documents for two-subject 
searches.  The expected results from the analyses presented above indicate that 
the average result set should be no more than one document.  The discrepancy 
between the two results can be explained by the fact that the two subject terms in 
each query are related to each other (by experimental definition).  Thus, the 
assumption of independence between the subject terms in the query is invalid.  If 
two subject terms are correlated, then the conditional probability P(SU2|SU1) is 
greater than the marginal probability P(SU2) which increases the joint probability 
P(SU1,SU2) and results in an increase in the expected average result set size.  The 
data tells us that this conditional probability is approximately 0.02, which is much 
greater than the marginal probability of .0003.  This number is derived from the 
fact that the 43 documents returned by the two-subject query represent 
approximately 2% of the single-subject search space, which is expected to be 
2101 documents.   
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Is this 2% a reasonable number?  That is difficult, if not impossible, to answer as 
there are many variables to account for in such an assessment.  This number 
might depend on where in the hierarchical index (see Figure 4) the subject terms 
might appear.  It might depend on whether or not the terms are on the same path, 
or branch, in the hierarchical index.  Since this question cannot be easily 
answered analytically, an empirical examination of the issue is in order and these 
results justify a continued examination of the problem. 
Limitations of Preliminary Experiment 
 
The results of the preliminary research presented above have several limitations.  
First, no attempt was made to determine the relevance of the documents returned 
by the queries.  This implies an assumption that all returned documents were 
relevant and that ABI/INFORM did a perfect job of indexing the documents.  
That assumption of perfection is unrealistic.  Any continuing research must 
address the relevance of the search results.  The experiment described in this 
dissertation examines search result relevance. 
Second, the cost of gathering the metadata and indexing the documents to it were 
assumed to be negligible.  If this is the case, then surely subject metadata search 
should be included in any enterprise document retrieval application.  If the 
assumption is not true, then it may not be desirable or practical to incorporate 
subject metadata search into such a system.  One output of this research is 
guidance on how to structure a subject metadata index.  The structure of any such 
index will have an impact on enterprise search cost. 
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Third, query terms were randomly selected from the ABI/INFORM subject 
thesaurus.  Although it could be argued that the process followed when selecting 
the terms approximates the behavior of searchers in the enterprise context, no 
effort was made to demonstrate that this was true and arguments could probably 
be made that the process did not adequately approximate human search behavior. 
Fourth, the rank of the documents in the result set was not examined.  From the 
searchers point of view, the number of documents returned is not as important as 
the ranking of the relevant documents in the result set.  Document rank is one of 
two dependent variables in the experiment described in this dissertation. 
The final limitation is also the result of the query term selection process.  Because 
the terms were chosen from the ABI/INFORM subject thesaurus and used as both 
keywords for full-text searching and subject terms for subject metadata searching, 
124 queries returned zero documents.  This resulted in result set sizes that were 
smaller than one would expect if keywords used for the full-text search were 
chosen using a more realistic process.  To overcome these final two limitations, a 
more robust query term selection process is defined for the experiment 
documented in this dissertation. 
As noted above, the results from the preliminary experiment were quite 
intriguing.  The reduction in result set size is extremely encouraging, and 
indicates that searching subject metadata along with the full-text of the document 
has the potential to make enterprise search a much more successful endeavor.  If 
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the size of the result set can be kept low, it is more likely that searchers will look 
through all of the documents returned and find the desired document.  However, 
given the limitations of the preliminary experiment, no conclusive statements can 
be made as a result of the experiment.  Additional research is needed to arrive at 
conclusive answers to the research questions.  The remainder of this dissertation 
describes an experiment run to attempt to arrive at more conclusive answers to the 
research questions. 
Single-Item Search Experiment 
 
A single-item search experiment was defined and run to address the limitations of 
the preliminary experiment.  In the experiment, 288 documents were randomly 
chosen from a collection of documents to be the targets of queries run to find 
them.  To answer RQ1, eight queries were re-defined and submitted for each 
document using combinations of keywords and subject terms selected from each 
document’s contents and metadata.  To answer RQ2 the subject index used in the 
collection was manipulated and the eight queries were defined – new subject 
terms had to be selected after each manipulation - and run for each document after 
each manipulation of the subject index. 
A single-item search was chosen as the experimental search platform in response 
to the preliminary experiment’s limitations in the area of the relevance of search 
results and Fagin et al.’s (2003) research indicating most enterprise searchers seek 
specific information or a specific document.  A single-item search – a search for a 
specific document known or thought to exist - avoids the problems associated 
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with obtaining relevance judgments in an experimental context.  In the case of a 
single-item search, only one document is relevant to the search.  No judgments 
need to be made as to which documents are relevant to which search tasks.  
Relevance is reduced to a yes or no question: Is the sought after document in the 
search results?  Rank and result set size will be the measures of the quality of the 
search results obtained via each query.  Although there may be other experimental 
methods that can overcome the problems mentioned above, a single-item search 
experiment is the simplest solution and therefore it is the most logical choice for 
the initial investigation into this area of research. 
Document Collection 
 
A controlled collection of 6025 documents stored on servers inside the Business 
School’s firewall was the primary collection used in the experiment.  The 
documents in the collection were taken from six publications:  three academic 
journals (MIS Quarterly, Information Systems Research, and Management 
Science) and three magazines (ComputerWorld, InformationWeek, and 
Newsweek).  These sources were chosen in an attempt to define a context specific 
(information systems related material) collection of documents that could 
approximate the context-specific nature of an enterprise document collection.  
The documents range in size from half-page news snippets to 25+ page academic 
papers.  
Microsoft Excel was used to randomly select 288 individual documents to be used 
as search targets in the single-item search experiments.  A two-step process was 
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used to select the target documents.  First, a randomly ordered list of the 
documents was created.  Then, a set of 288 random numbers was generated used 
to select the documents from the original random-ordered list.   
The largest magazine article targeted contains 1289 unique words and only seven 
of the magazine articles targeted contain more than 755 unique words.  The 
smallest journal article targeted contains 226 unique words but it appears to be an 
anomaly as it is the only journal article containing fewer than 755 unique words.  
Figure 4 is a plot of the number of unique, semantically relevant words (those 
remaining after the application of a stop list) for each of the 288 documents to be 
used as search targets.  The documents are plotted according to size (number of 
unique words) from left to right. The plot shows two fairly prominent inflection 
points at approximately 500 and 1250 unique words.  These points will be used to 
segment the results into small documents (those containing no more than 500 
unique words), and large documents (those containing at least 1250 unique words) 
to control for the influence of document size on the results of the experiment. 
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Figure 4 – Number of Unique Words in Sought After Documents 
 
The documents in the collection were sourced from several online research 
collections available through the University’s library.  Multiple sources were 
necessary because, in order to search a document, full-text versions of the 
documents were necessary and some collections only provide page-image PDF 
files.  If full-text versions of the documents could not be found, the object 
character recognition (OCR) feature of Adobe Acrobat was used to render the 
document images into full-text versions.  These OCRed documents sometimes 
caused problems with keyword selection when the OCR process failed to properly 
convert the image into text.  The process sometimes produced text that was a 
combination of letters that was not a word or partial words.  This problematic 
behavior had to be taken into account during the definition of a keyword selection 
heuristic. 
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The subject metadata for each document in the collection was downloaded from 
bibliographic records found for each document in ProQuest’s ABI/INFORM 
research collection available through the University’s library.  Custom scripts 
were written and executed to insert the metadata into each document so that it 
could be found, indexed, and ultimately searched by the search engine.  The 
downloading of the documents and the accompanying metadata required over 320 
hours of student worker time to complete. This represents ten hours per week for 
two 16-week semesters plus a significant amount of additional work done by the 
researchers to further refine the document collection. 
Additionally, over 80 hours was spent on synchronizing the list of files in the 
collection with the metadata retrieved from ABI/INFORM and the development 
and execution of the scripts necessary to help synchronize the metadata with the 
files and store the metadata in the files.   
Several C# short programs (scripts) were written to assist in the development of 
the experiment run in this research.  The scripts were developed and run using 
Microsoft’s Visual Studio 2008 Professional Edition software development 
environment.  The source code for these scripts can be found in Appendix F   
The IBM Omnifind Yahoo! Edition (OYE) search application was used to run the 
searches on the collection.  The OYE search application uses the Apache Project’s 
open-source Lucene search engine as its core.  The OYE search application was 
configured so that it indexed the full-text of the document and the metadata as two 
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separate fields so that searches could be run on the two fields individually or in 
combination. The application provides an API through which the submission of 
queries and the recording of search results can be automated, dramatically 
reducing the complexity of running the experiment.  The OYE application was 
chosen because of its API and for its simplicity of installation, configuration, and 
use. 
Sample Size 
A sample size of 288 target documents was chosen for the experiment based on 
the following logic using the method described in Aczel (2009). As noted earlier 
in this dissertation, the two result variables of primary interest are the rank of the 
target document in the result set, and the frequency with which the target 
document appears in the first 10 results in the result set.  Data from the 
preliminary experiment indicates that 74% of the time the result set size for a two 
subject query is less than or equal to 10 documents.  If we assume that the target 
document will be among the first 10 results in 75% of the result sets, then a 
sample size of 288 searches will make the bound on the error of the estimate be 
5%.  It also will make the bound on the error of the estimate be less than 1 for the 
average rank of the target document in the result set.  These bounds are small 
enough to enable the detection of differences in recall and precision of the two 
technologies (keyword only versus keyword plus subject term). 
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Query Definition 
Each of the 288 single-item searches requires eight different queries be defined 
and run in order to answer the research questions.  Two queries made up of either 
one or two keyword terms and two made up of either one or two subject terms 
serve as the control queries for the experiment.  Four queries made up of 
combinations of one or two keyword terms and one or two subject terms are the 
treatment set for the experiment.  The keyword terms and subject terms are the 
same in both the control and treatment query sets.  Using the notation used in the 
preliminary experiment, the eight queries have the following structure: 
Control Queries: 
KW1 
KW1 KW2 
SU1 
SU1 SU2 
 
Treatment Queries: 
KW1 SU1 
KW1 SU1 SU2 
KW1 KW2 SU1 
KW1 KW2 SU1 SU2 
 
The queries used in the experiment were generated from the documents 
themselves in an attempt to avoid the introduction of any bias on the part of the 
experimenter.  As described in detail below, the keyword terms were selected 
based on word frequencies in each document and subject terms were randomly 
selected from each document’s subject term metadata provided by ABI/INFORM.  
Keywords were single-word terms and subject terms were single- or multiple-
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word terms as defined in the subject thesaurus.  Note that this method of query 
term selection differs from the selection process used in the preliminary 
experiment.  In the preliminary experiment, both subject and keyword query 
terms were randomly selected from the subject thesaurus (KW1 = SU1 and KW2 
= SU2).  The selection of the keyword terms (KW1 and KW2) from the subject 
thesaurus led to problems where some queries returned zero results because some 
subject terms indexed to the documents never actually appear in the document 
text.  The single-item search experiment did not repeat this problem because the 
keyword terms for each query were selected from words that actually appear in 
the corresponding target document. 
Keyword (KW) Selection 
 
There appears to be very little research done to understand how searchers select 
the query terms (keywords) they submit when searching for information.  Most 
research done on the keywords used as search criteria has been based upon 
quantitative analysis of search log data (Spink, et al., 2001; Fagin, et al., 2003; 
Jansen & Spink, 2006).  Such post-hoc research is not capable of determining the 
reasoning behind search term selection and is mostly limited to reporting 
characteristics of the search session (e.g. – time spent in the session, the number 
of queries submitted, the number of query terms in a query, etc.)  This research 
tells us that searchers typically use fewer than 4 terms per query, and on average 
use slightly more than two (Spink, et al. 2001).  Other research has studied the 
search process used by searchers and points out that novices tend to use a broad-
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to-narrow approach but often seem to use a self-described random or chaotic 
approach to searching for information.  Domain knowledge experts (researchers, 
usually) tend to avoid topical, keyword-based searches altogether and rely on 
more objective search criteria such as author names, journal titles, article titles, 
and specific project-related information (e.g. - project names, funding sources).  
See Markey (2007) for a review of the literature on these behaviors.  Beyond 
identifying a fairly typical broad-to-narrow approach, why searchers choose the 
terms they use remains an unanswered question.  We therefore needed to identify 
and justify a search keyword selection heuristic to be used in this research.  The 
definition and justification of the keyword selection heuristic is given in the 
following paragraphs. 
The two full-text search terms (KW1 and KW2) chosen for each of the 288 target 
documents were selected using a proportionally weighted random selection 
process.  This is, they were randomly selected from a distribution weighted 
according to the frequency of occurrence of each word in the document (after the 
application of a stop list to remove commonly used but non-descriptive terms in 
the English language).  Any word occurring only once in a given document was 
excluded from the keyword selection process primarily due to the fact that many 
of the words appearing only once in a document in the collection are only word 
fragments that arise as a result of the OCR process used to convert image PDF 
files to text PDFs, or are due to issues associated with end of line splits and other 
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string processing issues.  This heuristic was arrived at based on the following 
issues, facts, and concepts: 
 As noted above, nothing in the Information Systems or Information 
Science literature gives any guidance on search term selection 
 Word frequency is the primary source of search result ranking for 
search engines running inside the firewall 
 Word frequencies likely have an impact on the searchers ability to 
select search terms 
 Random selection eliminates experimenter bias in the selection of 
these search terms 
 It appears to be a reasonable heuristic as the selected search terms 
provide a reasonable approximation to typical enterprise search failure 
rates reported in industry surveys. 
These items, except for the first item in the list, are addressed in detail below.  
The first item has been addressed in the preceding paragraphs. 
 
Document Ranking: As noted earlier, enterprise search engines do not have the 
benefit of the html metadata used to perform the popularity based analyses (e.g. – 
Google’s PageRank) used by web search engines and are therefore limited to 
using only a word frequency based analysis to rank the documents returned in 
search results.  This word frequency based analysis typically applies a formula 
generically referred to as tf-idf.  This formula combines a term that represents the 
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frequency of occurrence of a term in a document (term frequency or tf) with a 
term that represents the rarity of documents containing the search term (inverse 
document frequency or idf) to arrive at a score for each search term in the query 
applied individually to each document in the collection.  The search engine then 
combines the scores for each term in the query for each document in the 
collection containing any of the search terms to arrive at an overall score for each 
document.  The search engine then ranks the documents in the collection that 
match the search terms according to this tf-idf score and displays them to the 
searcher in descending tf-idf order on the results page.  Various search engines 
apply various weights to these scores to account for the number of terms in the 
query, document size, and collection size and often allow those implementing the 
search engine to set the weights for certain parameters in the formula to achieve 
the results they need from their search engine.  Some search engines allow 
searchers to set weights on specific search terms.   The Apache project online 
documentation available for the Lucene search engine provides a detailed 
explanation of the specific tf-idf document ranking formula applied by the OYE 
search engine used in the experiment
1
. 
Blair (2002a) suggests that successful queries will require search terms that both 
describe the document being sought, and discriminate the sought-after documents 
from all of the other documents in the collection.  This same idea is borne out in 
                                                 
1
 see htttp://lucene.apache.org/core/old_versioned_docs/versions/3_5_0/scoring.html for 
documentation  of Lucene document scoring.  The specific detail on the calculation is available in 
the Similarity class. 
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the tf-idf-based methods that search engines use to rank the documents returned in 
search results.  If a term appears frequently in a document (indicated by a high 
term frequency or tf score), it would be considered to be a term that describes the 
document well.  If a term appears in a document but rarely in a collection, 
(indicated by a high inverse document frequency or idf score), it would be 
considered to be a term that discriminates that document from others in the 
collection. 
 
The Enterprise Document Collection: The unique characteristics of the corpus – 
the collection of documents to be searched – impact the likelihood of successful 
searches in the enterprise context.  Key terms in enterprise collections tend to 
have a much higher document frequency than they would in a more generic 
document collection.  This is the nature of a context specific collection and leads 
to much lower idf scores for domain-specific terms.  Given the typically smaller 
document sizes and collection sizes found inside the enterprise, generic or non-
domain-specific terms tend to have lower document frequencies and therefore 
higher idf scores (Sarnikar, 2007).  These two phenomena could explain the rapid 
settling of document rank depicted in Figure 5 and demonstrate yet another 
limitation of full-text searching inside the firewall. 
Without the popularity-based mechanisms used to help rank search results, 
enterprise search engines are limited to tf-idf-based ranking schemes.  Combining 
that with the limitations of the inverse document frequency (idf) measure in 
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domain specific corpora, it is logical to conclude that the frequency with which a 
search term appears in a given document (tf) will have the most influence on full-
text, keyword-based enterprise search results.   
Word Frequencies: It should be obvious that, given the reliance upon the tf-idf 
scores for document ranking inside the enterprise, the best possible pair of 
keyword terms to use in the search for a specific document would be the two 
terms in the document being sought that have the highest tf-idf score.  It is 
unlikely, however, that a searcher will have enough knowledge about the 
document and the collection to be able to consistently choose these two search 
terms. If they possessed such detailed knowledge of the target document and the 
document collection, they would very likely not need a search engine to find the 
document they sought.  Choosing the two best-performing tf-idf keyword terms as 
a KW selection heuristic would introduce a very strong bias towards successful 
queries.  These two keywords alone (without the benefit of searching the subject 
metadata stored with a document) should, by definition, return the sought-after 
document ranked very close to the top of the results.  The power of knowing the 
best tf-idf keywords for a given document was investigated as part of this research 
and is presented in the following.   
Given the predicted weakness of the idf component of the tf-idf scores in the 
enterprise search context (Sarnikar, 2007), a reasonable proxy for the two best tf-
idf keywords would be the two most frequently occurring words in the document 
(after the application of the stop list to remove common words found in the 
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English language). To validate this proxy, a run of queries seeking the 288 target 
documents was submitted using the two most frequently occurring – post-stop-list 
– keywords from each document.  These queries returned the sought-after 
document ranked in the top 20 results in over 89% of the 288 queries.  This run 
solidified the notion that using the best performing keywords in the experiment 
would introduce unrealistic bias in favor of good search results because they are 
not representative of the 50% failure rate reported by several enterprise search 
surveys (KMWorld, 2008). 
Additional runs of queries were performed using pairs other than 1 and 2 of the 
most frequently occurring terms in the document.  The data in Figure 5 was 
generated by running two-keyword queries where the keywords were sequentially 
ranked by word frequency in each target document (e.g. – 1,2; 5,6; 10,11; etc.)  
Runs seeking each of the 288 target documents were submitted where the first 
keyword in each query was selected at 5 word intervals (delimited along the x-
axis of the plot). 
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Figure 5 - Document Rank Based on KW Frequency Rank 
This data (Figure 5) yet again demonstrates that utilizing only the most frequently 
occurring terms (from the 20 most-frequently-occurring terms in each document) 
would provide unrealistic results when compared to the published enterprise 
search survey results. 
Another interesting implication in the results depicted in Figure 5 is that search 
results utilizing these most-frequently occurring terms seems to level off in the 
vicinity of the reported 50% failure rate for enterprise search.  This could be 
evidence in support of Sarnikar’s prediction that idf scores in domain-specific 
corpora are likely to have little discriminatory power (Sarnikar, 2007).  Further 
investigation of this phenomenon is needed but is outside the scope of this 
dissertation.   
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Another argument against limiting the choice of search keywords to the most 
frequently occurring words in the document (post the application of a stop-list) is 
the idea that those most frequently occurring terms may not be terms a searcher 
would think are relevant to the search they are performing.  That is: the most 
frequently occurring terms in a document may not be semantically relevant to the 
search. 
For purposes of this discussion, a search term is considered to be semantically 
relevant to a search for a given document if the meaning of the term is related in 
some useful way to the subject matter of the article or if the term can be used to 
help enhance meaning of another search term relative to the subject matter of the 
document.  
Tables 11 – 14 give four examples that help demonstrate that only a small portion 
of the most frequently occurring terms in a document are semantically relevant to 
the search for the document.  The four documents described in these tables were 
chosen from the 288 documents used in the search experiments, and provide 
examples of large and small documents where the top two terms succeeded or 
failed as search terms.  Table 11 depicts a small document in which the two most 
frequently occurring terms in the document successfully returned the document in 
the top two pages of search results.  Table 12 depicts a small document in which 
the search using the top two terms failed.  Table 13 depicts a large document with 
a successful search and Table 14 depicts a large document with a failed search.  
Each table shows the title of the document, a brief description of the content, the 
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top 25 most frequently occurring terms in each document (with the number of 
times the terms appeared in parentheses), and the ranking of the document in the 
result set of the query using the top two terms.   The documents chosen for these 
examples were chosen in an attempt to cover the four quadrants of a simple two-
by-two matrix that could be used to categorize the documents for this discussion.  
The four documents chosen represent large or small documents where the 
searches succeeded or failed. 
Table 11 - The 25 Most Frequently Occurring Terms - Small 
Document/Succeeded Top-Two KW1KW2 Search 
Title: The Cloud’s Chrome Lining (Newsweek v.152 i.11, 
2008)  doc #172 
Size: small 
Search Rank: 1 of 15 
Description:  Magazine article describing how Google’s Chrome browser goes 
beyond the functionality of the typical browser, potentially enabling it to be a better 
tool for accessing the cloud. 
Top 20 most frequently occurring words: 
chrome (9) tab (3) mail (3) search (2) 
page (6) site (3) windows (2) operating (2) 
browser (4) online (3) web (2) menu (2) 
google (4) newsweek (3) system (2) incognito (2) 
visited (3) mode (3) surf (2) home (2) 
 
Table 11 describes the first of the four documents examined.  While successful as 
a pair of search terms, it is difficult to believe that a searcher would choose the 
pair of terms ‘chrome’ and ‘page’ as the search terms for an article describing 
how the new Chrome browser may be well suited for cloud computing 
applications.  Certainly, ‘chrome’ would logically be a useful descriptive search 
term, but would ‘page’ be a logical choice?  It is difficult to imagine a situation 
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where ‘page’ (whether the word refers to a web page or Larry Page) would be 
semantically relevant to this document’s subject matter.  
When looking at the remaining words in the top 20 most frequently occurring 
words in the document, it is easy to see that three of the top four ranked terms in 
this document might be logical choices.  ‘Chrome’, ‘browser’, and ‘google’ are 
subject-related words and could be useful as search terms.  In fact, ‘browser’ and 
‘google’ increase the semantic relevance of ‘chrome’ by implying that ‘chrome’ is 
referring to the browser and not to the metallic meaning of the word (e.g. – 
chrome plating).  Given the cloud computing focus of the document, it might be 
reasonable to think that ‘online’, ‘operating’ and ‘system’ (if used together), and 
possibly ‘mode’ (maybe there is a cloud computing mode of operation for the 
browser) are also semantically relevant. The remaining 13 of the top 20 words 
shown in the table are likely to be overlooked as search terms as they do not 
appear to either add anything to the descriptive power of the term ‘chrome’ or 
have any relationship cloud to computing (the two main subjects of the article).  
For the document described in Table 12, is it likely that searchers would choose 
‘company’ and ‘data’ as search terms for an article discussing the security risks 
faced by corporations from their employees as the economy worsens?  The results 
of a search using those two most frequently occurring terms would indicate that 
they shouldn’t, since they returned the document ranked 110 out of the 2410 
documents returned by the search.  This rank is well outside the top two pages of 
results found to be the typical limit of what searchers will look through.  A 
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reasonable argument could be made that only two of the top 20 terms in this 
document are semantically relevant search terms.  Those two terms are ‘insider’ 
and ‘security’.  A list of less relevant terms might include ‘employee’, ‘incident’, 
‘access’, ‘data’, ‘confidential’, and maybe ‘vice’. 
Table 12 - The 25 Most Frequently Occurring Terms - Small Document/Failed 
Top-Two KW1KW2 Search 
Title: IT Wary of Insider Attacks As Economy Slows Down 
(ComputerWorld v.42 i.43, 2008)  doc #1998 
Size: small 
Search Rank: 110 
of 2410 
Description:  Magazine article describing security risks companies face from insiders 
and how the worsening economy will likely increase the risks companies face as they 
downsize operations. 
Top 20 most frequently occurring words: 
company (9) access (5) year (4) based (3) 
data (7) manager (5) rival (3) working (2) 
system (6) employee (5) Pilz (3) work (2) 
insider (6) security (4) firm (3) warning (2) 
incident (6) Farrow (4) confidential (3) vice (2) 
 
Two of the top-20 terms are proper nouns and would likely be powerful search 
terms.  Are they semantically relevant?  It is easy to argue that it would be 
unlikely that someone searching for the document would recall the name of a 
German company (Pilz) used as an example of a firm burned by an insider who 
left the company, and also unlikely that a searcher would remember the name of 
one of the executives of that company (Farrow). 
When looking at the example given in Table 13, it seems surprising that 
‘information’ and ‘partner’ would do so well as a pair of search terms as it seems 
doubtful that a searcher would choose those two terms to find an article about 
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standard electronic business interfaces to supply chain partnerships.  One would 
think that those two terms would appear very often in almost every article relating 
information systems to supply chain management and would therefore not be 
chosen as search terms by most searchers. 
Table 13 - The 25 Most Frequently Occurring Terms – Large 
Document/Succeeded Top-Two KW1KW2 Search 
Title: Leveraging Standard Electronic Business Interfaces to 
Enable Adaptive Supply Chain Partnerships (ISR v.19 i.3, 2007)  
doc #4542 
Size: large 
Search Rank: 3 of 
614 
Description:  A journal article presenting research that examines how standard 
electronic business interfaces can help overcome boundaries that impede knowledge 
transfer between partners in a supply chain. 
Top 20 most frequently occurring words: 
information (155) supply (87) process (45) system (37) 
partner (123) exchange (82) research (43) construct (37) 
sebi (101) partnership (67) standard (41) environment (36) 
enterprise (97) knowledge (54) Malhotra (40) ma (35) 
chain (90) adaptive (52) cie (39) relationship (35) 
 
It is difficult to assess the semantic relevance of terms in documents such as those 
depicted in tables 13 and 14.  These documents are research journal articles and 
therefore could be sought after for many reasons including the research area (e.g. 
– knowledge management, ecommerce, supply chain management), the industry 
being examined, the theory being tested or proposed, or the research method 
applied.  It is difficult to determine the potential search performance of the list of 
terms in Table 13 without knowing the true purpose behind the search for such a 
document.  Looking at the list from the perspective of this specific collection, 
however, it is possible to assess the likelihood of any of them having much 
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discriminatory power (rareness across the collection).  One could argue that 16 of 
these terms (all but ‘sebi’, ‘malhotra’, ‘cie’, and ‘MA’) would have very little 
discriminatory power in a collection of Information Systems-related documents 
and would therefore be expected to return large result sets that searchers may not 
be willing to review in order to find the document they seek.  These 16 terms are 
logically expected to appear very often throughout a collection of IT business 
related documents such as the collection being used in this experiment and 
therefore would not make very good search terms.  Of the four terms with 
potential discriminatory power, three are acronyms (‘sebi’ and ‘cie’ and MA) and 
one is a proper noun (malhotra – the first author’s surname).  These four terms 
could very well be useful as search terms. 
Table 14 - The 25 Most Frequently Occurring Terms - Large Document/Failed 
Top-Two KW1KW2 Search 
Title: Conjoint Optimization: An Exact Branch-and-Bound 
Algorithm for the Share-of-Choice Problem (Management 
Science v.52 i.3, 2006)  doc #4129 
Size: large 
Search Rank: 37 of 
2057 
Description:  A journal article examining the usefulness of a branch-and-bound 
algorithm when attempting to solve the share-of-choice problem used to select the 
best design approach when designing a new product. 
Top 20 most frequently occurring words: 
problem (90) partworth (54) pro (40) coverage (33) 
level (73) optimal (46) choice (39) number (32) 
solution (64) conjoint (43) utility (37) time (32) 
product (59) respondent (42) hurdle (35) marketing (30) 
algorithm (58) attribute (42) design (35) set (28) 
 
A similar argument could be made about the semantic relevance of the most 
frequently occurring terms in the document depicted in Table 14.  If someone is 
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looking for the document based on its subject matter (and not other methodology 
related reasons), it appears that only two of the top 20 terms ‘partworth’ and 
‘conjoint’ would be useful search terms.  The remaining 18 terms seem to be too 
generic in the context of research papers such as those submitted to Management 
Science to be useful as search terms..   
These four examples demonstrate that the most frequently occurring terms in a 
document are very often likely to be overlooked as search terms by a searcher 
because they are simply not indicative of the subject matter of the document.  
This analysis provides another reason against using only the most frequently 
occurring terms in a document as search terms.  
Keywords and Memory: The Psychology literature suggests that term frequency 
will impact an individual’s selection of search keywords.  Since memory recall 
relies on recency and repetition (Ebbinghaus 1964/1885), an assumption that 
enterprise searchers seeking documents they’ve seen before will likely remember 
the more frequently occurring words in a document and use them as search terms 
seems reasonable. 
Realistic Heuristic?: To summarize the discussion on keyword selection: it 
appears that using some sort of word-frequency based heuristic is the logical 
choice for the following reasons.  Documents sought by enterprise searchers are 
often documents they’ve already seen and the psychology literature tells us that 
memory recall is based partly on repetition so frequently occurring words would 
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likely be more easily remembered by searchers.  Search results are ranked using 
the tf-idf formula, which, in the enterprise search context is likely to be heavily 
weighted towards tf.  This implies that using the most frequently occurring words 
would be the best search keyword strategy.  However, using only the most 
frequently occurring words in a document as search keywords is unrealistic 
because it would bias the search results towards a success rate well above the 
typical success rate reported in surveys of enterprise searchers and it is unlikely 
that the most frequently occurring words are actually words that a searcher would 
logically choose as relevant search terms.  Since it has been demonstrated that 
using only the most frequently occurring search terms would be unrealistic the 
logical solution to the keyword selection problem would be use a random 
selection of keywords.  This avoids any experimenter bias in the selection of these 
terms.  A concession to the word-frequency-based approach would be to use a 
proportionally weighted random selection based on word frequencies.  Words 
appearing only once in a document were excluded from the selection process as 
they are unlikely to be remembered by the searcher and they could be non-words 
created as a result of errors in the word frequency counting software or the optical 
character recognition software  used to convert image PDF files to text PDF files. 
Examining the experimental results, it is clear that this heuristic is a reasonable 
operationalization of search term selection as the results for keyword-only 
searches fall in the ballpark of a roughly 50% success rate.  Overall, keyword-
only queries returned the target document in the top-10 search results in roughly 
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35% to 70% of the queries.  Taking into account that searchers occasionally 
choose keywords that do not appear in the document they seek and the bias 
towards higher success rates created by the fact that our experiment never chooses 
such keywords as search terms, this range of success rates roughly approximates 
the 50% failure rates reported in surveys of enterprise searchers.  
Keyword Selection Heuristic: The following is a concise description of the 
keyword selection heuristic used in this research: The two full-text search terms 
(KW1, KW2) chosen for each document were selected using a proportionally 
weighted random selection process.  They were randomly chosen from a 
distribution weighted according to the frequency of occurrence of each word in 
the document.  Any word occurring only once in a given document was excluded 
from the selection process. 
Subject Term Selection 
 
KW1 and KW2 selections for each of the 288 documents sought in each query run 
remain the same throughout the experiments intended to answer both research 
questions.  Subject term selections (SU1 and SU2) for each of the documents, 
however, must change for each rolled-up version of the subject index in order to 
answer RQ2.  
For each rolled-up version of the index, SU1 and SU2 for each of the 288 
documents sought are randomly selected (without repeats) from the subject 
metadata of each document.  As described below, the experiment necessary to 
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answer RQ2 results in the construction of nine separate subject term indexes – all 
based on the original index provided by ABI/INFORM.  Each of these nine 
indexes results in a different set of subject metadata for some or all of the 
documents in the collection.  Therefore, nine different sets of metadata and nine 
different sets of query terms (same keywords, different subject terms) are created 
for the experiment. 
RQ2 is intended to investigate the impact that varying the structure of the subject 
index will have on subject-aided search results.  The ABI/INFORM collection 
provides a hierarchically structured subject thesaurus for selection of subject 
terms to be used in searches made via their Topic Search interface (see Figure 6 
for a screen image of part of the ABI/INFORM hierarchical index structure).  This 
is the same index used as the basis for the index used in this experiment.   
The Subject Index 
 
Figure 6 depicts the tree-like structure of the subject index.  The root of the tree is 
not shown in the figure as it has no subject term associated with it and is 
unnecessary for the purpose of displaying the index.  The first level of the tree 
shown in the figure (containing six terms) would represent the six child nodes of 
the root node. Documents are indexed to leaf node terms only.  ABI/INFORM 
used no internal-node terms as subject metadata in the documents.  This approach 
was maintained in the experiment. 
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Figure 6 – Image of Original ABI/INFORM Subject Index Structure 
 
The subject index (in tree form) copied from ABI/INFORM was found to be 
incomplete.  The index, as copied from ABI/INFORM, contained 3172 leaf node 
terms.  The document collection used for the experiment had 3629 unique SU 
terms in its metadata.  2412 of the terms used in the document collection metadata 
were not in the original index tree copied from ABI/INFORM   After coding the 
2412 terms into the tree and combining various representations of a subject term 
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into one term (e.g. – Analysis and Design, Analysis & Design), the final subject 
term index contained 5372 leaf node terms.   
The effort to code the missing terms into the index required approximately 80 
hours of effort and resulted in the creation of two additional nodes on the first 
level of the tree (“Math Science & Technology” and “Research Methods”).  One 
person, the author, performed the coding of the terms into the tree.  No hard and 
fast rules were applied to the indexing.  Initially, terms were coded into the 
existing index one level at a time.  Terms that did not appear to obviously be a 
child of one of the initial levels of the tree were left for later in the coding process.  
Several iterations of this process moved terms deeper into the tree until they 
found their place as leaf nodes. 
Once these initial “obvious” terms were coded, the remaining terms, numbering 
over 1000, were then coded.  These terms required an evaluation as to whether 
they logically fit into the existing tree or needed a new branch.  As noted above, 
two entirely new branches from the root node of the tree were necessary.  After 
coding these terms into the tree, the resulting tree was reviewed to see if any 
nodes had too many child nodes.  The rule defining “too many” child nodes was 
intentionally left to a gut-feeling approach since the concept of such a rule was 
what was being investigated, in a sense, in the attempt to answer RQ2.  To 
summarize the approach taken: if a given node had more than 80-100 child nodes, 
the child nodes were split into logical groupings and an additional node was 
inserted into the tree for each of those groupings.  For example, a node might 
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have 100 different child nodes.  If there were a few obvious categories into which 
those 100 child nodes could be sorted, then child nodes were inserted for each 
category and the original 100 child nodes would then become child nodes of those 
new nodes.  The categories need not be equal in size.  If no easily identifiable 
categories could be defined, then the node was left alone with those 100 child 
nodes.  Internal nodes in the tree might be left alone with 100 child nodes but very 
few nodes whose children were leaf nodes were left with 100 or more leaf nodes. 
As depicted in Figure 6, the documents are indexed to only those subject terms at 
the leaf nodes of any branch of the tree.  Because of this, the only interesting 
measure of granularity for the index is the number of documents indexed to a 
given term.  The eliminates the originally proposed manipulations of depth and 
breadth of the index tree because the internal structure of the index is essentially 
irrelevant to that measure and will have little effect on the outcome of the 
experiment.  
RQ2 asks what impact manipulating the structure of the index has on search 
results.  The manipulation of the index in this experiment was achieved by 
“rolling-up” the index to maximum depths ranging from a depth of zero to a depth 
of nine. 
If subject terms are going to prove valuable as search terms, it would seem logical 
that one of the primary factors involving a subject term’s ability to positively 
impact search results would be the number of documents that are indexed to a 
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given term (the granularity of the index).  If this number is kept relatively small, 
the ability of the subject term to differentiate the sought after document from 
others returned by keyword only searches is significant.  If it is allowed to grow 
too large, the subject terms will lose discriminatory power as search terms and the 
sought-after document might not be found by the searcher.  If it remains very 
small, subject terms will have significant discriminatory power which will likely 
guarantee that the document will be found.  This might also indicate, however, 
that the subject index is too complex and is therefore more costly to create and 
maintain than it should be.  Keeping this number small also increases the 
likelihood that a searcher may not select the proper subject term and might, 
therefore, never find the document they seek.  It is logical to assume, therefore, 
that there exists a “sweet spot” for the granularity of the index.  This experiment 
will attempt to identify a range of granularity within which that “sweet spot” 
might exist. 
Rolling-up the index – limiting the maximum depth of the index - one level at a 
time and running searches for the same 288 documents with the resulting index 
should provide appropriate insight into the impact of index structure on search 
results.  Since the index is not symmetric – some branches of the tree extend to 
greater depths than others – rolling-up the index from its initial state will have 
limited impact on search results until a large number of branches are affected.  
The search results will likely not change significantly until we see a meaningful 
change in the average number of documents indexed to each term. 
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A graphical representation of this rolling up effect is provided in Figure 7 where a 
tree is rolled up from four to three to two levels (moving from left to right in the 
diagram).  Search results (rank and result set size) can then be recorded at each 
level of the structure and compared to determine what granularity of the index 
will provide sufficient quality results.  It should be obvious that the result set sizes 
will increase as the depth decreases.  What is unknown is the extent to which 
depth will impact result set size and the impact depth will have on rank, thus 
demonstrating the need to test this empirically. 
 
Figure 7.    Example of Rolling Up the Tree 
 
It has been suggested that, when estimating the cost of search for an organization, 
there is a fixed cost associated with the time it takes to encode, or index, 
documents (Corral, Schuff, St. Louis, & Turetken, 2007). This cost will vary 
based on how long it takes to browse the index and select, in the case of this 
research, a subject term, or terms appropriate for the document.  Varying the 
structure of the index as proposed above, could have an impact on this cost.   
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Zipf’s (1949) logic regarding description and discrimination and the forces of 
unification and diversification can be applied here.  There is an inherent conflict 
between cataloger and retriever that needs to be balanced when defining the 
index.  The cataloger would prefer that there is only one term in the index so that 
his or her job would be effortless.  The retriever would prefer that the index be of 
sufficient detail so that he or she could retrieve the document they seek by 
choosing only one search term from the index.  By examining the impact the 
granularity of the index has on search results, a compromise between the forces of 
unification and those of diversification in the index can be achieved.  This 
research will attempt to understand the impact of the granularity of the index on 
the search results and recommend guidelines for a limit on index granularity 
necessary for successful enterprise document retrieval in the case of a known-item 
search.  
The Rolled-Up Indexes 
Table 15 provides the descriptive statistics for the nine rolled-up versions of the 
subject term index.  The Index Level indicates the maximum depth of the tree.  
Note that the two deepest versions of the index have the same descriptive 
statistics, this is an indication that the 6 terms that were extended to Level 8 of the 
index probably should have been incorporated into Level 7 as each was the only 
child of the node above.  
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Table 15 - Descriptive Statistics – Rolled-Up Levels of SU Index – Number of 
Documents per SU Term 
Index 
Level 
Total SU 
Terms 
Mean Std. 
Dev. 
Min Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
Max 
8 3587 8.30 39.30 1 1 2 6 1865 
7 3587 8.30 39.30 1 1 2 6 1865 
6 3503 8.49 39.79 1 1 2 6 1865 
5 3232 9.15 41.72 1 1 2 7 1865 
4 2655 10.99 46.74 1 1 3 8 1865 
3 1558 18.01 68.25 1 1 4 11 1865 
2 423 59.91 192.75 1 2 6 25 2062 
1 50 445.46 633.39 1 65 144 731.25 2654 
0 8 1916.38 1535.64 1 691.75 1621 2549 5021 
 
It appears that the index did not undergo any large scale change until the roll-up 
from Level 4 to Level 3 and that the most meaningful changes occur in roll-ups 
from Level 4 to Level 3 and from Level 3 to Level 2.  The average number of 
documents indexed to a subject term undergoes its first major change between 
levels 4 and 3 and then undergoes a much larger change from Level 3 to Level 2.  
This same change can be seen when examining the median number of documents 
per subject term.  Future research could investigate what might be appropriate 
rules to apply when deciding if and how an index should be expanded to 
additional levels.   
Another interesting observation resulting from the examination of this data is the 
number of subject terms indexed to only one document.  Table 15 indicates that at 
least 25% of the subject terms in the index are indexed to only one document until 
the index is rolled-up to a maximum depth of 3 levels.  This is typically the result 
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of allowing authors the unlimited ability to suggest their own subject terms for the 
documents they create (Gorla & Walker, 1998).  This measure should be watched 
carefully when creating an index because it could be an indication of the index 
being larger than it needs to be.  A larger index could lead to increased search 
times as browsing through the index might take longer than it truly needs to take 
if the index were properly maintained.  Document collections and their indexes 
must be managed so that they maintain their value to the firm. 
Query Generation, and Processing 
 
Once the query terms were selected for each of the 288 target documents for each 
level of the index, scripts were written to properly form the query syntax for each 
query and to submit each query to the OYE search engine via the search engine’s 
Application Programming Interface (API).  The search engine output for each 
query is an html stream that was stored as a .txt file.  Another script was written 
that could process each of the files generated for the eight queries submitted for 
each target document and then write the number of documents returned for each 
query and the rank of the target document in the search results to a single data 
file. 
The size of the result set the search engine can output is limited to 1000 
documents.  Therefore, if the target file did not appear in the first 1000 documents 
returned for a given query, the rank of that document was set to 1000.  This 
should have little overall effect on our experimental results.  Limiting the 
document rank to being no greater than 1000 biases the results against the 
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expected results (the expectation that adding subject terms to full-text searches 
will improve search results).  When these limited ranks appear in the results, they 
will result in an average document rank of the target document that is lower 
(numerically higher) than it would be if we had the actual rank of the document.  
Although the impact is expected to be minimal, this limitation should bias the 
control queries towards better search results therefore biasing the experiment 
against H1a and H2a. 
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Chapter 5 
DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
 
Tables 16-21 summarize the results of the experiment.  Table 16 shows the 
average number of documents returned by each query type for each level of the 
index for the entire set of 288 documents.  Table 17 shows the average rank of the 
sought-after document in the query results by each query type for each level of the 
index for the full set of documents.  As shown in Figure 4, there are two obvious 
inflection points in the plot of document sizes for the 288 target documents.  This 
suggests that there might be relevant groupings of the documents that warrant 
examination to see if document size has an impact on search results.   The next 
four tables show the results for the two subsets of documents delimited by these 
inflection points for each level of the index.  Tables 18 and 19 show the results for 
the 195 documents containing fewer than 500 unique words (after the application 
of the stop list) and Tables 20 and 21 show the results for the 62 documents 
containing 1200 or more unique words (after the application of the stop list).   
The detailed results data for each query type in each of the index levels for each 
document size grouping is provided in Appendix A. 
  
Table 16 - Average Number of Documents Returned By Query Type – all Indexes – all Documents (n=288) 
Query Type Level 0 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6 Level 7 Level 8 
KW1 1270.2 1251.2 1261.3 1251.7 1250.8 1250.0 1250.1 1250.1 1250.1 
KW1KW2 353.9 348.4 352.1 349.5 348.6 348.2 348.2 348.2 348.2 
SU1 2885.2 1384.9 752.2 285.4 233.9 223.2 219.9 219.0 219.0 
SU1SU2 2121.9 601.5 232.3 38.2 21.2 19.7 19.6 19.6 19.6 
KW1SU1 761.0 383.1 213.3 101.8 88.1 85.1 84.4 84.3 84.3 
KW1SU1SU2 583.5 186.1 70.2 18.1 11.2 10.8 10.7 10.7 10.7 
KW1KW2SU1 239.9 121.1 62.8 34.6 30.6 29.6 29.4 29.3 29.3 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 196.4 56.9 16.4 6.0 4.6 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.3 
 
Table 17 - Average Rank of Sought-After Document  By Query Type – all Indexes – all Documents (n=288) 
Query Type Level 0 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6 Level 7 Level 8 
KW1 183.8 183.1 185.1 182.6 182.3 182.0 182.5 182.5 182.1 
KW1KW2 42.1 41.6 42.1 41.2 41.0 41.0 41.0 41.0 41.0 
SU1 605.0 432.6 275.9 112.5 96.9 89.7 88.2 87.9 87.2 
SU1SU2 408.5 141.1 44.8 12.5 8.7 7.8 7.9 7.9 7.7 
KW1SU1 159.3 93.7 65.2 30.3 26.8 25.2 24.8 24.8 24.9 
KW1SU1SU2 110.2 43.0 16.1 5.8 4.7 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.2 
KW1KW2SU1 39.6 23.5 15.2 8.4 7.3 7.1 7.0 7.0 7.0 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 29.2 11.0 4.2 2.4 2.2 2.0 2.1 2.1 2.1 
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Table 18 - Average Number of Documents Returned By Query Type – all Indexes – Small Documents (n=195) 
Query Type Level 0 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6 Level 7 Level 8 
KW1 1258.7 1236.9 1247.7 1239.4 1237.3 1236.5 1236.4 1236.4 1236.4 
KW1KW2 331.5 324.5 328.1 326.7 325.6 325.0 324.9 325.0 325.0 
SU1 2972.1 1425.4 750.3 161.6 100.6 85.8 81.2 79.9 79.9 
SU1SU2 2194.6 654.9 279.6 33.6 15.6 13.8 13.7 13.7 13.7 
KW1SU1 738.7 360.6 183.9 47.4 31.5 27.5 26.5 26.3 26.3 
KW1SU1SU2 538.8 167.6 73.9 13.1 7.4 6.9 6.9 6.9 6.9 
KW1KW2SU1 210.4 103.9 46.9 16.3 12.5 11.0 10.7 10.6 10.6 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 167.3 45.6 13.7 4.1 3.1 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8 
 
Table 19 - Average Rank of Sought-After Document By Query Type – all Indexes – Small Documents (n=195) 
Query Type Level 0 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6 Level 7 Level 8 
KW1 128.9 128.4 127.0 128.0 126.5 126.1 126.0 126.0 126.2 
KW1KW2 24.5 23.9 23.6 23.4 23.2 23.1 23.1 23.1 23.1 
SU1 565.4 390.3 238.1 59.0 42.5 34.8 30.7 30.0 31.5 
SU1SU2 364.0 116.9 44.6 9.2 6.6 5.4 4.8 4.8 5.3 
KW1SU1 137.6 70.0 48.3 12.3 8.6 7.0 6.7 6.6 6.6 
KW1SU1SU2 83.9 25.9 12.7 3.7 3.5 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.8 
KW1KW2SU1 29.0 13.3 9.4 4.1 3.0 2.6 2.5 2.4 2.4 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 18.5 5.0 2.7 1.5 1.5 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 
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Table 20 - Average Number of Documents Returned By Query Type – all Indexes – Large Documents (n=62) 
Query Type Level 0 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6 Level 7 Level 8 
KW1 1132.3 1098.2 1101.4 1103.3 1104.9 1104.0 1104.0 1104.1 1104.1 
KW1KW2 377.2 371.8 373.9 371.1 370.4 370.3 370.4 370.4 370.4 
SU1 2731.3 1291.5 800.6 610.9 582.5 581.0 581.1 581.1 581.1 
SU1SU2 1963.5 453.1 126.0 42.2 28.6 27.4 27.4 27.4 27.4 
KW1SU1 739.9 375.0 246.3 200.1 190.9 190.1 190.1 190.1 190.1 
KW1SU1SU2 611.8 183.0 50.9 22.2 14.9 14.0 14.0 14.0 14.0 
KW1KW2SU1 299.6 154.4 91.0 68.5 63.4 63.3 63.3 63.3 63.3 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 252.7 80.3 19.6 8.4 6.1 5.8 5.8 5.8 5.8 
 
 
Table 21 - Average Rank of Sought-After Document By Query Type – all Indexes – Large Documents (n=62) 
Query Type Level 0 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6 Level 7 Level 8 
KW1 254.7 252.9 259.2 255.0 255.6 255.5 257.7 257.7 255.8 
KW1KW2 80.4 80.3 81.1 79.9 79.9 79.8 79.8 79.8 79.9 
SU1 720.1 566.2 358.4 260.7 253.3 245.7 225.3 225.9 245.5 
SU1SU2 545.2 196.6 41.5 16.6 10.0 9.4 10.0 10.0 9.4 
KW1SU1 194.7 140.1 91.1 70.0 70.6 68.1 67.6 67.7 68.1 
KW1SU1SU2 161.7 81.3 21.3 8.8 5.5 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.3 
KW1KW2SU1 69.4 49.0 26.9 17.3 15.7 15.8 15.7 15.7 15.7 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 56.5 26.7 7.2 3.7 3.1 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 
9
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These results support the inferences made in the previous section regarding the 
differences between the different versions of the index.  Meaningful changes 
appear to occur starting with the roll-up from level 4 to level 3 and then continue 
through to level 0. 
As defined in the hypotheses, a successful search is a search in which the sought-
after document appears in the top-20 documents listed in the search results.  In 
order to evaluate the results against our hypotheses, the search results need to be 
stated in terms of successful searches.  Tables 22-24 show the point estimates for 
the proportion of the queries that return the sought-after document in the top-20 
results.  The three tables depict the point estimates over the three document size 
groupings (all-, small-, and large documents).  Tables 25-27 show the point 
estimates for the proportion of the queries that return the sought-after document in 
the top-10 results over the three document size groupings.   
Tables 22-27 summarize the results and only show the point estimates.  Individual 
descriptions of each point estimate and binomial confidence intervals for those 
estimates are provided in Appendix A. 
    
 
Table 22 - Average Proportion of Successful Queries By Query Type – Document in Top-20 – all Indexes – all 
Documents (n=288) 
Query Type Level 0 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6 Level 7 Level 8 
KW1 42.36% 42.36% 42.71% 42.71% 42.36% 42.71% 42.71% 42.71% 42.71% 
KW1KW2 74.31% 74.31% 74.31% 74.65% 74.65% 74.65% 74.65% 74.65% 74.65% 
SU1 2.78% 7.99% 15.28% 38.54% 53.82% 59.38% 58.68% 59.38% 61.11% 
SU1SU2 7.99% 29.86% 58.33% 87.85% 94.44% 94.79% 93.40% 93.40% 94.79% 
KW1SU1 43.75% 49.31% 57.64% 78.13% 82.99% 84.03% 83.68% 84.03% 84.03% 
KW1SU1SU2 48.26% 69.79% 84.03% 94.10% 96.18% 95.83% 95.83% 95.83% 95.83% 
KW1KW2SU1 74.65% 80.21% 84.03% 92.71% 93.40% 94.44% 94.10% 94.10% 94.10% 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 78.13% 89.24% 95.83% 97.92% 98.61% 98.96% 98.96% 98.96% 98.96% 
 
Table 23 - Average Proportion of Successful Queries By Query Type – Document in Top-20 – all Indexes – Small 
Documents (n=195) 
Query Type Level 0 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6 Level 7 Level 8 
KW1 50.26% 50.26% 50.77% 50.77% 50.77% 50.77% 50.77% 50.77% 50.77% 
KW1KW2 80.51% 80.51% 81.03% 81.03% 81.03% 81.03% 81.03% 81.03% 81.03% 
SU1 4.10% 9.74% 16.92% 44.10% 61.54% 69.23% 68.72% 69.74% 71.79% 
SU1SU2 10.26% 32.82% 65.13% 91.28% 96.92% 97.44% 97.44% 97.44% 97.44% 
KW1SU1 52.31% 56.92% 64.10% 86.67% 90.77% 92.82% 92.82% 93.33% 93.33% 
KW1SU1SU2 55.90% 75.90% 88.21% 96.92% 97.95% 97.44% 97.44% 97.44% 97.44% 
KW1KW2SU1 80.51% 84.62% 88.72% 97.44% 96.92% 97.95% 97.95% 97.95% 97.95% 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 83.08% 93.85% 97.95% 98.97% 99.49% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
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Table 24 - Average Proportion of Successful Queries By Query Type – Document in Top-20 – all Indexes – Large 
Documents (n=62) 
Query Type Level 0 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6 Level 7 Level 8 
KW1 32.08% 32.26% 32.26% 32.26% 32.26% 30.65% 32.26% 32.26% 32.26% 
KW1KW2 70.79% 70.97% 70.97% 69.35% 70.97% 70.97% 70.97% 70.97% 70.97% 
SU1 26.70% 0.00% 4.84% 11.29% 25.81% 41.94% 41.94% 37.10% 37.10% 
SU1SU2 66.49% 4.84% 22.58% 45.16% 82.26% 88.71% 88.71% 88.71% 88.71% 
KW1SU1 58.60% 29.03% 37.10% 51.61% 61.29% 70.97% 69.35% 69.35% 69.35% 
KW1SU1SU2 82.08% 32.26% 58.06% 80.65% 91.94% 95.16% 95.16% 95.16% 95.16% 
KW1KW2SU1 83.33% 64.52% 74.19% 77.42% 83.87% 88.71% 90.32% 90.32% 90.32% 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 93.91% 69.35% 82.26% 95.16% 98.39% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
 
Table 25 - Average Proportion of Successful Queries By Query Type – Document in Top-10 – all Indexes – all 
Documents (n=288) 
Query Type Level 0 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6 Level 7 Level 8 
KW1 36.11% 36.11% 36.11% 35.76% 34.72% 35.07% 35.42% 35.42% 35.07% 
KW1KW2 67.71% 67.01% 68.06% 67.36% 67.36% 67.36% 68.06% 68.06% 67.36% 
SU1 1.39% 5.90% 10.42% 28.13% 41.67% 48.26% 48.26% 49.31% 50.69% 
SU1SU2 3.82% 19.10% 49.65% 82.64% 89.58% 90.97% 88.54% 88.54% 90.63% 
KW1SU1 35.07% 41.32% 48.26% 69.79% 76.04% 78.13% 78.47% 78.82% 78.82% 
KW1SU1SU2 40.97% 60.42% 78.82% 92.01% 95.14% 95.14% 95.14% 95.14% 95.14% 
KW1KW2SU1 67.36% 72.92% 76.04% 86.81% 91.32% 90.63% 90.63% 90.63% 90.63% 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 68.75% 86.11% 90.63% 96.88% 97.57% 97.57% 97.57% 97.57% 97.57% 
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Table 26 - Average Proportion of Successful Queries By Query Type – Document in Top-10 – all Indexes – Small 
Documents (n=195) 
Query Type Level 0 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6 Level 7 Level 8 
KW1 43.59% 43.59% 43.59% 43.08% 42.05% 42.56% 43.08% 43.08% 42.56% 
KW1KW2 74.36% 73.85% 74.87% 74.36% 74.36% 74.36% 74.87% 74.87% 74.36% 
SU1 2.05% 7.18% 11.28% 32.82% 48.21% 56.92% 57.44% 58.97% 60.00% 
SU1SU2 5.13% 20.51% 55.38% 88.21% 94.36% 94.87% 93.85% 93.85% 94.87% 
KW1SU1 41.54% 47.69% 55.38% 78.46% 84.62% 87.69% 88.21% 88.72% 88.72% 
KW1SU1SU2 49.23% 67.69% 85.13% 94.87% 97.44% 97.44% 97.44% 97.44% 97.44% 
KW1KW2SU1 75.38% 78.97% 80.00% 93.33% 96.41% 96.92% 96.92% 96.92% 96.92% 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 76.41% 92.31% 93.85% 97.95% 98.97% 98.97% 98.97% 98.97% 98.97% 
 
Table 27 - Average Proportion of Successful Queries By Query Type – Document in Top-10 – all Indexes – Large 
Documents (n=62) 
Query Type Level 0 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6 Level 7 Level 8 
KW1 25.81% 25.81% 25.81% 25.81% 24.19% 24.19% 24.19% 24.19% 24.19% 
KW1KW2 66.13% 64.52% 66.13% 64.52% 64.52% 64.52% 66.13% 66.13% 64.52% 
SU1 0.00% 3.23% 9.68% 16.13% 29.03% 30.65% 25.81% 25.81% 30.65% 
SU1SU2 1.61% 12.90% 40.32% 74.19% 79.03% 83.87% 80.65% 80.65% 83.87% 
KW1SU1 25.81% 33.87% 40.32% 53.23% 62.90% 61.29% 61.29% 61.29% 61.29% 
KW1SU1SU2 29.03% 46.77% 67.74% 90.32% 93.55% 95.16% 95.16% 95.16% 95.16% 
KW1KW2SU1 56.45% 64.52% 74.19% 74.19% 83.87% 80.65% 80.65% 80.65% 80.65% 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 56.45% 79.03% 87.10% 96.77% 98.39% 98.39% 98.39% 98.39% 98.39% 
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Research Question 1 
 
Research Question 1 asks: To what extent does the addition of subject metadata 
improve the likelihood of successful search in enterprise-oriented, single-item 
search?  To attempt to answer this question, two hypotheses were proposed: 
H1a: The proportion of result sets containing the target document in the 
top 20 (top N) results will be greater in subject aided searches than in full-
text only searches. 
H2a: The number of documents returned by subject-aided searches will be 
smaller than the number returned by full-text only searches. 
H1a 
 
To test H1a, query results from three different rolled-up levels of the index are 
examined.  The first level examined is Level 8.  This represents the original index 
from ABI/INFORM with no experimental manipulation and, therefore, should 
exhibit as little experimenter bias as is reasonably possible.  Level 3 and Level 2 
results will also be examined because these levels are the first levels where any 
appreciable changes appear in the search results and they appear to represent a 
range of index granularity where the results of subject-aided searches transition 
from successful to unsuccessful queries.  
Tables 28 and 29 show the improvement in search results achieved by adding the 
subject metadata as part of the search criteria.  That is, they show the increase in 
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the point estimates of the proportion of successful queries for each type of query 
(single-keyword or two-keyword) across each grouping of the documents (all, 
small, large) run using the Level 8 index.  These numbers are the average of the 
difference scores used in the test of H1a described below. 
Table 28 - H1a Comparison - Increase in Point Estimates of Proportion of 
Successful Queries Due to the Addition of a Single Subject Term – Index Level 8 
  Top-10   Top-20  
Query all docs Sm docs Lg docs all docs Sm docs Lg docs 
KW1 .44 .46 .37 .41 .43 .37 
KW1KW2 .23 .23 .16 .19 .17 .19 
 
Table 29 - H1a Comparison - Increase in Point Estimates of Proportion of 
Successful Queries Due to the Addition of two Subject Terms – Index Level 8 
  Top-10   Top-20  
Query all docs Sm docs Lg docs all docs Sm docs Lg docs 
KW1 .60 .55 .71 .53 .47 .63 
KW1KW2 .30 .27 .34 .24 .19 .29 
 
Table 28 shows that across the entire set of 288 target documents using the Level 
8 index, adding a single subject term to a single-keyword query (a comparison of 
KW1 and KW1SU1 queries) results in the likelihood of that query returning the 
document in the top-10 results increases by .44 and that the likelihood of the 
query returning the document in the top-20 results increases by .41.  Very large 
increases in the proportion of documents ranked in the top-10 and top-20 resulting 
from the addition of a single subject term can also be seen in the subsets of large 
and small target documents for single-keyword queries.   
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Table 29 shows that adding two subject terms to the single-keyword queries 
results in even larger improvements in search results.  The point estimate for the 
proportion of single-keyword queries returning the target document in the top-10 
(the likelihood of the target document being returned in the top 10 results) 
improves by .60 when two subject terms are added to the queries while the point 
estimate for the proportion of single-keyword queries returning the target 
document in the top-20 results improves by .53.  Similar larger improvements are 
also seen in the subsets of large and small target documents when adding two 
subject terms to the single-keyword queries. 
As expected, the increases in the proportions of successful queries for two-
keyword queries (KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1) are smaller than those for single-
keyword queries.  Table 26 shows that adding a single subject term to two-
keyword queries run across the entire set of 288 target documents results in the 
likelihood of a top-10 result increasing by .23 and an  increase of .19 in the 
likelihood that queries will return the document in the top-20 results.   
Although the improvement in the two-keyword queries achieved by adding a 
single subject term are not nearly as great in magnitude as are the single-keyword 
query results, the improvements are still quite impressive:  Tables 22-24 show 
that two-keyword queries by themselves are fairly successful – returning the 
sought-after document in the top-20 results in 71-81% of the queries – but the 
addition of just a single subject term results in that success rate jumping to 90-
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97% with the upper limits of the binomial confidence intervals all above 96% (see 
Appendix A for the confidence intervals on the point estimates shown in Tables 
22-27). 
Given the impact of a single subject term, it is no surprise that Table 29 indicates 
that adding two subject terms to queries (e.g. - KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2) results in 
even larger increases in the proportion of queries returning the target documents 
in the top-10 and top-20 results.  What is truly impressive in these results is that 
adding two subject terms to these queries bumps the point estimates for successful 
queries for each category (single- or double-keyword, all documents, large 
documents, or small documents – see Tables 20-25) above 95% with the upper 
bounds on the binomial confidence intervals for those estimates all being above 
97%.  The lower bound on the binomial confidence intervals for these estimates 
are all above 86.5% with four of the six over 91% (see Appendix A for 
confidence intervals).  The suggests that adding two subject terms to a query 
comes close to guaranteeing successful searches in our document collection. 
Tables 30 and 31 show the improvement in point estimates for level 3 and Tables 
32 and 33 show the data for level 2.  These tables show results that are consistent 
with the improvements shown in the level 8 results (Tables 28 and 29) once the 
changes in index level are taken into consideration.  That is, they show similar 
improvements but the magnitude of the improvements get smaller as the depth of 
the index decreases.  This is a logical result since the number of documents 
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indexed to a given subject term increases as index depth decreases (see Table 15 
for data on the number of documents indexed to each subject term).  If more 
documents are indexed to a given subject term, the ability to improve search 
results when added to a query decreases. 
Table 30 - H1a Comparison - Increase in Point Estimates of Proportion of 
Successful Queries Due to the Addition of a Single Subject Term – Index Level 3 
  Top-10   Top-20  
Query all docs Sm docs Lg docs all docs Sm docs Lg docs 
KW1 .34 .35 .27 .35 .36 .29 
KW1KW2 .19 .19 .10 .18 .16 .13 
 
Table 31 - H1a Comparison - Increase in Point Estimates of Proportion of 
Successful Queries Due to the Addition of two Subject Terms – Index Level 3 
  Top-10   Top-20  
Query all docs Sm docs Lg docs all docs Sm docs Lg docs 
KW1 .56 .52 .65 .51 .46 .60 
KW1KW2 .30 .24 .32 .23 .18 .27 
 
Table 32 - H1a Comparison - Increase in Point Estimates of Proportion of 
Successful Queries Due to the Addition of a Single Subject Term – Index Level 2 
  Top-10   Top-20  
Query all docs Sm docs Lg docs all docs Sm docs Lg docs 
KW1 .12 .12 .15 .15 .13 .19 
KW1KW2 .08 .05 .08 .10 .08 .08 
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Table 33 - H1a Comparison - Increase in Point Estimates of Proportion of 
Successful Queries Due to the Addition of two Subject Terms – Index Level 2 
  Top-10   Top-20  
Query all docs Sm docs Lg docs all docs Sm docs Lg docs 
KW1 .43 .41 .42 .41 .37 .48 
KW1KW2 .23 .19 .21 .21 .17 .26 
 
The experimental results - except for those at the most coarse level of the subject 
index: level 0 - support hypothesis H1a: adding subject terms to keyword-only 
queries does indeed result in a larger number of target documents appearing in the 
top-20 (and top-10) results returned by the search engine.  As shown in Appendix 
B, for levels 2 thru 8 of the index and across all query types and target document 
sets, the differences in the proportions of successful queries as the result of adding 
either one or two subject terms were found to be significant at at least the alpha/2 
= 0.005  level. At level 1 of the index, for both the large document and entire 
collection document size groupings, the differences in the proportions of 
successful queries as the result of adding either one or two subject terms were 
found to be significant at at least the alpha/2 = 0.005  level.  The differences were 
not significant at level 0 for all document size groupings and query types and the 
single-subject queries at level 1 for the small document grouping was also not 
significant.  As noted earlier: these were the expected, and not surprising results.  
The surprising result in this experiment is the power of the subject aided search: 
that these results imply that adding two subject terms to a query comes close to 
guaranteeing successful search in our document collection.  This is an astonishing 
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finding for such a simple change in search behavior and document storage 
processes. 
H2a 
 
H2a looks at the problem of enterprise search from a different perspective.  While 
H1a examines the rank of the sought after document in the search results and 
therefore allows for a quantifiable definition of a successful search, H2a looks at 
the problem from a user behavior point of view.  H2a is not concerned with 
outright success in the search.  Its concern is focused on the searcher’s tendency 
to abandon the search before finding a document – and in some cases before even 
examining the search results.  
From the literature review, we know that 1) searchers have a tendency to give up 
their search after they’ve examined too many documents returned by a search 
engine and 2) they also may not even examine the documents returned by a given 
query if the set of documents returned by the query is too large.  The number of 
documents that trigger these two behaviors are referred to as the search futility 
point and the anticipated futility point respectively (Blair, 2002b).  These futility 
points have yet to be quantified in the literature but their existence indicates that a 
successful enterprise search mechanism should strive to minimize the number of 
documents returned in order to minimize the likelihood that either abandonment 
threshold will be hit during the process of the search. To test H2a, we examine the 
number of documents returned by the queries submitted in the experiment.   
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H2a: The number of documents returned by subject-aided searches will be 
smaller than the number returned by full-text only searches. 
We saw support for H2a in the preliminary experiment documented earlier in this 
dissertation (see Table 10).  As can be inferred from a simple examination of 
Table 16, Table 18, and Table 20, this experiment’s test of H2a supports those 
original findings across all three groupings of the target documents.  Statistical 
analysis of the experimental results indicates that adding subject terms to full-
text-only searches results in statistically significant reductions in the number of 
documents returned across all index levels and document size groupings at at least 
the alpha/2 < 0.0005 level.  This analysis is detailed in Appendix C.  We can 
therefore reject the null hypothesis (that subject-aided searches return the same 
number of results as do full-text-only searches) and find support for H2a across 
all subject-aided query types, index levels, and document size groupings.  As in 
the findings for H1a, this finding is not unexpected and therefore not a terribly 
interesting result.  What is interesting about the results of the testing of H2a is the 
magnitude of the reduction in result set size and the size of the result sets when 
using subject-aided searches.  Table 34 presents the descriptive statistics for the 
number of results returned for the level 8 queries for the full set of 288 target 
documents. 
This data is impressive.  On average, adding two subject terms to a query reduces 
the size of the entire search result set below the limit set for a successful search 
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when looking at document rank (less than 20 documents in the result set 
guarantees a target document rank less than 20).  Well over 50% of the four 
subject-aided searches and well over 75% of all two-subject searches return a 
result set that won’t even fill up the typical first page of results (10 documents), 
let alone the second (20 documents).   
Table 34 - Descriptive Statistics – Number of Documents Returned – Level 8 - all 
Docs (n=288) 
Query Mean Std. Dev. Q1 Median Q3 
KW1 1250.1 1169.7 164.0 923.5 2121.3 
KW1KW2 348.2 482.6 23.0 110.0 491.0 
SU1 219.0 442.2 7.8 33.5 121.8 
SU1SU2 19.6 58.5 1.0 1.5 7.0 
KW1SU1 84.3 250.2 2.0 7.0 40.0 
KW1SU1SU2 10.7 36.3 1.0 1.0 3.0 
KW1KW2SU1 29.3 107.7 1.0 2.0 12.0 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 4.3 14.6 1.0 1.0 2.0 
 
To be a little more specific, Table 35 presents the point estimates and confidence 
intervals for the proportion of two-subject, level 8 queries returning fewer than 5, 
10, and 20 documents.  This data represents the combination of single-keyword 
and double-keyword two-subject searches (n = 288 * 2 = 576). 
Table 35 - 95% Confidence Intervals (C.I.) for Proportions of Two-Subject 
Queries Returning Fewer than 5, 10, or 20 Documents – Level 8 – all Docs 
(n=576) 
Document Count Limit Lower Limit of 
C.I. 
Point Estimate Upper Limit of 
C.I. 
5 83.9% 86.6% 89.4% 
10 88.8% 91.1% 93.5% 
20 91.8% 93.8% 95.7% 
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Table 35 tells us that, from the perspective of the number of documents returned, 
we can be 97.5% confident that nearly 92% of all two-subject queries will be 
successful because they will return fewer than 20 documents.  This guarantees 
that the target document will be on the first two pages of results for these queries. 
As in the rank data, meaningful change in the number of documents returned by 
the queries do not appear until the subject index is rolled up from level 4 to level 
3.  Tables 36 and 37 present the point estimates and confidence intervals for the 
proportion of two-subject queries returning fewer than 5, 10, and 20 documents in 
level 3 and level 2 queries, respectively. 
Table 36 - 95% Confidence Intervals (C.I.) for Proportions of Two-Subject 
Queries Returning Fewer than 5, 10, or 20 Documents – Level 3 – all Docs 
(n=576) 
Document Count Limit Lower Limit of 
C.I. 
Point Estimate Upper Limit of 
C.I. 
5 74.4% 77.8% 81.2% 
10 81.6% 84.5% 87.5% 
20 86.5% 89.1% 91.6% 
 
Table 37 - 95% Confidence Intervals (C.I.) for Proportions of Two-Subject 
Queries Returning Fewer than 5, 10, or 20 Documents – Level 2 – all Docs 
(n=576) 
Document Count Limit Lower Limit of 
C.I. 
Point Estimate Upper Limit of 
C.I. 
5 48.0% 52.1% 56.2% 
10 58.2% 62.2% 66.1% 
20 68.7% 72.4% 76.0% 
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From Table 36, we can see that we can be 97.5% confident that over 86 percent of 
two-subject queries will be guaranteed to be successful as they produce result sets 
containing fewer than 20 documents.   Table 37 indicates that the level 2 index 
does not possess sufficient granularity as only slightly more than 2/3 of the 
queries produce guaranteed results at the 97.5% confidence level. 
Research Question 2 
 
Research Question 2 asks: How does the granularity of the hierarchical structure 
of the subject metadata used to describe the contents of the documents impact the 
likelihood of successful search in enterprise-oriented, single-item search?  To 
attempt to answer this question, the following hypotheses were proposed: 
H1b: The depth of the subject thesaurus can be reduced without 
significantly affecting the rank of the sought after document in the result 
set returned in subject-aided searches. 
H2b: The depth of the subject thesaurus can be reduced without 
significantly affecting the size of the result set returned in subject-aided 
searches.  
Both of these hypotheses were tested by comparing the results of the query runs 
for each level of the index to those from the next level of the index.  H1b required 
comparing the average rank of the target document in each query type across 
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index levels while H2b required comparing the average number of documents 
returned by each query type across index levels. 
Tables 38-43 summarize the results of the difference tests run to test H1b and 
H2b.  These tables show the test statistic (z) calculated using the level-to-level 
difference between either the ranks of the target document in each query type 
(H1b – Tables 38-40) or the number of documents returned by each query type 
(H2b – Tables 41-43).  The shaded cells in the tables indicate those comparisons 
that resulted in a statistically significant difference between the results from one 
level of the index versus another level at the significance level alpha = 0.05 (z > 
1.960).  The z-scores, p-values, and alpha levels for tests of H1b and H2b are 
detailed in Appendix D and Appendix E. 
  
  
 
Table 38 - Test Statistic (z) for tests of H1b – index level-to-level comparisons of rank of target document – all 
Documents (n=288) 
Query Type 0 v. 1 1 v. 2 2 v. 3 3 v. 4 4 v.5 5 v. 6 6 v. 7 7 v. 8 
SU1 7.879 8.276 10.877 3.454 3.928 0.271 1.051 0.133 
SU1SU2 14.120 8.871 7.911 3.157 1.806 -0.182 -1.898 0.229 
KW1SU1 5.749 3.550 6.069 1.612 2.143 1.674 0.434 -0.554 
KW1SU1SU2 6.583 5.077 4.394 1.419 1.088 0.000 -0.577 1.226 
KW1KW2SU1 3.509 2.686 5.601 1.622 1.390 1.184 0.000 -1.000 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 4.079 4.063 4.599 1.100 1.215 -0.706 1.000 0.000 
 
Table 39 - Test Statistic (z) for tests of H1b – index level-to-level comparisons of rank of target document – 
Small Documents (n=195) 
Query Type 0 v. 1 1 v. 2 2 v. 3 3 v. 4 4 v.5 5 v. 6 6 v. 7 7 v. 8 
SU1 7.496 6.882 10.367 3.154 4.998 1.355 1.550 -0.529 
SU1SU2 11.788 7.704 6.296 2.476 1.594 0.533 -0.576 -0.479 
KW1SU1 5.940 2.484 4.824 1.580 1.981 0.889 1.000 0.464 
KW1SU1SU2 6.002 4.598 3.047 0.207 1.030 0.576 1.000 1.156 
KW1KW2SU1 3.518 1.987 5.104 1.363 1.760 1.083 1.000 -1.000 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 3.821 2.747 3.524 0.325 1.115 0.000 1.000 0.000 
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Table 40 - Test Statistic (z) for tests of H1b – index level-to-level comparisons of  rank of target document  – 
Large Documents (n=62) 
Query Type 0 v. 1 1 v. 2 2 v. 3 3 v. 4 4 v.5 5 v. 6 6 v. 7 7 v. 8 
SU1 2.641 4.821 10.367 0.787 1.108 1.010 -4.448 -0.978 
SU1SU2 7.264 4.903 6.296 1.579 2.271 -0.471 -2.034 0.510 
KW1SU1 1.771 2.711 4.824 -0.192 1.008 1.366 -1.970 -1.029 
KW1SU1SU2 2.752 3.129 3.047 1.275 1.916 0.000 -0.992 -1.414 
KW1KW2SU1 1.416 1.821 5.104 1.024 -0.404 1.340 -1.340 0.000 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 1.882 2.880 3.524 1.399 1.127 0.000 0.000 0.000 
 
Table 41 - Test Statistic (z) for tests of H2b – index level-to-level comparisons of number of documents in result 
set – all Documents (n=288) 
Query Type 0 v. 1 1 v. 2 2 v. 3 3 v. 4 4 v.5 5 v. 6 6 v. 7 7 v. 8 
SU1 24.647 14.515 14.290 8.741 5.452 3.135 1.738 0.000 
SU1SU2 21.819 11.955 7.679 5.466 2.545 2.098 1.266 0.000 
KW1SU1 12.657 9.763 8.619 5.225 3.848 2.158 1.298 0.000 
KW1SU1SU2 12.393 8.551 5.646 3.773 2.089 1.711 1.000 0.000 
KW1KW2SU1 9.012 7.234 8.020 3.691 3.090 1.975 1.163 0.000 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 9.275 6.064 6.465 3.357 1.620 1.417 1.000 0.000 
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Table 42 - Test Statistic (z) for tests of H2b – index level-to-level comparisons of number of documents in result 
set – Small Documents (n=195) 
Query Type 0 v. 1 1 v. 2 2 v. 3 3 v. 4 4 v.5 5 v. 6 6 v. 7 7 v. 8 
SU1 22.892 13.430 13.471 7.912 5.343 3.010 1.741 0.000 
SU1SU2 19.608 9.649 6.789 4.523 2.233 2.104 1.267 0.000 
KW1SU1 10.793 8.142 7.501 4.341 3.570 2.148 1.299 0.000 
KW1SU1SU2 10.033 6.722 4.591 2.899 1.645 1.714 1.000 0.000 
KW1KW2SU1 7.304 5.696 6.791 2.661 3.006 2.016 1.164 0.000 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 7.343 4.681 4.835 2.992 1.249 1.418 1.000 0.000 
 
Table 43 - Test Statistic (z) for tests of H2b – index level-to-level comparisons of number of documents in result 
set – Large Documents (n=62) 
Query Type 0 v. 1 1 v. 2 2 v. 3 3 v. 4 4 v.5 5 v. 6 6 v. 7 7 v. 8 
SU1 8.827 5.095 5.888 3.148 1.037 -1.261 0.000 0.000 
SU1SU2 8.280 5.555 5.071 2.138 1.246 0.000 0.000 0.000 
KW1SU1 4.862 4.474 4.335 2.655 1.368 0.000 0.000 0.000 
KW1SU1SU2 5.277 3.982 3.690 1.556 1.278 0.000 0.000 0.000 
KW1KW2SU1 4.244 3.491 3.187 2.417 1.060 0.000 0.000 0.000 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 4.314 2.909 3.362 1.545 1.412 0.000 0.000 0.000 
1
0
9
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Each cell in each table contains the value of z that resulted from the comparison 
of the results of the specific query types from the queries run on one level of the 
index to the next.  For example, the first cell containing data in Table 38 contains 
the z score relating to the comparison of the single-subject-only (SU1) query 
results from the 288 queries run on level 0 of the index against the same set of 
queries run on level 1 of the index.  To arrive at this value for z, the rank of each 
target document in the level 1 query results was subtracted from the 
corresponding level 0 query results.  The mean and standard deviation of these 
differences was calculated.  These values were then used in the following 
equation to calculate z for this difference test comparing the mean of the 
differences to zero (Aczel, 1989). 
  
 ̅     
 √ ⁄
 
                     
                       √   
 
H1b 
 
Tables 36-38 show the results of the comparison tests run to test H1b.  Examining 
these results indicates that we can reject H1b and state that the granularity of the 
index does have a statistically significant (alpha = 0.05) impact on the rank of the 
target document in the search results.  While not every level-to-level comparison 
indicates a statistically significant difference at alpha = 0.05, there are enough 
statistically significant results to justify rejecting H1b.  The results also indicate 
that the hypothesis can be rejected for each of the three document size groupings. 
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H2b 
 
Tables 41-43 show the results of the comparison tests run to test H2b.  Examining 
these results indicates that we can reject H2b and state that the granularity of the 
index does have a statistically significant (alpha = 0.05) impact on the rank of the 
target document in the search results.  While not every level-to-level comparison 
indicates a statistically significant difference at alpha = 0.05, there are enough 
statistically significant results to justify rejecting H2b.  The results also indicate 
that the hypothesis can be rejected for each of the three document size groupings. 
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Chapter 6 
DISCUSSION 
 
This research makes contributions to both the academic and the business worlds.  
It presents three design science artifacts as contributions to the field of knowledge 
on knowledge management and enterprise search.  First, the research presents a 
repeatable search experiment platform – the single item search experiment – that 
can be used as a platform for comparative search experimentation.  Second, the 
research provides the knowledge management and enterprise search professional 
with a fundamental understanding of a potential solution to a major problem in 
enterprise search: using subject metadata in combination with keyword-only 
searches to dramatically improve search results inside the firewall.  Third, the 
research presents guidance on the granularity of the subject index used to define 
the index of terms used as subject metadata in a stored document. 
The results of this experiment also indicate some simple rules about searching that 
everyone should consider when they have a need to search a repository for some 
specific knowledge and consider using a search engine to help them retrieve that 
knowledge from the corporate repositories: 
1. Two keywords are better than one (as long as both terms appear in the 
target document). 
2. Use the advanced search feature of your search engine to access the 
metadata search capabilities.  Searching the subject metadata available in a 
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collection provides more discriminatory power than does a keyword-only 
search (subjects help reduce the problems inherent in language – words 
taking on multiple meanings). 
3. If subject metadata is searched, two subjects are better than one. 
4. A combination of two keywords and two subjects appears to form a very 
successful query. 
These simple rules do not require “good” keywords.  As long as the keywords 
chosen actually appear in the document, they can aid in the search process.  They 
do, however, require “good” subjects.  These rules assume that the searcher is 
capable of identifying subject terms to which the document or artifact they seek 
has already been indexed and that the subject index used is well maintained. 
In answering RQ1, this research supports Blair and others in the claims that full-
text search, by itself, fails inside the firewall and then goes on to define and 
evaluate a fairly simple approach that can greatly enhance the likelihood of 
success when searching inside the firewall. 
It is logical to consider search inside the firewall – enterprise search – to be a 
knowledge retrieval task focusing on searching the vast stores of unstructured 
data stored on an enterprise’s servers.  As noted in the introduction to this 
dissertation, this research has been an attempt to advance the efforts to arrive at 
answers to two of the questions Alavi and Leidner (2001) posed as questions 
needing to be answered by knowledge retrieval researchers: 
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1. How much context needs to be included in knowledge storing to ensure 
effective interpretation and application? 
2. What mechanisms are most effective in enabling knowledge retrieval? 
The results of the investigation into answers to RQ2 provides some insight into 
how much context is to be included in knowledge storing to ensure effective 
retrieval of knowledge – which would be the first step to effectively interpreting 
and applying that knowledge.  This research has looked at the question of “how 
much context?” from the perspective of how detailed a subject index needs to be 
in order to enable effective retrieval of documents. That is, the results suggest a 
range of granularity for a subject index that might allow for effective document 
retrieval inside the firewall. Results from queries run on levels 2, 3, and 4 of the 
index indicate that these are the levels of the index where we see changes in the 
success rates of queries from fairly unsuccessful at level 2 to very successful in 
levels 3 and 4 (although the differences between level 3 and level 4 results are, for 
the most part, not statistically significant).  This indicates that level 3 of the index 
appears to be “the sweet spot” for index depth and therefore suggests that an 
appropriate target for the granularity of a subject index that would yield 
successful subject-aided searches would be an index where the average number of 
documents indexed to any given subject term would fall somewhere between 11 
(level 4) and 60 (level 2) documents.   
The results of the investigation into answers to RQ1 help shed light on one answer 
to the second of the Alavi and Leidner (2001) questions listed above.  The results 
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indicate that adding contextual information as Alavi and Leidner suggest can 
result in successful knowledge retrieval.  One very specific answer to their 
question is that adding subject metadata to documents when storing them and 
utilizing that metadata as a search mechanism results in effective knowledge 
retrieval.  While this research has presented an apparently effective model for 
document retrieval, it did not investigate any other context-based retrieval 
mechanisms so Alavi and Leidner’s question of which methods are most effective 
cannot be answered.  It is difficult, however, to imagine a method that would 
demonstrate more potential than the subject-aided search results demonstrated in 
this research. 
The final inference to be made from this research is that there is no “silver bullet” 
that leads to successful knowledge retrieval inside the enterprise.   Enterprise 
search – at least the search for unstructured artifacts such as documents inside the 
firewall – should be treated as a knowledge management process requiring 
discipline at the point in time when artifacts are stored so that retrieval can be 
successful.  The required discipline need not be an excessive burden on the 
organization.  This research has demonstrated that a relatively simple effort put 
forth by the creators of the artifacts to code those artifacts with subject metadata 
when storing them added to the effort required to manage the granularity and 
quality of the subject term index has the potential to  yield the reward of dramatic 
improvement in enterprise search success rates if that metadata is added to search 
criteria during the search process. 
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Limitations 
 
There are several limitations that must be considered when attempting to extend 
these results to a real-world enterprise search environment.  First, these results 
were run in a controlled experiment without human subjects performing the 
searches.  This resulted in two conditions that might have biased the results in 
opposite directions.   
The full-text keywords chosen as search terms were guaranteed to be found in the 
target document.  This does not accurately represent real-world search conditions 
as sometimes search terms submitted to search engines do not appear in the 
sought after document – the searchers are guessing as to what might be good 
search terms.  This condition likely resulted in higher success rates for keyword-
only searches and could have biased results against the expected outcome that 
adding subject terms to keyword only searches would improve results.  An 
interesting lesson to be learned from this research is that, in an environment where 
subject metadata is available to be searched, the searcher need not dwell on 
finding the perfect keywords for their search as any two terms in the document 
will suffice when subject terms are added to the search criteria. 
The subject terms chosen as search terms were also guaranteed to have been in the 
metadata of the target document.  This also is likely to be unrealistic.  It is logical 
to assume that subject terms might also be selected that do not appear in the 
subject metadata of the target document.  This condition would bias the results of 
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this experiment towards overstating the success rates likely to occur with subject-
aided searches.  One condition that might mitigate this bias is the fact that 
enterprise searchers are very likely to be subject matter experts and would, 
therefore, very likely be able to select subject terms that would be in their target 
documents’ metadata. 
Second, the experiment was run on a relatively small collection of documents.  It 
is likely that an enterprise collection would very quickly grow much larger than 
the size of the collection in this experiment.  This research attempted to minimize 
this concern by providing guidance on index granularity that can be extended to 
larger collections. 
Third, a large portion of the terms in the subject index used in this experiment had 
to be inserted into the index by the experimenter.  Given that the experimenter is 
not a subject matter expert in all areas covered by the index, this could introduce 
some error into the experimental results when subject terms could have been 
placed in the wrong branches of the index.  It is difficult to estimate what impact 
this might have on the results of the experiment.  A properly maintained index is 
obviously an imperative to a successful application of the solution proposed in 
this research so care must be taken when creating the index and when indexing 
documents that are stored into the system. 
Fourth, the collection of documents used in the experiment was a collection of 
research papers and magazine articles and therefore might not properly represent 
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an enterprise collection.  An attempt was made when selecting the sources of the 
documents to create a context-specific collection (focused on information systems 
subject matter) similar to what might exist inside an organization but it is unclear 
how context-specific a collection inside any given firewall might be.   How might 
the chosen collection compare to a set of test reports, product specifications, 
emails, and design documents inside an engineering firm, for example?  It is 
difficult to speculate.  In a very context-specific collection, keywords will likely 
appear very often both inside of documents and across the collection.  It is likely 
that such a context-specific collection inside an engineering firm might benefit 
from subject-aided searches more than the results of this experiment indicate as it 
is very likely that the discriminatory power of any keywords might be 
dramatically reduced more than seen in the collection used in this research thus 
reducing the success rates of keyword-only searches and increasing the potential 
for improvement via the use of subject-aided searches. 
Directions for Future Research 
 
Given the controlled experiment run in this research, it would be of great benefit 
to examine search behavior inside a real-world enterprise search environment.  
The opportunities to accomplish this have improved recently (circa 2012) as 
search engine providers are now adding metrics collection (beyond the simple 
search logs of the past) and analytics capabilities to their products. 
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Another potential area of investigation would be to examine the impact the word 
frequencies of the keywords used as search terms have on search results.  While 
the results of this research seem to indicate that, in subject-aided searches, the 
frequency with which a search term appears in a document doesn’t matter as long 
as the search term is actually present in the document, a subject-aided search 
mechanism may not always be available.  Understanding how word frequencies 
impact keyword-only searches might be an important insight for searchers and 
search engine developers interested in improving on the basic tf-idf document 
ranking mechanism. 
A third potential research path could investigate the impact searching other 
metadata, or combinations of metadata, might have on search results.  The single-
item search experiment defined in this research could be easily adapted to search 
any of the Dublin-core metadata fields typically found in any document.  As 
researchers, we often use criteria other than keywords to find the materials we 
seek.  As Karen Drabenstott (Markey) has stated, we should find ways to teach 
the general population to use them too (Drabenstott, 2004).  Further investigation 
into metadata search might help in that arena. 
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Chapter 7 
CONCLUSION 
 
This dissertation has identified an important problem faced by most businesses 
employing knowledge workers: the failure of enterprise search applications to 
provide their users with the search results they desire.  It has isolated and 
identified one potential cause impacting this failure: the limitations of full-text 
search in an enterprise document retrieval context.  It has explained the root cause 
behind this particular aspect of enterprise search failure: the nature of language.  
Representational indeterminacy limits the ability of any given word or set of 
words to both describe and discriminate a sought after document in a large 
document collection.  Finally, it has documented design science research that 
makes a contribution to both the information systems discipline (a better 
understanding of the impact of subject indexes on enterprise search and a 
repeatable enterprise search experimental platform) and business practitioners 
(guidelines for the implementation and use of subject indexes during the storage 
and retrieval of unstructured data in the enterprise).  The findings of this research 
should help to inform discourse on the problems faced when implementing 
enterprise search and knowledge management solutions.    
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This appendix contains the descriptive statistics that summarize the query runs 
over each of the nine levels of the subject index.  These summaries are grouped 
into six groups of tables.  The groupings reflect either the results for H1a/b 
(document ranks) or H2a/b (result set size) query runs over each of the three 
document groupings (small, large, all). Each group contains the results summaries 
for each of the nine levels of the subject index.   
All Documents  
Result Set Size 
 
Tables 44-52 show the descriptive statistics for the number of documents returned 
by each query type for each of the nine query runs over the entire set of target 
documents – each table represents one run of queries seeking the same 288 
documents at the indicated “rolled-up” level of the subject term index. 
Table 44 - Index Level 8 Queries – Average Number of Documents Returned – 
All Documents (n=288) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 1236.4 1245.3 133.0 751.0 2251.0 
KW1KW2 325.0 487.7 17.5 81.0 431.0 
SU1 79.9 146.6 6.0 23.0 74.0 
SU1SU2 13.7 54.4 1.0 1.0 4.0 
KW1SU1 26.3 60.8 1.0 4.0 19.0 
KW1SU1SU2 6.9 31.4 1.0 1.0 2.0 
KW1KW2SU1 10.6 28.6 1.0 2.0 6.5 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 2.8 10.8 1.0 1.0 1.0 
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Table 45 - Index Level 7 Queries – Average Number of Documents Returned – 
All Documents (n=288) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 1250.1 1169.7 164.0 923.5 2121.3 
KW1KW2 348.2 482.6 23.0 110.0 491.0 
SU1 219.0 442.2 7.8 33.5 121.8 
SU1SU2 19.6 58.5 1.0 1.5 7.0 
KW1SU1 84.3 250.2 2.0 7.0 40.0 
KW1SU1SU2 10.7 36.3 1.0 1.0 3.0 
KW1KW2SU1 29.3 107.7 1.0 2.0 12.0 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 4.3 14.6 1.0 1.0 2.0 
 
Table 46 - Index Level 6 Queries – Average Number of Documents Returned – 
All Documents (n=288) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 1250.1 1169.7 164.0 923.5 2121.3 
KW1KW2 348.2 482.6 23.0 110.0 491.0 
SU1 219.9 441.9 8.8 35.5 121.8 
SU1SU2 19.6 58.4 1.0 2.0 7.0 
KW1SU1 84.4 250.1 2.0 7.5 40.0 
KW1SU1SU2 10.7 36.3 1.0 1.0 3.0 
KW1KW2SU1 29.4 107.7 1.0 2.0 12.0 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 4.3 14.6 1.0 1.0 2.0 
 
Table 47 - Index Level 5 Queries – Average Number of Documents Returned – 
All Documents (n=288) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 1250.0 1169.8 164.0 923.5 2121.3 
KW1KW2 348.2 482.6 23.0 110.0 491.0 
SU1 223.2 440.9 9.0 43.5 145.0 
SU1SU2 19.7 58.4 1.0 2.0 8.0 
KW1SU1 85.1 250.0 2.0 8.0 43.5 
KW1SU1SU2 10.8 36.3 1.0 1.0 3.0 
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KW1KW2SU1 29.6 107.6 1.0 2.0 13.0 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 4.3 14.6 1.0 1.0 2.0 
 
Table 48 - Index Level 4 Queries – Average Number of Documents Returned – 
All Documents (n=288) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 1250.8 1170.7 164.0 923.5 2129.5 
KW1KW2 348.6 483.4 23.0 110.0 491.0 
SU1 233.9 437.5 13.8 63.0 145.0 
SU1SU2 21.2 58.9 1.0 2.0 9.0 
KW1SU1 88.1 249.4 2.0 10.0 49.3 
KW1SU1SU2 11.2 36.5 1.0 1.0 4.0 
KW1KW2SU1 30.6 107.6 1.0 3.0 14.3 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 4.6 14.8 1.0 1.0 2.0 
 
Table 49 - Index Level 3 Queries – Average Number of Documents Returned – 
All Documents (n=288) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 1251.7 1171.1 164.0 923.5 2119.5 
KW1KW2 349.5 485.4 23.0 110.0 491.0 
SU1 285.4 427.8 40.0 121.0 313.0 
SU1SU2 38.2 78.1 1.0 5.5 25.5 
KW1SU1 101.8 249.9 4.0 21.5 77.8 
KW1SU1SU2 18.1 48.2 1.0 2.0 6.0 
KW1KW2SU1 34.6 108.3 1.0 6.0 22.0 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 6.0 17.0 1.0 1.0 3.0 
 
Table 50 - Index Level 2 Queries – Average Number of Documents Returned – 
All Documents (n=288) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 1261.3 1183.4 164.0 935.0 2144.3 
KW1KW2 352.1 488.9 23.0 107.0 491.0 
SU1 752.2 623.7 245.0 579.0 919.0 
SU1SU2 232.3 450.5 12.0 58.5 200.0 
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KW1SU1 213.3 330.5 18.0 85.5 244.8 
KW1SU1SU2 70.2 175.5 2.0 9.0 51.3 
KW1KW2SU1 62.8 123.8 3.0 17.0 65.3 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 16.4 35.2 1.0 3.0 13.3 
 
Table 51 - Index Level 1 Queries – Average Number of Documents Returned – 
All Documents (n=288) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 1251.2 1174.7 164.0 915.0 2140.0 
KW1KW2 348.4 481.7 23.0 107.0 495.0 
SU1 1384.9 871.1 708.0 939.0 1991.0 
SU1SU2 601.5 716.8 121.5 324.0 664.5 
KW1SU1 383.1 466.5 36.0 187.5 536.3 
KW1SU1SU2 186.1 320.1 9.0 54.5 190.3 
KW1KW2SU1 121.1 204.3 6.0 32.5 129.8 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 56.9 127.4 3.0 10.5 44.0 
 
Table 52 - Index Level 0 Queries – Average Number of Documents Returned – 
All Documents (n=288) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 1270.2 1221.9 164.0 915.0 2140.0 
KW1KW2 353.9 495.1 23.0 107.0 502.8 
SU1 2885.2 1331.7 1665.0 2871.0 4504.0 
SU1SU2 2121.9 1417.4 960.0 1665.0 2871.0 
KW1SU1 761.0 839.6 88.8 443.0 1296.0 
KW1SU1SU2 583.5 722.1 54.8 272.0 887.8 
KW1KW2SU1 239.9 369.4 12.0 64.0 284.3 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 196.4 331.6 7.0 47.5 214.0 
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Document Rank 
 
Tables 53-61 show the descriptive statistics for the rank of the sought-after 
document in each query type for each of the nine query runs over the entire set of 
target documents. 
Table 53 - Index Level 8 Queries – Average Rank of Sought-After Document – 
All Documents (n=288) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 126.2 222.7 3.0 19.0 150.5 
KW1KW2 23.1 65.9 1.0 2.0 11.0 
SU1 31.5 77.2 2.0 7.0 24.0 
SU1SU2 5.3 24.6 1.0 1.0 2.0 
KW1SU1 6.6 17.4 1.0 1.0 4.0 
KW1SU1SU2 2.8 13.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 
KW1KW2SU1 2.4 5.3 1.0 1.0 1.5 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 1.3 1.7 1.0 1.0 1.0 
 
Table 54 - Index Level 7 Queries – Average Rank of Sought-After Document – 
All Documents (n=288) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 182.5 279.9 4.0 37.5 243.5 
KW1KW2 41.0 112.2 1.0 3.0 21.5 
SU1 87.9 194.0 3.0 11.0 55.3 
SU1SU2 7.9 29.2 1.0 1.0 2.0 
KW1SU1 24.8 99.4 1.0 2.0 7.0 
KW1SU1SU2 4.2 15.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 
KW1KW2SU1 7.0 26.2 1.0 1.0 2.0 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 2.1 7.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
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Table 55 -Index Level 6 Queries – Average Rank of Sought-After Document – 
All Documents (n=288) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 182.5 279.9 4.0 37.5 243.5 
KW1KW2 41.0 112.2 1.0 3.0 21.5 
SU1 88.2 193.6 3.0 12.0 57.0 
SU1SU2 7.9 29.2 1.0 1.0 2.0 
KW1SU1 24.8 99.3 1.0 2.0 7.3 
KW1SU1SU2 4.2 15.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 
KW1KW2SU1 7.0 26.1 1.0 1.0 2.0 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 2.1 7.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
Table 56 - Index Level 5 Queries – Average Rank of Sought-After Document – 
All Documents (n=288) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 182.0 280.1 4.0 40.0 233.0 
KW1KW2 41.0 112.2 1.0 3.0 21.5 
SU1 89.7 207.7 3.0 12.0 51.0 
SU1SU2 7.8 30.7 1.0 1.0 2.0 
KW1SU1 25.2 99.7 1.0 2.0 8.0 
KW1SU1SU2 4.2 15.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 
KW1KW2SU1 7.1 26.4 1.0 1.0 2.0 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 2.0 7.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
 
Table 57 - Index Level 4 Queries – Average Rank of Sought-After Document – 
All Documents (n=288) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 182.3 280.3 4.0 42.0 233.0 
KW1KW2 41.0 112.3 1.0 3.0 21.5 
SU1 96.9 213.3 4.0 17.0 58.3 
SU1SU2 8.7 33.7 1.0 1.0 3.0 
KW1SU1 26.8 102.2 1.0 2.0 9.3 
KW1SU1SU2 4.7 19.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 
KW1KW2SU1 7.3 26.4 1.0 1.0 3.0 
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KW1KW2SU1SU2 2.2 7.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 
 
Table 58 - Index Level 3 Queries – Average Rank of Sought-After Document – 
All Documents (n=288) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 182.6 278.7 4.0 42.0 233.0 
KW1KW2 41.2 112.1 1.0 3.0 21.5 
SU1 112.5 209.3 8.0 35.0 97.3 
SU1SU2 12.5 34.8 1.0 2.0 6.0 
KW1SU1 30.3 100.6 1.0 3.5 16.3 
KW1SU1SU2 5.8 18.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 
KW1KW2SU1 8.4 26.2 1.0 1.0 4.0 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 2.4 6.9 1.0 1.0 1.0 
 
Table 59 - Index Level 2 Queries – Average Rank of Sought-After Document – 
All Documents (n=288) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 185.1 283.1 4.0 37.5 241.3 
KW1KW2 42.1 114.2 1.0 3.0 23.3 
SU1 275.9 288.3 47.8 153.0 420.3 
SU1SU2 44.8 79.2 3.0 11.0 57.3 
KW1SU1 65.2 149.0 2.0 12.0 56.3 
KW1SU1SU2 16.1 48.1 1.0 2.0 7.0 
KW1KW2SU1 15.2 37.3 1.0 2.0 10.0 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 4.2 10.8 1.0 1.0 2.0 
 
Table 60 - Index Level 1 Queries – Average Rank of Sought-After Document – 
All Documents (n=288) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 183.1 279.8 4.0 39.5 238.5 
KW1KW2 41.6 112.8 1.0 3.0 23.3 
SU1 432.6 361.7 101.5 331.5 726.3 
SU1SU2 141.1 209.0 16.0 55.5 167.8 
KW1SU1 93.7 173.9 2.0 22.5 93.0 
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KW1SU1SU2 43.0 115.8 1.0 5.0 28.0 
KW1KW2SU1 23.5 67.1 1.0 2.0 12.0 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 11.0 35.3 1.0 1.0 4.0 
 
Table 61 - Index Level 0 Queries – Average Rank of Sought-After Document – 
All Documents (n=288) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 183.8 279.7 4.0 37.5 241.3 
KW1KW2 42.1 113.2 1.0 3.0 23.3 
SU1 605.0 371.7 259.8 639.0 1000.0 
SU1SU2 408.5 352.6 113.8 284.5 710.8 
KW1SU1 159.3 245.6 3.0 37.5 191.8 
KW1SU1SU2 110.2 202.6 2.0 22.5 115.8 
KW1KW2SU1 39.6 105.5 1.0 3.0 21.0 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 29.2 89.6 1.0 2.0 17.0 
 
 
Proportion of Successful Queries 
 
Tables 62-70 show the point estimates and binomial confidence intervals for the 
proportion of successful queries run at each level of the index using the full set of 
target documents (n=288).  These point estimates and confidence intervals are 
given for two different definitions of successful queries.  The first being a target 
document returned ranked in the top-10 results and the second being a target 
document returned ranked in the top-20 results. The confidence intervals were 
calculated in Excel using the Beta approximation method (Mayfield, 2011). 
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Table 62 - Index Level 8 Queries – Proportion of Successful Queries w/ Binomial 
Confidence Intervals – All Documents (n=288) 
 Target Document  in Top 10 Target Document in Top 20 
Query Type Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
KW1 29.56% 35.07% 40.89% 36.92% 42.71% 48.65% 
KW1KW2 61.61% 67.36% 72.75% 69.22% 74.65% 79.57% 
SU1 44.77% 50.69% 56.61% 55.22% 61.11% 66.77% 
SU1SU2 86.65% 90.63% 93.73% 91.56% 94.79% 97.06% 
KW1SU1 73.64% 78.82% 83.39% 79.28% 84.03% 88.06% 
KW1SU1SU2 91.98% 95.14% 97.32% 92.83% 95.83% 97.83% 
KW1KW2SU1 86.65% 90.63% 93.73% 90.72% 94.10% 96.52% 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 95.06% 97.57% 99.02% 96.99% 98.96% 99.78% 
 
Table 63 - Index Level 7 Queries – Proportion of Successful Queries w/ Binomial 
Confidence Intervals – All Documents (n=288) 
 Target Document  in Top 10 Target Document in Top 20 
Query Type Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
KW1 29.90% 35.42% 41.24% 36.92% 42.71% 48.65% 
KW1KW2 62.33% 68.06% 73.40% 69.22% 74.65% 79.57% 
SU1 43.39% 49.31% 55.23% 53.46% 59.38% 65.10% 
SU1SU2 84.29% 88.54% 91.98% 89.89% 93.40% 95.98% 
KW1SU1 73.64% 78.82% 83.39% 79.28% 84.03% 88.06% 
KW1SU1SU2 91.98% 95.14% 97.32% 92.83% 95.83% 97.83% 
KW1KW2SU1 86.65% 90.63% 93.73% 90.72% 94.10% 96.52% 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 95.06% 97.57% 99.02% 96.99% 98.96% 99.78% 
 
Table 64 - Index Level 6 Queries – Proportion of Successful Queries w/ Binomial 
Confidence Intervals – All Documents (n=288) 
 Target Document  in Top 10 Target Document in Top 20 
Query Type Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
KW1 29.90% 35.42% 41.24% 36.92% 42.71% 48.65% 
KW1KW2 62.33% 68.06% 73.40% 69.22% 74.65% 79.57% 
SU1 42.36% 48.26% 54.20% 52.75% 58.68% 64.43% 
SU1SU2 84.29% 88.54% 91.98% 89.89% 93.40% 95.98% 
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KW1SU1 73.27% 78.47% 83.08% 78.90% 83.68% 87.76% 
KW1SU1SU2 91.98% 95.14% 97.32% 92.83% 95.83% 97.83% 
KW1KW2SU1 86.65% 90.63% 93.73% 90.72% 94.10% 96.52% 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 95.06% 97.57% 99.02% 96.99% 98.96% 99.78% 
 
Table 65 - Index Level 5 Queries – Proportion of Successful Queries w/ Binomial 
Confidence Intervals – All Documents (n=288) 
 Target Document  in Top 10 Target Document in Top 20 
Query Type Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
KW1 29.56% 35.07% 40.89% 36.92% 42.71% 48.65% 
KW1KW2 61.61% 67.36% 72.75% 69.22% 74.65% 79.57% 
SU1 42.36% 48.26% 54.20% 53.46% 59.38% 65.10% 
SU1SU2 87.05% 90.97% 94.02% 91.56% 94.79% 97.06% 
KW1SU1 72.90% 78.13% 82.76% 79.28% 84.03% 88.06% 
KW1SU1SU2 91.98% 95.14% 97.32% 92.83% 95.83% 97.83% 
KW1KW2SU1 86.65% 90.63% 93.73% 91.13% 94.44% 96.79% 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 95.06% 97.57% 99.02% 96.99% 98.96% 99.78% 
 
Table 66 - Index Level 4 Queries – Proportion of Successful Queries w/ Binomial 
Confidence Intervals – All Documents (n=288) 
 Target Document  in Top 10 Target Document in Top 20 
Query Type Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
KW1 35.04% 42.05% 49.31% 43.53% 50.77% 57.98% 
KW1KW2 67.63% 74.36% 80.33% 74.81% 81.03% 86.27% 
SU1 41.01% 48.21% 55.46% 54.32% 61.54% 68.40% 
SU1SU2 90.13% 94.36% 97.15% 93.42% 96.92% 98.86% 
KW1SU1 78.77% 84.62% 20.81% 85.80% 90.77% 94.44% 
KW1SU1SU2 94.12% 97.44% 99.16% 94.83% 97.95% 99.44% 
KW1KW2SU1 92.74% 96.41% 98.54% 93.42% 96.92% 98.86% 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 96.34% 98.97% 99.88% 97.18% 99.49% 99.99% 
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Table 67 - Index Level 3 Queries – Proportion of Successful Queries w/ Binomial 
Confidence Intervals – All Documents (n=288) 
 Target Document  in Top 10 Target Document in Top 20 
Query Type Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
KW1 30.23% 35.76% 41.60% 36.92% 42.71% 48.65% 
KW1KW2 61.61% 67.36% 72.75% 69.22% 74.65% 79.57% 
SU1 23.01% 28.13% 33.70% 32.89% 38.54% 44.43% 
SU1SU2 77.76% 82.64% 86.83% 83.51% 87.85% 91.39% 
KW1SU1 64.13% 69.79% 75.04% 72.90% 78.13% 82.76% 
KW1SU1SU2 88.26% 92.01% 94.87% 90.72% 94.10% 96.52% 
KW1KW2SU1 82.34% 86.81% 90.49% 89.07% 92.71% 95.43% 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 94.15% 96.88% 98.56% 95.52% 97.92% 99.23% 
 
Table 68 - Index Level 2 Queries – Proportion of Successful Queries w/ Binomial 
Confidence Intervals – All Documents (n=288) 
 Target Document  in Top 10 Target Document in Top 20 
Query Type Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
KW1 30.56% 36.11% 41.95% 36.92% 42.71% 48.65% 
KW1KW2 62.33% 68.06% 73.40% 68.85% 74.31% 79.25% 
SU1 7.14% 10.42% 14.54% 11.33% 15.28% 19.96% 
SU1SU2 43.73% 49.65% 55.58% 52.40% 58.33% 64.09% 
KW1SU1 42.36% 48.26% 54.20% 51.70% 57.64% 63.41% 
KW1SU1SU2 73.64% 78.82% 83.39% 79.28% 84.03% 88.06% 
KW1KW2SU1 70.68% 76.04% 80.85% 79.28% 84.03% 88.06% 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 86.65% 90.63% 93.73% 92.83% 95.83% 97.83% 
 
Table 69 - Index Level 1 Queries – Proportion of Successful Queries w/ Binomial 
Confidence Intervals – All Documents (n=288) 
 Target Document  in Top 10 Target Document in Top 20 
Query Type Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
KW1 30.56% 36.11% 41.95% 36.59% 42.36% 48.30% 
KW1KW2 61.26% 67.01% 72.42% 68.85% 74.31% 79.25% 
SU1 3.48% 5.90% 9.28% 5.13% 7.99% 11.74% 
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SU1SU2 14.72% 19.10% 24.12% 24.63% 29.86% 35.51% 
KW1SU1 35.57% 41.32% 47.25% 43.39% 49.31% 55.23% 
KW1SU1SU2 54.51% 60.42% 66.11% 64.13% 69.79% 75.04% 
KW1KW2SU1 67.39% 72.92% 77.96% 75.13% 80.21% 84.65% 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 81.57% 86.11% 89.89% 85.07% 89.24% 92.57% 
 
Table 70 - Index Level 0 Queries – Proportion of Successful Queries w/ Binomial 
Confidence Intervals – All Documents (n=288) 
 Target Document  in Top 10 Target Document in Top 20 
Query Type Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
KW1 30.56% 36.11% 41.95% 36.59% 42.36% 48.30% 
KW1KW2 61.97% 67.71% 73.08% 68.85% 74.31% 79.25% 
SU1 0.38% 1.39% 3.52% 1.21% 2.78% 5.40% 
SU1SU2 1.92% 3.82% 6.73% 5.13% 7.99% 11.74% 
KW1SU1 29.56% 35.07% 40.89% 37.94% 43.75% 49.69% 
KW1SU1SU2 35.24% 40.97% 46.89% 42.36% 48.26% 54.20% 
KW1KW2SU1 61.61% 67.36% 72.75% 69.22% 74.65% 79.57% 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 63.05% 68.75% 74.06% 72.90% 78.13% 82.76% 
 
 
Small Documents 
Result Set Size 
 
Tables 71-79 show the descriptive statistics for the number of documents returned 
by each query type for each of the nine query runs run over the small document 
grouping of 195 target documents.   
Table 71 - Index Level 8 Queries – Average Number of Documents Returned – 
Small Documents (n=195) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 1104.1 939.7 286.5 816.0 1796.5 
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KW1KW2 370.4 479.1 52.0 107.0 513.0 
SU1 581.1 704.9 16.5 145.0 1615.0 
SU1SU2 27.4 49.4 1.0 2.0 28.5 
KW1SU1 190.1 379.9 4.0 21.0 167.5 
KW1SU1SU2 14.0 31.9 1.0 1.0 7.5 
KW1KW2SU1 63.3 169.3 2.0 9.0 47.5 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 5.8 17.5 1.0 1.0 3.5 
 
Table 72 - Index Level 7 Queries – Average Number of Documents Returned – 
Small Documents (n=195) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 1236.4 1245.3 133.0 751.0 2251.0 
KW1KW2 325.0 487.7 17.5 81.0 431.0 
SU1 79.9 146.6 6.0 23.0 74.0 
SU1SU2 13.7 54.4 1.0 1.0 4.0 
KW1SU1 26.3 60.8 1.0 4.0 19.0 
KW1SU1SU2 6.9 31.4 1.0 1.0 2.0 
KW1KW2SU1 10.6 28.6 1.0 2.0 6.5 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 2.8 10.8 1.0 1.0 1.0 
 
Table 73 - Index Level 6 Queries – Average Number of Documents Returned – 
Small Documents (n=195) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 1236.4 1245.3 133.0 751.0 2251.0 
KW1KW2 324.9 487.7 17.5 81.0 431.0 
SU1 81.2 146.3 7.0 24.0 83.5 
SU1SU2 13.7 54.4 1.0 1.0 4.0 
KW1SU1 26.5 60.8 1.0 4.0 19.0 
KW1SU1SU2 6.9 31.4 1.0 1.0 2.0 
KW1KW2SU1 10.7 28.6 1.0 2.0 7.0 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 2.8 10.8 1.0 1.0 1.0 
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Table 74 - Index Level 5 Queries – Average Number of Documents Returned – 
Small Documents (n=195) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 1236.5 1245.5 133.0 751.0 2251.0 
KW1KW2 325.0 487.7 17.5 81.0 431.0 
SU1 85.8 146.9 7.0 26.0 99.0 
SU1SU2 13.8 54.4 1.0 1.0 4.0 
KW1SU1 27.5 61.0 1.0 5.0 21.0 
KW1SU1SU2 6.9 31.4 1.0 1.0 2.0 
KW1KW2SU1 11.0 28.7 1.0 2.0 7.0 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 2.8 10.8 1.0 1.0 1.0 
 
Table 75 - Index Level 4 Queries – Average Number of Documents Returned – 
Small Documents (n=195) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 1237.3 1246.4 133.0 751.0 2251.0 
KW1KW2 325.6 488.8 17.5 81.0 430.0 
SU1 100.6 150.1 10.0 51.0 111.0 
SU1SU2 15.6 55.3 1.0 2.0 6.0 
KW1SU1 31.5 63.4 2.0 7.0 25.5 
KW1SU1SU2 7.4 31.8 1.0 1.0 2.0 
KW1KW2SU1 12.5 29.6 1.0 2.0 8.0 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 3.1 11.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 
 
Table 76 - Index Level 3 Queries – Average Number of Documents Returned – 
Small Documents (n=195) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 1239.4 1247.3 133.0 751.0 2249.0 
KW1KW2 326.7 491.2 17.5 81.0 429.0 
SU1 161.6 172.5 35.0 104.0 220.0 
SU1SU2 33.6 78.1 1.0 4.0 15.0 
KW1SU1 47.4 81.4 3.0 16.0 55.0 
KW1SU1SU2 13.1 42.0 1.0 2.0 4.0 
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KW1KW2SU1 16.3 35.2 1.0 3.0 12.0 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 4.1 12.7 1.0 1.0 2.0 
 
Table 77 - Index Level 2 Queries – Average Number of Documents Returned – 
Small Documents (n=195) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 1247.7 1264.4 133.0 751.0 2249.0 
KW1KW2 328.1 494.2 17.5 81.0 429.0 
SU1 750.3 646.9 231.5 579.0 919.0 
SU1SU2 279.6 530.4 11.0 56.0 260.0 
KW1SU1 183.9 290.0 12.5 64.0 211.5 
KW1SU1SU2 73.9 202.4 1.0 8.0 31.5 
KW1KW2SU1 46.9 77.8 3.0 11.0 56.5 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 13.7 33.2 1.0 3.0 8.5 
 
Table 78 - Index Level 1 Queries – Average Number of Documents Returned – 
Small Documents (n=195) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 1236.9 1249.3 133.0 768.0 2249.0 
KW1KW2 324.5 484.2 17.5 81.0 430.0 
SU1 1425.4 906.9 708.0 939.0 2457.0 
SU1SU2 654.9 782.1 104.5 350.0 823.0 
KW1SU1 360.6 472.9 29.0 116.0 526.0 
KW1SU1SU2 167.6 305.6 8.0 35.0 173.5 
KW1KW2SU1 103.9 184.9 4.5 21.0 95.0 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 45.6 106.8 2.0 7.0 27.5 
 
Table 79 - Index Level 0 Queries – Average Number of Documents Returned – 
Small Documents (n=195) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 1258.7 1299.6 133.0 751.0 2249.0 
KW1KW2 331.5 501.9 17.5 93.0 430.0 
SU1 2972.1 1362.1 1665.0 2871.0 4504.0 
SU1SU2 2194.6 1406.9 1041.0 2310.0 2871.0 
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KW1SU1 738.7 876.4 74.5 339.0 1236.0 
KW1SU1SU2 538.8 704.5 51.0 249.0 725.5 
KW1KW2SU1 210.4 349.4 8.5 44.0 237.0 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 167.3 301.7 6.0 34.0 178.0 
 
Document Rank 
 
Tables 80-88 show the descriptive statistics for the rank of the sought-after 
document in each query type for each of the nine query runs over the small 
document grouping of target documents. 
Table 80 - Index Level 8 Queries – Average Rank of Sought-After Document – 
Small Documents (n=195) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 126.2 222.7 3.0 19.0 150.5 
KW1KW2 23.1 65.9 1.0 2.0 11.0 
SU1 31.5 77.2 2.0 7.0 24.0 
SU1SU2 5.3 24.6 1.0 1.0 2.0 
KW1SU1 6.6 17.4 1.0 1.0 4.0 
KW1SU1SU2 2.8 13.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 
KW1KW2SU1 2.4 5.3 1.0 1.0 1.5 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 1.3 1.7 1.0 1.0 1.0 
 
Table 81 - Index Level 7 Queries – Average Rank of Sought-After Document – 
Small Documents (n=195) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 126.0 221.6 3.0 19.0 143.0 
KW1KW2 23.1 65.9 1.0 2.0 10.5 
SU1 30.0 65.2 2.0 7.0 27.0 
SU1SU2 4.8 20.4 1.0 1.0 1.5 
KW1SU1 6.6 17.4 1.0 1.0 4.0 
KW1SU1SU2 2.9 13.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 
KW1KW2SU1 2.4 5.3 1.0 1.0 1.5 
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KW1KW2SU1SU2 1.3 1.7 1.0 1.0 1.0 
 
Table 82 - Index Level 6 Queries – Average Rank of Sought-After Document – 
Small Documents (n=195) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 126.0 221.7 3.0 19.0 143.0 
KW1KW2 23.1 65.9 1.0 2.0 10.5 
SU1 30.7 65.1 2.0 8.0 28.0 
SU1SU2 4.8 20.4 1.0 1.0 2.0 
KW1SU1 6.7 17.5 1.0 1.0 4.0 
KW1SU1SU2 2.9 13.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 
KW1KW2SU1 2.5 5.3 1.0 1.0 2.0 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 1.3 1.7 1.0 1.0 1.0 
 
Table 83 - Index Level 5 Queries – Average Rank of Sought-After Document – 
Small Documents (n=195) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 126.1 222.7 3.0 19.0 150.5 
KW1KW2 23.1 65.9 1.0 2.0 11.0 
SU1 34.8 82.2 3.0 7.0 27.0 
SU1SU2 5.4 24.9 1.0 1.0 2.0 
KW1SU1 7.0 18.1 1.0 1.0 4.0 
KW1SU1SU2 2.9 13.3 1.0 1.0 1.0 
KW1KW2SU1 2.6 6.5 1.0 1.0 2.0 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 1.3 1.7 1.0 1.0 1.0 
 
Table 84 - Index Level 4 Queries – Average Rank of Sought-After Document – 
Small Documents (n=195) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 126.5 223.1 3.0 19.0 150.5 
KW1KW2 23.2 66.0 1.0 2.0 11.0 
SU1 42.5 86.9 3.0 11.0 42.0 
SU1SU2 6.6 30.3 1.0 1.0 2.0 
KW1SU1 8.6 25.2 1.0 1.0 6.0 
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KW1SU1SU2 3.5 19.7 1.0 1.0 1.0 
KW1KW2SU1 3.0 7.6 1.0 1.0 2.0 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 1.5 3.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 
 
Table 85 - Index Level 3 Queries – Average Rank of Sought-After Document – 
Small Documents (n=195) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 128.0 223.4 3.0 20.0 152.0 
KW1KW2 23.4 66.0 1.0 2.0 11.0 
SU1 59.0 93.1 6.5 29.0 74.0 
SU1SU2 9.2 26.3 1.0 1.0 4.0 
KW1SU1 12.3 34.6 1.0 2.0 9.0 
KW1SU1SU2 3.7 13.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 
KW1KW2SU1 4.1 13.5 1.0 1.0 2.0 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 1.5 2.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 
 
Table 86 - Index Level 2 Queries – Average Rank of Sought-After Document – 
Small Documents (n=195) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 127.0 222.0 3.0 19.0 136.5 
KW1KW2 23.6 67.8 1.0 2.0 10.5 
SU1 238.1 272.4 36.0 127.0 354.0 
SU1SU2 44.6 87.7 3.0 8.0 47.0 
KW1SU1 48.3 122.3 1.0 7.0 37.0 
KW1SU1SU2 12.7 46.7 1.0 1.0 4.0 
KW1KW2SU1 9.4 23.3 1.0 1.0 6.5 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 2.7 6.4 1.0 1.0 1.0 
 
Table 87 - Index Level 1 Queries – Average Rank of Sought-After Document – 
Small Documents (n=195 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 128.4 223.9 3.0 20.0 151.5 
KW1KW2 23.9 68.0 1.0 2.0 11.0 
SU1 390.3 349.1 98.5 253.0 657.5 
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SU1SU2 116.9 166.0 16.0 46.0 146.0 
KW1SU1 70.0 138.1 1.0 12.0 63.0 
KW1SU1SU2 25.9 63.9 1.0 3.0 18.0 
KW1KW2SU1 13.3 31.9 1.0 2.0 6.5 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 5.0 13.4 1.0 1.0 2.0 
 
Table 88 - Index Level 0 Queries – Average Rank of Sought-After Document – 
Small Documents (n=195) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 128.9 224.3 3.0 20.0 143.0 
KW1KW2 24.5 69.0 1.0 2.0 11.0 
SU1 565.4 372.2 225.5 551.0 1000.0 
SU1SU2 364.0 333.7 85.0 259.0 602.5 
KW1SU1 137.6 227.0 2.0 17.0 171.5 
KW1SU1SU2 83.9 167.3 2.0 11.0 72.5 
KW1KW2SU1 29.0 80.6 1.0 2.0 9.5 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 18.5 56.7 1.0 2.0 9.0 
 
Proportion of Successful Queries 
 
Tables 89-97 show the point estimates and binomial confidence intervals for the 
proportion of successful queries run at each level of the index using the set of 
small target documents (n=195).  These point estimates and confidence intervals 
are given for two different definitions of successful queries.  The first being a 
target document returned ranked in the top-10 results and the second being a 
target document returned ranked in the top-20 results. 
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Table 89 - Index Level 8 Queries – Proportion of Successful Queries w/ Binomial 
Confidence Intervals – Small Documents (n=195) 
 Target Document  in Top 10 Target Document in Top 20 
Query Type Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
KW1 35.53% 42.56% 49.83% 43.53% 50.77% 57.98% 
KW1KW2 67.63% 74.36% 80.33% 74.81% 81.03% 86.27% 
SU1 52.76% 60.00% 66.93% 64.92% 71.79% 77.99% 
SU1SU2 90.77% 94.87% 97.51% 94.12% 97.44% 99.16% 
KW1SU1 83.42% 88.72% 21.95% 88.87% 93.33% 96.40% 
KW1SU1SU2 94.12% 97.44% 99.16% 94.12% 97.44% 99.16% 
KW1KW2SU1 93.42% 96.92% 98.86% 94.83% 97.95% 99.44% 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 96.34% 98.97% 99.88% 98.13% 100.00% 100.00% 
 
Table 90 - Index Level 7 Queries – Proportion of Successful Queries w/ Binomial 
Confidence Intervals – Small Documents (n=195) 
 Target Document  in Top 10 Target Document in Top 20 
Query Type Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
KW1 36.02% 43.08% 50.34% 43.53% 50.77% 57.98% 
KW1KW2 68.18% 74.87% 80.79% 74.81% 81.03% 86.27% 
SU1 51.72% 58.97% 65.95% 62.77% 69.74% 76.10% 
SU1SU2 89.50% 93.85% 96.78% 94.12% 97.44% 99.16% 
KW1SU1 83.42% 88.72% 21.95% 88.87% 93.33% 96.40% 
KW1SU1SU2 94.12% 97.44% 99.16% 94.12% 97.44% 99.16% 
KW1KW2SU1 93.42% 96.92% 98.86% 94.83% 97.95% 99.44% 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 96.34% 98.97% 99.88% 98.13% 100.00% 100.00% 
 
Table 91 - Index Level 6 Queries – Proportion of Successful Queries w/ Binomial 
Confidence Intervals – Small Documents (n=195) 
 Target Document  in Top 10 Target Document in Top 20 
Query Type Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
KW1 36.02% 43.08% 50.34% 43.53% 50.77% 57.98% 
KW1KW2 68.18% 74.87% 80.79% 74.81% 81.03% 86.27% 
SU1 50.17% 57.44% 64.47% 61.70% 68.72% 75.15% 
SU1SU2 89.50% 93.85% 96.78% 94.12% 97.44% 99.16% 
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KW1SU1 82.83% 88.21% 21.12% 88.25% 92.82% 96.02% 
KW1SU1SU2 94.12% 97.44% 99.16% 94.12% 97.44% 99.16% 
KW1KW2SU1 93.42% 96.92% 98.86% 94.83% 97.95% 99.44% 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 96.34% 98.97% 99.88% 98.13% 100.00% 100.00% 
 
Table 92 - Index Level 5 Queries – Proportion of Successful Queries w/ Binomial 
Confidence Intervals – Small Documents (n=195) 
 Target Document  in Top 10 Target Document in Top 20 
Query Type Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
KW1 35.53% 42.56% 49.83% 43.53% 50.77% 57.98% 
KW1KW2 67.63% 74.36% 80.33% 74.81% 81.03% 86.27% 
SU1 49.66% 56.92% 63.98% 62.24% 69.23% 75.63% 
SU1SU2 90.77% 94.87% 97.51% 94.12% 97.44% 99.16% 
KW1SU1 82.24% 87.69% 20.35% 88.25% 92.82% 96.02% 
KW1SU1SU2 94.12% 97.44% 99.16% 94.12% 97.44% 99.16% 
KW1KW2SU1 93.42% 96.92% 98.86% 94.83% 97.95% 99.44% 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 96.34% 98.97% 99.88% 98.13% 100.00% 100.00% 
 
Table 93 - Index Level 4 Queries – Proportion of Successful Queries w/ Binomial 
Confidence Intervals – Small Documents (n=195) 
 Target Document  in Top 10 Target Document in Top 20 
Query Type Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
KW1 35.04% 42.05% 49.31% 43.53% 50.77% 57.98% 
KW1KW2 67.63% 74.36% 80.33% 74.81% 81.03% 86.27% 
SU1 41.01% 48.21% 55.46% 54.32% 61.54% 68.40% 
SU1SU2 90.13% 94.36% 97.15% 93.42% 96.92% 98.86% 
KW1SU1 78.77% 84.62% 20.81% 85.80% 90.77% 94.44% 
KW1SU1SU2 94.12% 97.44% 99.16% 94.83% 97.95% 99.44% 
KW1KW2SU1 92.74% 96.41% 98.54% 93.42% 96.92% 98.86% 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 96.34% 98.97% 99.88% 97.18% 99.49% 99.99% 
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Table 94 - Index Level 3 Queries – Proportion of Successful Queries w/ Binomial 
Confidence Intervals – Small Documents (n=195) 
 Target Document  in Top 10 Target Document in Top 20 
Query Type Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
KW1 36.02% 43.08% 50.34% 43.53% 50.77% 57.98% 
KW1KW2 67.63% 74.36% 80.33% 74.81% 81.03% 86.27% 
SU1 26.28% 32.82% 39.89% 37.01% 44.10% 51.37% 
SU1SU2 82.83% 88.21% 92.37% 86.41% 91.28% 94.84% 
KW1SU1 72.02% 78.46% 12.29% 81.08% 86.67% 91.10% 
KW1SU1SU2 90.77% 94.87% 97.51% 93.42% 96.92% 98.86% 
KW1KW2SU1 88.87% 93.33% 96.40% 94.12% 97.44% 99.16% 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 94.83% 97.95% 99.44% 96.34% 98.97% 99.88% 
 
Table 95 - Index Level 2 Queries – Proportion of Successful Queries w/ Binomial 
Confidence Intervals – Small Documents (n=195) 
 Target Document  in Top 10 Target Document in Top 20 
Query Type Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
KW1 36.52% 43.59% 50.86% 43.53% 50.77% 57.98% 
KW1KW2 68.18% 74.87% 80.79% 74.81% 81.03% 86.27% 
SU1 7.21% 11.28% 16.58% 11.94% 16.92% 22.94% 
SU1SU2 48.11% 55.38% 62.49% 57.99% 65.13% 71.80% 
KW1SU1 48.11% 55.38% 9.43% 56.94% 64.10% 70.83% 
KW1SU1SU2 79.34% 85.13% 89.81% 82.83% 88.21% 92.37% 
KW1KW2SU1 73.69% 80.00% 85.37% 83.42% 88.72% 92.79% 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 89.50% 93.85% 96.78% 94.83% 97.95% 99.44% 
 
Table 96 - Index Level 1 Queries – Proportion of Successful Queries w/ Binomial 
Confidence Intervals – Small Documents (n=195) 
 Target Document  in Top 10 Target Document in Top 20 
Query Type Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
KW1 36.52% 43.59% 50.86% 43.03% 50.26% 57.48% 
KW1KW2 67.09% 73.85% 79.86% 74.25% 80.51% 85.83% 
SU1 3.98% 7.18% 11.75% 5.97% 9.74% 14.80% 
SU1SU2 15.08% 20.51% 26.87% 26.28% 32.82% 39.89% 
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KW1SU1 40.51% 47.69% 8.12% 49.66% 56.92% 63.98% 
KW1SU1SU2 60.64% 67.69% 74.20% 69.27% 75.90% 81.72% 
KW1KW2SU1 72.58% 78.97% 84.47% 78.77% 84.62% 89.37% 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 87.63% 92.31% 95.63% 89.50% 93.85% 96.78% 
 
Table 97 - Index Level 0 Queries – Proportion of Successful Queries w/ Binomial 
Confidence Intervals – Small Documents (n=195) 
 Target Document  in Top 10 Target Document in Top 20 
Query Type Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
KW1 36.52% 43.59% 50.86% 43.03% 50.26% 57.48% 
KW1KW2 67.63% 74.36% 80.33% 74.25% 80.51% 85.83% 
SU1 0.56% 2.05% 5.17% 1.79% 4.10% 7.92% 
SU1SU2 2.49% 5.13% 9.23% 6.38% 10.26% 15.40% 
KW1SU1 34.54% 41.54% 9.53% 45.05% 52.31% 59.49% 
KW1SU1SU2 42.02% 49.23% 56.47% 48.63% 55.90% 62.99% 
KW1KW2SU1 68.72% 75.38% 81.26% 74.25% 80.51% 85.83% 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 69.82% 76.41% 82.18% 77.06% 83.08% 88.06% 
Large Documents 
Result Set Size 
 
Tables 98-106 show the descriptive statistics for the number of documents 
returned by each query type for each of the nine query runs run over the large 
document grouping of target documents.   
Table 98 - Index Level 8 Queries – Average Number of Documents Returned – 
Large Documents (n=62) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 1104.1 939.7 286.5 816.0 1796.5 
KW1KW2 370.4 479.1 52.0 107.0 513.0 
SU1 581.1 704.9 16.5 145.0 1615.0 
SU1SU2 27.4 49.4 1.0 2.0 28.5 
KW1SU1 190.1 379.9 4.0 21.0 167.5 
KW1SU1SU2 14.0 31.9 1.0 1.0 7.5 
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KW1KW2SU1 63.3 169.3 2.0 9.0 47.5 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 5.8 17.5 1.0 1.0 3.5 
 
Table 99 - Index Level 7 Queries – Average Number of Documents Returned – 
Large Documents (n=62) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 1104.1 939.7 286.5 816.0 1796.5 
KW1KW2 370.4 479.1 52.0 107.0 513.0 
SU1 581.1 704.9 16.5 145.0 1615.0 
SU1SU2 27.4 49.4 1.0 2.0 28.5 
KW1SU1 190.1 379.9 4.0 21.0 167.5 
KW1SU1SU2 14.0 31.9 1.0 1.0 7.5 
KW1KW2SU1 63.3 169.3 2.0 9.0 47.5 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 5.8 17.5 1.0 1.0 3.5 
 
Table 100 - Index Level 6 Queries – Average Number of Documents Returned – 
Large Documents (n=62) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 1104.0 939.6 286.5 816.0 1796.5 
KW1KW2 370.4 479.1 52.0 107.0 513.0 
SU1 581.1 704.9 16.5 145.0 1615.0 
SU1SU2 27.4 49.4 1.0 2.0 28.5 
KW1SU1 190.1 379.9 4.0 21.0 167.5 
KW1SU1SU2 14.0 31.9 1.0 1.0 7.5 
KW1KW2SU1 63.3 169.3 2.0 9.0 47.5 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 5.8 17.5 1.0 1.0 3.5 
 
Table 101 - Index Level 5 Queries – Average Number of Documents Returned – 
Large Documents (n=62) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 1104.0 939.4 286.5 816.0 1796.5 
KW1KW2 370.3 479.0 52.0 107.0 513.0 
SU1 581.0 705.0 16.5 145.0 1615.0 
SU1SU2 27.4 49.4 1.0 2.0 28.5 
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KW1SU1 190.1 379.9 4.0 21.0 167.5 
KW1SU1SU2 14.0 31.9 1.0 1.0 7.5 
KW1KW2SU1 63.3 169.3 2.0 9.0 47.5 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 5.8 17.5 1.0 1.0 3.5 
 
Table 102 - Index Level 4 Queries – Average Number of Documents Returned – 
Large Documents (n=62) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 1104.9 940.1 286.5 816.0 1812.5 
KW1KW2 370.4 479.1 52.0 107.0 513.0 
SU1 582.5 701.8 18.0 145.0 1612.0 
SU1SU2 28.6 49.3 1.0 3.0 30.5 
KW1SU1 190.9 379.0 4.0 21.0 167.5 
KW1SU1SU2 14.9 32.0 1.0 2.0 8.0 
KW1KW2SU1 63.4 169.1 2.0 9.0 47.5 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 6.1 17.5 1.0 1.0 4.0 
 
Table 103 - Index Level 3 Queries – Average Number of Documents Returned – 
Large Documents (n=62) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 1103.3 940.2 283.5 816.0 1782.0 
KW1KW2 371.1 481.1 52.0 107.0 513.0 
SU1 610.9 681.4 79.5 196.0 1612.0 
SU1SU2 42.2 64.8 1.5 8.0 54.0 
KW1SU1 200.1 375.2 10.0 63.0 150.5 
KW1SU1SU2 22.2 46.2 1.0 3.0 13.0 
KW1KW2SU1 68.5 168.3 3.0 17.0 58.0 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 8.4 22.0 1.0 1.0 6.5 
 
Table 104 - Index Level 2 Queries – Average Number of Documents Returned – 
Large Documents (n=62) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 1101.4 920.5 283.5 815.0 1893.5 
KW1KW2 373.9 481.7 52.0 107.0 541.5 
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SU1 800.6 594.7 332.5 697.0 1610.0 
SU1SU2 126.0 148.3 14.5 62.0 196.0 
KW1SU1 246.3 368.3 34.5 136.0 236.5 
KW1SU1SU2 50.9 85.1 2.0 18.0 55.0 
KW1KW2SU1 91.0 175.5 7.0 28.0 79.0 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 19.6 37.5 1.0 4.0 18.5 
 
Table 105 - Index Level 1 Queries – Average Number of Documents Returned – 
Large Documents (n=62) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 1098.2 925.4 283.5 815.0 1849.5 
KW1KW2 371.8 481.5 52.0 107.0 512.5 
SU1 1291.5 736.7 781.0 1572.0 1572.0 
SU1SU2 453.1 518.5 139.0 310.0 477.5 
KW1SU1 375.0 414.9 78.0 252.0 477.0 
KW1SU1SU2 183.0 311.1 16.0 78.0 181.5 
KW1KW2SU1 154.4 250.2 12.5 48.0 170.0 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 80.3 179.3 4.0 20.0 73.5 
 
Table 106 - Index Level 0 Queries – Average Number of Documents Returned – 
Large Documents (n=62) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 1132.3 1022.8 283.5 815.0 1849.5 
KW1KW2 377.2 493.1 52.0 107.0 512.5 
SU1 2731.3 1208.7 1817.0 2871.0 4504.0 
SU1SU2 1963.5 1473.9 866.0 1621.0 2871.0 
KW1SU1 739.9 760.4 152.0 541.0 1198.5 
KW1SU1SU2 611.8 767.3 92.5 297.0 1032.0 
KW1KW2SU1 299.6 421.6 32.5 76.0 391.5 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 252.7 407.5 13.0 60.0 246.5 
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Document Rank 
 
Tables 107-115 show the descriptive statistics for the rank of the sought-after 
document in each query type for each of the nine query runs over the large 
document grouping of target documents. 
Table 107 - Index Level 8 Queries – Average Rank of Sought-After Document – 
Large Documents (n=62) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 255.8 348.7 13.5 74.0 480.5 
KW1KW2 79.9 193.0 1.0 5.0 30.5 
SU1 245.5 359.5 8.0 50.0 417.0 
SU1SU2 9.4 20.6 1.0 1.0 5.5 
KW1SU1 68.1 190.0 1.0 4.0 32.5 
KW1SU1SU2 5.3 15.3 1.0 1.0 3.0 
KW1KW2SU1 15.7 43.8 1.0 1.0 5.0 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 3.0 11.8 1.0 1.0 1.0 
 
Table 108 - Index Level 7 Queries – Average Rank of Sought-After Document – 
Large Documents (n=62) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 257.7 349.6 13.5 71.0 484.5 
KW1KW2 79.8 193.0 1.0 5.0 30.5 
SU1 225.9 315.2 10.0 65.0 303.5 
SU1SU2 10.0 22.0 1.0 1.0 6.5 
KW1SU1 67.7 189.8 1.0 4.0 32.5 
KW1SU1SU2 5.3 15.3 1.0 1.0 3.0 
KW1KW2SU1 15.7 43.8 1.0 1.0 5.0 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 3.0 11.8 1.0 1.0 1.0 
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Table 109 - Index Level 6 Queries – Average Rank of Sought-After Document – 
Large Documents (n=62) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 257.7 349.6 13.5 71.0 484.5 
KW1KW2 79.8 192.9 1.0 5.0 30.5 
SU1 225.3 314.9 10.0 65.0 303.0 
SU1SU2 10.0 21.8 1.0 1.0 6.5 
KW1SU1 67.6 189.7 1.0 4.0 32.5 
KW1SU1SU2 5.2 15.3 1.0 1.0 3.0 
KW1KW2SU1 15.7 43.7 1.0 1.0 5.0 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 3.0 11.8 1.0 1.0 1.0 
 
Table 110 - Index Level 5 Queries – Average Rank of Sought-After Document – 
Large Documents (n=62) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 255.5 348.8 13.0 74.0 481.0 
KW1KW2 79.8 193.0 1.0 5.0 30.5 
SU1 245.7 359.3 8.0 50.0 418.0 
SU1SU2 9.4 20.6 1.0 1.0 5.5 
KW1SU1 68.1 190.2 1.0 4.0 33.0 
KW1SU1SU2 5.2 15.3 1.0 1.0 3.0 
KW1KW2SU1 15.8 44.1 1.0 1.0 5.0 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 3.0 11.8 1.0 1.0 1.0 
 
Table 111 - Index Level 4 Queries – Average Rank of Sought-After Document – 
Large Documents (n=62) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 255.6 348.8 12.5 74.0 480.5 
KW1KW2 79.9 193.1 1.0 5.0 30.5 
SU1 253.3 370.6 8.0 45.0 421.0 
SU1SU2 10.0 21.0 1.0 1.0 6.0 
KW1SU1 70.6 193.4 1.0 4.0 32.0 
KW1SU1SU2 5.5 15.6 1.0 1.0 3.0 
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KW1KW2SU1 15.7 44.1 1.0 1.0 5.5 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 3.1 12.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 
 
Table 112 - Index Level 4 Queries – Average Rank of Sought-After Document – 
Large Documents (n=62) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 255.0 348.7 12.0 74.0 480.5 
KW1KW2 79.9 192.8 1.0 5.0 34.0 
SU1 260.7 353.9 21.0 71.0 416.0 
SU1SU2 16.6 38.4 1.0 3.0 11.0 
KW1SU1 70.0 181.0 1.0 9.0 42.5 
KW1SU1SU2 8.8 24.0 1.0 1.0 4.5 
KW1KW2SU1 17.3 41.1 1.0 2.0 12.0 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 3.7 11.4 1.0 1.0 2.0 
 
Table 113 - Index Level 2 Queries – Average Rank of Sought-After Document – 
Large Documents (n=62) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 259.2 349.4 11.0 71.0 479.5 
KW1KW2 81.1 194.5 1.0 5.0 28.5 
SU1 358.4 305.8 97.5 285.0 521.5 
SU1SU2 41.5 52.0 3.0 26.0 53.5 
KW1SU1 91.1 180.2 4.0 18.0 105.5 
KW1SU1SU2 21.3 51.6 1.0 2.0 14.5 
KW1KW2SU1 26.9 58.3 1.0 3.0 15.5 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 7.2 17.8 1.0 1.0 3.0 
 
Table 114 - Index Level 1 Queries – Average Rank of Sought-After Document – 
Large Documents (n=62) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 252.9 346.4 11.0 75.0 445.5 
KW1KW2 80.3 192.6 1.0 5.0 28.5 
SU1 566.2 372.3 205.0 570.0 1000.0 
SU1SU2 196.6 272.0 26.0 84.0 234.0 
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KW1SU1 140.1 242.1 3.0 51.0 123.0 
KW1SU1SU2 81.3 197.2 2.0 13.0 47.0 
KW1KW2SU1 49.0 122.8 1.0 3.0 32.0 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 26.7 67.6 1.0 2.0 9.0 
 
Table 115 - Index Level 0 Queries – Average Rank of Sought-After Document – 
Large Documents (n=62) 
Query Type Mean Std. Dev. Lower 
Quartile 
Median Upper 
Quartile 
KW1 254.7 346.0 11.0 78.0 452.5 
KW1KW2 80.4 192.7 1.0 5.0 27.5 
SU1 720.1 345.0 381.5 964.0 1000.0 
SU1SU2 545.2 368.7 287.5 427.0 1000.0 
KW1SU1 194.7 264.9 10.5 98.0 245.5 
KW1SU1SU2 161.7 246.4 6.0 63.0 199.5 
KW1KW2SU1 69.4 163.6 2.0 9.0 39.0 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 56.5 147.8 1.0 7.0 28.0 
 
 
Proportion of Successful Queries 
 
Tables 116-124 show the point estimates and binomial confidence intervals for 
the proportion of successful queries run at each level of the index using the set of 
large target documents (n=62).  These point estimates and confidence intervals are 
given for two different definitions of successful queries.  The first being a target 
document returned ranked in the top-10 results and the second being a target 
document returned ranked in the top-20 results. 
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Table 116 - Index Level 8 Queries – Proportion of Successful Queries w/ 
Binomial Confidence Intervals – Large Documents (n=62) 
 Target Document  in Top 10 Target Document in Top 20 
Query Type Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
KW1 14.22% 24.19% 36.74% 20.94% 32.26% 45.34% 
KW1KW2 51.34% 64.52% 76.26% 58.05% 70.97% 81.80% 
SU1 19.56% 30.65% 43.65% 28.05% 40.32% 53.55% 
SU1SU2 72.33% 83.87% 91.98% 78.11% 88.71% 95.34% 
KW1SU1 48.07% 61.29% 73.40% 56.35% 69.35% 80.44% 
KW1SU1SU2 86.50% 95.16% 98.99% 86.50% 95.16% 98.99% 
KW1KW2SU1 68.63% 80.65% 89.58% 80.12% 90.32% 96.37% 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 91.34% 98.39% 99.96% 94.22% 100.00% 100.00% 
 
Table 117 - Index Level 7 Queries – Proportion of Successful Queries w/ 
Binomial Confidence Intervals – Large Documents (n=62) 
 Target Document  in Top 10 Target Document in Top 20 
Query Type Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
KW1 14.22% 24.19% 36.74% 20.94% 32.26% 45.34% 
KW1KW2 52.99% 66.13% 77.67% 58.05% 70.97% 81.80% 
SU1 15.53% 25.81% 38.50% 25.16% 37.10% 50.31% 
SU1SU2 68.63% 80.65% 89.58% 78.11% 88.71% 95.34% 
KW1SU1 48.07% 61.29% 73.40% 56.35% 69.35% 80.44% 
KW1SU1SU2 86.50% 95.16% 98.99% 86.50% 95.16% 98.99% 
KW1KW2SU1 68.63% 80.65% 89.58% 80.12% 90.32% 96.37% 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 91.34% 98.39% 99.96% 94.22% 100.00% 100.00% 
 
Table 118 - Index Level 6 Queries – Proportion of Successful Queries w/ 
Binomial Confidence Intervals – Large Documents (n=62) 
 Target Document  in Top 10 Target Document in Top 20 
Query Type Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
KW1 14.22% 24.19% 36.74% 20.94% 32.26% 45.34% 
KW1KW2 52.99% 66.13% 77.67% 58.05% 70.97% 81.80% 
SU1 15.53% 25.81% 38.50% 25.16% 37.10% 50.31% 
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SU1SU2 68.63% 80.65% 89.58% 78.11% 88.71% 95.34% 
KW1SU1 48.07% 61.29% 73.40% 56.35% 69.35% 80.44% 
KW1SU1SU2 86.50% 95.16% 98.99% 86.50% 95.16% 98.99% 
KW1KW2SU1 68.63% 80.65% 89.58% 80.12% 90.32% 96.37% 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 91.34% 98.39% 99.96% 94.22% 100.00% 100.00% 
 
Table 119 - Index Level 5 Queries – Proportion of Successful Queries w/ 
Binomial Confidence Intervals – Large Documents (n=62) 
 Target Document  in Top 10 Target Document in Top 20 
Query Type Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
KW1 14.22% 24.19% 36.74% 20.94% 32.26% 45.34% 
KW1KW2 51.34% 64.52% 76.26% 58.05% 70.97% 81.80% 
SU1 19.56% 30.65% 43.65% 29.51% 41.94% 55.15% 
SU1SU2 72.33% 83.87% 91.98% 78.11% 88.71% 95.34% 
KW1SU1 48.07% 61.29% 73.40% 56.35% 69.35% 80.44% 
KW1SU1SU2 86.50% 95.16% 98.99% 86.50% 95.16% 98.99% 
KW1KW2SU1 68.63% 80.65% 89.58% 80.12% 90.32% 96.37% 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 91.34% 98.39% 99.96% 94.22% 100.00% 100.00% 
 
Table 120 - Index Level 4 Queries – Proportion of Successful Queries w/ 
Binomial Confidence Intervals – Large Documents (n=62) 
 Target Document  in Top 10 Target Document in Top 20 
Query Type Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
KW1 14.22% 24.19% 36.74% 19.56% 30.65% 43.65% 
KW1KW2 51.34% 64.52% 76.26% 58.05% 70.97% 81.80% 
SU1 18.20% 29.03% 41.95% 29.51% 41.94% 55.15% 
SU1SU2 66.82% 79.03% 88.34% 78.11% 88.71% 95.34% 
KW1SU1 49.69% 62.90% 74.84% 58.05% 70.97% 81.80% 
KW1SU1SU2 84.30% 93.55% 98.24% 86.50% 95.16% 98.99% 
KW1KW2SU1 72.33% 83.87% 91.98% 78.11% 88.71% 95.34% 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 91.34% 98.39% 99.96% 94.22% 100.00% 100.00% 
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Table 121 - Index Level 3 Queries – Proportion of Successful Queries w/ 
Binomial Confidence Intervals – Large Documents (n=62) 
 Target Document  in Top 10 Target Document in Top 20 
Query Type Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
KW1 15.53% 25.81% 38.50% 20.94% 32.26% 45.34% 
KW1KW2 51.34% 64.52% 76.26% 58.05% 70.97% 81.80% 
SU1 8.02% 16.13% 27.67% 15.53% 25.81% 38.50% 
SU1SU2 61.50% 74.19% 84.47% 70.47% 82.26% 90.80% 
KW1SU1 40.12% 53.23% 66.02% 48.07% 61.29% 73.40% 
KW1SU1SU2 80.12% 90.32% 96.42% 82.17% 91.94% 97.33% 
KW1KW2SU1 61.50% 74.19% 84.47% 72.33% 83.87% 91.98% 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 88.83% 96.77% 99.61% 91.34% 98.39% 99.96% 
 
Table 122 - Index Level 2 Queries – Proportion of Successful Queries w/ 
Binomial Confidence Intervals – Large Documents (n=62) 
 Target Document  in Top 10 Target Document in Top 20 
Query Type Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
KW1 15.53% 25.81% 38.50% 20.94% 32.26% 45.34% 
KW1KW2 52.99% 66.13% 77.67% 56.35% 69.35% 80.44% 
SU1 3.63% 9.68% 19.88% 4.66% 11.29% 21.89% 
SU1SU2 28.05% 40.32% 53.55% 32.48% 45.16% 58.32% 
KW1SU1 28.05% 40.32% 53.55% 38.56% 51.61% 64.50% 
KW1SU1SU2 54.66% 67.74% 81.60% 68.63% 80.65% 89.58% 
KW1KW2SU1 61.50% 74.19% 84.47% 65.03% 77.42% 87.07% 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 76.15% 87.10% 94.26% 86.50% 95.16% 98.99% 
 
Table 123 - Index Level 1 Queries – Proportion of Successful Queries w/ 
Binomial Confidence Intervals – Large Documents (n=62) 
 Target Document  in Top 10 Target Document in Top 20 
Query Type Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
KW1 15.53% 25.81% 38.50% 20.94% 32.26% 45.34% 
KW1KW2 51.34% 64.52% 76.26% 58.05% 70.97% 81.80% 
SU1 0.39% 3.23% 11.17% 1.01% 4.84% 13.50% 
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SU1SU2 5.74% 12.90% 23.85% 12.93% 22.58% 34.97% 
KW1SU1 22.33% 33.87% 47.01% 25.16% 37.10% 50.31% 
KW1SU1SU2 33.98% 46.77% 64.35% 44.85% 58.06% 70.49% 
KW1KW2SU1 51.34% 64.52% 76.26% 61.50% 74.19% 84.47% 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 66.82% 79.03% 88.34% 70.47% 82.26% 90.80% 
 
Table 124 - Index Level 0 Queries – Proportion of Successful Queries w/ 
Binomial Confidence Intervals – Large Documents (n=62) 
 Target Document  in Top 10 Target Document in Top 20 
Query Type Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
Lower 
C.I. 
Point 
Estimate 
Upper 
C.I. 
KW1 15.53% 25.81% 38.50% 20.94% 32.26% 45.34% 
KW1KW2 52.99% 66.13% 77.67% 58.05% 70.97% 81.80% 
SU1 0.00% 0.00% 5.78% 0.00% 0.00% 5.78% 
SU1SU2 0.04% 1.61% 8.66% 1.01% 4.84% 13.50% 
KW1SU1 15.53% 25.81% 38.50% 18.20% 29.03% 41.95% 
KW1SU1SU2 18.20% 29.03% 44.06% 20.94% 32.26% 45.34% 
KW1KW2SU1 43.26% 56.45% 69.01% 51.34% 64.52% 76.26% 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 43.26% 56.45% 69.01% 56.35% 69.35% 80.44% 
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APPENDIX B  
STATISTICAL TESTS OF H1A 
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The tables in this appendix present the results of the statistical tests of hypothesis 
H1a.  H1a hypothesizes that subject-aided searches will be more successful than 
keyword-only searches.  In order to test the hypothesis, difference tests comparing 
the proportion of successful queries in subject-aided searches to the proportion of 
successful queries in keyword-only searches had to be performed.  In order to 
simplify these tests, the search result data was transformed so that a simple 
difference test could be run on the results.  The target document rank data was 
transformed to indicate either success (1) or failure (0) in the search and then the 
results of keyword-only searches were subtracted from the results of the 
corresponding subject-aided searches.  The following example illustrates this 
process for a single pair of queries. 
Assume that the results of a single-keyword search (KW1) returned the target 
document ranked 24
th
 in the result set and the single-subject-aided, single-
keyword search (KW1SU1) for that same document returned the document 
ranked 18
th
 in the result set.  Since a successful search has been defined as a 
search returning the target document in the top 20 ranked documents in the result 
set, the results of the KW1 search would be transformed into a zero (0) while the 
result of the KW1SU1 search would be transformed into a one (1).  Subtracting 
the former from the latter results in a score of 1 for the comparison.  Other 
outcomes for the comparison scores are zero (0), which indicates both searches 
were successful, and negative one (-1), which indicates that the keyword-only 
search was successful while the subject-aided search was not successful. 
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For the difference test, we compare the mean of the comparison scores for the 288 
queries of each type to zero.  In order to reject the null hypothesis and find 
support for H1a, the mean of the comparison scores must be positive and the p-
value on the test statistic must be less than 0.025 (alpha/2 used for a one-tailed 
test).  The test statistic is calculated as follows (Aczel, 1989): 
  
 ̅     
 √ ⁄
 
                           
                             √   
 
In order to control for document size in the experiment, the results of the 
experiment were examined in three different groups: the entire set of 288 target 
documents, the set of 195 documents that contained fewer than 500 unique, post-
stop-list words, and the set of documents containing more than 1250 unique, post-
stop-list words. 
All Documents 
 
Looking at the set of results from the entire set of 288 target documents shown in 
Tables 125-133, out of all of the comparisons run to test H1a for the 4 query type 
comparisons over the 9 different levels of the index, only three of the four queries 
run for the level 0 subject index failed to reject the null hypothesis.  For all but 
three of the queries at level 0 of the subject index, we find support for the 
hypothesis that subject-aided searches are more successful than keyword-only 
searches.  That is, for one query at level 0 and all queries over levels 1-8 of the 
subject index we reject the null hypothesis and find support for H1a at the 
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alpha/2=0.025 level of significance.   Of those 33 significant cases, we can state a 
significance level of at least alpha/2 = 0.0005 for 30 of them.  Only the single-
subject query comparisons (KW1 v. KW1SU1 and KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1) 
run on level 1 of the subject index failed to yield results at that more extreme level 
of significance. 
Table 125 - Tests of H1a – Index Level 0 – All documents (n=288) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 0.5437 0.2935 NS 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 0.1738 0.4311 NS 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 2.1553 0.0160 significant at   alpha/2 
=0.025 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 1.2215 0.1114 NS 
 
Table 126 - Tests of H1a – Index Level 1 – All documents (n=288) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 2.7526 0.0031 significant at    alpha/2 
=0.005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 3.2073 0.0007 significant at 
alpha/2=0.005 level 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 8.5373 4.06E-16 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 4.8622 9.58E-07 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
 
Table 127 - Tests of H1a – Index Level 2 – All documents (n=288) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 4.9705 5.75E-07 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 4.2488 1.45E-05 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 13.2956 4.67E-32 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 7.0806 5.54E-12 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
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Table 128 - Tests of H1a – Index Level 3 – All documents (n=288) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 10.9878 5.62E-24 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 7.4453 5.68E-13 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 16.9535 1.89E-45 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 
7.8875 3.25E-14 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
 
Table 129 - Tests of H1a – Index Level 4 – All documents (n=288) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 13.6263 
3.01E-33 
significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 7.6330 
1.71E-13 
significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 18.0384 
1.89E-49 
significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 8.1622 
5.23E-15 
significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
 
Table 130 - Tests of H1a – Index Level 5 – All documents (n=288) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 13.6418 
2.64E-33 
significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 8.2371 
3.16E-15 
significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 17.7888 
1.57E-48 
significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 8.3348 
1.63E-15 
significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
 
Table 131 - Tests of H1a – Index Level 6 – All documents (n=288) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 
13.5816 4.36E-33 
significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 
8.1620 5.24E-15 
significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
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KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 
17.7297 2.59E-48 
significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 
8.2430 3.03E-15 
significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
 
Table 132 - Tests of H1a – Index Level 7 – All documents (n=288) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 
13.6418 2.64E-33 
significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 
8.1446 5.89E-15 
significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 
17.7888 1.57E-48 
significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 
8.3334 1.64E-15 
significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
 
Table 133 - Tests of H1a – Index Level 8 – All documents (n=288) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 13.6418 
2.64E-33 
significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 8.1446 
5.89E-15 
significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 17.7888 
1.57E-48 
significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 8.3334 
1.64E-15 
significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
 
Small Documents 
 
Tables 134-142 show the results of the tests of H1a on the subset of 195 small 
target documents.  For small documents, except for the level 0 queries, subject-
aided queries are more successful than keyword-only queries.  That is, for all but 
the four queries run at level 0 of the index, we reject the null hypothesis and find 
support for H1a at the alpha/2 = 0.025 level.  29 of the queries run on the small 
document subset were significant at the alpha/2 = 0.0005 level. 
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Table 134 - Tests of H1a – Index Level 0 – Small documents (n=195) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 0.6315 0.2642 NS 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 0.0000 0.5000 NS 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 1.7266 0.0429 NS 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 0.6689 0.2522 NS 
 
Table 135 - Tests of H1a – Index Level 1 – Small documents (n=195) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 2.2194 0.0138 significant at 
alpha/2=0.025 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 2.0156 0.0226 significant at 
alpha/2=0.025 level 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 6.7137 1.02E-10 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 3.5694 0.0002 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
 
Table 136 - Tests of H1a – Index Level 2 – Small documents (n=195) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 3.5118 0.0003 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 2.8353 0.0025 significant at 
alpha/2=0.005 level 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 10.1293 6.29E-20 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 4.5699 4.33E-06 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
 
Table 137 - Tests of H1a – Index Level 3 – Small documents (n=195) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 9.2583 1.97E-17 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 5.9528 6.07E-09 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 12.8952 3.50E-28 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 5.0514 5.04E-07 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
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Table 138 - Tests of H1a – Index Level 4 – Small documents (n=195) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 11.3725 1.36E-23 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 5.6385 2.99E-08 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 13.1636 5.36E-29 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 5.1868 2.68E-07 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
 
Table 139 - Tests of H1a – Index Level 5 – Small documents (n=195) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 11.8650 4.54E-25 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 6.2864 1.05E-09 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 13.0288 1.38E-28 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 5.3819 1.06E-07 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
 
Table 140 - Tests of H1a – Index Level 6 – Small documents (n=195) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 
11.7923 
7.51E-25 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 
6.3058 
9.47E-10 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 
12.9569 
2.27E-28 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 
5.4098 
9.23E-08 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
 
Table 141 - Tests of H1a – Index Level 7 – Small documents (n=195) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 11.9903 1.90E-25 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 6.2864 1.05E-09 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
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KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 13.0288 1.38E-28 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 5.3819 1.06E-07 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
 
Table 142 - Tests of H1a – Index Level 8 – Small documents (n=195) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 11.9903 1.90E-25 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 6.2864 1.05E-09 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 13.0288 1.38E-28 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 5.3819 1.06E-07 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
 
Large Documents 
 
Tables 143-151 show the results of the tests of H1a on the subset of 62 large 
target documents.  For the subset of large target documents, we find support for 
the hypothesis that subject-aided searches in 28 of the 36 queries run.  That is, 
excluding the four level 0 queries, 3 queries at level 1 and 1 query at level 2 of the 
subject index, we reject the null hypothesis and find support for H1a alpha/2 
=0.025 level.  26 of those 28 significant test results were significant at the alpha/2 
= 0.0005 level. 
Table 143 - Tests of H1a – Index Level 0 – Large documents (n=62) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 -0.6294 0.2657 NS 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 -1.6554 0.0515 NS 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 0.0000 0.5000 NS 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 -0.2430 0.4044 NS 
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Table 144 - Tests of H1a – Index Level 1 – Large documents (n=62) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 0.8300 0.2049 NS 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 0.8143 0.2093 NS 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 3.5548 0.0004 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 1.6904 0.0480 NS 
 
Table 145 - Tests of H1a – Index Level 2 – Large documents (n=62) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 3.0030 0.0019 significant at 
alpha/2=0.005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 1.9303 0.0291 NS 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 7.0711 8.75E-10 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 3.9562 0.0001 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
 
Table 146 - Tests of H1a – Index Level 3 – Large documents (n=62) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 3.9099 
1.17E-04 
significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 2.6478 
0.0051 
significant at 
alpha/2=0.025 level 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 8.8325 
8.24E-13 
significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 4.2264 
4.04E-05 
significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
 
Table 147 - Tests of H1a – Index Level 4 – Large documents (n=62) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 5.6778 2.02E-07 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 3.6215 0.0003 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 9.7385 2.43E-14 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 4.5386 1.36E-05 significant at 
alpha=0.0005 level 
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Table 148 - Tests of H1a – Index Level 5 – Large documents (n=62) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 5.0267 
2.33E-06 
significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 3.8195 
0.0002 
significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 9.4232 
8.23E-14 
significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 4.5417 
1.34E-05 
significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
 
Table 149 - Tests of H1a – Index Level 6 – Large documents (n=62) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 5.0267 2.33E-06 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 4.0150 8.27E-05 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 9.4232 8.23E-14 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 4.5449 1.33E-05 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
 
Table 150 - Tests of H1a – Index Level 7 – Large documents (n=62) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 
5.0267 
2.33E-06 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 
3.8195 
0.0002 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 
9.4232 
8.23E-14 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 
4.5417 
1.34E-05 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
 
Table 151 - Tests of H1a – Index Level 8 – Large documents (n=62) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 5.0267 2.33E-06 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 3.8195 0.0002 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
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KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 9.4232 8.23E-14 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 4.5417 1.34E-05 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
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APPENDIX C 
 
STATISTICAL TESTS OF H2A 
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The following 27 tables show the results of the statistical tests of H2a over the 
query sets run using each level of the subject index.  H2a hypothesizes that 
subject-aided searches will return smaller result sets than will keyword-only 
searches.  The statistical test used to test H2a is a simple t-test comparing the 
means of the number of documents returned by the subject-aided searches to the 
means of the number of documents returned by the keyword-only searches.  Since 
the hypothesis states that the result sets returned by subject-aided searches should 
be smaller than those returned by keyword-only searches, we expect the test 
statistic (z) to be negative (a one-tailed t-test) because we subtract the keyword-
only result set sizes from the subject-aided result set sizes.  
As can be seen in each of the following 27 tables depicting the difference tests run 
to test H2a across all document subsets (all, small, and large documents), for each 
query type, and over the 9 different levels of the subject index, we can reject the 
null hypothesis for each of these tests and find support for H2a.  In each of the 
tests, the test statistic (z) is negative and the p-value indicates a statistically 
significant difference in the means at the alpha/2 = 0.0005 level of significance. 
All Documents 
 
Tables 152-160 show the results of the tests of H1a on the entire set of 288 target 
documents.  
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Table 152 - Tests of H2a – Index Level 0 – All documents (n=288) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 -14.2899 1.18E-35 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 -9.6110 1.92E-19 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 -14.6418 6.11E-37 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 -10.3607 7.05E-22 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
 
Table 153 - Tests of H2a – Index Level 1 – All documents (n=288) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 -17.0474 8.52E-46 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 -11.1596 1.47E-24 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 -17.4815 2.13E-47 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 -11.8839 4.68E-27 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
 
Table 154 - Tests of H2a – Index Level 2 – All documents (n=288) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 -17.3950 4.44E-47 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 -11.2688 6.22E-25 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 -17.9331 4.61E-49 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 -11.8928 4.36E-27 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
 
Table 155 - Tests of H2a – Index Level 3 – All documents (n=288) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 -17.3087 9.24E-47 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 -11.4799 1.17E-25 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
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KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 -18.0341 1.96E-49 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 -12.0795 9.71E-28 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
 
Table 156 - Tests of H2a – Index Level 4 – All documents (n=288) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 -17.2727 1.26E-46 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 -11.5202 8.52E-26 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 -18.0025 2.56E-49 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 -12.1243 6.76E-28 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
 
Table 157 - Tests of H2a – Index Level 5 – All documents (n=288) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 -17.2588 1.41E-46 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 -11.5327 7.72E-26 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 -18.0062 2.48E-49 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 -12.1241 6.77E-28 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
 
Table 158 - Tests of H2a – Index Level 6 – All documents (n=288) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 -17.2594 1.41E-46 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 -11.5382 7.39E-26 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 -18.0083 2.44E-49 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 -12.1252 6.72E-28 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
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Table 159 - Tests of H2a – Index Level 7 – All documents (n=288) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 -17.2599 1.40E-46 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 -11.5392 7.33E-26 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 -18.0082 2.44E-49 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 -12.1251 6.72E-28 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
 
Table 160 - Tests of H2a – Index Level 8 – All documents (n=288) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 -17.2599 1.40E-46 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 -11.5392 7.33E-26 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 -18.0082 2.44E-49 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 -12.1251 6.72E-28 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
 
Small Documents 
 
Tables 161-169 show the results of the tests of H1a on the subset of 195 small 
target documents.  
Table 161 - Tests of H2a – Index Level 0 – Small documents (n=195) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 -11.4026 1.10E-23 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 -7.5644 7.62E-13 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 -11.5982 2.87E-24 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 -8.2949 8.99E-15 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
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Table 162 - Tests of H2a – Index Level 1 – Small documents (n=195) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 -13.4478 7.34E-30 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 -8.7334 5.72E-16 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 -13.4403 7.74E-30 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 -9.1529 3.89E-17 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
 
Table 163 - Tests of H2a – Index Level 2 – Small documents (n=195) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 -13.6442 1.86E-30 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 -8.7626 4.76E-16 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 -13.6253 2.12E-30 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 -9.0241 8.93E-17 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
 
Table 164 - Tests of H2a – Index Level 3 – Small documents (n=195) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 -13.6766 1.48E-30 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 -9.0517 7.48E-17 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 -13.7903 6.68E-31 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 -9.1963 2.94E-17 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
 
Table 165 - Tests of H2a – Index Level 4 – Small documents (n=195) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 -13.6292 2.06E-30 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 -9.1008 5.45E-17 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
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KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 -13.7598 8.27E-31 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 -9.2236 2.46E-17 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
 
Table 166 - Tests of H2a – Index Level 5 – Small documents (n=195) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 -13.6220 2.17E-30 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 -9.1158 4.95E-17 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 -13.7620 8.14E-31 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 -9.2207 2.51E-17 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
 
Table 167 - Tests of H2a – Index Level 6 – Small documents (n=195) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 -13.6229 2.16E-30 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 -9.1220 4.75E-17 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 -13.7640 8.03E-31 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 -9.2215 2.50E-17 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
 
Table 168 - Tests of H2a – Index Level 7 – Small documents (n=195) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 -13.6237 2.14E-30 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 -9.1232 4.71E-17 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 -13.7640 8.03E-31 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 -9.2215 2.50E-17 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
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Table 169 - Tests of H2a – Index Level 8 – Small documents (n=195) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 -13.6237 2.14E-30 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 -9.1232 4.71E-17 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 -13.7640 8.03E-31 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 -9.2215 2.50E-17 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
 
Large Documents 
 
Tables 170-178 show the results of the tests of H2a on the subset of 62 large 
target documents.  
Table 170 - Tests of H2a – Index Level 0 – Large documents (n=62) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 -6.7126 3.60E-09 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 -5.4454 4.88E-07 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 -7.0974 7.88E-10 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 -4.6126 1.04E-05 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
 
Table 171 - Tests of H2a – Index Level 1 – Large documents (n=62) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 -8.0494 1.81E-11 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 -5.3354 7.39E-07 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 -9.2784 1.44E-13 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 -5.9481 7.14E-08 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
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Table 172 - Tests of H2a – Index Level 2 – Large documents (n=62) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 -8.4597 3.57E-12 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 -5.4618 4.59E-07 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 -9.5316 5.40E-14 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 -5.9922 6.02E-08 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
 
Table 173 - Tests of H2a – Index Level 3 – Large documents (n=62) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 -8.3756 4.98E-12 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 -5.3874 6.07E-07 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 -9.4510 7.39E-14 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 -6.0485 4.84E-08 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
 
Table 174 - Tests of H2a – Index Level 4 – Large documents (n=62) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 -8.4110 4.33E-12 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 -5.3796 6.25E-07 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 -9.4283 8.06E-14 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 -6.0736 4.39E-08 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
 
Table 175 - Tests of H2a – Index Level 5 – Large documents (n=62) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 -8.4094 4.36E-12 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 -5.3799 6.25E-07 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
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KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 -9.4292 8.04E-14 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 -6.0774 4.33E-08 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
 
Table 176 - Tests of H2a – Index Level 6 – Large documents (n=62) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 -8.4094 4.36E-12 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 -5.3802 6.24E-07 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 -9.4270 8.10E-14 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 -6.0771 4.33E-08 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
 
Table 177 - Tests of H2a – Index Level 7 – Large documents (n=62) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 -8.4095 4.35E-12 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 -5.3802 6.24E-07 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 -9.4269 8.11E-14 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 -6.0771 4.33E-08 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
 
Table 178 - Tests of H2a – Index Level 8 – Large documents (n=62) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
KW1 v. KW1SU1 -8.4095 4.35E-12 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v. KW1KW2SU1 -5.3802 6.24E-07 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1 v. KW1SU1SU2 -9.4269 8.11E-14 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
KW1KW2 v KW1KW2SU1SU2 -6.0771 4.33E-08 significant at 
alpha/2=0.0005 level 
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APPENDIX D 
 
STATISTICAL TESTS OF H1B 
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The following 24 tables present the results of the statistical tests of H1b.  H1b 
hypothesizes that changing the granularity of the subject index will have no effect 
on the rank of the target document sought in subject-aided queries.  These tables 
show the results of difference tests run comparing the rank of each of the target 
documents in each of the 288 queries run using one level of the index with the 
rank of the target document in the corresponding query from the queries run using 
the next (finer grained) level of the index.   
For the difference test at each level of the index, we compare the mean of the 
differences in the ranks of the target documents returned by corresponding queries 
from the two levels being compared to zero.  In order to reject H1b the p-value on 
the test statistic must be less than 0.05 (a two-tailed test was run because we are 
testing for any difference in the results from one index level to another).  The test 
statistic is calculated as follows (Aczel, 1989): 
  
 ̅     
 √ ⁄
 
                          
                            √   
 
In order to control for document size in the experiment, the results of the 
experiment were examined in three different groups: the entire set of 288 target 
documents, the set of 195 documents that contained fewer than 500 unique, post-
stop-list words, and the set of documents containing more than 1250 unique, post-
stop-list words. 
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Similar results are seen in all three of the document size groupings.  There are 
significant differences in the rank of the target documents between the first four 
levels of the index (level 0 through level 3) and there are almost zero significant 
differences between the last three levels (level 6 through level 8).  These results 
support the observations made about the differences in the index level depicted in 
Table 15 in the main body of this dissertation.  H1b can be rejected when large 
scale differences in the index occur. 
All Documents 
 
Tables 179 – 186 show the results of the tests of H1b on the entire set of 288 
target documents.  
Table 179 - Tests of H1b – Index Level 0 v. Level 1 – All documents (n=288) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 7.8793 6.86E-14 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
SU1SU2 14.1197 9.79E-35 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1SU1 5.7487 2.30E-08 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1SU1SU2 6.5833 2.18E-10 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1KW2SU1  3.5086 5.23E-04 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 4.0789 5.87E-05 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
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Table 180 - Tests of H1b – Index Level 1 v. Level 2 – All documents (n=288) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 8.2757 4.86E-15 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
SU1SU2 8.8708 7.94E-17 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1SU1 3.5498 0.0005 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1SU1SU2 5.0774 6.89E-07 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1KW2SU1  2.6865 0.0076 significant at 
alpha=0.01 level 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 4.0632 6.25E-05 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
 
Table 181 - Tests of H1b – Index Level 2 v. Level 3 – All documents (n=288) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 10.8770 2.66E-23 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
SU1SU2 7.9112 5.56E-14 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1SU1 6.0692 4.06E-09 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1SU1SU2 4.3937 1.57E-05 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1KW2SU1  5.6007 5.00E-08 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 4.5995 6.36E-06 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
 
Table 182 - Tests of H1b – Index Level 3 v. Level 4 – All documents (n=288) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 3.4544 0.0006 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
SU1SU2 3.1574 0.0018 significant at 
alpha=0.01 level 
KW1SU1 1.6118 0.1081 NS 
KW1SU1SU2 1.4188 0.1570 NS 
KW1KW2SU1  1.6223 0.1058 NS 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 1.1004 0.2721 NS 
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Table 183 - Tests of H1b – Index Level 4 v. Level 5 – All documents (n=288) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 3.9281 0.0001 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
SU1SU2 1.8056 0.0720 NS 
KW1SU1 2.1429 0.0330 NS 
KW1SU1SU2 1.0880 0.2775 NS 
KW1KW2SU1  1.3900 0.1656 NS 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 1.2148 0.2254 NS 
 
Table 184 - Tests of H1b – Index Level 5 v. Level 6 – All documents (n=288) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 0.2708 0.7867 NS 
SU1SU2 -0.1824 0.8554 NS 
KW1SU1 1.6736 0.0953 NS 
KW1SU1SU2 0.0000 1.0000 NS 
KW1KW2SU1  1.1840 0.2374 NS 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 -0.7065 0.4805 NS 
 
Table 185 - Tests of H1b – Index Level 6 v. Level 7 – All documents (n=288) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 1.0506 0.2943 NS 
SU1SU2 -1.8983 0.0587 NS 
KW1SU1 0.4341 0.6645 NS 
KW1SU1SU2 -0.5767 0.5646 NS 
KW1KW2SU1  0.0000 1.0000 NS 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 1.0000 0.3182 NS 
 
Table 186 - Tests of H1b – Index Level 7 v. Level 8 – All documents (n=288) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 0.1328 0.8945 NS 
SU1SU2 0.2287 0.8192 NS 
KW1SU1 -0.5545 0.5797 NS 
KW1SU1SU2 1.2258 0.2213 NS 
KW1KW2SU1  -1.0000 0.3182 NS 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 no diff. no diff. NS 
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Small Documents 
 
Table 187 – 194 show the results of the tests of H1b on the subset of 195 small 
target documents.   
Table 187 - Tests of H1b – Index Level 0 v. Level 1 – Small documents (n=195) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 7.4957 2.29E-12 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
SU1SU2 11.7881 1.55E-24 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1SU1 5.9396 1.30E-08 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1SU1SU2 6.0016 9.43E-09 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1KW2SU1  3.5179 0.0005 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 3.8214 0.0002 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
 
Table 188 - Tests of H1b – Index Level 1 v. Level 2 – Small documents (n=195) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 6.8821 7.95E-11 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
SU1SU2 7.7042 6.62E-13 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1SU1 2.4837 0.0139 significant at 
alpha=0.05 level 
KW1SU1SU2 4.5976 7.69E-06 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1KW2SU1  1.9866 0.0484 significant at 
alpha=0.05 level 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 2.7472 0.0066 significant at 
alpha=0.01 level 
 
Table 189 - Tests of H1b – Index Level 2 v. Level 3 – Small documents (n=195) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 10.3670 2.55E-20 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
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SU1SU2 6.2958 2.00E-09 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1SU1 4.8235 2.85E-06 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1SU1SU2 3.0468 0.0026 significant at 
alpha=0.01 level 
KW1KW2SU1  5.1042 7.89E-07 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 3.5245 0.0005 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
 
Table 190 - Tests of H1b – Index Level 3 v. Level 4 – Small documents (n=195) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 3.1542 0.0019 significant at 
alpha=0.01 level 
SU1SU2 2.4760 0.0141 significant at 
alpha=0.05 level 
KW1SU1 1.5796 0.1158 NS 
KW1SU1SU2 0.2066 0.8365 NS 
KW1KW2SU1  1.3627 0.1746 NS 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 0.3250 0.7456 NS 
 
Table 191 - Tests of H1b – Index Level 4 v. Level 5 – Small documents (n=195) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 4.9984 1.29E-06 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
SU1SU2 1.5935 0.1127 NS 
KW1SU1 1.9812 0.0490 NS 
KW1SU1SU2 1.0299 0.3043 NS 
KW1KW2SU1  1.7603 0.0799 NS 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 1.1148 0.2663 NS 
 
Table 192 - Tests of H1b – Index Level 5 v. Level 6 – Small documents (n=195) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 1.3549 0.1770 NS 
SU1SU2 0.5332 0.5945 NS 
KW1SU1 0.8889 0.3751 NS 
KW1SU1SU2 0.5764 0.5650 NS 
KW1KW2SU1  1.0834 0.2800 NS 
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KW1KW2SU1SU2 0.0000 1.0000 NS 
 
Table 193 - Tests of H1b – Index Level 6 v. Level 7 – Small documents (n=195) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 1.5505 0.1227 NS 
SU1SU2 -0.5764 0.5650 NS 
KW1SU1 1.0000 0.3186 NS 
KW1SU1SU2 1.0000 0.3186 NS 
KW1KW2SU1  1.0000 0.3186 NS 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 1.0000 0.3186 NS 
 
Table 194 - Tests of H1b – Index Level 7 v. Level 8 – Small documents (n=195) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 -0.5291 0.5973 NS 
SU1SU2 -0.4789 0.6326 NS 
KW1SU1 0.4641 0.6431 NS 
KW1SU1SU2 1.1557 0.2492 NS 
KW1KW2SU1  -1.0000 0.3186 NS 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 no diff. no diff. NS 
 
Large Documents 
 
Table 195 – 202 show the results of the tests of H1b on the subset of 62 large 
target documents.  
Table 195 - Tests of H1b – Index Level 0 v. Level 1 – Large documents (n=62) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 2.6405 0.0105 significant at 
alpha=0.05 level 
SU1SU2 7.2637 8.16E-10 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1SU1 1.7707 0.0816 NS 
KW1SU1SU2 2.7517 0.0078 significant at 
alpha=0.01 level 
KW1KW2SU1  1.4161 0.1618 NS 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 1.8824 0.0646 NS 
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Table 196 - Tests of H1b – Index Level 1 v. Level 2 – Large documents (n=62) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 4.8212 9.87E-06 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
SU1SU2 4.9028 7.33E-06 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1SU1 2.7108 8.70E-03 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1SU1SU2 3.1290 0.0027 significant at 
alpha=0.01 level 
KW1KW2SU1  1.8211 0.0735 NS 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 2.8800 0.0055 significant at 
alpha=0.01 level 
 
Table 197 - Tests of H1b – Index Level 2 v. Level 3 – Large documents (n=62) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 2.5858 0.0121 significant at 
alpha=0.05 level 
SU1SU2 5.2584 1.91E-06 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1SU1 3.1552 0.0025 significant at 
alpha=0.01 level 
KW1SU1SU2 2.5747 0.0124 significant at 
alpha=0.05 level 
KW1KW2SU1  2.6936 0.0091 significant at 
alpha=0.01 level 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 2.5419 0.0135 significant at 
alpha=0.05 level 
 
Table 198 - Tests of H1b – Index Level 3 v. Level 4 – Large documents (n=62) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 0.7874 0.4341 NS 
SU1SU2 1.5791 0.1195 NS 
KW1SU1 -0.1925 0.8480 NS 
KW1SU1SU2 1.2753 0.2070 NS 
KW1KW2SU1  1.0242 0.3098 NS 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 1.3986 0.1670 NS 
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Table 199 - Tests of H1b – Index Level 4 v. Level 5 – Large documents (n=62) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 1.1079 0.2723 NS 
SU1SU2 2.2707 0.0267 significant at 
alpha=0.05 level 
KW1SU1 1.0081 0.3174 NS 
KW1SU1SU2 1.9157 0.0601 NS 
KW1KW2SU1  -0.4037 0.6879 NS 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 1.1275 0.2640 NS 
 
Table 200 - Tests of H1b – Index Level 5 v. Level 6 – Large documents (n=62) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 1.0100 0.3165 NS 
SU1SU2 -0.4714 0.6391 NS 
KW1SU1 1.3664 0.1768 NS 
KW1SU1SU2 0.0000 1.0000 NS 
KW1KW2SU1  1.3396 0.1853 NS 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 no diff. no diff. NS 
 
Table 201 - Tests of H1b – Index Level 6 v. Level 7 – Large documents (n=62) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 -4.4485 3.73E-05 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
SU1SU2 -2.0339 0.0463 significant at 
alpha=0.05 level 
KW1SU1 -1.9705 0.0533 NS 
KW1SU1SU2 -0.9920 0.3251 NS 
KW1KW2SU1  -1.3396 0.1853 NS 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 no diff. no diff. NS 
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Table 202 - Tests of H1b – Index Level 7 v. Level 8 – Large documents (n=62) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 -0.9779 0.3320 NS 
SU1SU2 0.5099 0.6120 NS 
KW1SU1 -1.0290 0.3075 NS 
KW1SU1SU2 -1.4144 0.1623 NS 
KW1KW2SU1  no diff. no diff. NS 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 no diff. no diff. NS 
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APPENDIX E 
 
STATISTICAL TESTS OF H2B 
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The following 24 tables present the results of the statistical tests of H2b.  H2b 
hypothesizes that the granularity of the index will have no effect on the size of the 
result sets returned by subject-aided searches. These tables show the results of 
difference tests run comparing the number of documents returned by the subject-
aided search for each of the 288 target documents run using one level of the index 
with the number of documents returned by the searches for the same target 
documents using the next (finer grained) level of the index.   
For the difference test at each level of the index, the mean of the differences in the 
number of documents returned for each target document between the two levels is 
compared to zero.  In order to reject H2b the p-value on the test statistic must be 
less than 0.05 (a two-tailed test was run because we are testing for any difference 
in the results from one index level to another).  The test statistic is calculated as 
follows (Aczel, 1989): 
  
 ̅     
 √ ⁄
 
                                     
                                       √   
 
In order to control for document size in the experiment, the results of the 
experiment were examined in three different groups: the entire set of 288 target 
documents, the set of 195 documents that contained fewer than 500 unique, post-
stop-list words, and the set of documents containing more than 1250 unique, post-
stop-list words. 
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All Documents 
 
Table 203 – 210 show the results of the tests of H2b on the entire set of 288 target 
documents.  For all but the last three levels of the index, H2b can be rejected and 
we can state that the granularity of the index does have a significant impact on 
results set size for subject-aided searches.  The results for the comparison between 
level 7 and level 8 indicate that the result set sizes returned by the queries run on 
these two levels were identical 
Table 203 - Tests of H2b – Index Level 0 v. Level 1 – All documents (n=288) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 24.6467 8.18E-73 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
SU1SU2 21.8189 6.81E-63 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1SU1 12.6570 1.79E-29 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1SU1SU2 12.3928 1.54E-28 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1KW2SU1  9.0119 2.93E-17 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 9.2746 4.46E-18 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
 
Table 204 - Tests of H2b – Index Level 1 v. Level 2 – All documents (n=288) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 14.5155 3.54E-36 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
SU1SU2 11.9546 5.31E-27 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1SU1 9.7629 1.26E-19 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1SU1SU2 8.5506 7.42E-16 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1KW2SU1  7.2344 4.28E-12 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
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KW1KW2SU1SU2 6.0640 4.17E-09 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
 
Table 205 - Tests of H2b – Index Level 2 v. Level 3 – All documents (n=288) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 14.2896 2.36E-35 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
SU1SU2 7.6790 2.54E-13 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1SU1 8.6193 4.61E-16 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1SU1SU2 5.6462 3.94E-08 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1KW2SU1  8.0203 2.70E-14 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 6.4650 4.34E-10 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
 
Table 206 - Tests of H2b – Index Level 3 v. Level 4 – All documents (n=288) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 8.7407 1.98E-16 significant at 
alpha=0.01 level 
SU1SU2 5.4660 1.00E-07 significant at 
alpha=0.05 level 
KW1SU1 5.2253 3.35E-07 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1SU1SU2 3.7731 0.0002 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1KW2SU1  3.6907 0.0003 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 3.3570 0.0009 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
 
Table 207 - Tests of H2b – Index Level 4 v. Level 5 – All documents (n=288) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 5.4521 1.1E-07 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
SU1SU2 2.5453 0.0114 significant at 
alpha=0.05 level 
KW1SU1 3.8485 0.0001 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level NS 
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KW1SU1SU2 2.0890 0.0376 significant at 
alpha=0.05 level 
KW1KW2SU1  3.0900 0.0022 significant at 
alpha=0.01 level 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 1.6202 0.1063 NS 
 
Table 208 - Tests of H2b – Index Level 5 v. Level 6 – All documents (n=288) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 3.1349 0.0019 significant at 
alpha=0.01 level 
SU1SU2 2.0978 0.0368 significant at 
alpha=0.05 level 
KW1SU1 2.1576 0.0318 significant at 
alpha=0.05 level 
KW1SU1SU2 1.7113 0.0881 NS 
KW1KW2SU1  1.9755 0.0492 significant at 
alpha=0.05 level 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 1.4167 0.1577 NS 
 
Table 209 - Tests of H2b – Index Level 6 v. Level 7 – All documents (n=288) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 1.7380 0.0833 NS 
SU1SU2 1.2662 0.2065 NS 
KW1SU1 1.2985 0.1952 NS 
KW1SU1SU2 1.0000 0.3182 NS 
KW1KW2SU1  1.1635 0.2456 NS 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 1.0000 0.3182 NS 
 
Table 210 - Tests of H2b – Index Level 7 v. Level 8 – All documents (n=288) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 no diff. no diff. NS 
SU1SU2 no diff. no diff. NS 
KW1SU1 no diff. no diff. NS 
KW1SU1SU2 no diff. no diff. NS 
KW1KW2SU1  no diff. no diff. NS 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 no diff. no diff. NS 
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Small Documents 
 
Tables 211-218 show the results of the tests of H2b on the set of 195 small target 
documents.  Similar to the results for the full set of target documents, in 
essentially all but the last three levels of the index, H2b can be rejected and we 
can state that the granularity of the index does have a significant impact on results 
set size for subject-aided searches.  The difference between the full set and the set 
of small target documents is that the two two-subject queries in the comparison 
between level 4 and level 5 results do not show a significant difference in result 
set size.  The results for the comparison between level 7 and level 8 indicate that 
the result set sizes returned by the queries run on these two levels were identical 
(the means and standard deviations of the differences were zero). 
Table 211 - Tests of H2b – Index Level 0 v. Level 1 – Small Documents (n=195) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 22.8925 4.94E-57 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
SU1SU2 19.6084 6.59E-48 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1SU1 10.7933 1.43E-21 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1SU1SU2 10.0331 2.39E-19 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1KW2SU1  7.3037 7.07E-12 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 7.3425 5.64E-12 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
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Table 212 - Tests of H2b – Index Level 1 v. Level 2 – Small Documents (n=195) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 13.4302 1.66E-29 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
SU1SU2 9.6494 3.04E-18 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1SU1 8.1417 4.64E-14 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1SU1SU2 6.7220 1.95E-10 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1KW2SU1  5.6957 4.50E-08 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 4.6811 5.35E-06 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
 
Table 213 - Tests of H2b – Index Level 2 v. Level 3 – Small Documents (n=195) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 13.4708 1.25E-29 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
SU1SU2 6.7894 1.34E-10 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1SU1 7.5009 2.22E-12 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1SU1SU2 4.5912 7.91E-06 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1KW2SU1  6.7908 1.33E-10 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 4.8353 2.70E-06 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
 
Table 214 - Tests of H2b – Index Level 3 v. Level 4 – Small Documents (n=195) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 7.9124 1.88E-13 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
SU1SU2 4.5228 1.06E-05 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1SU1 4.3408 2.28E-05 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1SU1SU2 2.8994 0.0042 significant at 
alpha=0.01 level 
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KW1KW2SU1  2.6611 0.0084 significant at 
alpha=0.01 level 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 2.9919 0.0031 significant at 
alpha=0.01 level 
 
Table 215 - Tests of H2b – Index Level 4 v. Level 5 – Small Documents (n=195) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 5.3425 2.55E-07 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
SU1SU2 2.2327 0.0267 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1SU1 3.5700 0.0005 significant at 
alpha=0.05 level 
KW1SU1SU2 1.6445 0.1017 NS 
KW1KW2SU1  3.0055 0.0030 significant at 
alpha=0.01 level 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 1.2493 0.2131 NS 
 
Table 216 - Tests of H2b – Index Level 5 v. Level 6 – Small Documents (n=195) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 3.0099 0.0030 significant at 
alpha=0.01 level 
SU1SU2 2.1038 0.0367 significant at 
alpha=0.05 level 
KW1SU1 2.1481 0.0329 significant at 
alpha=0.05 level 
KW1SU1SU2 1.7141 0.0881 NS 
KW1KW2SU1  2.0156 0.0452 significant at 
alpha=0.05 level 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 1.4179 0.1578 NS 
 
Table 217 - Tests of H2b – Index Level 6 v. Level 7 – Small Documents (n=195) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 1.7409 0.0833 NS 
SU1SU2 1.2669 0.2067 NS 
KW1SU1 1.2992 0.1954 NS 
KW1SU1SU2 1.0000 0.3186 NS 
KW1KW2SU1  1.1638 0.2459 NS 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 1.0000 0.3186 NS 
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Table 218 - Tests of H2b – Index Level 7 v. Level 8 – Small Documents (n=195) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 no diff. no diff. NS 
SU1SU2 no diff. no diff. NS 
KW1SU1 no diff. no diff. NS 
KW1SU1SU2 no diff. no diff. NS 
KW1KW2SU1  no diff. no diff. NS 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 no diff. no diff. NS 
 
 
Large Documents 
 
Table 219 – 226 show the results of the tests of H2b on the set of 62 large target 
documents.  In essentially all but the last four levels of the index, H2b can be 
rejected and we can state that the granularity of the index does have a significant 
impact on results set size for subject-aided searches in the set of large target 
documents.  The exception to that statement is that the two two-subject queries in 
the comparison between level 3 and level 4 failed to show a significant difference 
in result set size.  The results indicate that the result set sizes returned by the 
queries run on levels 6, 7, and 8 and all but the SU1 query on level 5 were 
identical 
Table 219 - Tests of H2b – Index Level 0 v. Level 1 – Large documents (n=62) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 8.8267 1.69E-12 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
SU1SU2 8.280 1.45E-11 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
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KW1SU1 4.862 8.51E-06 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1SU1SU2 5.277 1.84E-06 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1KW2SU1  4.244 7.60E-05 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 4.314 5.96E-05 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
 
Table 220 - Tests of H2b – Index Level 1 v. Level 2 – Large documents (n=62) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 5.0947 3.62E-06 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
SU1SU2 5.5546 6.45E-07 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1SU1 4.4744 3.41E-05 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1SU1SU2 3.9822 1.84E-04 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1KW2SU1  3.4914 8.99E-04 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 2.9088 0.0051 significant at 
alpha=0.01 level 
 
Table 221 - Tests of H2b – Index Level 2 v. Level 3 – Large documents (n=62) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 5.88782 1.72E-07 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
SU1SU2 5.07146 3.83E-06 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1SU1 4.33469 5.45E-05 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1SU1SU2 3.68963 0.0005 significant at 
alpha=0.001 level 
KW1KW2SU1  3.18659 0.0023 significant at 
alpha=0.01 level 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 3.36248 0.0013 significant at 
alpha=0.01 level 
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Table 222 - Tests of H2b – Index Level 3 v. Level 4 – Large documents (n=62) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 3.14844 0.0025 significant at 
alpha=0.01 level 
SU1SU2 2.13817 0.0365 significant at 
alpha=0.05 level 
KW1SU1 2.65491 0.0101 significant at 
alpha=0.05 level 
KW1SU1SU2 1.55589 0.1249 NS 
KW1KW2SU1  2.41713 0.0186 significant at 
alpha=0.05 level 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 1.54508 0.1275 NS 
 
Table 223 - Tests of H2b – Index Level 4 v. Level 5 – Large documents (n=62) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 1.03678 0.3039 NS 
SU1SU2 1.24595 0.2175 NS 
KW1SU1 1.36815 0.1763 NS 
KW1SU1SU2 1.27757 0.2062 NS 
KW1KW2SU1  1.06018 0.2932 NS 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 1.41238 0.1629 NS 
 
Table 224 - Tests of H2b – Index Level 4 v. Level 5 – Large documents (n=62) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 -1.26095 0.2121 NS 
SU1SU2 no diff. no diff. NS 
KW1SU1 no diff. no diff. NS 
KW1SU1SU2 no diff. no diff. NS 
KW1KW2SU1  no diff. no diff. NS 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 no diff. no diff. NS 
 
Table 225 - Tests of H2b – Index Level 6 v. Level 7 – Large documents (n=62) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 no diff. no diff. NS 
SU1SU2 no diff. no diff. NS 
KW1SU1 no diff. no diff. NS 
KW1SU1SU2 no diff. no diff. NS 
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KW1KW2SU1  no diff. no diff. NS 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 no diff. no diff. NS 
 
Table 226 - Tests of H2b – Index Level 7 v. Level 8 – Large documents (n=62) 
Query Type z p-value Significant? 
SU1 no diff. no diff. NS 
SU1SU2 no diff. no diff. NS 
KW1SU1 no diff. no diff. NS 
KW1SU1SU2 no diff. no diff. NS 
KW1KW2SU1  no diff. no diff. NS 
KW1KW2SU1SU2 no diff. no diff. NS 
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APPENDIX F 
 
C# SCRIPTS USED IN THE RESEARCH 
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The first section of this appendix summarizes the steps undertaken to complete 
this research.  The remaining sections briefly describe each of the scripts 
identified and used in the steps outlined in the first section.  Some of the code 
used in this research was copied from various blogs or other sources available on 
the internet.  Where possible and reasonable, the sources were identified in the 
code comments.  No copyright or other intellectual property based claim is made 
by the author over this source code.  This code was always run inside the Visual 
Studio .net development environment and  no claim is made to its suitability for 
compiled, stand-alone operation.  Some of the scripts included in this appendix 
were used during the various iterations and experiments run during the several 
years over which this research was completed.   
Summary of the Research Process 
 
Once the basic outline of the experiment had been defined, the following 
activities were executed in order to complete this research.  Since much 
experimentation naturally had to occur during this design science research, the 
sequence of activities defined below is a logical sequence stated as how things 
might have occurred in a perfect world were experimentation and iteration were 
not required.  The actual sequence of events was a series of iterations, stops, 
starts, and retracing that eventually led to the conclusion of the research and one 
final run of the experiment to produce the final results presented in this 
dissertation. 
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1. Documents were collected and OCR’d where needed – documents were 
downloaded from various sources available at the university and through 
association memberships of the researchers.  The ABI/Inform collection at 
the ASU library was the primary source for the files.  When text versions 
of document were not available from ABI/Inform, other legally licensed 
sources were used.  The objective of this effort was to download text 
versions of each of the documents in the identified collections.  When 
necessary, some documents were converted to text using the OCR features 
of Adobe Acrobat. 
2. The metadata for each of these files was also manually downloaded from 
ABI/Inform when the documents were downloaded.  This was a manual 
process performed by a graduate assistant and by the author of this 
dissertation.  Requests to download the metadata from ABI/Inform were 
rejected primarily because bulk downloads of such data were not 
permitted under terms of the libraries license agreement.  No attempt to 
automate the downloading of this data from the ABI/Inform interface was 
made as that would also violate the license agreement. 
3. The 288 target documents to be used in the experiment were randomly 
selected as described in the body of this dissertation. 
4. Word frequency analysis was performed on the 288 target documents 
using the Word Frequency Counter provided by the Writewords 
Organization via www.writewords.org.uk/work_count.asp.  All of the 
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words in each of the documents was pasted into the tool and the results 
from the tool were then copied into a text file which was then cleaned up, 
stemmed, and saved as .txt file to be used in keyword selection by the 
WordFrequencyParser scripts.  The stemming and stop-listing code listed 
in the WordFrequencyParser scripts was copied from 
http://tartarus.org/martin/PorterStemmer/.  No rights of copyright or 
license are claimed over any of  this code. 
5. As part of the analysis of the document collection, the WordCounts script 
was used to identify the number of unique terms in each document.   
6. The keywords (KW1 and KW2) to be used in the queries for each 
document were then selected using the getKWTerms method in the 
SelectSUTerms set of scripts. 
7. Subject terms were needed for each of the nine levels of the index.  The 
first step in this process required converting the ABI/Inform index tree (in 
html) into something usable as a structured text file.  Then a comparison 
of the metadata downloaded for the document collection on the 
ABI/Inform index to identify which downloaded terms were not in the 
index and therefore needed to be added to it.  The parseSUIndexTree, 
ProcessTreeDepth, CompareSUListTree, and getAllSubjects methods in 
the ProcessSUTerms scripts were used to complete these tasks. 
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8. Once all of the subject terms were manually coded into the initial level 8 
index, the eight other “rolled up” indexes were created using the 
processSUTermsDepth method in ProcessSUTerms. 
9. The subject terms for the queries used for each of the nine index levels 
were then selected using the processSUTerms method in 
ProcessSUTerms. 
10. As part of the analysis of the nine different indexes, the 
LeafNodeDocCount method in ProcessSUTerms was used to determine 
the number of documents indexed to each subject term in each of the 
indexes.  
11. The nine different sets of subject metadata created as a results of the 
rolling up of the subject index needed to be written to each of the 
corresponding document collections (one for each level of the index).  The 
MetaDataWriter scripts were used to complete this task.  Two scripts were 
needed: one to process the PDF files and one to process the MS Word files 
in the collection.  Each file type had different metadata interfaces so they 
required different scripts to write the metadata. 
12. Each of the 9 different document collections had to be crawled by the 
search engine.  This required two different runs as the free version of the 
search engine limited the users to five different collections.  This also lead 
to the slight differences in keyword only search results due to the 
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vagueries of  web crawler behavior (with four or five running 
simultaneously) and file access issues across the network. 
13. Once the collections were crawled, the SubmitQueries scripts were 
invoked to submit the queries to the search engine (eight queries for each 
target document at each level of the index) and store their results (an html 
stream) for later processing. 
14. The processSingle method in the ProcessQueries scripts was used to 
process the query results.  This script parsed the html output from the 
search engine into a text file containing all of the rank and result set size 
data for each of the eight queires run for each target document over the 
nine levels of the queries.  One output file was generated for each of the 
nine levels of the index. 
15. Finally, the search results were then copied into an Excel 2010 workbook 
where descriptive statistics were calculated and statistical tests of 
hypotheses were performed. 
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WordFrequencyParser 
 
using System; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using System.Linq; 
using System.Text; 
using System.IO; 
using System.Text.RegularExpressions; 
 
namespace WordFreqParser 
{ 
    /* 
 
    Porter stemmer in CSharp, based on the Java port. The original paper is 
in 
 
     Porter, 1980, An algorithm for suffix stripping, Program, Vol. 
14, 
     no. 3, pp 130-137, 
 
    See also http://www.tartarus.org/~martin/PorterStemmer 
 
    History: 
 
    Release 1 
 
    Bug 1 (reported by Gonzalo Parra 16/10/99) fixed as marked below. 
    The words 'aed', 'eed', 'oed' leave k at 'a' for step 3, and b[k-1] 
    is then out outside the bounds of b. 
 
    Release 2 
 
    Similarly, 
 
    Bug 2 (reported by Steve Dyrdahl 22/2/00) fixed as marked below. 
    'ion' by itself leaves j = -1 in the test for 'ion' in step 5, and 
    b[j] is then outside the bounds of b. 
 
    Release 3 
 
    Considerably revised 4/9/00 in the light of many helpful suggestions 
    from Brian Goetz of Quiotix Corporation (brian@quiotix.com). 
 
    Release 4 
 
 */ 
 
 /** 
   * Stemmer, implementing the Porter Stemming Algorithm 
   * 
   * The Stemmer class transforms a word into its root form.  The input 
   * word can be provided a character at time (by calling add()), or at 
once 
   * by calling one of the various stem(something) methods. 
   */ 
 
    class Stemmer 
    { 
        private char[] b; 
        private int i,     /* offset into b */ 
            i_end, /* offset to end of stemmed word */ 
            j, k; 
        private static int INC = 50; 
        /* unit of size whereby b is increased */ 
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        public Stemmer() 
        { 
            b = new char[INC]; 
            i = 0; 
            i_end = 0; 
        } 
 
        /** 
         * Add a character to the word being stemmed.  When you are finished 
         * adding characters, you can call stem(void) to stem the word. 
         */ 
 
        public void add(char ch) 
        { 
            if (i == b.Length) 
            { 
                char[] new_b = new char[i + INC]; 
                for (int c = 0; c < i; c++) 
                    new_b[c] = b[c]; 
                b = new_b; 
            } 
            b[i++] = ch; 
        } 
 
 
        /** Adds wLen characters to the word being stemmed contained in a portion 
         * of a char[] array. This is like repeated calls of add(char ch), but 
         * faster. 
         */ 
 
        public void add(char[] w, int wLen) 
        { 
            if (i + wLen >= b.Length) 
            { 
                char[] new_b = new char[i + wLen + INC]; 
                for (int c = 0; c < i; c++) 
                    new_b[c] = b[c]; 
                b = new_b; 
            } 
            for (int c = 0; c < wLen; c++) 
                b[i++] = w[c]; 
        } 
 
        /** 
         * After a word has been stemmed, it can be retrieved by toString(), 
         * or a reference to the internal buffer can be retrieved by 
getResultBuffer 
         * and getResultLength (which is generally more efficient.) 
         */ 
        public override string ToString() 
        { 
            return new String(b, 0, i_end); 
        } 
 
        /** 
         * Returns the length of the word resulting from the stemming process. 
         */ 
        public int getResultLength() 
        { 
            return i_end; 
        } 
 
        /** 
         * Returns a reference to a character buffer containing the results of 
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         * the stemming process.  You also need to consult getResultLength() 
         * to determine the length of the result. 
         */ 
        public char[] getResultBuffer() 
        { 
            return b; 
        } 
 
        /* cons(i) is true <=> b[i] is a consonant. */ 
        private bool cons(int i) 
        { 
            switch (b[i]) 
            { 
                case 'a': 
                case 'e': 
                case 'i': 
                case 'o': 
                case 'u': return false; 
                case 'y': return (i == 0) ? true : !cons(i - 1); 
                default: return true; 
            } 
        } 
 
        /* m() measures the number of consonant sequences between 0 and j. if c is 
           a consonant sequence and v a vowel sequence, and <..> indicates 
arbitrary 
           presence, 
 
              <c><v>       gives 0 
              <c>vc<v>     gives 1 
              <c>vcvc<v>   gives 2 
              <c>vcvcvc<v> gives 3 
              .... 
        */ 
        private int m() 
        { 
            int n = 0; 
            int i = 0; 
            while (true) 
            { 
                if (i > j) return n; 
                if (!cons(i)) break; i++; 
            } 
            i++; 
            while (true) 
            { 
                while (true) 
                { 
                    if (i > j) return n; 
                    if (cons(i)) break; 
                    i++; 
                } 
                i++; 
                n++; 
                while (true) 
                { 
                    if (i > j) return n; 
                    if (!cons(i)) break; 
                    i++; 
                } 
                i++; 
            } 
        } 
 
        /* vowelinstem() is true <=> 0,...j contains a vowel */ 
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        private bool vowelinstem() 
        { 
            int i; 
            for (i = 0; i <= j; i++) 
                if (!cons(i)) 
                    return true; 
            return false; 
        } 
 
        /* doublec(j) is true <=> j,(j-1) contain a double consonant. */ 
        private bool doublec(int j) 
        { 
            if (j < 1) 
                return false; 
            if (b[j] != b[j - 1]) 
                return false; 
            return cons(j); 
        } 
 
        /* cvc(i) is true <=> i-2,i-1,i has the form consonant - vowel - consonant 
           and also if the second c is not w,x or y. this is used when trying to 
           restore an e at the end of a short word. e.g. 
 
              cav(e), lov(e), hop(e), crim(e), but 
              snow, box, tray. 
 
        */ 
        private bool cvc(int i) 
        { 
            if (i < 2 || !cons(i) || cons(i - 1) || !cons(i - 2)) 
                return false; 
            int ch = b[i]; 
            if (ch == 'w' || ch == 'x' || ch == 'y') 
                return false; 
            return true; 
        } 
 
        private bool ends(String s) 
        { 
            int l = s.Length; 
            int o = k - l + 1; 
            if (o < 0) 
                return false; 
            char[] sc = s.ToCharArray(); 
            for (int i = 0; i < l; i++) 
                if (b[o + i] != sc[i]) 
                    return false; 
            j = k - l; 
            return true; 
        } 
 
        /* setto(s) sets (j+1),...k to the characters in the string s, readjusting 
           k. */ 
        private void setto(String s) 
        { 
            int l = s.Length; 
            int o = j + 1; 
            char[] sc = s.ToCharArray(); 
            for (int i = 0; i < l; i++) 
                b[o + i] = sc[i]; 
            k = j + l; 
        } 
 
        /* r(s) is used further down. */ 
        private void r(String s) 
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        { 
            if (m() > 0) 
                setto(s); 
        } 
 
        /* step1() gets rid of plurals and -ed or -ing. e.g. 
               caresses  ->  caress 
               ponies    ->  poni 
               ties      ->  ti 
               caress    ->  caress 
               cats      ->  cat 
 
               feed      ->  feed 
               agreed    ->  agree 
               disabled  ->  disable 
 
               matting   ->  mat 
               mating    ->  mate 
               meeting   ->  meet 
               milling   ->  mill 
               messing   ->  mess 
 
               meetings  ->  meet 
 
        */ 
 
        //GBS 05APR10 
        //  - modified to change ies to y. (this could cause some problems but 
manually check results) 
        //  - modified to remove possessives ('s) 
        //  - removed all but the plural code 
        //GBS 06APR10 
        //  - added checks for -ous endings (no stemming) and -ches endings 
        private void step1() 
        { 
            if (b[k] == 's') 
            { 
                if (ends("sses")) 
                    k -= 2; 
                else if (ends("ies")) 
                    setto("y"); 
                else if (ends("\'s")) 
                    k -= 2; 
                else if (ends("ous")) 
                { } //do not stem ous as a plural so no instructions executed 
 
                else if (ends("ches") && !(ends("niches") || ends("caches"))) 
                    k -= 2; 
                else if (b[k - 1] != 's') 
                    k--; 
            } 
        } 
 
 
 
        /** Stem the word placed into the Stemmer buffer through calls to add(). 
         * Returns true (does it really?) if the stemming process resulted in a 
word different 
         * from the input.  You can retrieve the result with 
         * getResultLength()/getResultBuffer() or toString(). 
         */ 
        public void stem() 
        { 
            k = i - 1; 
            if (k > 1) 
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            { 
                step1(); 
            } 
            i_end = k + 1; 
            i = 0; 
        } 
 
        public static void Main(String[] args) 
        { 
            //routine to stem plurals and adjust counts of singulars if necessary 
(likely) 
            // 1) set up the I/O files 
 
            string inputstring = string.Empty; 
            string datastring = string.Empty; 
            string ofname; 
            string ifname; 
            string lowword; 
            string stemword; 
            string indir = "P:/IS/Schymik/dissertation/information 
retrieval/Experiment2010/past/query terms/wordfreqstop5/"; 
            string outdir = "P:/IS/Schymik/dissertation/information 
retrieval/Experiment2010/past/query terms/wordfreqstopstem5/"; 
            int listindex; 
            int stemcount; //frequency count of stemmed word 
            int wordindex; //index of stemmed word duplicate in list 
            int tempcount; 
            string tempword; 
             
            StreamReader infile; 
            StreamWriter outfile; 
            StreamWriter logfile; 
 
            logfile = File.CreateText("../../stemlogcorrected.txt"); 
 
            //have to run through everyfile in each directory 
            DirectoryInfo dir = new DirectoryInfo(indir); 
            foreach (FileInfo fil in dir.GetFiles("*.*")) 
            { 
                Stemmer s = new Stemmer(); 
                string[] wordlist = new string[5000]; 
                int[] wcount = new int[5000]; 
 
                // 1) set up the I/O files 
                ofname = fil.Name; 
                ofname = string.Concat(outdir, ofname.Substring(0, 
ofname.IndexOf('.')), "stem", ".txt"); 
                ifname = string.Concat(indir, fil.Name); 
                infile = File.OpenText(ifname); 
                 
                Console.WriteLine(ofname); 
                logfile.WriteLine(ofname); 
 
                // read entire file into 2 arrays 
                listindex = 0; 
                while ((inputstring = infile.ReadLine()) != null) 
                { 
                    string[] inputarray = inputstring.Split('\t'); 
                    wcount[listindex] = System.Convert.ToInt16(inputarray[0]); 
                    wordlist[listindex] = inputarray[1]; 
                    listindex++; 
                } 
                infile.Close(); 
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                // go through the array of words and stem, updating counts of 
stemmed words 
                int stemmed = 0; 
                for (int j = 0; j < listindex-1; j++) 
                { 
                    //get the next word in the list 
                    lowword = wordlist[j].ToLower(); 
 
                    //don't stem if the word is on the no stem list 
                    if (_stopstem.ContainsKey(lowword)) 
                        stemword = lowword; 
                    else //otherwise stem the word 
                    { 
                        //load it into an array of char for stemming 
                        for (int i = 0; i < lowword.Length; i++) 
                        { 
                            char xch = Convert.ToChar(lowword.Substring(i, 1)); 
                            s.add(xch); 
                        } 
 
                        // stem the word 
                        s.stem(); 
                        stemword = s.ToString(); 
                    } 
 
                    // if the word was stemmed (changed), need to see if the 
stemmed word exists and update counts 
                    if (stemword != lowword) 
                    { 
                        stemmed++; 
                        //save the freq count of the stemmed word 
                        stemcount = wcount[j]; 
 
 
                        //see if the newly stemmed word already exists in the 
array 
                        wordindex = Array.IndexOf(wordlist, stemword); 
                        if (wordindex != -1) 
                        { 
                            //found the resulting stemmed word in the array 
                            //so remove the stemmed entry from the array (bubble 
the remaining entries up one) 
                            for (int k = j + 1; k < listindex; k++) 
                            { 
                                wordlist[k - 1] = wordlist[k]; 
                                wcount[k - 1] = wcount[k]; 
                            } 
                            listindex--; //the array is now one entry shorter 
                            wordindex = Array.IndexOf(wordlist, stemword); //just 
in case this index also got changed in the removal 
 
                            // now add the two freq counts 
                            wcount[wordindex] += stemcount; 
 
                            //need to bubble the new frequency up to its proper 
place in the sorted list 
                            while (true) 
                            { 
                                if ((wordindex == 0) || (wcount[wordindex] <= 
wcount[wordindex - 1])) 
                                    break; //done bubbling so exit the bubble loop 
                                else 
                                { 
                                    //bubble up one both arrays 
                                    tempcount = wcount[wordindex - 1]; 
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                                    wcount[wordindex - 1] = wcount[wordindex]; 
                                    wcount[wordindex] = tempcount; 
                                    tempword = wordlist[wordindex - 1]; 
                                    wordlist[wordindex - 1] = wordlist[wordindex]; 
                                    wordlist[wordindex] = tempword; 
                                    wordindex--; 
                                } 
                            } 
 
                        } 
                        else  //the stemmed word is not a duplicate in the list 
(eg - stores --> store and store and stores were in original list) 
                            wordlist[j] = stemword; 
 
 
                        Console.WriteLine(String.Concat(lowword, "\t", stemword)); 
                        logfile.WriteLine(String.Concat(lowword, "\t", stemword)); 
                    }//stemword has changed 
                }//finished processing the stemming arrays 
                //so we need to output the arrays into a file 
                int z = 0; 
                if (File.Exists(ofname)) 
                { 
                    File.Delete(ofname); 
                } 
                outfile = File.CreateText(ofname); 
                while (wordlist[z] != null) 
                { 
                    string outputstring = 
String.Concat(System.Convert.ToString(wcount[z]), "\t", wordlist[z]);  
                    outfile.WriteLine(outputstring); 
                    z++; 
                } 
     
                outfile.Close(); 
 
            } 
            logfile.Close(); 
            Console.Write("Done"); 
            Console.ReadKey(); 
        } 
        // 
        // define the words we do not wish to stem in this dictionary 
        // 
        static Dictionary<string, bool> _stopstem = new Dictionary<string, bool> 
        { 
            { "abacus", true }, 
            { "abbas", true }, 
            { "abrahams", true }, 
            { "abrams", true }, 
            { "accumbens", true }, 
            { "adams", true }, 
            { "aids", true }, 
            { "aikins", true }, 
            { "airbus", true }, 
            { "ais", true }, 
            { "alamitos", true }, 
            { "alas", true }, 
            { "aliases", true }, 
            { "allais", true }, 
            { "analyses", true }, 
            { "analysis", true }, 
            { "andrews", true }, 
            { "andurs", true }, 
            { "angeles", true }, 
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            { "annals", true }, 
            { "ardennis", true }, 
            { "argyris", true }, 
            { "asbestos", true }, 
            { "athens", true }, 
            { "atkins", true }, 
            { "atlas", true }, 
            { "axiomes", true }, 
            { "axis", true }, 
            { "ayers", true }, 
            { "babachicos", true }, 
            { "bachus", true }, 
            { "bakos", true }, 
            { "balkenius", true }, 
            { "barlas", true }, 
            { "barnes", true }, 
            { "basis", true }, 
            { "bayes", true }, 
            { "beavis", true }, 
            { "bemelmans", true }, 
            { "berglas", true }, 
            { "bertsekas", true }, 
            { "bertsimas", true }, 
            { "betts", true }, 
            { "bezos", true }, 
            { "bias", true }, 
            { "biases", true }, 
            { "biros", true }, 
            { "blais", true }, 
            { "bobbs", true }, 
            { "bolus", true }, 
            { "bonus", true }, 
            { "borgatts", true }, 
            { "borovitz", true }, 
            { "bowers", true }, 
            { "brockhaus", true }, 
            { "brookings", true }, 
            { "brooks", true }, 
            { "brussels", true }, 
            { "bus", true }, 
            { "calculus", true }, 
            { "campus", true }, 
            { "canvas", true }, 
            { "catesas", true }, 
            { "caucasus", true }, 
            { "caucus", true }, 
            { "caucuses", true }, 
            { "caulkins", true }, 
            { "census", true }, 
            { "chaos", true }, 
            { "charles", true }, 
            { "chassis", true }, 
            { "chebatoris", true }, 
            { "chorus", true }, 
            { "choruses", true }, 
            { "chris", true }, 
            { "christmas", true }, 
            { "circus", true }, 
            { "clemons", true }, 
            { "clothes", true }, 
            { "collins", true }, 
            { "columbus", true }, 
            { "consensus", true }, 
            { "corbis", true }, 
            { "cornes", true }, 
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            { "corps", true }, 
            { "corpus", true }, 
            { "cortes", true }, 
            { "cosmides", true }, 
            { "cotts", true }, 
            { "crashes", true }, 
            { "crisis", true }, 
            { "cummings", true }, 
            { "cuneus", true }, 
            { "cvs", true }, 
            { "cyprus", true }, 
            { "cyrus", true }, 
            { "dais", true }, 
            { "dalenius", true }, 
            { "dallas", true }, 
            { "das", true }, 
            { "davis", true }, 
            { "davos", true }, 
            { "dawes", true }, 
            { "dawkins", true }, 
            { "decartes", true }, 
            { "dellarocas", true }, 
            { "denis", true }, 
            { "dennis", true }, 
            { "desanctis", true }, 
            { "deschamps", true }, 
            { "devos", true }, 
            { "diamantopoulos", true }, 
            { "dingus", true }, 
            { "dis", true }, 
            { "discus", true }, 
            { "dos", true }, 
            { "douglas", true }, 
            { "dubinskas", true }, 
            { "dubois", true }, 
            { "dues", true }, 
            { "dukakis", true }, 
            { "dumas", true }, 
            { "eads", true }, 
            { "eas", true }, 
            { "echoes", true }, 
            { "eds", true }, 
            { "edwards", true }, 
            { "elizaitis", true }, 
            { "elkins", true }, 
            { "ellemers", true }, 
            { "ellis", true }, 
            { "els", true }, 
            { "elvis", true }, 
            { "emmons", true }, 
            { "emphasis", true }, 
            { "ems", true }, 
            { "enos", true }, 
            { "eos", true }, 
            { "epistasis", true }, 
            { "epontikes", true }, 
            { "exodus", true }, 
            { "fairbanks", true }, 
            { "fenjves", true }, 
            { "ferris", true }, 
            { "fitzsimons", true }, 
            { "flores", true }, 
            { "focus", true }, 
            { "focuses", true }, 
            { "foodies", true }, 
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            { "forbes", true }, 
            { "francois", true }, 
            { "franks", true }, 
            { "garriques", true }, 
            { "gas", true }, 
            { "gases", true }, 
            { "generis", true }, 
            { "genesis", true }, 
            { "genius", true }, 
            { "geyskins", true }, 
            { "ghods", true }, 
            { "gibbons", true }, 
            { "gittins?", true }, 
            { "goalis", true }, 
            { "goethals", true }, 
            { "goldoftas", true }, 
            { "goles", true }, 
            { "gomes", true }, 
            { "gompers", true }, 
            { "gonsalves", true }, 
            { "gonzales", true }, 
            { "gopers", true }, 
            { "gps", true }, 
            { "gratis", true }, 
            { "greenhaus", true }, 
            { "griliches", true }, 
            { "grimes", true }, 
            { "gus", true }, 
            { "haanaes", true }, 
            { "haas", true }, 
            { "hacopians", true }, 
            { "hales", true }, 
            { "hamas", true }, 
            { "hanks", true }, 
            { "hans", true }, 
            { "harris", true }, 
            { "hastings", true }, 
            { "hatzius", true }, 
            { "haus", true }, 
            { "hawkins", true }, 
            { "hayes", true }, 
            { "haynes", true }, 
            { "hearacles", true }, 
            { "heironymus", true }, 
            { "hellos", true }, 
            { "helmeriks", true }, 
            { "hendricks", true }, 
            { "hepatitus", true }, 
            { "hiatus", true }, 
            { "higgins", true }, 
            { "higgs", true }, 
            { "hines", true }, 
            { "hobbs", true }, 
            { "hopkins", true }, 
            { "hughes", true }, 
            { "humphreys", true }, 
            { "hutchins", true }, 
            { "hynes", true }, 
            { "hypotheses", true }, 
            { "hypothesis", true }, 
            { "hysteresis", true }, 
            { "iccs", true }, 
            { "icis", true }, 
            { "icrs", true }, 
            { "ics", true }, 
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            { "illinois", true }, 
            { "impetus", true }, 
            { "indianapolis", true }, 
            { "infosys", true }, 
            { "jacks", true }, 
            { "jacobs", true }, 
            { "james", true }, 
            { "janis", true }, 
            { "jarvis", true }, 
            { "jenkins", true }, 
            { "jennings", true }, 
            { "jesus", true }, 
            { "jewkes", true }, 
            { "jones", true }, 
            { "kallinikos", true }, 
            { "kalnins", true }, 
            { "kalvenes", true }, 
            { "kansas", true }, 
            { "karshenas", true }, 
            { "kavadias", true }, 
            { "kbps", true }, 
            { "keds", true }, 
            { "kerberos", true }, 
            { "ketingres", true }, 
            { "kettles", true }, 
            { "kms", true }, 
            { "kohrs", true }, 
            { "kopplus", true }, 
            { "kurtosis", true }, 
            { "lammers", true }, 
            { "langfors", true }, 
            { "langois", true }, 
            { "las", true }, 
            { "legitimus", true }, 
            { "leishmaniasis", true }, 
            { "leptokurtosis", true }, 
            { "lewis", true }, 
            { "lexus", true }, 
            { "lies", true }, 
            { "lomas", true }, 
            { "loomes", true }, 
            { "lopas", true }, 
            { "los", true }, 
            { "lotus", true }, 
            { "louis", true }, 
            { "lucas", true }, 
            { "lyons", true }, 
            { "madaus", true }, 
            { "malliaris", true }, 
            { "manis", true }, 
            { "marakas", true }, 
            { "markus", true }, 
            { "martens", true }, 
            { "mas", true }, 
            { "massachusetts", true }, 
            { "mathis", true }, 
            { "matthews", true }, 
            { "maxis", true }, 
            { "mazias", true }, 
            { "mbps", true }, 
            { "mcadams", true }, 
            { "mccombs", true }, 
            { "mcdonalds", true }, 
            { "means", true }, 
            { "memphis", true }, 
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            { "metiers", true }, 
            { "mezias", true }, 
            { "michaels", true }, 
            { "midas", true }, 
            { "minus", true }, 
            { "mis", true }, 
            { "mithras", true }, 
            { "mockus", true }, 
            { "modis", true }, 
            { "modus", true }, 
            { "mons", true }, 
            { "morris", true }, 
            { "moses", true }, 
            { "movies", true }, 
            { "mrs", true }, 
            { "muchas", true }, 
            { "mutatis", true }, 
            { "mutualis", true }, 
            { "myers", true }, 
            { "mylonopoulos", true }, 
            { "nahmias", true }, 
            { "narayandas", true }, 
            { "negroes", true }, 
            { "nemesis", true }, 
            { "news", true }, 
            { "nexus", true }, 
            { "nicholas", true }, 
            { "nicodemus", true }, 
            { "nikolaus", true }, 
            { "ockenfels", true }, 
            { "ols", true }, 
            { "opaals", true }, 
            { "openvms", true }, 
            { "orleans", true }, 
            { "orms", true }, 
            { "ostwalds", true }, 
            { "otis", true }, 
            { "overseas", true }, 
            { "owens", true }, 
            { "ows", true }, 
            { "paashuis", true }, 
            { "pallisades", true }, 
            { "pappas", true }, 
            { "parentheses", true }, 
            { "parenthesis", true }, 
            { "paribus", true }, 
            { "paris", true }, 
            { "parkes", true }, 
            { "parnas", true }, 
            { "parnassus", true }, 
            { "parnes", true }, 
            { "parsons", true }, 
            { "paulus", true }, 
            { "pcs", true }, 
            { "perkins", true }, 
            { "perseus", true }, 
            { "peters", true }, 
            { "pharos", true }, 
            { "phillips", true }, 
            { "phillis", true }, 
            { "pius", true }, 
            { "pls", true }, 
            { "pois", true }, 
            { "ponens", true }, 
            { "pontikes", true }, 
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            { "porras", true }, 
            { "primus", true }, 
            { "prius", true }, 
            { "prognosis", true }, 
            { "purvis", true }, 
            { "pushes", true }, 
            { "radius", true }, 
            { "rectus", true }, 
            { "redskins", true }, 
            { "regis", true }, 
            { "regres", true }, 
            { "reis", true }, 
            { "remus", true }, 
            { "res", true }, 
            { "reuters", true }, 
            { "revis", true }, 
            { "rhodes", true }, 
            { "ricketts", true }, 
            { "rms", true }, 
            { "robbins", true }, 
            { "roberts", true }, 
            { "rodgers", true }, 
            { "rogers", true }, 
            { "rutgers", true }, 
            { "ryans", true }, 
            { "sachs", true }, 
            { "saks", true }, 
            { "sallis", true }, 
            { "samuels", true }, 
            { "sanders", true }, 
            { "sas", true }, 
            { "saunders", true }, 
            { "schweppes", true }, 
            { "seamus", true }, 
            { "sebellius", true }, 
            { "segars", true }, 
            { "seines", true }, 
            { "sensus", true }, 
            { "series", true }, 
            { "ses", true }, 
            { "siemens", true }, 
            { "simplis", true }, 
            { "sol", true }, 
            { "solaris", true }, 
            { "species", true }, 
            { "srs", true }, 
            { "stamboulidis", true }, 
            { "stamoulis", true }, 
            { "starbucks", true }, 
            { "status", true }, 
            { "stearns", true }, 
            { "steffens", true }, 
            { "stephanopoulus", true }, 
            { "stevens", true }, 
            { "stimulus", true }, 
            { "straus", true }, 
            { "success", true }, 
            { "sumers", true }, 
            { "surplus", true }, 
            { "sykes", true }, 
            { "syllabus", true }, 
            { "symons", true }, 
            { "synthesis", true }, 
            { "sys", true }, 
            { "tennis", true }, 
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            { "texas", true }, 
            { "thesis", true }, 
            { "thomas", true }, 
            { "tobias", true }, 
            { "tollens", true }, 
            { "topkis", true }, 
            { "tortes", true }, 
            { "torvalds", true }, 
            { "ups", true }, 
            { "vaxes", true }, 
            { "vegas", true }, 
            { "versus", true }, 
            { "virus", true }, 
            { "vis", true }, 
            { "vms", true }, 
            { "wiggans", true }, 
            { "williams", true }, 
            { "wohlers", true }, 
            { "xls", true }, 
            { "zacarias", true }, 
            { "zappos", true }, 
            { "zenios", true }, 
            { "ziedonis", true }, 
            { "zigurs", true } 
        }; 
             
        } 
    } 
 
    class Program 
    { 
        static void pMain(string[] args) 
        { 
            Program p = new Program(); 
            p.RemoveStopwords(); 
            //p.htmltotxtparse(); 
        } 
         
        public void test() 
        { 
        } 
 
        /// <summary> 
        /// Tool to remove unwanted words such as 'the' or 'a' 
        /// </summary> 
 
 
        /// <summary> 
        /// Remove stopwords from lists 
        /// </summary> 
        public void RemoveStopwords() 
        { 
            //routine to remove stop words from the word frequency files 
            // 1) set up to read the freq info and output the new list 
            // 2) read a line, parse for the term, set it to lower case 
            // 3) if the word is not in the stopword list, output the data to the 
new list 
            // 4) loop to 1) for all lines in the file 
 
            int singlelettercount = 0; 
            string inputstring = string.Empty; 
            string datastring = string.Empty; 
            string ofname; 
            string ifname; 
            string lowword; 
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            string indir = "P:/IS/Schymik/dissertation/information 
retrieval/Experiment2010/past/query terms/wordfreq5/"; 
            string outdir = "P:/IS/Schymik/dissertation/information 
retrieval/Experiment2010/past/query terms/wordfreqstop5/"; 
 
 
            StreamReader infile; 
            StreamWriter outfile; 
            StreamWriter logfile; 
 
            logfile = File.CreateText("../../freqlog5corrected.txt"); 
 
            //have to run through everyfile in each directory 
            DirectoryInfo dir = new DirectoryInfo(indir); 
            foreach (FileInfo fil in dir.GetFiles("*.*")) 
            { 
                // 1) set up the I/O files 
                ofname = fil.Name; 
                ofname = string.Concat(outdir, ofname.Substring(0, 
ofname.IndexOf('.')),"stop", ".txt"); 
                ifname = string.Concat(indir, fil.Name); 
                infile = File.OpenText(ifname); 
                if (File.Exists(ofname)) 
                { 
                    File.Delete(ofname); 
                } 
                outfile = File.CreateText(ofname); 
                Console.WriteLine(ofname); 
 
                // 2) read a line, parse for the term, set it to lower case 
                while ((inputstring = infile.ReadLine()) != null) 
                { 
                    Regex fcount = new Regex("\\d+"); 
                    Match f = fcount.Match(inputstring); 
 
                    lowword = inputstring.Substring((inputstring.IndexOf(f.Value) 
+ f.Value.Length), (inputstring.Length - (inputstring.IndexOf(f.Value) + 
f.Value.Length))); 
                    lowword = lowword.ToLower(); 
                    lowword = lowword.TrimStart('\t',' '); 
 
                    // 3) if the word is not in the stopword list, output the data 
to the new list 
                    if ((!_stops.ContainsKey(lowword)) && (lowword != "") && 
(lowword.Length > 1)) 
                    { 
                        outfile.WriteLine(inputstring); 
                    } 
                    else if (lowword.Length == 1) 
                    { 
                        singlelettercount += 1; 
                    } 
                } 
                infile.Close(); 
                outfile.Close(); 
                logfile.WriteLine(fil.Name); 
                if (singlelettercount != 0) 
                { 
                    logfile.WriteLine(singlelettercount); 
                    singlelettercount = 0; 
                } 
            } 
 
            Console.WriteLine("Done"); 
            Console.ReadKey(); 
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        } 
     
 
        public void htmltotxtparse() 
        { 
            //string filespec = "P:/Schymik/articles2010"; 
            string inputstring = string.Empty; 
            string datastring = string.Empty; 
            string ofname; 
            string ifname; 
            string indir = "P:/IS/Schymik/dissertation/information 
retrieval/Experiment2010/past/query terms/keywordcounts5/"; 
            string outdir = "P:/IS/Schymik/dissertation/information 
retrieval/Experiment2010/past/query terms/wordfreq5/"; 
 
 
            StreamReader infile; 
            StreamWriter outfile; 
            StreamWriter logfile; 
 
            logfile = File.CreateText("../../freqlogcorrected.txt"); 
 
            //have to run through everyfile in each directory 
            DirectoryInfo dir = new DirectoryInfo(indir); 
            foreach (FileInfo fil in dir.GetFiles("*.*")) 
            { 
                // set up the I/O files 
                ofname = fil.Name; 
                ofname = string.Concat(outdir, ofname.Substring(0, 
ofname.IndexOf('.')), ".txt"); 
                ifname = string.Concat(indir, fil.Name); 
                infile = File.OpenText(ifname); 
                if (File.Exists(ofname)) 
                { 
                    File.Delete(ofname); 
                } 
                outfile = File.CreateText(ofname); 
 
 
                try 
                { 
 
                    logfile.WriteLine(fil.Name); 
                    Console.WriteLine(fil.Name); 
 
                    // input the entire file as one string for parsing 
                    inputstring = infile.ReadToEnd(); 
 
                    //strip the string of everything we don't need so all we have 
is the data table 
                    Regex beginning = new Regex("<b>\\s*Results:\\s*</b>"); 
                    Match b = beginning.Match(inputstring); 
                    Regex ending = new Regex("</table>\\s*<BR><BR>\\s*<div 
class=boxes>"); 
                    Match e = ending.Match(inputstring); 
                    inputstring = 
inputstring.Substring((inputstring.IndexOf(b.Value) + b.Value.Length), 
(inputstring.IndexOf(e.Value) - inputstring.IndexOf(b.Value))); 
                    inputstring = inputstring.Replace("&nbsp;", ""); 
                    inputstring = inputstring.Replace("’", "'"); 
                    inputstring = inputstring.Replace("�", "'"); 
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                    //loop until we're done with the table (break caused when no 
more matches occur) 
                    while (true) 
                    { 
                        Regex wordfreq = new Regex(">\\s*\\d+\\s*(\\w*['-
/’`]*\\w*\\s*){1,}\\s*</td>"); 
                        Match w = wordfreq.Match(inputstring); 
                        if (w.Value == "") 
                        { 
                            break;  //end of the string so exit the while loop 
                        } 
                        //remove the word freq data from the string 
                        datastring = 
inputstring.Substring(inputstring.IndexOf(w.Value), w.Value.Length); 
                        inputstring = 
inputstring.Substring(inputstring.IndexOf(w.Value) + w.Value.Length); 
 
                        //parse the word freq string and output it to the file 
                        datastring = datastring.TrimStart('>'); 
                        Regex wordfreq2 = new Regex("</td>"); 
                        Match w2 = wordfreq2.Match(datastring); 
                        datastring = datastring.Substring(0, 
datastring.IndexOf(w2.Value)); 
                        outfile.WriteLine(datastring); 
                    } 
                } 
                catch (Exception e) 
                { 
                    Console.WriteLine("Error"); 
                    Console.WriteLine(e.Message); 
                    Console.ReadKey(); 
                } 
                finally 
                { 
                    logfile.WriteLine(ofname); 
                    Console.WriteLine(ofname); 
                } 
                //inputstring = inputstring.Replace("\"", ""); 
                //string[] inputarray = inputstring.Split('\t'); 
                //foreach (string i in inputarray) 
                //    Console.WriteLine(i); 
                //Console.ReadKey(); 
                infile.Close(); 
                outfile.Close(); 
            } 
            logfile.Close(); 
            Console.WriteLine("Done"); 
            Console.ReadKey(); 
        } 
 
        /// <summary> 
        /// Words we want to remove 
        /// </summary> 
        static Dictionary<string, bool> _stops = new Dictionary<string, bool> 
        { 
            { "a", true }, 
            { "a\'s", true }, 
            { "able", true }, 
            { "about", true }, 
            { "above", true }, 
            { "according", true }, 
            { "accordingly", true }, 
            { "across", true }, 
            { "actually", true }, 
            { "after", true }, 
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            { "afterwards", true }, 
            { "again", true }, 
            { "against", true }, 
            { "ain\'t", true }, 
            { "al", true }, 
            { "all", true }, 
            { "allow", true }, 
            { "allows", true }, 
            { "almost", true }, 
            { "alone", true }, 
            { "along", true }, 
            { "already", true }, 
            { "also", true }, 
            { "although", true }, 
            { "always", true }, 
            { "am", true }, 
            { "among", true }, 
            { "amongst", true }, 
            { "an", true }, 
            { "and", true }, 
            { "another", true }, 
            { "any", true }, 
            { "anybody", true }, 
            { "anyhow", true }, 
            { "anyone", true }, 
            { "anything", true }, 
            { "anyway", true }, 
            { "anyways", true }, 
            { "anywhere", true }, 
            { "apart", true }, 
            { "appear", true }, 
            { "appreciate", true }, 
            { "appropriate", true }, 
            { "are", true }, 
            { "aren\'t", true }, 
            { "around", true }, 
            { "as", true }, 
            { "aside", true }, 
            { "ask", true }, 
            { "asking", true }, 
            { "associated", true }, 
            { "at", true }, 
            { "available", true }, 
            { "away", true }, 
            { "awfully", true }, 
            { "b", true }, 
            { "be", true }, 
            { "became", true }, 
            { "because", true }, 
            { "become", true }, 
            { "becomes", true }, 
            { "becoming", true }, 
            { "been", true }, 
            { "before", true }, 
            { "beforehand", true }, 
            { "behind", true }, 
            { "being", true }, 
            { "believe", true }, 
            { "below", true }, 
            { "beside", true }, 
            { "besides", true }, 
            { "best", true }, 
            { "better", true }, 
            { "between", true }, 
            { "beyond", true }, 
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            { "both", true }, 
            { "brief", true }, 
            { "but", true }, 
            { "by", true }, 
            { "c", true }, 
            { "c\'mon", true }, 
            { "c\'s", true }, 
            { "came", true }, 
            { "can", true }, 
            { "can\'t", true }, 
            { "cannot", true }, 
            { "cant", true }, 
            { "cause", true }, 
            { "causes", true }, 
            { "certain", true }, 
            { "certainly", true }, 
            { "changes", true }, 
            { "clearly", true }, 
            { "co", true }, 
            { "com", true }, 
            { "come", true }, 
            { "comes", true }, 
            { "concerning", true }, 
            { "consequently", true }, 
            { "consider", true }, 
            { "considering", true }, 
            { "contain", true }, 
            { "containing", true }, 
            { "contains", true }, 
            { "corresponding", true }, 
            { "could", true }, 
            { "couldn\'t", true }, 
            { "course", true }, 
            { "currently", true }, 
            { "d", true }, 
            { "definitely", true }, 
            { "described", true }, 
            { "despite", true }, 
            { "did", true }, 
            { "didn\'t", true }, 
            { "different", true }, 
            { "do", true }, 
            { "does", true }, 
            { "doesn\'t", true }, 
            { "doing", true }, 
            { "don\'t", true }, 
            { "done", true }, 
            { "down", true }, 
            { "downwards", true }, 
            { "during", true }, 
            { "e", true }, 
            { "each", true }, 
            { "edu", true }, 
            { "eg", true }, 
            { "eight", true }, 
            { "either", true }, 
            { "else", true }, 
            { "elsewhere", true }, 
            { "enough", true }, 
            { "entirely", true }, 
            { "especially", true }, 
            { "et", true }, 
            { "etc", true }, 
            { "even", true }, 
            { "ever", true }, 
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            { "every", true }, 
            { "everybody", true }, 
            { "everyone", true }, 
            { "everything", true }, 
            { "everywhere", true }, 
            { "ex", true }, 
            { "exactly", true }, 
            { "example", true }, 
            { "except", true }, 
            { "f", true }, 
            { "far", true }, 
            { "few", true }, 
            { "fifth", true }, 
            { "first", true }, 
            { "five", true }, 
            { "followed", true }, 
            { "following", true }, 
            { "follows", true }, 
            { "for", true }, 
            { "former", true }, 
            { "formerly", true }, 
            { "forth", true }, 
            { "four", true }, 
            { "from", true }, 
            { "further", true }, 
            { "furthermore", true }, 
            { "g", true }, 
            { "get", true }, 
            { "gets", true }, 
            { "getting", true }, 
            { "given", true }, 
            { "gives", true }, 
            { "go", true }, 
            { "goes", true }, 
            { "going", true }, 
            { "gone", true }, 
            { "got", true }, 
            { "gotten", true }, 
            { "greetings", true }, 
            { "h", true }, 
            { "had", true }, 
            { "hadn\'t", true }, 
            { "happens", true }, 
            { "hardly", true }, 
            { "has", true }, 
            { "hasn\'t", true }, 
            { "have", true }, 
            { "haven\'t", true }, 
            { "having", true }, 
            { "he", true }, 
            { "he\'s", true }, 
            { "hello", true }, 
            { "help", true }, 
            { "hence", true }, 
            { "her", true }, 
            { "here", true }, 
            { "here\'s", true }, 
            { "hereafter", true }, 
            { "hereby", true }, 
            { "herein", true }, 
            { "hereupon", true }, 
            { "hers", true }, 
            { "herself", true }, 
            { "hi", true }, 
            { "him", true }, 
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            { "himself", true }, 
            { "his", true }, 
            { "hither", true }, 
            { "hopefully", true }, 
            { "how", true }, 
            { "howbeit", true }, 
            { "however", true }, 
            { "i", true }, 
            { "i\'d", true }, 
            { "i\'ll", true }, 
            { "i\'m", true }, 
            { "i\'ve", true }, 
            { "ie", true }, 
            { "if", true }, 
            { "ignored", true }, 
            { "immediate", true }, 
            { "in", true }, 
            { "inasmuch", true }, 
            { "inc", true }, 
            { "indeed", true }, 
            { "indicate", true }, 
            { "indicated", true }, 
            { "indicates", true }, 
            { "inner", true }, 
            { "insofar", true }, 
            { "instead", true }, 
            { "into", true }, 
            { "inward", true }, 
            { "is", true }, 
            { "isn\'t", true }, 
            { "iss", true }, 
            { "it", true }, 
            { "it\'d", true }, 
            { "it\'ll", true }, 
            { "it\'s", true }, 
            { "its", true }, 
            { "itself", true }, 
            { "j", true }, 
            { "just", true }, 
            { "k", true }, 
            { "keep", true }, 
            { "keeps", true }, 
            { "kept", true }, 
            { "know", true }, 
            { "knows", true }, 
            { "known", true }, 
            { "l", true }, 
            { "last", true }, 
            { "lately", true }, 
            { "later", true }, 
            { "latter", true }, 
            { "latterly", true }, 
            { "least", true }, 
            { "less", true }, 
            { "lest", true }, 
            { "let", true }, 
            { "let\'s", true }, 
            { "like", true }, 
            { "liked", true }, 
            { "likely", true }, 
            { "little", true }, 
            { "look", true }, 
            { "looking", true }, 
            { "looks", true }, 
            { "ltd", true }, 
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            { "m", true }, 
            { "mainly", true }, 
            { "many", true }, 
            { "may", true }, 
            { "maybe", true }, 
            { "me", true }, 
            { "mean", true }, 
            { "meanwhile", true }, 
            { "merely", true }, 
            { "might", true }, 
            { "more", true }, 
            { "moreover", true }, 
            { "most", true }, 
            { "mostly", true }, 
            { "much", true }, 
            { "must", true }, 
            { "my", true }, 
            { "myself", true }, 
            { "n", true }, 
            { "name", true }, 
            { "namely", true }, 
            { "nd", true }, 
            { "near", true }, 
            { "nearly", true }, 
            { "necessary", true }, 
            { "need", true }, 
            { "needs", true }, 
            { "neither", true }, 
            { "never", true }, 
            { "nevertheless", true }, 
            { "new", true }, 
            { "next", true }, 
            { "nine", true }, 
            { "no", true }, 
            { "nobody", true }, 
            { "non", true }, 
            { "none", true }, 
            { "noone", true }, 
            { "nor", true }, 
            { "normally", true }, 
            { "not", true }, 
            { "nothing", true }, 
            { "novel", true }, 
            { "now", true }, 
            { "nowhere", true }, 
            { "o", true }, 
            { "obviously", true }, 
            { "of", true }, 
            { "off", true }, 
            { "often", true }, 
            { "oh", true }, 
            { "ok", true }, 
            { "okay", true }, 
            { "old", true }, 
            { "on", true }, 
            { "once", true }, 
            { "one", true }, 
            { "ones", true }, 
            { "only", true }, 
            { "onto", true }, 
            { "or", true }, 
            { "other", true }, 
            { "others", true }, 
            { "otherwise", true }, 
            { "ought", true }, 
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            { "our", true }, 
            { "ours", true }, 
            { "ourselves", true }, 
            { "out", true }, 
            { "outside", true }, 
            { "over", true }, 
            { "overall", true }, 
            { "own", true }, 
            { "p", true }, 
            { "particular", true }, 
            { "particularly", true }, 
            { "per", true }, 
            { "perhaps", true }, 
            { "pg", true }, 
            { "pgs", true }, 
            { "placed", true }, 
            { "please", true }, 
            { "plus", true }, 
            { "possible", true }, 
            { "presumably", true }, 
            { "probably", true }, 
            { "provides", true }, 
            { "q", true }, 
            { "ql", true }, 
            { "que", true }, 
            { "quite", true }, 
            { "qv", true }, 
            { "r", true }, 
            { "rather", true }, 
            { "rd", true }, 
            { "re", true }, 
            { "really", true }, 
            { "reasonably", true }, 
            { "regarding", true }, 
            { "regardless", true }, 
            { "regards", true }, 
            { "relatively", true }, 
            { "respectively", true }, 
            { "right", true }, 
            { "s", true }, 
            { "said", true }, 
            { "same", true }, 
            { "saw", true }, 
            { "say", true }, 
            { "saying", true }, 
            { "says", true }, 
            { "second", true }, 
            { "secondly", true }, 
            { "see", true }, 
            { "seeing", true }, 
            { "seem", true }, 
            { "seemed", true }, 
            { "seeming", true }, 
            { "seems", true }, 
            { "seen", true }, 
            { "self", true }, 
            { "selves", true }, 
            { "sensible", true }, 
            { "sent", true }, 
            { "serious", true }, 
            { "seriously", true }, 
            { "seven", true }, 
            { "several", true }, 
            { "shall", true }, 
            { "she", true }, 
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            { "she\'s", true }, 
            { "should", true }, 
            { "shouldn\'t", true }, 
            { "since", true }, 
            { "six", true }, 
            { "so", true }, 
            { "some", true }, 
            { "somebody", true }, 
            { "somehow", true }, 
            { "someone", true }, 
            { "something", true }, 
            { "sometime", true }, 
            { "sometimes", true }, 
            { "somewhat", true }, 
            { "somewhere", true }, 
            { "soon", true }, 
            { "sorry", true }, 
            { "specified", true }, 
            { "specify", true }, 
            { "specifying", true }, 
            { "still", true }, 
            { "sub", true }, 
            { "such", true }, 
            { "sup", true }, 
            { "sure", true }, 
            { "t", true }, 
            { "t\'s", true }, 
            { "take", true }, 
            { "taken", true }, 
            { "tell", true }, 
            { "tends", true }, 
            { "th", true }, 
            { "than", true }, 
            { "thank", true }, 
            { "thanks", true }, 
            { "thanx", true }, 
            { "that", true }, 
            { "that\'s", true }, 
            { "thats", true }, 
            { "the", true }, 
            { "their", true }, 
            { "theirs", true }, 
            { "them", true }, 
            { "themselves", true }, 
            { "then", true }, 
            { "thence", true }, 
            { "there", true }, 
            { "there\'s", true }, 
            { "thereafter", true }, 
            { "thereby", true }, 
            { "therefore", true }, 
            { "therein", true }, 
            { "theres", true }, 
            { "thereupon", true }, 
            { "these", true }, 
            { "they", true }, 
            { "they\'d", true }, 
            { "they\'ll", true }, 
            { "they\'re", true }, 
            { "they\'ve", true }, 
            { "think", true }, 
            { "third", true }, 
            { "this", true }, 
            { "thorough", true }, 
            { "thoroughly", true }, 
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            { "those", true }, 
            { "though", true }, 
            { "three", true }, 
            { "through", true }, 
            { "throughout", true }, 
            { "thru", true }, 
            { "thus", true }, 
            { "to", true }, 
            { "together", true }, 
            { "too", true }, 
            { "took", true }, 
            { "toward", true }, 
            { "towards", true }, 
            { "tried", true }, 
            { "tries", true }, 
            { "truly", true }, 
            { "try", true }, 
            { "trying", true }, 
            { "twice", true }, 
            { "two", true }, 
            { "u", true }, 
            { "un", true }, 
            { "under", true }, 
            { "unfortunately", true }, 
            { "unless", true }, 
            { "unlikely", true }, 
            { "until", true }, 
            { "unto", true }, 
            { "up", true }, 
            { "upon", true }, 
            { "us", true }, 
            { "use", true }, 
            { "used", true }, 
            { "useful", true }, 
            { "uses", true }, 
            { "using", true }, 
            { "usually", true }, 
            { "uucp", true }, 
            { "v", true }, 
            { "value", true }, 
            { "various", true }, 
            { "very", true }, 
            { "via", true }, 
            { "viz", true }, 
            { "vol", true }, 
            { "vs", true }, 
            { "w", true }, 
            { "want", true }, 
            { "wants", true }, 
            { "was", true }, 
            { "wasn\'t", true }, 
            { "way", true }, 
            { "we", true }, 
            { "we\'d", true }, 
            { "we\'ll", true }, 
            { "we\'re", true }, 
            { "we\'ve", true }, 
            { "welcome", true }, 
            { "well", true }, 
            { "went", true }, 
            { "were", true }, 
            { "weren\'t", true }, 
            { "what", true }, 
            { "what\'s", true }, 
            { "whatever", true }, 
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            { "when", true }, 
            { "whence", true }, 
            { "whenever", true }, 
            { "where", true }, 
            { "where\'s", true }, 
            { "whereafter", true }, 
            { "whereas", true }, 
            { "whereby", true }, 
            { "wherein", true }, 
            { "whereupon", true }, 
            { "wherever", true }, 
            { "whether", true }, 
            { "which", true }, 
            { "while", true }, 
            { "whither", true }, 
            { "who", true }, 
            { "who\'s", true }, 
            { "whoever", true }, 
            { "whole", true }, 
            { "whom", true }, 
            { "whose", true }, 
            { "why", true }, 
            { "will", true }, 
            { "willing", true }, 
            { "wish", true }, 
            { "with", true }, 
            { "within", true }, 
            { "without", true }, 
            { "won\'t", true }, 
            { "wonder", true }, 
            { "would", true }, 
            { "wouldn\'t", true }, 
            { "wr", true }, 
            { "x", true }, 
            { "y", true }, 
            { "yes", true }, 
            { "yet", true }, 
            { "you", true }, 
            { "you\'d", true }, 
            { "you\'ll", true }, 
            { "you\'re", true }, 
            { "you\'ve", true }, 
            { "your", true }, 
            { "yours", true }, 
            { "yourself", true }, 
            { "yourselves", true }, 
            { "z", true }, 
            { "zero", true } 
        }; 
 
 
        /// <summary> 
        /// Chars that separate words 
        /// </summary> 
        static char[] _delimiters = new char[] 
        { 
            ' ', 
            ',', 
            ';', 
            '.' 
        }; 
 
    } 
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WordCounts 
 
using System; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using System.Linq; 
using System.IO; 
using System.Text; 
 
namespace WordCounts 
{ 
    class Program 
    { 
        static void Main(string[] args) 
        { 
            Program p = new Program(); 
            p.UniqueWords(); 
 
        } 
 
        public void UniqueWords() 
        { 
            StreamReader infile; 
            StreamReader FreqFile; 
            StreamWriter outfile; 
 
            string inputstring = string.Empty; 
            string KWinputstring = string.Empty; 
            string outputstring = string.Empty; 
            string freqFileName = string.Empty; 
            string workingdirectory = "P:/IS/Schymik/dissertation/information 
retrieval/Experiment2010/past/query terms/wordfreqstopstem/"; 
            string[] filewords = new string[5000]; 
 
            int i; 
 
            infile = File.OpenText("P:/IS/Schymik/dissertation/information 
retrieval/Experiment2010/working/queryterms288correctedtop45rand.txt"); 
            outfile = File.CreateText("../../queryterms288wordcounts.txt"); 
 
            while ((inputstring = infile.ReadLine()) != null) 
            { 
                string[] fileParms = inputstring.Split('\t'); 
                freqFileName = string.Concat(workingdirectory, fileParms[0], 
"_1stopstem.txt"); 
                FreqFile = File.OpenText(freqFileName); 
                i = 0; 
                string[] KWinputarray = new string[2]; 
                while ((KWinputstring = FreqFile.ReadLine()) != null) 
                { 
                    KWinputarray = KWinputstring.Split('\t'); 
                    if ((i != 0) && (KWinputarray[1] != filewords[i - 1]))    
//quick way to avoid duplicate words at end of list 
                        filewords[i] = KWinputarray[1]; 
                    else if (i != 0) 
                        break; 
                    i++; 
                } 
                outputstring = 
string.Concat(fileParms[0],"\t",fileParms[1],"\t",fileParms[2],"\t",fileParms[3],"
\t",fileParms[4],"\t",i,"\t",fileParms[5],"\t",fileParms[6],"\t",fileParms[7],"\t"
,fileParms[8],"\t",fileParms[9]); 
                outfile.WriteLine(outputstring); 
                Console.WriteLine(outputstring); 
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                FreqFile.Close(); 
            } 
            infile.Close(); 
            Console.WriteLine("done"); 
            Console.ReadKey(); 
            outfile.Close(); 
        } 
 
    } 
} 
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SelectSUTerms 
 
using System; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using System.Linq; 
using System.Text; 
using System.IO; 
 
namespace SelectSUTerms 
{ 
    class Program 
    { 
        /// <summary> 
        /// Class for generating unique random numbers within a given range. 
Removes numbers from list 
        /// once chosen from an instance of an object so that it is impossible for 
them to be selected again. 
        /// </summary> 
        public class GenerateUniqueRandomNumber 
        { 
            Random m_random = new Random(); 
            int m_newRandomNumber = 0; 
            List<int> RemainingNumbers; 
            // Constructor 
            public GenerateUniqueRandomNumber( int requiredRangeLow, int 
requiredRangeHi ) 
            { 
                // Get the range 
                int range = (requiredRangeHi - requiredRangeLow); 
                // Initialise array that will hold the numbers within the range 
                int[] rangeNumbersArr = new int[range + 1]; 
                // Assign array element values within range 
                for (int count = 0; count < rangeNumbersArr.Length; count++) 
                { 
                rangeNumbersArr[count] = requiredRangeLow + count; 
                } 
                // Initialize the List and populate with values from 
rangeNumbersArr 
                RemainingNumbers = new List<int>(); 
                RemainingNumbers.AddRange(rangeNumbersArr); 
            } 
            /// <summary> 
            /// This method returns a random integer within the given range. Each 
call produces a new random number 
            /// </summary> 
            /// <returns></returns> 
            public int NewRandomNumber() 
            { 
                if (RemainingNumbers.Count != 0) 
                { 
                    // Select random number from list 
                    int index = m_random.Next(0, RemainingNumbers.Count); 
                    m_newRandomNumber = RemainingNumbers[index]; 
                    // Remove selected number from Remaining Numbers List 
                    RemainingNumbers.RemoveAt(index); 
                    return m_newRandomNumber; 
                } 
                else 
                { 
                    throw new System.InvalidOperationException("All numbers in the 
range have now been used. Cannot continue selecting random numbers from a list 
with no members."); 
                } 
            } 
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        } 
 
 
 
        static void Main(string[] args) 
        { 
            Program p = new Program(); 
            p.getKWterms(); 
        } 
 
        public void getKWterms() 
        { 
            string inputstring = string.Empty; 
            string KWinputstring = string.Empty; 
            string KWfname = string.Empty; 
            string KW1 = string.Empty; 
            string KW2 = string.Empty; 
            string titleword = string.Empty; 
            string title = string.Empty; 
            string outputstring = string.Empty; 
//            string[] KWinputarray; 
            string[] filewords = new string[5000]; 
            int[] wordfreq = new int[5000]; 
            StreamReader infile; 
            StreamReader KWinfile; 
            StreamWriter outfile; 
            StreamWriter KWlogfile; 
            int i; 
            int r1; 
            int r2; 
            int r3; 
            int titlelength; 
            int wordcount; 
            int FREQ1=0; 
            int FREQ2=0; 
            //KWSource is a config variable:  
            //      0 = top two,  
            //      1 = random,  
            //      2 = random stopped title,  
            //      3 = first plus random from the bottom 
            //      4 = 2 random from those appearing only once (bottom) 
            //      5 = 1 KW randomly from top 25% and 1 randomly from the bottom 
30%-10% range 
            //      6 = random proportional to frequency 
            //      7 = 1 KW from top 15 and 1 randomly from the bottom 30%-10% 
range 
 
            int KWSource = 6; 
 
            // set up the I/O files 
            infile = File.OpenText("P:/IS/Schymik/dissertation/information 
retrieval/Experiment2010/working/queryterms288correctedtop45rand.txt"); 
            outfile = File.CreateText("../../queryterms288randpropnotone.txt"); 
            KWlogfile = File.CreateText("../../randpropnotone.txt"); 
 
            while ((inputstring = infile.ReadLine()) != null) 
            { 
                //get the query file inputstring into an array of strings 
                string[] inputarray = inputstring.Split('\t'); 
 
                //build the KWfile filename and open it 
                KWfname = string.Concat("P:/IS/Schymik/dissertation/information 
retrieval/Experiment2010/past/query terms/wordfreqstopstem/",inputarray[0], 
"_1stopstem.txt"); 
                KWinfile = File.OpenText(KWfname); 
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                switch (KWSource) 
                { 
                    case 0: 
                        { 
                            //get the first two KWs from the file 
                            KWinputstring = KWinfile.ReadLine(); 
                            string[] KWinputarray = KWinputstring.Split('\t'); 
                            KW1 = KWinputarray[1]; 
                            KWinputstring = KWinfile.ReadLine(); 
                            KWinputarray = KWinputstring.Split('\t'); 
                            KW2 = KWinputarray[1]; 
                            break; 
                        } 
                    case 1: 
                        { 
                            //randomly select KWs from the word frequency list 
                            //first, get the list of words from the word freq file 
 
                            i = 0; 
                            string[] KWinputarray = new string[2]; 
                            while ((KWinputstring = KWinfile.ReadLine()) != null) 
                            { 
                                KWinputarray = KWinputstring.Split('\t'); 
                                filewords[i] = KWinputarray[1]; 
                                i++; 
                            } 
                             
                            //get three random numbers 
                            GenerateUniqueRandomNumber randnum = new 
GenerateUniqueRandomNumber(1, i+1); 
                            r1 = randnum.NewRandomNumber(); 
                            r2 = randnum.NewRandomNumber(); 
                            r3 = randnum.NewRandomNumber(); 
 
                            // get three keywords 
                            KW1 = filewords[r1 - 1].Trim(); 
                            KW2 = filewords[r2 - 1].Trim(); 
 
                            break; 
                        } 
                    case 2: 
                        { 
                            //randomly select words from the title 
                            //title is in inputarray[4] 
                            // 
                            //   1) clean out punctuation from title (brute force) 
                            //   2) split title into individual words 
                            //   3) remove stop words (same list as before) 
                            //   4) randomly select two keywords from remaining 
(will ignore results for single word titles) 
 
                            // clean out punctuation 
                            //  doing this brute force from examining the randomly 
selected files to be found 
                            title = inputarray[4].ToLower(); 
                            title = title.Trim(); 
                            title = title.Replace("[u.s. edition edition]", "");  
                            title = title.Replace("!", ""); 
                            title = title.Replace("?", ""); 
                            title = title.Replace(".", " "); 
                            title = title.Replace("-", " "); 
                            title = title.Replace(":", ""); 
                            title = title.Replace(";", ""); 
                            title = title.Replace("' ", " "); 
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                            title = title.Replace(" '", " "); 
                            title = title.Replace(",", ""); 
                            title = title.Replace("1 ", " "); 
                            title = title.Replace("'se", "se"); 
                            title = title.Replace("'s", ""); 
                            title = title.Replace("',", ""); 
                            title = title.Replace("?;", ""); 
                            title = title.Replace(".;", ""); 
                            title = title.Replace("...;", ""); 
                            title = title.Replace(".'", "");                             
                            title = title.Replace("m'", ""); 
                            title = title.Replace("  ", " "); 
                            title = title.Trim(); 
 
 
                            //pull the individual words out of the title 
                            string[] titlearray = title.Split(' '); 
 
                            // remove stop words from the title array 
                            string[] titlearray2 = new string[titlearray.Length]; 
 
                            titlelength = 0; 
 
                            KWlogfile.WriteLine(inputarray[0]); 
                            for (int q = 0; q < titlearray.Length; q++) 
                            { 
                                titlearray[q] = titlearray[q].Replace(" ", ""); 
                                if (!_stops.ContainsKey(titlearray[q]) && 
(titlearray[q].Trim() != null)) 
                                { 
                                    titlearray2[titlelength] = 
titlearray[q].Trim(); 
                                    KWlogfile.Write(string.Concat(" 
",titlearray2[titlelength]," ")); 
                                    titlelength++; 
                                } 
                            } 
                            KWlogfile.WriteLine(titlelength); 
 
                            //now titlearray2 contains the stopped title words 
                            //get two random words from that list 
                            GenerateUniqueRandomNumber randnum = new 
GenerateUniqueRandomNumber(1, titlelength); 
                            r1 = randnum.NewRandomNumber(); 
                            KW1 = titlearray2[r1-1]; 
                            if (titlelength != 1) 
                            { 
                                r2 = randnum.NewRandomNumber(); 
                                KW2 = titlearray2[r2-1]; 
                            } 
                            else 
                            { 
                                KW2 = null; 
                            } 
                            break; 
                        } 
                    case 3: 
                        { 
                            //get the first KW from the file 
                            KWinputstring = KWinfile.ReadLine(); 
                            string[] KWinputarray = KWinputstring.Split('\t'); 
                            KW1 = KWinputarray[1]; 
 
                            //randomly select one from those that only appear once 
in the file 
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                            //first, get the list of words that appear only once 
from the word freq file 
                            i = 0; 
                            KWinputarray = new string[2]; 
                            while ((KWinputstring = KWinfile.ReadLine()) != null) 
                            { 
                                KWinputarray = KWinputstring.Split('\t'); 
                                if (System.Convert.ToInt16(KWinputarray[0]) == 1) 
                                { 
                                    filewords[i] = KWinputarray[1]; 
                                    i++; 
                                } 
                            } 
 
                            //get a random number 
                            GenerateUniqueRandomNumber randnum = new 
GenerateUniqueRandomNumber(1, i + 1); 
                            r1 = randnum.NewRandomNumber(); 
 
                            // get keyword 
                            KW2 = filewords[r1 - 1].Trim(); 
                            break;                             
                        } 
                    case 4: 
                        { 
                            //randomly select two from those that only appear once 
in the file 
                            //first, get the list of words that appear only once 
from the word freq file 
                            i = 0; 
                            string[] KWinputarray = new string[2]; 
                            while ((KWinputstring = KWinfile.ReadLine()) != null) 
                            { 
                                KWinputarray = KWinputstring.Split('\t'); 
                                if (System.Convert.ToInt16(KWinputarray[0]) == 1) 
                                { 
                                    filewords[i] = KWinputarray[1]; 
                                    i++; 
                                } 
                            } 
                           
                            //get a random number 
                            GenerateUniqueRandomNumber randnum = new 
GenerateUniqueRandomNumber(1, i + 1); 
                            r1 = randnum.NewRandomNumber(); 
                            r2 = randnum.NewRandomNumber(); 
 
                            // get keyword 
                            KW1 = filewords[r2 - 1].Trim(); 
                            KW2 = filewords[r1 - 1].Trim(); 
                            break; 
                        } 
                    case 5: 
                        { 
                            //randomly select one KW from the top 25% of the list 
of words in the doc 
                            // and one from those in the 30%-10% range 
                            //first, get the list of words from the word freq file 
                            i = 0; 
                            string[] KWinputarray = new string[2]; 
                            while ((KWinputstring = KWinfile.ReadLine()) != null) 
                            { 
                                KWinputarray = KWinputstring.Split('\t'); 
                                if ((i!=0) && (KWinputarray[1] != filewords[i-1]))    
//quick way to avoid duplicate words at end of list 
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                                    filewords[i] = KWinputarray[1]; 
                                else if (i != 0) 
                                    break; 
                                i++; 
                            } 
 
                            // i represents number of words in list 
                            i--; 
 
                            // need two random numbers, one between 0 and a number 
representing the top 25% 
                            // another between numbers representing 30% and 10% 
(70% and 90% for our purposes) 
 
 
                            // get random number from top 25% 
                            GenerateUniqueRandomNumber randnum = new 
GenerateUniqueRandomNumber(0, i/4); 
                            r1 = randnum.NewRandomNumber(); 
 
                            // get random number from top 25% 
                            randnum = new GenerateUniqueRandomNumber((int)(i * 
0.7),(int)(i * 0.9)); 
                            r2 = randnum.NewRandomNumber(); 
                            r3 = randnum.NewRandomNumber(); 
 
                            // this line is used to get specific ranked KW1 for 
evaluation of impact of KW1 tf on rank 
                            r1 = 19;   
                            // get two keywords 
                            KW1 = filewords[r1]; 
                            KW2 = filewords[r2]; 
                            break; 
                        } 
                    case 6: 
                        { 
                            //randomly select KWs from the word frequency list 
based on a  
                            //   word frequency proportional distribution 
                            //first, get the list of words from the word freq file 
                            //modified 10/27/2010 to pick from all but those terms 
that 
                            //appear only once in the doc 
                            i = 0; 
                            wordcount = 0; 
                            string[] KWinputarray = new string[2]; 
                            while ((KWinputstring = KWinfile.ReadLine()) != null) 
                            { 
                                KWinputarray = KWinputstring.Split('\t'); 
                                if (System.Convert.ToInt16(KWinputarray[0]) == 1) 
                                    break; 
                                filewords[i] = KWinputarray[1]; 
                                wordfreq[i] = 
System.Convert.ToInt16(KWinputarray[0]); 
                                wordcount = wordcount + wordfreq[i]; 
                                i++; 
                            } 
                            //now, calculate the cummulative districution 
                            double[] wordfreqcumdist = new double[i]; 
 
                            wordfreqcumdist[0] = wordfreq[0] / (double)wordcount; 
                            for (int k=1; k<i; k++) 
                            { 
                                wordfreqcumdist[k] = wordfreqcumdist[k-1] + 
(wordfreq[k]/(double) wordcount); 
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                            } 
 
 
                            //randomly select two keywords from the cumulative 
distribution - this allows for  
                            //a random selection based on proportions 
 
                            GenerateUniqueRandomNumber randnum = new 
GenerateUniqueRandomNumber(0, 100000); 
                            r1 = randnum.NewRandomNumber(); 
                            float rnd1 = (float) r1 / 100000; 
 
                            //find the slot in the distribution for the randum 
number 
                            //  i currently holds the number of slots in the 
distribution - adjust it for arrays starting at zero 
                            i = wordfreqcumdist.Count(); 
                            i--; 
                            while (wordfreqcumdist[i] >= rnd1) 
                            { 
                                if (i == 0) 
                                { 
                                    KW1 = filewords[i]; 
                                    FREQ1 = wordfreq[i]; 
                                    break; 
                                } 
                                else if (wordfreqcumdist[i - 1] < rnd1) 
                                { 
                                    KW1 = filewords[i-1]; 
                                    FREQ1 = wordfreq[i - 1]; 
                                    break; 
                                } 
                                i--; 
                            } 
 
                            //do it again for the second random number but this 
time can't repeat KW1 for KW2 
                            KW2 = string.Empty; 
                            do  
                            { 
                                r2 = randnum.NewRandomNumber(); 
                                float rnd2 = (float) r2 / 100000; 
 
                                //find the slot in the distribution for the randum 
number 
                                //  i currently holds the number of slots in the 
distribution - adjust it for arrays starting at zero 
                                i = wordfreqcumdist.Count(); 
                                i--; 
                                while (wordfreqcumdist[i] >= rnd2) 
                                { 
                                    if (i==0) 
                                    { 
                                        KW2= filewords[i]; 
                                        FREQ2 = wordfreq[i]; 
                                        break; 
                                    } 
                                    else if (wordfreqcumdist[i-1] < rnd2) 
                                    { 
                                        KW2 = filewords[i-1]; 
                                        FREQ2 = wordfreq[i - 1]; 
                                        break; 
                                    } 
                                    i--; 
                                } 
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                            } 
                            while (KW1 == KW2); 
 
                            break; 
                        } 
                    case 7: 
                        { 
                            //randomly select one KW from the top 15 of the list 
of words in the doc 
                            // and one from those in the 30%-10% range 
                            //first, get the list of words from the word freq file 
                            i = 0; 
                            string[] KWinputarray = new string[2]; 
                            while ((KWinputstring = KWinfile.ReadLine()) != null) 
                            { 
                                KWinputarray = KWinputstring.Split('\t'); 
                                if ((i != 0) && (KWinputarray[1] != filewords[i - 
1]))    //quick way to avoid duplicate words at end of list 
                                    filewords[i] = KWinputarray[1]; 
                                else if (i != 0) 
                                    break; 
                                i++; 
                            } 
 
                            // i represents number of words in list 
                            i--; 
 
                            // need two random numbers, one between 0 and a number 
representing the top 25% 
                            // another between numbers representing 30% and 10% 
(70% and 90% for our purposes) 
 
 
                            // get random number from top 25% 
                            GenerateUniqueRandomNumber randnum = new 
GenerateUniqueRandomNumber(0, 14); 
                            r1 = randnum.NewRandomNumber(); 
 
                            // get random number from top 25% 
                            randnum = new GenerateUniqueRandomNumber((int)(i * 
0.7), (int)(i * 0.9)); 
                            r2 = randnum.NewRandomNumber(); 
 
                            // get two keywords 
                            KW1 = filewords[r1+1]; 
                            KW2 = filewords[r2]; 
                            break; 
                        } 
                } 
                 
 
                //create the new query term line with three SUs and 2 KWs 
                outputstring = string.Concat(inputarray[0], "\t", inputarray[1], 
"\t", inputarray[2], "\t", inputarray[3], "\t", inputarray[4], "\t", 
inputarray[5], "\t", inputarray[6], "\t", inputarray[7]); 
 
                outputstring = string.Concat(outputstring, "\t", KW1, "\t", KW2); 
                //only changing the first word to test the power of the first 
keyword tf score 
                //outputstring = string.Concat(outputstring, "\t", KW1, "\t", 
inputarray[9]); 
 
                outfile.WriteLine(outputstring); 
                Console.WriteLine(string.Concat(inputarray[0], "  ", KW1, "  ", 
FREQ1, "  ", KW2, "  ", FREQ2)); 
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                KWinfile.Close(); 
            } 
            Console.WriteLine("Done"); 
            Console.ReadKey(); 
            infile.Close(); 
            outfile.Close(); 
            KWlogfile.Close(); 
 
        } 
 
 
        public void getPlotKWs() 
        { 
            string KWfname = string.Empty; 
            string inputstring = string.Empty; 
            string outputstring = string.Empty; 
            string KWinputstring = string.Empty; 
            string[] filewords = new string[5000]; 
            string[] KWinputarray; 
 
            int i; 
 
            StreamReader infile; 
            StreamReader KWinfile; 
            StreamWriter outfile; 
 
            // set up the I/O files 
            infile = File.OpenText("P:/IS/Schymik/dissertation/information 
retrieval/Experiment2010/working/queryterms288correctedtop45rand.txt"); 
            outfile = File.CreateText("../../QueryTermsPlot.txt"); 
 
            //create a list of KW terms to be used in KW comparison plots 
            //go through the list of 288 files and output the KWs 
 
            while ((inputstring = infile.ReadLine()) != null) 
            { 
                string[] inputarray = inputstring.Split(); 
 
                // build filename 
                KWfname = string.Concat("P:/IS/Schymik/dissertation/information 
retrieval/Experiment2010/past/query terms/wordfreqstopstem/",inputarray[0], 
"_1stopstem.txt"); 
                KWinfile = File.OpenText(KWfname); 
 
                // start building the outputstring for this file - starts with 
file number 
                outputstring = inputarray[0]; 
 
                KWinputarray = new string[2]; 
                for (i=1; i<=55; i++) 
                { 
                    KWinputstring = KWinfile.ReadLine(); 
                    KWinputarray = KWinputstring.Split('\t'); 
                    outputstring = string.Concat(outputstring, "\t", 
KWinputarray[1]); 
                } 
                KWinfile.Close(); 
                Console.WriteLine(inputarray[0]); 
                outfile.WriteLine(outputstring); 
            } 
            outfile.Close(); 
            Console.WriteLine("done"); 
            Console.ReadKey(); 
        } 
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        public void getSUterms() 
        { 
            string pubdate = string.Empty; 
            string title = string.Empty; 
            string authors = string.Empty; 
            string subjects = string.Empty; 
            string inputstring = string.Empty; 
            int numsubs = 0; 
            int r1 = 0; 
            int r2 = 0; 
            int r3 = 0; 
 
            StreamReader infile; 
            StreamWriter outfile; 
 
            // set up the I/O files 
            infile = File.OpenText("../../Random288_5.txt"); 
            outfile = File.CreateText("../../QueryTerms288_5.txt"); 
 
            while ((inputstring = infile.ReadLine()) != null) 
            { 
                // get the subjects into an array of strings 
                //inputstring = infile.ReadLine(); 
                inputstring = inputstring.Replace("\"", ""); 
                string[] inputarray = inputstring.Split('\t'); 
                subjects = inputarray[9]; 
                string[] subjectarray = subjects.Split(','); 
 
                //define these variables inside the loop so they always get reset 
                string su1 = string.Empty; 
                string su2 = string.Empty; 
                string su3 = string.Empty; 
 
                //get three random numbers to select subjects 
                numsubs = subjectarray.Count(); 
                if (numsubs > 3) 
                { 
                    //get three random numbers 
                    GenerateUniqueRandomNumber randnum = new 
GenerateUniqueRandomNumber(1, numsubs); 
                    r1 = randnum.NewRandomNumber(); 
                    r2 = randnum.NewRandomNumber(); 
                    r3 = randnum.NewRandomNumber(); 
 
                    //get the corresponding subject terms 
                    su1 = subjectarray[r1 - 1].Trim(); 
                    su2 = subjectarray[r2 - 1].Trim(); 
                    su3 = subjectarray[r3 - 1].Trim(); 
                } 
                else 
                { 
                    //get all (numsubs) of the subject terms 
                    switch (numsubs) 
                    { 
                        case 3: 
                            su3 = subjectarray[2].Trim(); 
                            su2 = subjectarray[1].Trim(); 
                            break; 
                        case 2: 
                            su2 = subjectarray[1].Trim(); 
                            break; 
                    } 
                    su1 = subjectarray[0].Trim(); 
                } 
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                string outputstring = string.Concat(inputarray[0], "\t", 
inputarray[2], "\t", inputarray[3], "\t", inputarray[4], "\t", inputarray[7], 
"\t", su1, "\t", su2, "\t", su3); 
                Console.WriteLine(string.Concat(inputarray[0])); 
                outfile.WriteLine(outputstring); 
            } 
 
   
 
             
            //foreach (string i in inputarray) 
            //    Console.WriteLine(i); 
            //Console.ReadKey(); 
            infile.Close(); 
            outfile.Close(); 
        } 
    } 
} 
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ProcessSUTerms 
 
using System; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using System.Collections; 
using System.Linq; 
using System.Text; 
using System.IO; 
 
namespace ProcessSUTerms 
{ 
    class Program 
    { 
        static void Main(string[] args) 
        { 
            Program p = new Program(); 
            //p.parseSUIndexTree(); 
            //p.getAllSubjects(); 
            //p.compareSUListTree(); 
            //p.processTreeDepth(); 
            //p.processSUTermsDepth(); 
            //p.processSUQueryTerms(); 
            p.LeafNodeDocCount(); 
            Console.WriteLine("queries and metadata done"); 
            Console.ReadKey(); 
        } 
 
        // 
        //processSUQueryTerms 
        //      script used to "roll-up" the terms used in the queries submitted.  
same process as processSUTermsDepth 
        //          input files:    QueryTerms288randpropnotone.txt (the input 
file to the SubmitQueries script) 
        //                          FinalTopicTreeExpanded...  (the SU index) 
        //          output files:   QueryTerms2KW2SU288Max<maxdepth>.txt  will 
have 0 thru 9 of these 
        // 
        // 
        public void processSUQueryTerms() 
        { 
            int z = 0; 
            int SUcount = 0; 
 
            try 
            { 
 
            for (z=8; z<9; z++) 
            { 
 
                string inputstring = string.Empty; 
                string querytermsstring = string.Empty; 
                string outputstring = string.Empty; 
                string workstring = string.Empty; 
                string SUTerm = string.Empty; 
 
                string[] queryterms = new string[288]; 
                string[] SUTree = new string[5372]; 
                string[] SUarray = new string[2]; 
 
                int i = 0; 
                int j = 0; 
                int k = 0; 
                int level = 0; 
                int rollupcount = 0; 
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                int leafdepth = 0; 
            int MaxDepth = z; 
 
            bool Found = true; 
 
            //StreamReader infilequeries = new 
StreamReader("../../QueryTest.txt"); 
            StreamReader infilequeries = new 
StreamReader("../../QueryTerms288randpropnotone.txt"); 
            StreamReader infileTree = new 
StreamReader("../../finalTopicTreeExpanded110906.txt"); 
            StreamWriter outfile = new 
StreamWriter(string.Concat("../../QueryTerms288randpropnotoneMax", z, ".txt")); 
            StreamWriter outlog = new 
StreamWriter(string.Concat("../../QueryTerms288randpropnotoneMax", z, "log.txt")); 
            StreamWriter outfound = new 
StreamWriter(string.Concat("../../QueryTerms288randpropnotoneMax", z, 
"foundlog.txt")); 
 
 
                // read the queryterms file into an array of strings 
                while ((inputstring = infilequeries.ReadLine()) != null) 
                { 
                    queryterms[i] = inputstring.ToLower(); 
                    i++; 
                } 
                infilequeries.Close(); 
                Console.WriteLine(i); 
 
                // read the SU Topic Tree into an array of strings 
                i = 0; 
                while ((inputstring = infileTree.ReadLine()) != null) 
                { 
                    SUTree[i] = inputstring.ToLower(); 
                    i++; 
                } 
                infileTree.Close(); 
                Console.WriteLine(i); 
                Console.WriteLine(z); 
 
 
                //  loop through the queryterms array and roll-up the terms that 
need to be rolled-up 
                //  in order to meet the max depth parameter 
 
                //i=0; 
                for (i = 0; i < 288; i++) 
                { 
                    // convert the queryterms strings into an array - SU terms are 
in tempsuarray[5] and [6] 
                    workstring = queryterms[i]; 
                    string[] tempSUarray = workstring.Split('\t'); 
 
                    //  perpare the string for outputting to rolledup queryterms 
file 
                    querytermsstring = string.Concat(tempSUarray[0], "\t", 
tempSUarray[1], "\t", tempSUarray[2], "\t", tempSUarray[3], "\t", tempSUarray[4], 
"\t"); 
 
 
                    //for each SU term, find it in the index and roll it up if 
necessary - query terms in tempSUarray[5] and [6] 
                    //to simplify the development process, SUarray is a 2 term 
array containing tempSUarray[5] and [6] 
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                    //this allows for an almost direct copy and paste of code from 
processSUTermsDepth 
 
                    SUarray[0] = tempSUarray[5]; 
                    SUarray[1] = tempSUarray[6]; 
 
 
                    foreach (string subject in SUarray) 
                    { 
                        Found = false; 
                        foreach (string branch in SUTree) 
                        { 
                            //Console.WriteLine(branch); 
                            string[] nodes = branch.Split('\t'); 
 
                            // eliminate empty strings from end of branches 
                            leafdepth = nodes.GetLength(0) - 1; 
                            foreach (string node in nodes) 
                            { 
                                if (node == string.Empty) 
                                    leafdepth--; 
                            } 
 
                            //if the current subject term is the leaf on this 
branch 
                            //then we have to roll up the SU term to MaxDepth 
                            if (subject.Trim() == nodes[leafdepth] && !Found) 
                            { 
                                Found = true; 
                                //if the maxdepth for the current metadata set is 
> the length of a branch 
                                //we don't need to roll up so  
                                if (MaxDepth < (leafdepth + 1)) 
                                { 
                                    //roll-up 
                                    querytermsstring = 
string.Concat(querytermsstring, nodes[MaxDepth], "\t"); 
                                    //Console.WriteLine(string.Concat("rollup"," 
",subject)); 
                                    rollupcount++; 
                                } 
                                else 
                                { 
                                    //no roll-up 
                                    querytermsstring = 
string.Concat(querytermsstring, subject, "\t"); 
                                } 
                                //  we'll stick with the first leaf node matching 
the subject term 
                                //  fix it later with a TRUE Flag test - if it 
finds it again as a leaf,  
                                //  put a indicator in a log file for later 
review.  SHouldn't happen that often. 
                                //break;    
                            } 
                            else if (subject.Trim() == nodes[leafdepth] && Found) 
                            { 
                                outlog.WriteLine(string.Concat(querytermsstring, " 
Found", "\t", subject, "\t", nodes[leafdepth - 1], "\t", nodes[leafdepth])); 
                            } 
                        } 
                        if (!Found && (subject == "")) 
                        { 
                            outfound.WriteLine(string.Concat("Not Found: nothing 
", tempSUarray[0])); 
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                            querytermsstring = string.Concat(querytermsstring, 
subject, "\t");  //this should write a blank US term to the file to keep the tab 
delimiting proper 
                        } 
                    } 
                     
 
                    //querytermsstring = querytermsstring.TrimEnd('\t'); 
                    outfile.WriteLine(string.Concat(querytermsstring, 
tempSUarray[7], "\t", tempSUarray[8], "\t", tempSUarray[9]));//, "\t", 
tempSUarray[10])); 
                } 
                //clean up the end of the for each maxdepth (z) loop 
                Console.WriteLine(rollupcount); 
                outlog.WriteLine(string.Concat("rolled-up ",rollupcount," 
terms")); 
                outfile.Close(); 
                outfound.Close(); 
                outlog.Close(); 
            }  //for loop z 
            }  //try 
            catch (Exception e) 
            { 
                Console.WriteLine("Error"); 
                Console.WriteLine(e.Message); 
                Console.ReadKey(); 
            } 
            finally 
            { 
 
                Console.WriteLine(SUcount); 
                Console.WriteLine("query terms done"); 
                //Console.ReadKey(); 
            } 
        } 
 
             
        // 
        // processSUTermsDepth 
        //      script used to "roll-up" the index.  This requires replacing any 
terms at depth greater than max depth with term at 
        //      max depth in the original term's branch. 
        //          input files:    combinedfilemeta9.txt (contains the list of 
the metadata for each file) 
        //                          FinalTopicTreeeExpanded... (contains the SU 
index) 
        //          output file:    CombinedFileMeta<maxdepth> 
        // 
        //      it's certainly not elegant but it works... 
        // 
        public void processSUTermsDepth() 
        { 
            int z = 0; 
            int SUcount = 0; 
 
            try 
            { 
 
            for (z=0; z<8; z++) 
            { 
 
                string inputstring = string.Empty; 
                string subjectstring = string.Empty; 
                string outputstring = string.Empty; 
                string workstring = string.Empty; 
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                string SUTerm = string.Empty; 
 
                string[] filemetadata = new string[7000]; 
                string[] SUTree = new string[5372];  //this needs to be exact - 
using a foreach later 
  
                int i = 0; 
                int j = 0; 
                int k = 0; 
                int level = 0; 
                int rollupcount = 0; 
                int leafdepth = 0; 
            int MaxDepth = z; 
 
            bool Found = true; 
 
            StreamReader infilemeta = new 
StreamReader("../../combinedfilemeta9.txt"); 
            StreamReader infileTree = new 
StreamReader("../../finalTopicTreeExpanded110906.txt"); 
            StreamWriter outfile = new 
StreamWriter(string.Concat("../../CombinedFileMetaMax",z,".txt")); 
            StreamWriter outlog = new 
StreamWriter(string.Concat("../../CombinedFileMetaMax",z,"log.txt")); 
            StreamWriter outfound = new 
StreamWriter(string.Concat("../../CombinedFileMetaMax", z, "foundlog.txt")); 
 
 
                // read the metadata file into an array of strings 
                while ((inputstring = infilemeta.ReadLine()) != null) 
                { 
                    filemetadata[i] = inputstring.ToLower(); 
                    i++; 
                } 
                infilemeta.Close(); 
                Console.WriteLine(i); 
 
                // read the SU Topic Tree into an array of strings 
                i = 0; 
                while ((inputstring = infileTree.ReadLine()) != null) 
                { 
                    SUTree[i] = inputstring.ToLower(); 
                    i++; 
                } 
                infileTree.Close(); 
                Console.WriteLine(i); 
                Console.WriteLine(z); 
 
                //  loop through the medatadata array and roll-up the terms that 
need to be rolled-up 
                //  in order to meet the max depth parameter 
 
                //i=0; 
                for (i=0; i<6447; i++) 
                { 
                    workstring = filemetadata[i]; 
                    string[] tempSUarray = workstring.Split('\t'); 
 
                    //  build the string for outputting to rolledup metadata file 
                    subjectstring = 
string.Concat(tempSUarray[0],"\t",tempSUarray[1],"\t",tempSUarray[2],"\t",tempSUar
ray[3],"\t",tempSUarray[4],"\t",tempSUarray[5],"\t",tempSUarray[6],"\t"); 
                    tempSUarray[7] = tempSUarray[7].Replace("\"",""); 
//                    tempSUarray[7] = tempSUarray[7].Replace(",  ", ","); 
                    string[] SUarray = tempSUarray[7].Split(','); 
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                    //for each SU term, find it in the index and roll it up if 
necessary 
 
 
                    foreach(string subject in SUarray) 
                    { 
                        Found = false; 
                        foreach (string branch in SUTree) 
                        { 
                            //Console.WriteLine(branch); 
                            string[] nodes = branch.Split('\t'); 
                             
                            // eliminate empty strings from end of branches 
                            leafdepth = nodes.GetLength(0)-1; 
                            foreach (string node in nodes) 
                            { 
                                if (node == string.Empty) 
                                    leafdepth--; 
                            } 
                             
                            //if the current subject term is the leaf on this 
branch 
                            //then we have to roll up the SU term to MaxDepth 
                            if (subject.Trim() == nodes[leafdepth] && !Found) 
                            { 
                                Found = true; 
                                //if the maxdepth for the current metadata set is 
> the length of a branch 
                                //we don't need to roll up so  
                                if (MaxDepth < (leafdepth + 1)) 
                                { 
                                    //roll-up 
                                    subjectstring = 
string.Concat(subjectstring,nodes[MaxDepth],",  "); 
                                    //Console.WriteLine(string.Concat("rollup"," 
",subject)); 
                                    rollupcount++; 
                                } 
                                else 
                                { 
                                    //no roll-up 
                                    subjectstring = string.Concat(subjectstring, 
subject,",  "); 
                                } 
                                //  we'll stick with the first leaf node matching 
the subject term 
                                //  fix it later with a TRUE Flag test - if it 
finds it again as a leaf,  
                                //  put a indicator in a log file for later 
review.  SHouldn't happen that often. 
                                //break;    
                            } 
                            else if (subject.Trim() == nodes[leafdepth] && Found) 
                            { 
                                outlog.WriteLine(string.Concat(subjectstring," 
Found","\t",subject,"\t", nodes[leafdepth-1],"\t",nodes[leafdepth])); 
                            } 
                        } 
                        if (!Found) 
                            outfound.WriteLine(string.Concat("Not Found: ", 
subject));  
                    } 
                    subjectstring = subjectstring.TrimEnd(' '); 
                    subjectstring = subjectstring.TrimEnd(','); 
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                    subjectstring = subjectstring.TrimEnd(' '); 
                    outfile.WriteLine(subjectstring); 
                } 
                 
            Console.WriteLine(rollupcount); 
            outlog.WriteLine(string.Concat("rolled-up ", rollupcount, " terms")); 
            outfile.Close(); 
            outfound.Close(); 
            outlog.Close(); 
            }  //for loop z 
            }  //try 
            catch (Exception e) 
            { 
                Console.WriteLine("Error"); 
                Console.WriteLine(e.Message); 
                Console.ReadKey(); 
            } 
            finally 
            { 
 
                Console.WriteLine(SUcount); 
                Console.WriteLine("roll-up done"); 
                //Console.ReadKey(); 
            } 
        } 
 
        // 
        //  LeafNodeDocCount 
        // 
        //  script used to count the number of documents assiciated with each SU 
term in the collection. 
        //  this information is one measure of index complexity 
        // 
        public void LeafNodeDocCount() 
        { 
            int z = 0; 
            int SUcount = 0; 
 
            try 
            { 
 
                for (z = 0; z < 9; z++) 
                { 
 
                    string inputstring = string.Empty; 
                    string subjectstring = string.Empty; 
                    string outputstring = string.Empty; 
                    string workstring = string.Empty; 
                    string SUTrimmed = string.Empty; 
                     
                    string[] filemetadata = new string[6447]; 
                    //string[] UniqueSUTerms = new string[10]; 
 
                    int SUIndex = 0; 
 
                    int i = 0; 
 
                    StreamReader infilemeta = new 
StreamReader(string.Concat("../../CombinedFileMetaMax", z, ".txt")); 
                    //StreamWriter outlog = new 
StreamWriter(string.Concat("../../CombinedFileMetaMax", z, "log.txt")); 
                     
 
                    // read the metadata file into an array of strings 
                    while ((inputstring = infilemeta.ReadLine()) != null) 
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                    { 
                        filemetadata[i] = inputstring.ToLower(); 
                        i++; 
                    } 
                    infilemeta.Close(); 
                    Console.WriteLine(i); 
 
                    List<string> SUTerm = new List<string>(); 
                    List<int> SUTermCount = new List<int>(); 
 
                    // 
                    //  Loop through the metatadata and count the number of docs 
indexed to each SU term 
                    // 
 
                    foreach (string MetaString in filemetadata) 
                    { 
                        string[] MetaStringContents = MetaString.Split('\t'); 
                        MetaStringContents[7] = MetaStringContents[7].Replace(", 
",","); 
                        string[] SUTermsInMeta = MetaStringContents[7].Split(','); 
                        string[] UniqueSUTerms = new string[20]; 
                        i=0; 
                        foreach (string SU in SUTermsInMeta) 
                        { 
                            SUTrimmed = SU.Trim(); 
                            if (!(UniqueSUTerms.Contains(SUTrimmed))) 
                            { 
                                UniqueSUTerms.SetValue(SUTrimmed, i); 
                                i++; 
                            } 
                        } 
 
                        foreach (string SU in UniqueSUTerms) 
                        {                             
                            SUIndex = SUTerm.IndexOf(SU); 
                            // if the SU term is not in the array, store it and 
set its count to 1 
                            if (SUIndex == -1) 
                            { 
                                SUTerm.Add(SU); 
                                SUTermCount.Add(1); 
                            } 
                            else //the term is in the list so increment its count 
                            { 
                                SUTermCount[SUIndex]++; 
                            } 
                        } 
                    } 
                    StreamWriter outfile = new 
StreamWriter(string.Concat("../../SUTermsDocCount", z, ".txt")); 
                    i = 0; 
                    foreach (string SU in SUTerm) 
                    { 
                        outputstring = string.Concat(SU, '\t', SUTermCount[i]); 
                        outfile.WriteLine(outputstring); 
                        i++; 
                    } 
                    outfile.Close(); 
                    Console.WriteLine(string.Concat("counted ", z)); 
                } 
            } 
            catch 
            { 
                Console.WriteLine("error occured"); 
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                Console.ReadKey(); 
            } 
            finally 
            { 
            } 
        } 
 
 
        // 
        // parseSUIndexTree 
        //      script used to extract the ABI/INFORM  subject index from the 
topic tree html file 
        //      that contains the entire topic tree expanded completely 
        //          - the tree is encoded in the html as a series of embedded 
unsorted lists <ul> ... </ul> 
        //          all children of a given node are in a list.  each node can 
have it's own children ... 
        // 
        //      the script will read in the entire file and then process the 
string from beginning to end  
        //      looking for the embedded lists.  it basically looks through the 
html containing the tree 
        //      and starts writing the SU terms to a file using tabs to indicate 
levels - simulating the tree  
        //      structure 
        // 
        public void parseSUIndexTree() 
        { 
            string inputstring = string.Empty; 
            string outputstring = string.Empty; 
            string workstring = string.Empty; 
            string SUTerm = string.Empty; 
 
            int level = 0; 
            int SUcount = 0; 
 
            StreamReader infile = new 
StreamReader("P:/IS/Schymik/dissertation/information 
retrieval/Experiment2010/working/topictree.txt"); 
            StreamWriter outfile = new 
StreamWriter("P:/IS/Schymik/dissertation/information 
retrieval/Experiment2010/working/SUTopicTree.txt"); 
 
            try 
            { 
 
                // input the entire file as one string for parsing 
                inputstring = infile.ReadToEnd(); 
                infile.Close(); 
 
                //keep extracting list items until end of the string 
                while (true) 
                { 
                    //get the next list item and remove it from the input string 
                    if (inputstring.IndexOf("</li") == -1) 
                        break; 
                    else 
                    { 
                        SUcount++; 
                        workstring = inputstring.Substring(0, 
inputstring.IndexOf("</li")); 
                        inputstring = inputstring.Remove(0, 
(inputstring.IndexOf("</li") + 5)); 
 
                        //adjust level if necessary 
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                        if (workstring.IndexOf("<ul") != -1) 
                            level++; 
                        else if (workstring.IndexOf("</ul") != -1) 
                            while (workstring.IndexOf("</ul") != -1) 
                            { 
                                level--; 
                                workstring = 
workstring.Remove(workstring.IndexOf("</ul"), 5); 
                            } 
 
                        //pull the SU term from the html 
                        //need to determine if leaf or regular node 
                        if (workstring.IndexOf("<li class=\"topicTreePart\">") != 
-1) 
                        { 
                            //leaf node 
                            workstring = workstring.Remove(0, 
(workstring.IndexOf("Part\">") + 6)); 
                            workstring = workstring.Replace("&amp;", "&"); 
                            SUTerm = workstring.Substring(0, 
workstring.IndexOf("&nbsp")); 
                            SUTerm = SUTerm.Trim(); 
                        } 
                        else if (workstring.IndexOf("<li class=\"topicTreePart\" 
") != -1) 
                        { 
                            //regular node 
                            workstring = workstring.Remove(0, 
(workstring.LastIndexOf("DIV\')\">") + 7)); 
                            workstring = workstring.Replace("&amp;", "&"); 
                            SUTerm = workstring.Substring(0, 
workstring.IndexOf("</a")); 
                        } 
                        //no more SUTerms so quite the routine 
                        else break; 
 
                        //output the SUTerm tree 
                        for (int i = 0; i < level; i++) 
                            outputstring = outputstring + "\t"; 
                        outputstring = outputstring + SUTerm; 
                        outfile.WriteLine(outputstring); 
                        Console.WriteLine(outputstring); 
                        Console.WriteLine(level); 
                        outputstring = string.Empty; 
                    } 
                } 
            } 
            catch (Exception e) 
            { 
                Console.WriteLine("Error"); 
                Console.WriteLine(e.Message); 
                Console.ReadKey(); 
            } 
            finally 
            { 
                outfile.Close(); 
                Console.WriteLine(SUcount); 
                Console.WriteLine("done"); 
                Console.ReadKey();                 
            } 
        } 
 
        // 
        // processTreeDepth 
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        //      script used to remove the tabs from the SUTopicTree file - outputs 
the depth of the term and the term 
        // 
        public void processTreeDepth() 
        { 
            //set up the i/o 
            StreamReader infileTree = new 
StreamReader("P:/IS/Schymik/dissertation/information 
retrieval/Experiment2010/working/SUTopicTree.txt"); 
            StreamWriter outfileDepth = new 
StreamWriter("P:/IS/Schymik/dissertation/information 
retrieval/Experiment2010/working/SUTopicTreeDepth.txt"); 
 
            int i = 0; 
            string inputstring = string.Empty; 
 
            while ((inputstring = infileTree.ReadLine()) != null) 
            { 
                string[] TermsLines = inputstring.Split('\t'); 
                outfileDepth.WriteLine(string.Concat(TermsLines.GetLength(0)-1, 
"\t", TermsLines.Last())); 
            } 
        } 
        // 
        // compareSUListTree 
        //      script used to compare the list of subjects in the collection to 
the subject index tree 
        //      (topic tree) downloaded from ABI/INFORM to make sure all SU terms 
in the collection are 
        //      in the index. 
        // 
        public void compareSUListTree() 
        { 
            //going to read the input file (the tab indented topic tree), line by 
line into an array 
            //then read in each SU term in the collection (from the distribution 
file) and output a list of SU terms  
            //that are not in the ABI/INFORM topic tree 
 
            string inputstring = string.Empty; 
            string[] Tree = new string[3200]; 
 
            int i = 0; 
            int MissingCount = 0; 
            int FoundCount = 0; 
 
            //set up the i/o 
            StreamReader infileTree = new 
StreamReader("P:/IS/Schymik/dissertation/information 
retrieval/Experiment2010/working/SUTopicTree.txt"); 
            StreamReader infileSUTerms = new 
StreamReader("P:/IS/Schymik/dissertation/information 
retrieval/Experiment2010/working/collectionsubjectlist.txt"); 
            StreamWriter outfileMiss = new 
StreamWriter("P:/IS/Schymik/dissertation/information 
retrieval/Experiment2010/working/SUMissingTopicsRepeat.txt"); 
            StreamWriter outfileFind = new 
StreamWriter("P:/IS/Schymik/dissertation/information 
retrieval/Experiment2010/working/SUFoundTopicsRepeatCount.txt"); 
  
            //read in the tree terms - filter out the tabs 'cuz we don't need them 
for the comparison 
            while ((inputstring = infileTree.ReadLine()) != null) 
            { 
                //remove the tabs and save the term 
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                Tree[i] = inputstring.Replace("\t","").ToLower(); 
                i++; 
            } 
            infileTree.Close(); 
            Console.WriteLine(string.Concat("number in tree = ",i)); 
 
            //input the terms and compare to the tree, write the missing terms to 
file 
            //the input file contains the number of appearances and the term tab 
separated 
            i = 0; 
            while ((inputstring = infileSUTerms.ReadLine()) != null) 
            { 
                string[] TermsLines = inputstring.Split('\t'); 
                if (!Tree.Contains(TermsLines[1])) 
                { 
                    
outfileMiss.WriteLine(string.Concat(MissingCount+1,"\t",TermsLines[1])); 
                    MissingCount++; 
                } 
                else 
                { 
                    
outfileFind.WriteLine(string.Concat(TermsLines[0],"\t",TermsLines[1])); 
                    FoundCount++; 
                } 
                i++; 
            } 
            infileSUTerms.Close(); 
            outfileFind.Close(); 
            outfileMiss.Close(); 
            Console.WriteLine(string.Concat("number in list = ", i)); 
            Console.WriteLine(string.Concat("missing = ",MissingCount)); 
            Console.WriteLine(string.Concat("found = ",FoundCount)); 
            Console.WriteLine("done"); 
            Console.ReadKey(); 
        } 
 
 
        // 
        // getAllSubjects 
        //      script used to read the metadata file for the entire collection 
and output a  
        //      list of subject terms occuring in the collection sorted by each 
term's frequency 
        //      of occurrence across the collection 
        // 
        public void getAllSubjects() 
        { 
            string inputstring = string.Empty; 
            string outputstring = string.Empty; 
            string[] SUTermList = new string[3700]; 
 
            int SUTotalCount = 0; 
            int SUCount = 0; 
            int[] SUTermCounts = new int[3700]; 
 
 
            //first, set up the input file 
            StreamReader infile = new 
StreamReader("P:/IS/Schymik/dissertation/information 
retrieval/Experiment2010/past/combinedrandomized.txt"); 
 
            //set up the output files 
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            StreamWriter outfile = 
File.CreateText("../../collectionsubjectlist.txt"); 
            //StreamWriter logfile = 
File.CreateText("../../288correctedrandprop6k3logfile.txt"); 
 
            //for each file in collection (line in input file) get metadata 
            //  then get the individual subjects in SU field 
            //  then either add the subjects to the list of subjects (2-D array) 
            //      or update the count of the subject's occurrence (if it is 
already in the list) 
            while ((inputstring = infile.ReadLine()) != null) 
            { 
                //get the metadata 
                string[] filedata = inputstring.Split('\t'); 
                filedata[8] = filedata[8].Replace("\"",""); 
                filedata[8] = filedata[8].Replace("�", ""); 
                string[] SUMetaData = filedata[8].Split(','); 
                //keep track of total number of SU Terms (non-unique) 
                SUTotalCount = SUTotalCount + SUMetaData.Count(); 
 
                // account for each subject term used 
                for (int i=0; i < SUMetaData.Count(); i++) 
                { 
                    //have to check for the initial entry in the list... 
                    if (SUCount == 0) 
                    { 
                        SUTermList[0] = SUMetaData[i].Trim().ToLower(); 
                        SUTermCounts[0] = 1; 
                        SUCount++; 
                    } 
                    else 
                    { 
                        //if the SU term is already listed, increase the count 
                        //otherwise add it to the array 
                        if (SUTermList.Contains(SUMetaData[i].Trim().ToLower())) 
                        { 
                            SUTermCounts[Array.IndexOf(SUTermList, 
SUMetaData[i].Trim().ToLower())]++; 
                        } 
                        else 
                        { 
                            SUTermList[SUCount] = SUMetaData[i].Trim().ToLower(); 
                            SUTermCounts[SUCount] = 1; 
                            SUCount++; 
                        } 
                    } 
                } 
            } 
            //done processing the input 
            infile.Close(); 
 
            // done collecting the list of SU terms - now sort the list (keeping 
the count array in order) 
            Array.Sort(SUTermCounts, SUTermList); 
            Array.Reverse(SUTermCounts); 
            Array.Reverse(SUTermList); 
 
            // output the sorted array 
            for (int i = 0; i < SUCount; i++) 
            { 
                outputstring = SUTermCounts[i] + "\t" + SUTermList[i]; 
                outfile.WriteLine(outputstring); 
            } 
            outfile.Close(); 
            Console.WriteLine("Done"); 
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            Console.ReadKey(); 
        } 
 
    } 
} 
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MetaDataWriter 
 
using System; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using System.Windows.Forms; 
using System.Linq; 
using System.Text; 
using System.IO; 
using PdfSharp.Pdf; 
using PdfSharp.Pdf.IO; 
//using Microsoft.Office.Core; 
//using Microsoft.Office.Interop.Word; 
using Microsoft.Office.Tools.Word; 
using System.Reflection; 
 
 
namespace MetadataWriter 
{ 
    class Program 
    { 
        static void Main(string[] args) 
        { 
            Program p = new Program(); 
            p.DOCMetadata(); 
            //p.PDFMetadata(); 
            Console.WriteLine("all done"); 
            Console.ReadKey(); 
            //p.collectionSUTreeLookup(); 
        } 
 
        public void test() 
        { 
            string filespec = "P:/Schymik/articles2010"; 
            string pubdate = string.Empty; 
            string title = string.Empty; 
            string authors = string.Empty; 
            string subjects = string.Empty; 
            string inputstring = string.Empty; 
 
            StreamReader infile; 
            StreamWriter outfile; 
 
            // set up the I/O files 
            infile = File.OpenText("../../combinedfilemetadoc.txt"); 
            outfile = File.CreateText("../../docmetalog.txt"); 
 
            inputstring = infile.ReadLine(); 
            inputstring = inputstring.Replace("\"", ""); 
            string[] inputarray = inputstring.Split('\t'); 
            foreach (string i in inputarray) 
                Console.WriteLine(i); 
            Console.ReadKey(); 
            infile.Close(); 
            outfile.Close(); 
        } 
 
         
 
        public void DOCMetadata() 
        { 
          
            string filespec = string.Empty; 
            string pubdate = string.Empty; 
            string title = string.Empty; 
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            string authors = string.Empty; 
            string subjects = string.Empty; 
            string inputstring = string.Empty; 
            string strIndex; 
            string strValue; 
 
            Word._Document oDoc; 
 
            object oDocBuiltInProps; 
            object missing = Type.Missing; 
 
            StreamReader infile; 
            StreamWriter outfile; 
 
            int z = 0; 
 
            for (z = 0; z < 6; z++) 
            { 
                Console.WriteLine(z); 
                string filedir = string.Concat("P:/IS/Schymik/articles2010_", z); 
                // set up the I/O files 
                infile = File.OpenText(string.Concat("../../combinedfilemetamax", 
z, "docfix.txt")); 
                //infile = File.OpenText("../../correctedNewsweek.txt"); 
                //outfile = 
File.CreateText("../../correctednewsweekdocmetalog.txt"); 
                outfile = 
File.CreateText(string.Concat("../../combinedfilemetamax", z, "DOCfixlog.txt")); 
 
                //inputstring = infile.ReadLine(); 
 
                // this opens Word - do it only once to speed up processing (not 
every file) 
                Word._Application oWord = new Word.Application(); 
                while ((inputstring = infile.ReadLine()) != null) 
                {                     
                    try 
                    { 
                        //Create an instance of Microsoft Word 
 
 
                        inputstring = inputstring.Replace("\"", ""); 
                        string[] inputarray = inputstring.Split('\t'); 
                        //foreach (string i in inputarray) 
                        //    Console.WriteLine(i); 
                        //Console.ReadKey(); 
                        filespec = string.Concat(filedir, "/", inputarray[0], "/", 
inputarray[1], "/", inputarray[2]); 
                        pubdate = inputarray[4]; 
                        title = inputarray[5]; 
                        authors = inputarray[6]; 
                        subjects = inputarray[7]; 
 
                        Console.WriteLine(filespec); 
 
                        //set up to open the Word document 
                        object fileName = @filespec; 
 
                        oDoc = oWord.Documents.Open(ref fileName, 
                            ref missing, ref missing, ref missing, ref missing, 
ref missing, 
                            ref missing, ref missing, ref missing, ref missing, 
ref missing, 
                            ref missing, ref missing, ref missing, ref missing, 
ref missing); 
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                        // get the BuiltInProperties collection 
                        oDocBuiltInProps = oDoc.BuiltInDocumentProperties; 
                        Type typeDocBuiltInProps = oDocBuiltInProps.GetType(); 
                        //Set the Author property. 
                        strIndex = "Author"; 
                        strValue = authors; 
                        object oDocAuthorProp = 
typeDocBuiltInProps.InvokeMember("Item", 
                                    BindingFlags.Default | 
                                    BindingFlags.GetProperty, 
                                    null, oDocBuiltInProps, 
                                    new object[] { strIndex }); 
                        Type typeDocAuthorProp = oDocAuthorProp.GetType(); 
                        typeDocAuthorProp.InvokeMember("Item", 
                                    BindingFlags.Default | 
                                    BindingFlags.SetProperty, 
                                    null, oDocBuiltInProps, 
                                    new object[] { strIndex, strValue }); 
 
 
                        //Set the Subject property. 
                        strIndex = "Subject"; 
                        strValue = subjects; 
                        object oDocSubjectProp = 
typeDocBuiltInProps.InvokeMember("Item", 
                                    BindingFlags.Default | 
                                    BindingFlags.GetProperty, 
                                    null, oDocBuiltInProps, 
                                    new object[] { strIndex }); 
                        Type typeDocSubjectProp = oDocSubjectProp.GetType(); 
                        typeDocSubjectProp.InvokeMember("Item", 
                                    BindingFlags.Default | 
                                    BindingFlags.SetProperty, 
                                    null, oDocBuiltInProps, 
                                    new object[] { strIndex, strValue }); 
 
 
                        //Set the Title property. 
                        strIndex = "Title"; 
                        strValue = title; 
                        object oDocTitleProp = 
typeDocBuiltInProps.InvokeMember("Item", 
                                    BindingFlags.Default | 
                                    BindingFlags.GetProperty, 
                                    null, oDocBuiltInProps, 
                                    new object[] { strIndex }); 
                        Type typeDocTitleProp = oDocTitleProp.GetType(); 
                        typeDocTitleProp.InvokeMember("Item", 
                                    BindingFlags.Default | 
                                    BindingFlags.SetProperty, 
                                    null, oDocBuiltInProps, 
                                    new object[] { strIndex, strValue }); 
                        oDoc.Fields.Update(); 
                        object oTrue = true; 
                        //                    object asfilename = 
string.Concat("C:/Documents and Settings/gschymik/My Documents/Visual Studio 
2008/Projects/MetadataWriter/MetadataWriter/articles2010_", z,"/", inputarray[0], 
"/", inputarray[1], "/", inputarray[2]); 
                        object asfilename = string.Concat(filedir, "/", 
inputarray[0], "/", inputarray[1], "/", inputarray[2]); 
                        oDoc.SaveAs(ref asfilename, 
                            ref missing, ref missing, ref missing, ref missing, 
ref missing, 
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                            ref missing, ref missing, ref missing, ref missing, 
ref missing, 
                            ref missing, ref missing, ref missing, ref missing, 
ref missing); 
                        oDoc.Close(ref oTrue, ref missing, ref missing); 
                        //oWord.Quit(ref missing, ref missing, ref missing); 
 
 
 
                        //Console.WriteLine("good"); 
                        //Console.ReadKey(); 
                    } 
                    catch (Exception e) 
                    { 
                        outfile.WriteLine(string.Concat(filespec, " error: ", 
e.Message)); 
                        //Console.WriteLine(e.Message); 
                        //oWord.Quit(ref missing, ref missing, ref missing); 
                        //Console.ReadKey(); 
                    } 
                    finally 
                    {                         
                        //outfile.WriteLine(filespec); 
                    } 
                } 
                oWord.Quit(ref missing, ref missing, ref missing); 
                infile.Close(); 
                outfile.Close(); 
                Console.WriteLine("done"); 
                //Console.ReadKey(); 
                //            oWord.Quit(ref missing, ref missing, ref missing); 
            } //for z loop 
            Console.WriteLine("done DOC"); 
        } 
 
        public void PDFMetadata() 
        { 
            string filespec = string.Empty;  // "P:/Schymik/articles2010_0"; 
            string pubdate = string.Empty; 
            string title = string.Empty; 
            string authors = string.Empty; 
            string subjects = string.Empty; 
            string inputstring = string.Empty; 
 
            int gbs = 0; 
 
            int z = 0; 
 
 
            StreamReader infile; 
            StreamWriter outfile; 
            for (z = 0; z < 9; z++) 
            { 
                // set up the I/O files 
                infile = 
File.OpenText(string.Concat("../../combinedfilemetamax",z,"pdf.txt")); 
                outfile = 
File.CreateText(string.Concat("../../combinedfilemetamax",z,"pdflog.txt")); 
 
                //inputstring = infile.ReadLine(); 
                while ((inputstring = infile.ReadLine()) != null) 
                { 
                    try 
                    { 
                        inputstring = inputstring.Replace("\"", ""); 
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                        string[] inputarray = inputstring.Split('\t'); 
                        //foreach (string i in inputarray) 
                        //    Console.WriteLine(i); 
                        //Console.ReadKey(); 
                        filespec = string.Concat("P:/IS/Schymik/articles2010_",z, 
"/", inputarray[0], "/", inputarray[1], "/", inputarray[2]); 
                        pubdate = inputarray[4]; 
                        title = inputarray[5]; 
                        authors = inputarray[6]; 
                        subjects = inputarray[7]; 
 
                        //Console.WriteLine(filespec); 
                        PdfDocument doc = PdfReader.Open(filespec); 
 
                        Console.WriteLine("good"); 
                        doc.Info.Author = authors; 
                        doc.Info.Subject = subjects; 
                        doc.Info.Title = title; 
                        doc.Save(filespec); 
                    } 
                    catch (Exception e) 
                    { 
                        outfile.WriteLine(string.Concat(filespec, " error: ", 
e.Message)); 
                        Console.WriteLine(e.Message); 
                    } 
                    finally 
                    { 
                        outfile.WriteLine(filespec); 
                    } 
                    gbs++; 
                    Console.WriteLine(gbs); 
                } //while loop 
                infile.Close(); 
                outfile.Close(); 
                Console.WriteLine("done"); 
            } //z loop 
            Console.WriteLine("done PDF"); 
            //Console.ReadKey(); 
        } 
    } 
} 
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SubmitQueries 
 
using System; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using System.Linq; 
using System.IO; 
using System.Net; 
using System.Text; 
 
namespace SubmitQueries 
{ 
    class Program 
    { 
        public class SearchQuery 
        { 
            public SearchQuery() 
            { 
            } 
 
            public string exec(string queryURL) 
            { 
                // used to build entire input 
                StringBuilder sb = new StringBuilder(); 
 
                // used on each read operation 
                byte[] buf = new byte[8192]; 
                 
                // prepare the web page we will be asking for 
                HttpWebRequest request = (HttpWebRequest) 
                    WebRequest.Create(queryURL); 
 
                // execute the request 
                HttpWebResponse response = (HttpWebResponse) 
                    request.GetResponse(); 
 
                // we will read data via the response stream 
                Stream resStream = response.GetResponseStream(); 
 
                string tempString = null; 
                int count = 0; 
 
                do 
                { 
                    // fill the buffer with data 
                    count = resStream.Read(buf, 0, buf.Length); 
 
                    // make sure we read some data 
                    if (count != 0) 
                    { 
                        // translate from bytes to ASCII text 
                        tempString = Encoding.ASCII.GetString(buf, 0, count); 
 
                        // continue building the string 
                        sb.Append(tempString); 
                    } 
                } 
                while (count > 0); // any more data to read? 
                return sb.ToString(); 
            } 
        } 
 
        static void Main(string[] args) 
        { 
            Program p = new Program(); 
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            p.submitSingle(); 
        } 
 
        //submitPlots 
        // 
        //script created to submit queries used to create plots for description of 
power (or lack) of full-text only searches 
        //runs KW1KW2 queries using words ranked sequentiall in word frequency 
files.  1,2 5,6 10,11 15,16 20,21 25,26 etc. every 5 thru top 50 words 
 
        public void submitPlots() 
        { 
            string inputstring; 
            string fileid; 
            string kw1; 
            string kw2; 
            string url; 
 
 
            //set up the I/O 
            StreamReader infile; 
            StreamWriter logfile = new 
StreamWriter("../../querytermplots10logfile.txt"); 
 
            for (int i = 30; i <= 40; i += 1) 
            { 
                //open the input file for each query 
                infile = new StreamReader("P:/IS/Schymik/dissertation/information 
retrieval/Experiment2010/twoplots/QueryTermsPlotInitCorrected.txt"); 
                while ((inputstring = infile.ReadLine()) != null) 
                { 
                    // get the query parameters - file name and two  
                    string[] inputarray = inputstring.Split('\t'); 
                    fileid = inputarray[0]; 
                    kw1 = inputarray[i]; 
                    kw2 = inputarray[i+1]; 
 
                    Console.WriteLine(String.Concat(fileid, "_", i)); 
 
                    // KW1 
                    // prepare the query phrase for the first query 
 
                    url = String.Concat("http://localhost:8080/api/search?query=", 
kw1, "&fields=title&collection=experiment 
basic&start=0&results=1250&output=atomxml"); 
                    logfile.WriteLine(url); 
 
                    //run the query 
                    SearchQuery query = new SearchQuery(); 
 
                    // print out page source 
                    StreamWriter outfile = new 
StreamWriter(String.Concat("P:/IS/Schymik/dissertation/information 
retrieval/Experiment2010/twoplots/QueryResultsTwoPlots10/", 
fileid,"_",i,"_KW1.txt")); 
                    outfile.WriteLine(query.exec(url).ToString()); 
                    outfile.Close(); 
                    logfile.WriteLine(String.Concat(fileid, i, "_KW1.txt")); 
 
                    // KW2 
                    // prepare teh query phrase 
//                    url = 
String.Concat("http://localhost:8080/api/search?query=", kw2, 
"&fields=title&collection=experiment basic&start=0&results=1250&output=atomxml"); 
//                    logfile.WriteLine(url); 
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// 
//                    //run the query 
//                  query = new SearchQ uery(); 
// 
//                    // print out page source 
//                    outfile = new 
StreamWriter(String.Concat("P:/IS/Schymik/dissertation/information 
retrieval/Experiment2010/twoplots/QueryResultsTwoPlots3/", fileid, "_", i, 
"_KW2.txt")); 
//                    outfile.WriteLine(query.exec(url).ToString()); 
//                    outfile.Close(); 
//                    logfile.WriteLine(String.Concat(fileid, i, "_KW2.txt")); 
 
                    //KW1KW2 
                    // prepare the query phrase for the query 
                    url = String.Concat("http://localhost:8080/api/search?query=", 
kw1, " ", kw2, "&fields=title&collection=experiment 
basic&start=0&results=1250&output=atomxml"); 
                    logfile.WriteLine(url); 
 
                    //run the query 
                    query = new SearchQuery(); 
 
                    // print out page source 
                    outfile = new 
StreamWriter(String.Concat("P:/IS/Schymik/dissertation/information 
retrieval/Experiment2010/twoplots/QueryResultsTwoPlots10/", fileid, "_",i, 
"_KW1KW2.txt")); 
                    outfile.WriteLine(query.exec(url).ToString()); 
                    outfile.Close(); 
                    logfile.WriteLine(String.Concat(fileid, i,"_KW1KW2.txt")); 
                } 
                infile.Close(); 
                Console.WriteLine(string.Concat("Queries for ", i, " ",i+1)); 
            } 
            Console.WriteLine("done"); 
            Console.ReadKey(); 
        } 
        // submitSingle is the script used to submit the eitght queries KW1 KW1KW2 
SU1 SU1SU2 KW1SU1 KW1SU1SU2 KW1KW2SU1 KW1KW2SU1SU2 
        // it set up to run through the set of query terms for Q2 in the 
dissertation but can be easily set to run a single query term file 
 
        public void submitSingle() 
        { 
            string fileid; 
            string kw1; 
            string kw2; 
            string su1; 
            string su2; 
            string url; 
            string inputstring; 
 
            int z = 0; 
 
            for (z = 0; z < 5; z++) 
            { 
                //  
                // will loop through the set of 8 query terms filed representing 
the layers of the rolled up tree and submit all of the queries for each 
                // get ready to read the file containing the info on the 288 files 
so be sought 
                // 
                //  have to do this four at a time because we're limited to 5 
collections in the search engine (and I need to preserve the original) 
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                // 
 
                StreamReader infile = new StreamReader(string.Concat("C:/Documents 
and Settings/gschymik/My Documents/Visual Studio 
2008/Projects/ProcessSUTerms/ProcessSUTerms/QueryTerms288randpropnotoneMax",z,".tx
t")); 
 
                StreamWriter logfile = new 
StreamWriter(string.Concat("../../querylogfilerandpropnotoneMax",z,".txt")); 
 
                //each line of the file contains the info for one file 
                while ((inputstring = infile.ReadLine()) != null) 
                { 
                    // get the query parameters - file name and four query terms  
                    string[] inputarray = inputstring.Split('\t'); 
                    fileid = inputarray[0]; 
                    kw1 = inputarray[8]; 
                    kw2 = inputarray[9]; 
                    su1 = inputarray[5].Replace("&", "%26"); 
                    su2 = inputarray[6].Replace("&", "%26"); 
 
 
 
                    // KW1 
                    // prepare the query phrase for the first query 
 
                    url = String.Concat("http://localhost:8080/api/search?query=", 
kw1, "&fields=title&collection=experiment basic 
",z,"&start=0&results=1250&output=atomxml"); 
                    //Console.WriteLine(url); 
 
                    //run the query 
                    SearchQuery query = new SearchQuery(); 
 
                    // print out page source 
                    StreamWriter outfile = new 
StreamWriter(String.Concat("P:/IS/Schymik/dissertation/information 
retrieval/Experiment2010/working/QueryResultsrandpropnotoneMax",z,"/", fileid, 
"KW1.txt")); 
                    outfile.WriteLine(query.exec(url).ToString()); 
                    outfile.Close(); 
                    logfile.WriteLine(String.Concat(fileid, "KW1.txt")); 
                    Console.WriteLine(fileid); 
 
                    //KW1KW2 
                    // prepare the query phrase for the query 
                    url = String.Concat("http://localhost:8080/api/search?query=", 
kw1, " ", kw2, "&fields=title&collection=experiment basic 
",z,"&start=0&results=1250&output=atomxml"); 
                    //                Console.WriteLine(url); 
 
                    //run the query 
                    query = new SearchQuery(); 
 
                    // print out page source 
                    outfile = new 
StreamWriter(String.Concat("P:/IS/Schymik/dissertation/information 
retrieval/Experiment2010/working/QueryResultsrandpropnotoneMax", z, "/", fileid, 
"KW1KW2.txt")); 
                    outfile.WriteLine(query.exec(url).ToString()); 
                    outfile.Close(); 
                    logfile.WriteLine(String.Concat(fileid, "KW1KW2.txt")); 
 
                    //SU1 
                    // prepare the query phrase for the query 
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                    url = String.Concat("http://localhost:8080/api/search?query= 
subject:\"", su1, "\"&fields=title&collection=experiment basic 
",z,"&start=0&results=1250&output=atomxml"); 
                    //                Console.WriteLine(url); 
 
                    //run the query 
                    query = new SearchQuery(); 
 
                    // print out page source 
                    outfile = new 
StreamWriter(String.Concat("P:/IS/Schymik/dissertation/information 
retrieval/Experiment2010/working/QueryResultsrandpropnotoneMax", z, "/", fileid, 
"SU1.txt")); 
                    outfile.WriteLine(query.exec(url).ToString()); 
                    outfile.Close(); 
                    logfile.WriteLine(String.Concat(fileid, "SU1.txt")); 
 
                    //SU1SU2 
                    // prepare the query phrase for the query 
                    if (su2 != "") 
                        url = 
String.Concat("http://localhost:8080/api/search?query=  subject:\"", su1, "\" 
subject:\"", su2, "\"&fields=title&collection=experiment basic 
",z,"&start=0&results=1250&output=atomxml"); 
                    //                Console.WriteLine(url); 
                    else 
                        url = 
String.Concat("http://localhost:8080/api/search?query= subject:\"", su1, 
"\"&fields=title&collection=experiment basic 
",z,"&start=0&results=1250&output=atomxml"); 
 
 
                    //run the query 
                    query = new SearchQuery(); 
 
                    // print out page source 
                    outfile = new 
StreamWriter(String.Concat("P:/IS/Schymik/dissertation/information 
retrieval/Experiment2010/working/QueryResultsrandpropnotoneMax", z, "/", fileid, 
"SU1SU2.txt")); 
                    outfile.WriteLine(query.exec(url).ToString()); 
                    outfile.Close(); 
                    logfile.WriteLine(String.Concat(fileid, "KW1KW2.txt")); 
 
                    //KW1SU1 
                    // prepare the query phrase for the first query 
                    url = String.Concat("http://localhost:8080/api/search?query=", 
kw1, " subject:\"", su1, "\"&fields=title&collection=experiment basic 
",z,"&start=0&results=1250&output=atomxml"); 
                    //Console.WriteLine(url); 
 
                    //run the query 
                    query = new SearchQuery(); 
 
                    // print out page source 
                    outfile = new 
StreamWriter(String.Concat("P:/IS/Schymik/dissertation/information 
retrieval/Experiment2010/working/QueryResultsrandpropnotoneMax", z, "/", fileid, 
"KW1SU1.txt")); 
                    outfile.WriteLine(query.exec(url).ToString()); 
                    outfile.Close(); 
                    logfile.WriteLine(String.Concat(fileid, "KW1SU1.txt")); 
 
                    //KW1SU1SU2 
                    // prepare the query phrase for the first query 
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                    if (su2 != "") 
                    { 
                        url = 
String.Concat("http://localhost:8080/api/search?query=", kw1, " subject:\"", su1, 
"\" subject:\"", su2, "\"&fields=title&collection=experiment basic 
",z,"&start=0&results=1250&output=atomxml"); 
                        //                Console.WriteLine(url); 
                    } 
                    else 
                    { 
                        url = 
String.Concat("http://localhost:8080/api/search?query=", kw1, " subject:\"", su1, 
"\"&fields=title&collection=experiment basic 
",z,"&start=0&results=1250&output=atomxml"); 
                    } 
 
                    //run the query 
                    query = new SearchQuery(); 
 
                    // print out page source 
                    outfile = new 
StreamWriter(String.Concat("P:/IS/Schymik/dissertation/information 
retrieval/Experiment2010/working/QueryResultsrandpropnotoneMax", z, "/", fileid, 
"KW1SU1SU2.txt")); 
                    outfile.WriteLine(query.exec(url).ToString()); 
                    outfile.Close(); 
                    logfile.WriteLine(String.Concat(fileid, "KW1SU1SU2.txt")); 
 
                    //KW1KW2SU1 
                    // prepare the query phrase for the first query 
                    url = String.Concat("http://localhost:8080/api/search?query=", 
kw1, " ", kw2, " subject:\"", su1, "\"&fields=title&collection=experiment basic 
",z,"&start=0&results=1250&output=atomxml"); 
                    //                Console.WriteLine(url); 
 
                    //run the query 
                    query = new SearchQuery(); 
 
                    // print out page source 
                    outfile = new 
StreamWriter(String.Concat("P:/IS/Schymik/dissertation/information 
retrieval/Experiment2010/working/QueryResultsrandpropnotoneMax", z, "/", fileid, 
"KW1KW2SU1.txt")); 
                    outfile.WriteLine(query.exec(url).ToString()); 
                    outfile.Close(); 
                    logfile.WriteLine(String.Concat(fileid, "KW1KW2SU1.txt")); 
 
                    //KW1KW2SU1SU2 
                    // prepare the query phrase for the first query 
                    if (su2 != "") 
                    { 
                        url = 
String.Concat("http://localhost:8080/api/search?query=", kw1, " ", kw2, " 
subject:\"", su1, "\" subject:\"", su2, "\"&fields=title&collection=experiment 
basic ",z,"&start=0&results=1250&output=atomxml"); 
                        //                Console.WriteLine(url); 
                    } 
                    else 
                    { 
                        url = 
String.Concat("http://localhost:8080/api/search?query=", kw1, " ", kw2, " 
subject:\"", su1, "\"&fields=title&collection=experiment basic 
",z,"&start=0&results=1250&output=atomxml"); 
                        //Console.WriteLine("single SU"); 
                    } 
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                    //run the query 
                    query = new SearchQuery(); 
 
                    // print out page source 
                    outfile = new 
StreamWriter(String.Concat("P:/IS/Schymik/dissertation/information 
retrieval/Experiment2010/working/QueryResultsrandpropnotoneMax", z, "/", fileid, 
"KW1KW2SU1SU2.txt")); 
                    outfile.WriteLine(query.exec(url).ToString()); 
                    outfile.Close(); 
                    logfile.WriteLine(String.Concat(fileid, "KW1KW2SU1SU2.txt")); 
                    logfile.WriteLine(); 
 
 
                } // end of while readline loop 
 
                Console.WriteLine("done"); 
                Console.WriteLine(z); 
                //Console.ReadKey(); 
                logfile.Close(); 
            } 
            Console.WriteLine("all done"); 
            Console.ReadKey(); 
        } 
    } 
} 
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ProcessQueries 
 
using System; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using System.Linq; 
using System.Text; 
using System.IO; 
using System.Web; 
 
 
namespace ProcessQueries 
{ 
    class Program 
    { 
        static void Main(string[] args) 
        { 
            Program p = new Program(); 
            p.processSingle(); 
        } 
 
        public void processPlots() 
        { 
            string inputstring; 
            string resultstring; 
            string Routputstring; 
            string Doutputstring; 
            string fileid = string.Empty; 
            string qfileid; 
            string titletext; 
            string numresultsKW1; 
            string numresultsKW2; 
            string numresultsKW1KW2; 
            string rankKW1=string.Empty; 
            string rankKW2=string.Empty; 
            string rankKW1KW2=string.Empty; 
            string[] inputarray; 
            string resultsfolder = "P:/IS/Schymik/dissertation/information 
retrieval/Experiment2010/twoplots/queryresultstwoplots10/"; 
 
            int strpos1; 
            int strpos2; 
            int ranktemp; 
            int KW1FPCount=0; 
            int KW2FPCount=0; 
            int KW1KW2FPCount=0; 
 
            StreamReader infile; 
 
            StreamWriter logfile = 
File.CreateText("../../288twoplots3klogfile.txt");             
 
            //do this for all of the plots except for toptwo 
            for (int i = 30; i <= 40; i += 1) 
            { 
                //first, set up the input file used to get the fileids 
                infile = new StreamReader("P:/IS/Schymik/dissertation/information 
retrieval/Experiment2010/twoplots/FileListPlots.txt"); 
 
                //set up the output files 
                StreamWriter Resultsoutfile = 
File.CreateText(string.Concat("../../2QueryResultsPlot10_",i,"_6k.txt")); 
                StreamWriter PlotDatafile = 
File.CreateText("../../PlotsData10.txt"); 
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                //output the header for the results file 
                
Resultsoutfile.WriteLine("fileid\tnumresultsKW1\trankKW1\tnumresultsKW1KW2\trankKW
1KW2"); 
 
                while ((inputstring = infile.ReadLine()) != null) 
                { 
                    inputarray = inputstring.Split('\t'); 
 
                    //get the id of the sought after doc for filename creation 
                    fileid = inputarray[0]; 
                    logfile.WriteLine(fileid); 
                    Console.WriteLine(fileid); 
 
                    //set up to read KW1 query results 
                    qfileid = string.Concat(fileid, "_", i, "_KW1.txt"); 
                    Console.WriteLine(qfileid); 
                    logfile.WriteLine(qfileid); 
                    StreamReader queryfile = new 
StreamReader(string.Concat(resultsfolder, qfileid)); 
 
                    //read and process the results 
                    resultstring = queryfile.ReadToEnd(); 
 
                    //get the number of results from the string  
                    strpos1 = resultstring.IndexOf("<omnifind:estimatedResults>"); 
                    strpos2 = 
resultstring.IndexOf("</omnifind:estimatedResults>"); 
                    numresultsKW1 = resultstring.Substring(strpos1 + 27, strpos2 - 
(strpos1 + 27)); 
                    if (System.Convert.ToInt16(numresultsKW1) == 0) 
                        logfile.WriteLine(string.Concat(qfileid, numresultsKW1)); 
 
                    //determine the rank of the doc in the results 
                    //the results contain a title field <omnifind:field 
name="title"> title text here </omnifind:field> 
                    //need to loop until we find the title of the doc we're 
seeking which is in inputarray[4] 
                    //so the logic is basically: find it, strip it, (test it) 
repeat until it matches, incrementing rank along the way 
 
                    //check for zero results until we fix those problems 
                    if (System.Convert.ToInt16(numresultsKW1) != 0) 
                    { 
                        ranktemp = 0; 
                        do 
                        { 
                            strpos1 = resultstring.IndexOf("<omnifind:field 
name=\"title\">"); 
                            if (strpos1 != -1) 
                            { 
                                resultstring = resultstring.Substring(strpos1 + 
29, resultstring.Length - (strpos1 + 29)); 
                                strpos2 = 
resultstring.IndexOf("</omnifind:field>"); 
                                titletext = resultstring.Substring(0, strpos2); 
                                titletext = titletext.Trim(); 
                                titletext = titletext.Replace("&apos;", "'"); 
                                titletext = titletext.Replace("?????????", ""); 
                                titletext = titletext.Replace("&amp;amp;", "&"); 
                                resultstring = resultstring.Substring(strpos2 + 
17, resultstring.Length - (strpos2 + 17)); 
                                ranktemp++; 
                            } 
                            else 
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                            { 
                                ranktemp = 9999; 
                                logfile.WriteLine("no rank"); 
                                titletext = "error"; 
                                break; 
                            } 
                        } 
                        while (titletext != inputarray[1]); 
                        rankKW1 = System.Convert.ToString(ranktemp); 
                    } 
                    else 
                        rankKW1 = System.Convert.ToString(0); 
 
                    if (System.Convert.ToInt16(rankKW1) <= 10) 
                        KW1FPCount++; 
 
                    //set up to read KW1KW2 query results 
                    qfileid = string.Concat(fileid, "_", i, "_KW1KW2.txt"); 
                    Console.WriteLine(qfileid); 
                    queryfile = new StreamReader(string.Concat(resultsfolder, 
qfileid)); 
 
                    //read and process the results 
                    resultstring = queryfile.ReadToEnd(); 
 
                    //get the number of results from the string  
                    strpos1 = resultstring.IndexOf("<omnifind:estimatedResults>"); 
                    strpos2 = 
resultstring.IndexOf("</omnifind:estimatedResults>"); 
                    numresultsKW1KW2 = resultstring.Substring(strpos1 + 27, 
strpos2 - (strpos1 + 27)); 
                    if (System.Convert.ToInt16(numresultsKW1KW2) == 0) 
                        logfile.WriteLine(string.Concat(qfileid, 
numresultsKW1KW2)); 
 
                    //determine the rank of the doc in the results 
                    //the results contain a title field <omnifind:field 
name="title"> title text here </omnifind:field> 
                    //need to loop until we find the title of the doc we're 
seeking which is in inputarray[4] 
                    //so the logic is basically: find it, strip it, (test it) 
repeat until it matches, incrementing rank along the way 
 
                    //check for zero results until we fix those problems 
                    if (System.Convert.ToInt16(numresultsKW1) != 0) 
                    { 
                        ranktemp = 0; 
                        do 
                        { 
                            strpos1 = resultstring.IndexOf("<omnifind:field 
name=\"title\">"); 
                            if (strpos1 != -1) 
                            { 
                                resultstring = resultstring.Substring(strpos1 + 
29, resultstring.Length - (strpos1 + 29)); 
                                strpos2 = 
resultstring.IndexOf("</omnifind:field>"); 
                                titletext = resultstring.Substring(0, strpos2); 
                                titletext = titletext.Trim(); 
                                titletext = titletext.Replace("&apos;", "'"); 
                                titletext = titletext.Replace("?????????", ""); 
                                titletext = titletext.Replace("&amp;amp;", "&"); 
                                resultstring = resultstring.Substring(strpos2 + 
17, resultstring.Length - (strpos2 + 17)); 
                                ranktemp++; 
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                            } 
                            else 
                            { 
                                ranktemp = 9999; 
                                logfile.WriteLine("no rank"); 
                                Console.WriteLine("no rank"); 
                                titletext = "error"; 
                                break; 
                            } 
                        } 
                        while (titletext != inputarray[1]); 
                        rankKW1KW2 = System.Convert.ToString(ranktemp); 
                    } 
                    else 
                        rankKW1KW2 = System.Convert.ToString(0); 
                    if (System.Convert.ToInt16(rankKW1KW2) <= 10) 
                        KW1KW2FPCount++; 
 
                    ////set up to read KW2 query results 
                    //qfileid = string.Concat(fileid, "_", i, "_KW2.txt"); 
                    //Console.WriteLine(qfileid); 
                    //queryfile = new StreamReader(string.Concat(resultsfolder, 
qfileid)); 
 
                    ////read and process the results 
                    //resultstring = queryfile.ReadToEnd(); 
 
                    ////get the number of results from the string  
                    //strpos1 = 
resultstring.IndexOf("<omnifind:estimatedResults>"); 
                    //strpos2 = 
resultstring.IndexOf("</omnifind:estimatedResults>"); 
                    //numresultsKW2 = resultstring.Substring(strpos1 + 27, strpos2 
- (strpos1 + 27)); 
                    //if (System.Convert.ToInt16(numresultsKW2) == 0) 
                    //    logfile.WriteLine(string.Concat(qfileid, 
numresultsKW2)); 
 
                    ////determine the rank of the doc in the results 
                    ////the results contain a title field <omnifind:field 
name="title"> title text here </omnifind:field> 
                    ////need to loop until we find the title of the doc we're 
seeking which is in inputarray[4] 
                    ////so the logic is basically: find it, strip it, (test it) 
repeat until it matches, incrementing rank along the way 
 
                    ////check for zero results until we fix those problems 
                    //if (System.Convert.ToInt16(numresultsKW2) != 0) 
                    //{ 
                    //    ranktemp = 0; 
                    //    do 
                    //    { 
                    //        strpos1 = resultstring.IndexOf("<omnifind:field 
name=\"title\">"); 
                    //        if (strpos1 != -1) 
                    //        { 
                    //            resultstring = resultstring.Substring(strpos1 + 
29, resultstring.Length - (strpos1 + 29)); 
                    //            strpos2 = 
resultstring.IndexOf("</omnifind:field>"); 
                    //            titletext = resultstring.Substring(0, strpos2); 
                    //            titletext = titletext.Trim(); 
                    //            titletext = titletext.Replace("&apos;", "'"); 
                    //            titletext = titletext.Replace("?????????", ""); 
                    //            titletext = titletext.Replace("&amp;amp;", "&"); 
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                    //            resultstring = resultstring.Substring(strpos2 + 
17, resultstring.Length - (strpos2 + 17)); 
                    //            ranktemp++; 
                    //        } 
                    //        else 
                    //        { 
                    //            ranktemp = 9999; 
                    //            logfile.WriteLine("no rank"); 
                    //            Console.WriteLine("no rank"); 
                    //            titletext = "error"; 
                    //            break; 
                    //        } 
                    //    } 
                    //    while (titletext != inputarray[1]); 
                    //    rankKW2 = System.Convert.ToString(ranktemp); 
                    //} 
                    //else 
                    //    rankKW2 = System.Convert.ToString(0); 
                    //if (System.Convert.ToInt16(rankKW2) <= 10) 
                    //    KW2FPCount++; 
 
                    //output the query results 
                    Routputstring = string.Concat(fileid, "\t", numresultsKW1, 
"\t", rankKW1, "\t", numresultsKW1KW2, "\t", rankKW1KW2); 
                    Resultsoutfile.WriteLine(Routputstring); 
                } 
                infile.Close(); 
                Resultsoutfile.Close(); 
                Doutputstring = string.Concat(fileid, "\t", KW1FPCount, "\t", 
KW1KW2FPCount); 
                PlotDatafile.WriteLine(Doutputstring); 
                Console.WriteLine(Doutputstring); 
                PlotDatafile.Close(); 
                KW1FPCount = 0; 
                KW1KW2FPCount = 0; 
            } 
            Console.WriteLine("done"); 
            Console.ReadKey(); 
            logfile.Close(); 
        } 
 
        public void processFileforPlotsSize(string filename) 
        { 
            // set limits for small and large files (number of unique words in 
file) 
            int SmallUpperLimit = 500; 
            int LargeLowerLimit = 1250; 
 
            int KW1SmallFPCount = 0; 
            int KW1LargeFPCount = 0; 
            int KW1AllFPCount = 0; 
            int KW1SmallSPCount = 0; 
            int KW1LargeSPCount = 0; 
            int KW1AllSPCount = 0; 
 
            int KW1KW2SmallFPCount = 0; 
            int KW1KW2LargeFPCount = 0; 
            int KW1KW2AllFPCount = 0; 
            int KW1KW2SmallSPCount = 0; 
            int KW1KW2LargeSPCount = 0; 
            int KW1KW2AllSPCount = 0; 
 
            int fstart; 
            int fstop; 
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            string outputstring; 
            string fileid; 
 
 
            string inputstring; 
 
            StreamReader infile = new StreamReader(filename); 
 
            //skip the file headers in the input file 
            infile.ReadLine(); 
 
            while ((inputstring = infile.ReadLine()) != null) 
            { 
                string[] inputarray = inputstring.Split('\t'); 
 
                //check file size 
                if (System.Convert.ToInt16(inputarray[1]) <= SmallUpperLimit) 
                { 
                    //small file - KW1 
                    if (System.Convert.ToInt16(inputarray[3]) <= 10) 
                    { 
                        KW1SmallFPCount++; 
                        KW1AllFPCount++; 
                    } 
                    if (System.Convert.ToInt16(inputarray[3]) <= 20) 
                    { 
                        KW1SmallSPCount++; 
                        KW1AllSPCount++; 
                    } 
                    //small file - KW1KW2 
                    if (System.Convert.ToInt16(inputarray[5]) <= 10) 
                    { 
                        KW1KW2SmallFPCount++; 
                        KW1KW2AllFPCount++; 
                    } 
                    if (System.Convert.ToInt16(inputarray[5]) <= 20) 
                    { 
                        KW1KW2SmallSPCount++; 
                        KW1KW2AllSPCount++; 
                    } 
                } 
                else if (System.Convert.ToInt16(inputarray[1]) >= LargeLowerLimit) 
                { 
                    //large file - KW1 
                    if (System.Convert.ToInt16(inputarray[3]) <= 10) 
                    { 
                        KW1LargeFPCount++; 
                        KW1AllFPCount++; 
                    } 
                    if (System.Convert.ToInt16(inputarray[3]) <= 20) 
                    { 
                        KW1LargeSPCount++; 
                        KW1AllSPCount++; 
                    } 
                    //large file - KW1KW2 
                    if (System.Convert.ToInt16(inputarray[5]) <= 10) 
                    { 
                        KW1KW2LargeFPCount++; 
                        KW1KW2AllFPCount++; 
                    } 
                    if (System.Convert.ToInt16(inputarray[5]) <= 20) 
                    { 
                        KW1KW2LargeSPCount++; 
                        KW1KW2AllSPCount++; 
                    } 
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                } 
            } 
 
            // Counters are now updated 
            // now need to store the data in three files 
            // 
            // first, get the file ID from the file name 
            fstart = filename.IndexOf("_") + 1; 
            fstop = filename.IndexOf("_6") - (filename.IndexOf("_") + 1); 
            fileid = filename.Substring(fstart, fstop); 
 
            StreamWriter outfile; 
            outfile = File.AppendText("../../TwoPlotsData.txt"); 
            outputstring = string.Concat(fileid, "\t", KW1AllFPCount, "\t", 
KW1AllSPCount, "\t", KW1SmallFPCount, "\t", KW1SmallSPCount, "\t", 
KW1LargeFPCount, "\t", KW1LargeSPCount, "\t", KW1KW2AllFPCount, "\t", 
KW1KW2AllSPCount, "\t", KW1KW2SmallFPCount, "\t", KW1KW2SmallSPCount, "\t", 
KW1KW2LargeFPCount, "\t", KW1KW2LargeSPCount); 
            outfile.WriteLine(outputstring); 
            outfile.Close(); 
             
            infile.Close(); 
        } 
 
        // processPlotsSize 
        // 
        // script intended to read in the results of the two plots queries and 
output files containing 
        // data on %results on first and second pages separated by size.  Three 
files output, large,  
        // small, and all 
        // 
        public void processPlotsSize() 
        { 
 
 
            string filename; 
 
            //set up the output files 
            StreamWriter Alloutfile = File.CreateText("../../TwoPlotsAll3.txt"); 
            StreamWriter Smalloutfile = 
File.CreateText("../../TwoPlotsSmall3.txt");  
            StreamWriter Largeoutfile = 
File.CreateText("../../TwoPlotsLarge3.txt"); 
 
            StreamWriter logfile = 
File.CreateText("../../TwoPlotsSizeLogFile.txt"); 
 
            processFileforPlotsSize("P:/IS/Schymik/dissertation/information 
retrieval/Experiment2010/twoplots/2QueryResultsPlot_1_6k.txt"); 
             
 
            for (int i = 35; i < 40; i += 5) 
            { 
                filename = string.Concat("P:/IS/Schymik/dissertation/information 
retrieval/Experiment2010/twoplots/2QueryResultsPlot3_", i, "_6k.txt"); 
                processFileforPlotsSize(filename); 
                logfile.WriteLine(filename); 
                Console.WriteLine(filename); 
            } 
            logfile.Close(); 
            Console.WriteLine("done"); 
            Console.ReadKey(); 
        } 
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        public void processSingle() 
        { 
            //read in each line of the query terms file, process 
            //the 8 query results files associate with each sought after document 
            //and output a new line containing the rank and number of docs 
returned 
            //for each of the six queries.  We use the input file solely to get 
the  
            //ID used in the creation of the output for each query. 
 
            string inputstring; 
            string resultstring; 
            string fileid; 
            string qfileid; 
            string titletext; 
            string numresultsKW1; 
            string numresultsKW1KW2; 
            string numresultsSU1; 
            string numresultsSU1SU2; 
            string numresultsKW1SU1; 
            string numresultsKW1SU1SU2; 
            string numresultsKW1KW2SU1; 
            string numresultsKW1KW2SU1SU2; 
            string rankKW1=string.Empty; 
            string rankKW1KW2=string.Empty; 
            string rankSU1=string.Empty; 
            string rankSU1SU2=string.Empty; 
            string rankKW1SU1=string.Empty; 
            string rankKW1SU1SU2=string.Empty; 
            string rankKW1KW2SU1=string.Empty; 
            string rankKW1KW2SU1SU2=string.Empty;             
            string[] inputarray; 
            string resultsfolder = string.Empty; 
             
 
            int strpos1; 
            int strpos2; 
            int ranktemp; 
            int z = 0; 
 
            for (z = 0; z < 5; z++) 
            { 
                resultsfolder = 
string.Concat("P:/IS/Schymik/dissertation/information 
retrieval/Experiment2010/working/QueryResultsrandpropnotoneMax", z, "/"); 
                //first, set up the input file 
                StreamReader infile = new 
StreamReader("P:/IS/Schymik/dissertation/information 
retrieval/Experiment2010/working/QueryTerms288randpropnotone.txt"); 
 
                //set up the output files 
                StreamWriter outfile = 
File.CreateText(string.Concat("../../8QueryResults288ranpropnotoneMax",z,".txt")); 
                StreamWriter logfile = 
File.CreateText(string.Concat("../../288randpropnotoneLog",z,".txt")); 
 
                //output the deader for the results file 
                
outfile.WriteLine("fileid\tnumresultsKW1\trankKW1\tnumresultsKW1KW2\trankKW1KW2\tn
umresultsSU1\trankSU1\tnumresultsSU1SU2\trankSU1SU2\tnumresultsKW1SU1\trankKW1SU1\
tnumresultsKW1SU1SU2\trankKW1SU1SU2\tnumresultsKW1KW2SU1\trankKW1KW2SU1\tnumresult
sKW1KW2SU1SU2\trankKW1KW2SU1SU2"); 
 
                while ((inputstring = infile.ReadLine()) != null) 
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                { 
                    inputstring = inputstring.Replace("\"", ""); 
                    inputarray = inputstring.Split('\t'); 
  
                    //get the id of the sought after doc for filename creation 
                    fileid = inputarray[0]; 
                    logfile.WriteLine(fileid); 
                    Console.WriteLine(fileid); 
 
                    //set up to read KW1 query results 
                    qfileid = string.Concat(fileid, "KW1.txt"); 
                    logfile.WriteLine(qfileid); 
                    StreamReader queryfile = new 
StreamReader(string.Concat(resultsfolder, qfileid)); 
 
                    //read and process the results 
                    resultstring = queryfile.ReadToEnd(); 
 
                    //get the number of results from the string  
                    strpos1 = resultstring.IndexOf("<omnifind:estimatedResults>"); 
                    strpos2 = 
resultstring.IndexOf("</omnifind:estimatedResults>"); 
                    numresultsKW1 = resultstring.Substring(strpos1 + 27, strpos2 - 
(strpos1 + 27)); 
                    if (System.Convert.ToInt16(numresultsKW1) == 0) 
                        logfile.WriteLine(string.Concat(qfileid, numresultsKW1)); 
 
                    //determine the rank of the doc in the results 
                    //the results contain a title field <omnifind:field 
name="title"> title text here </omnifind:field> 
                    //need to loop until we find the title of the doc we're 
seeking which is in inputarray[4] 
                    //so the logic is basically: find it, strip it, (test it) 
repeat until it matches, incrementing rank along the way 
 
                    //check for zero results until we fix those problems 
                    if (System.Convert.ToInt16(numresultsKW1) != 0) 
                    { 
                        ranktemp = 0; 
                        do 
                        { 
                            strpos1 = resultstring.IndexOf("<omnifind:field 
name=\"title\">"); 
                            if (strpos1 != -1) 
                            { 
                                resultstring = resultstring.Substring(strpos1 + 
29, resultstring.Length - (strpos1 + 29)); 
                                strpos2 = 
resultstring.IndexOf("</omnifind:field>"); 
                                titletext = resultstring.Substring(0, strpos2); 
                                titletext = titletext.Trim(); 
                                titletext = titletext.Replace("&apos;", "'"); 
                                titletext = titletext.Replace("?????????", ""); 
                                titletext = titletext.Replace("&amp;amp;", "&"); 
                                resultstring = resultstring.Substring(strpos2 + 
17, resultstring.Length - (strpos2 + 17)); 
                                ranktemp++; 
                            } 
                            else 
                            { 
                                ranktemp = 9999999; 
                                logfile.WriteLine("no rank"); 
                                titletext = "error"; 
                                break; 
                            } 
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                        } 
                        while (titletext.ToLower() != inputarray[4].ToLower()); 
                        rankKW1 = System.Convert.ToString(ranktemp); 
                    } 
                    else 
                        rankKW1 = System.Convert.ToString(0); 
 
 
                    //set up to read KW1KW2 query results 
                    qfileid = string.Concat(fileid, "KW1KW2.txt"); 
                    queryfile = new StreamReader(string.Concat(resultsfolder, 
qfileid)); 
 
                    //read and process the results 
                    resultstring = queryfile.ReadToEnd(); 
 
                    //get the number of results from the string  
                    strpos1 = resultstring.IndexOf("<omnifind:estimatedResults>"); 
                    strpos2 = 
resultstring.IndexOf("</omnifind:estimatedResults>"); 
                    numresultsKW1KW2 = resultstring.Substring(strpos1 + 27, 
strpos2 - (strpos1 + 27)); 
                    if (System.Convert.ToInt16(numresultsKW1KW2) == 0) 
                        logfile.WriteLine(string.Concat(qfileid, 
numresultsKW1KW2)); 
 
                    //determine the rank of the doc in the results 
                    //the results contain a title field <omnifind:field 
name="title"> title text here </omnifind:field> 
                    //need to loop until we find the title of the doc we're 
seeking which is in inputarray[4] 
                    //so the logic is basically: find it, strip it, (test it) 
repeat until it matches, incrementing rank along the way 
 
                    //check for zero results until we fix those problems 
                    if (System.Convert.ToInt16(numresultsKW1) != 0) 
                    { 
                        ranktemp = 0; 
                        do 
                        { 
                            strpos1 = resultstring.IndexOf("<omnifind:field 
name=\"title\">"); 
                            if (strpos1 != -1) 
                            { 
                                resultstring = resultstring.Substring(strpos1 + 
29, resultstring.Length - (strpos1 + 29)); 
                                strpos2 = 
resultstring.IndexOf("</omnifind:field>"); 
                                titletext = resultstring.Substring(0, strpos2); 
                                titletext = titletext.Trim(); 
                                titletext = titletext.Replace("&apos;", "'"); 
                                titletext = titletext.Replace("?????????", ""); 
                                titletext = titletext.Replace("&amp;amp;", "&"); 
                                resultstring = resultstring.Substring(strpos2 + 
17, resultstring.Length - (strpos2 + 17)); 
                                ranktemp++; 
                            } 
                            else 
                            { 
                                ranktemp = 9999999; 
                                logfile.WriteLine("no rank"); 
                                Console.WriteLine("no rank"); 
                                titletext = "error"; 
                                break; 
                            } 
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                        } 
                        while (titletext.ToLower() != inputarray[4].ToLower()); 
                        rankKW1KW2 = System.Convert.ToString(ranktemp); 
                    } 
                    else 
                        rankKW1KW2 = System.Convert.ToString(0); 
 
                    //set up to read SU1 query results 
                    qfileid = string.Concat(fileid, "SU1.txt"); 
                    queryfile = new StreamReader(string.Concat(resultsfolder, 
qfileid)); 
 
                    //read and process the results 
                    resultstring = queryfile.ReadToEnd(); 
 
                    //get the number of results from the string  
                    strpos1 = resultstring.IndexOf("<omnifind:estimatedResults>"); 
                    strpos2 = 
resultstring.IndexOf("</omnifind:estimatedResults>"); 
                    numresultsSU1 = resultstring.Substring(strpos1 + 27, strpos2 - 
(strpos1 + 27)); 
                    if (System.Convert.ToInt16(numresultsSU1) == 0) 
                        logfile.WriteLine(string.Concat(qfileid, numresultsSU1)); 
 
                    //determine the rank of the doc in the results 
                    //the results contain a title field <omnifind:field 
name="title"> title text here </omnifind:field> 
                    //need to loop until we find the title of the doc we're 
seeking which is in inputarray[4] 
                    //so the logic is basically: find it, strip it, (test it) 
repeat until it matches, incrementing rank along the way 
 
                    //check for zero results until we fix those problems 
                    if (System.Convert.ToInt16(numresultsSU1) != 0) 
                    { 
                        ranktemp = 0; 
                        do 
                        { 
                            strpos1 = resultstring.IndexOf("<omnifind:field 
name=\"title\">"); 
                            if (strpos1 != -1) 
                            { 
                                resultstring = resultstring.Substring(strpos1 + 
29, resultstring.Length - (strpos1 + 29)); 
                                strpos2 = 
resultstring.IndexOf("</omnifind:field>"); 
                                titletext = resultstring.Substring(0, strpos2); 
                                titletext = titletext.Trim(); 
                                titletext = titletext.Replace("&apos;", "'"); 
                                titletext = titletext.Replace("?????????", ""); 
                                titletext = titletext.Replace("&amp;amp;", "&"); 
                                resultstring = resultstring.Substring(strpos2 + 
17, resultstring.Length - (strpos2 + 17)); 
                                ranktemp++; 
                            } 
                            else 
                            { 
                                ranktemp = 9999999; 
                                logfile.WriteLine("no rank"); 
                                titletext = "error"; 
                                break; 
                            } 
                        } 
                        while (titletext.ToLower() != inputarray[4].ToLower()); 
                        rankSU1 = System.Convert.ToString(ranktemp); 
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                    } 
                    else 
                        rankSU1 = System.Convert.ToString(0); 
 
                    //set up to read SU1SU2 query results 
                    qfileid = string.Concat(fileid, "SU1SU2.txt"); 
                    queryfile = new StreamReader(string.Concat(resultsfolder, 
qfileid)); 
 
                    //read and process the results 
                    resultstring = queryfile.ReadToEnd(); 
 
                    //get the number of results from the string  
                    strpos1 = resultstring.IndexOf("<omnifind:estimatedResults>"); 
                    strpos2 = 
resultstring.IndexOf("</omnifind:estimatedResults>"); 
                    numresultsSU1SU2 = resultstring.Substring(strpos1 + 27, 
strpos2 - (strpos1 + 27)); 
                    if (System.Convert.ToInt16(numresultsSU1SU2) == 0) 
                        logfile.WriteLine(string.Concat(qfileid, 
numresultsSU1SU2)); 
 
                    //determine the rank of the doc in the results 
                    //the results contain a title field <omnifind:field 
name="title"> title text here </omnifind:field> 
                    //need to loop until we find the title of the doc we're 
seeking which is in inputarray[4] 
                    //so the logic is basically: find it, strip it, (test it) 
repeat until it matches, incrementing rank along the way 
 
                    //check for zero results until we fix those problems 
                    if (System.Convert.ToInt16(numresultsSU1SU2) != 0) 
                    { 
                        ranktemp = 0; 
                        do 
                        { 
                            strpos1 = resultstring.IndexOf("<omnifind:field 
name=\"title\">"); 
                            if (strpos1 != -1) 
                            { 
                                resultstring = resultstring.Substring(strpos1 + 
29, resultstring.Length - (strpos1 + 29)); 
                                strpos2 = 
resultstring.IndexOf("</omnifind:field>"); 
                                titletext = resultstring.Substring(0, strpos2); 
                                titletext = titletext.Trim(); 
                                titletext = titletext.Replace("&apos;", "'"); 
                                titletext = titletext.Replace("?????????", ""); 
                                titletext = titletext.Replace("&amp;amp;", "&"); 
                                resultstring = resultstring.Substring(strpos2 + 
17, resultstring.Length - (strpos2 + 17)); 
                                ranktemp++; 
                            } 
                            else 
                            { 
                                ranktemp = 9999999; 
                                logfile.WriteLine("no rank"); 
                                titletext = "error"; 
                                break; 
                            } 
                        } 
                        while (titletext.ToLower() != inputarray[4].ToLower()); 
                        rankSU1SU2 = System.Convert.ToString(ranktemp); 
                    } 
                    else 
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                        rankSU1SU2 = System.Convert.ToString(0); 
 
                    //set up to read KW1SU1 query results 
                    qfileid = string.Concat(fileid, "KW1SU1.txt"); 
                    queryfile = new StreamReader(string.Concat(resultsfolder, 
qfileid)); 
 
                    //read and process the results 
                    resultstring = queryfile.ReadToEnd(); 
 
                    //get the number of results from the string  
                    strpos1 = resultstring.IndexOf("<omnifind:estimatedResults>"); 
                    strpos2 = 
resultstring.IndexOf("</omnifind:estimatedResults>"); 
                    numresultsKW1SU1 = resultstring.Substring(strpos1 + 27, 
strpos2 - (strpos1 + 27)); 
                    if (System.Convert.ToInt16(numresultsKW1SU1) == 0) 
                        logfile.WriteLine(string.Concat(qfileid, 
numresultsKW1SU1)); 
 
                    //determine the rank of the doc in the results 
                    //the results contain a title field <omnifind:field 
name="title"> title text here </omnifind:field> 
                    //need to loop until we find the title of the doc we're 
seeking which is in inputarray[4] 
                    //so the logic is basically: find it, strip it, (test it) 
repeat until it matches, incrementing rank along the way 
 
                    //check for zero results until we fix those problems 
                    if (System.Convert.ToInt16(numresultsKW1) != 0) 
                    { 
                        ranktemp = 0; 
                        do 
                        { 
                            strpos1 = resultstring.IndexOf("<omnifind:field 
name=\"title\">"); 
                            if (strpos1 != -1) 
                            { 
                                resultstring = resultstring.Substring(strpos1 + 
29, resultstring.Length - (strpos1 + 29)); 
                                strpos2 = 
resultstring.IndexOf("</omnifind:field>"); 
                                titletext = resultstring.Substring(0, strpos2); 
                                titletext = titletext.Trim(); 
                                titletext = titletext.Replace("&apos;", "'"); 
                                titletext = titletext.Replace("?????????", ""); 
                                titletext = titletext.Replace("&amp;amp;", "&"); 
                                resultstring = resultstring.Substring(strpos2 + 
17, resultstring.Length - (strpos2 + 17)); 
                                ranktemp++; 
                            } 
                            else 
                            { 
                                ranktemp = 9999999; 
                                logfile.WriteLine("no rank"); 
                                titletext = "error"; 
                                break; 
                            } 
                        } 
                        while (titletext.ToLower() != inputarray[4].ToLower()); 
                        rankKW1SU1 = System.Convert.ToString(ranktemp); 
                    } 
                    else 
                        rankKW1SU1 = System.Convert.ToString(0); 
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                    //set up to read KW1SU1SU2 query results 
                    qfileid = string.Concat(fileid, "KW1SU1SU2.txt"); 
                    queryfile = new StreamReader(string.Concat(resultsfolder, 
qfileid)); 
 
                    //read and process the results 
                    resultstring = queryfile.ReadToEnd(); 
 
                    //get the number of results from the string  
                    strpos1 = resultstring.IndexOf("<omnifind:estimatedResults>"); 
                    strpos2 = 
resultstring.IndexOf("</omnifind:estimatedResults>"); 
                    numresultsKW1SU1SU2 = resultstring.Substring(strpos1 + 27, 
strpos2 - (strpos1 + 27)); 
                    if (System.Convert.ToInt16(numresultsKW1SU1SU2) == 0) 
                        logfile.WriteLine(string.Concat(qfileid, 
numresultsKW1SU1SU2)); 
 
                    //determine the rank of the doc in the results 
                    //the results contain a title field <omnifind:field 
name="title"> title text here </omnifind:field> 
                    //need to loop until we find the title of the doc we're 
seeking which is in inputarray[4] 
                    //so the logic is basically: find it, strip it, (test it) 
repeat until it matches, incrementing rank along the way 
 
                    //check for zero results until we fix those problems 
                    if (System.Convert.ToInt16(numresultsKW1) != 0) 
                    { 
                        ranktemp = 0; 
                        do 
                        { 
                            strpos1 = resultstring.IndexOf("<omnifind:field 
name=\"title\">"); 
                            if (strpos1 != -1) 
                            { 
                                resultstring = resultstring.Substring(strpos1 + 
29, resultstring.Length - (strpos1 + 29)); 
                                strpos2 = 
resultstring.IndexOf("</omnifind:field>"); 
                                titletext = resultstring.Substring(0, strpos2); 
                                titletext = titletext.Trim(); 
                                titletext = titletext.Replace("&apos;", "'"); 
                                titletext = titletext.Replace("?????????", ""); 
                                titletext = titletext.Replace("&amp;amp;", "&"); 
                                resultstring = resultstring.Substring(strpos2 + 
17, resultstring.Length - (strpos2 + 17)); 
                                ranktemp++; 
                            } 
                            else 
                            { 
                                ranktemp = 9999999; 
                                logfile.WriteLine("no rank"); 
                                titletext = "error"; 
                                break; 
                            } 
                        } 
                        while (titletext.ToLower() != inputarray[4].ToLower()); 
                        rankKW1SU1SU2 = System.Convert.ToString(ranktemp); 
                    } 
                    else 
                        rankKW1SU1SU2 = System.Convert.ToString(0); 
 
                    //set up to read KW1KW2SU1 query results 
                    qfileid = string.Concat(fileid, "KW1KW2SU1.txt"); 
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                    queryfile = new StreamReader(string.Concat(resultsfolder, 
qfileid)); 
 
                    //read and process the results 
                    resultstring = queryfile.ReadToEnd(); 
 
                    //get the number of results from the string  
                    strpos1 = resultstring.IndexOf("<omnifind:estimatedResults>"); 
                    strpos2 = 
resultstring.IndexOf("</omnifind:estimatedResults>"); 
                    numresultsKW1KW2SU1 = resultstring.Substring(strpos1 + 27, 
strpos2 - (strpos1 + 27)); 
                    if (System.Convert.ToInt16(numresultsKW1KW2SU1) == 0) 
                        logfile.WriteLine(string.Concat(qfileid, 
numresultsKW1KW2SU1)); 
 
                    //determine the rank of the doc in the results 
                    //the results contain a title field <omnifind:field 
name="title"> title text here </omnifind:field> 
                    //need to loop until we find the title of the doc we're 
seeking which is in inputarray[4] 
                    //so the logic is basically: find it, strip it, (test it) 
repeat until it matches, incrementing rank along the way 
 
                    //check for zero results until we fix those problems 
                    if (System.Convert.ToInt16(numresultsKW1) != 0) 
                    { 
                        ranktemp = 0; 
                        do 
                        { 
                            strpos1 = resultstring.IndexOf("<omnifind:field 
name=\"title\">"); 
                            if (strpos1 != -1) 
                            { 
                                resultstring = resultstring.Substring(strpos1 + 
29, resultstring.Length - (strpos1 + 29)); 
                                strpos2 = 
resultstring.IndexOf("</omnifind:field>"); 
                                titletext = resultstring.Substring(0, strpos2); 
                                titletext = titletext.Trim(); 
                                titletext = titletext.Replace("&apos;", "'"); 
                                titletext = titletext.Replace("?????????", ""); 
                                titletext = titletext.Replace("&amp;amp;", "&"); 
                                resultstring = resultstring.Substring(strpos2 + 
17, resultstring.Length - (strpos2 + 17)); 
                                ranktemp++; 
                            } 
                            else 
                            { 
                                ranktemp = 9999999; 
                                logfile.WriteLine("no rank"); 
                                titletext = "error"; 
                                break; 
                            } 
                        } 
                        while (titletext.ToLower() != inputarray[4].ToLower()); 
                        rankKW1KW2SU1 = System.Convert.ToString(ranktemp); 
                    } 
                    else 
                        rankKW1KW2SU1 = System.Convert.ToString(0); 
 
                    //set up to read KW1KW2SU1SU2 query results 
                    qfileid = string.Concat(fileid, "KW1KW2SU1SU2.txt"); 
                    queryfile = new StreamReader(string.Concat(resultsfolder, 
qfileid)); 
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                    //read and process the results 
                    resultstring = queryfile.ReadToEnd(); 
 
                    //get the number of results from the string  
                    strpos1 = resultstring.IndexOf("<omnifind:estimatedResults>"); 
                    strpos2 = 
resultstring.IndexOf("</omnifind:estimatedResults>"); 
                    numresultsKW1KW2SU1SU2 = resultstring.Substring(strpos1 + 27, 
strpos2 - (strpos1 + 27)); 
                    if (System.Convert.ToInt16(numresultsKW1KW2SU1SU2) == 0) 
                        logfile.WriteLine(string.Concat(qfileid, 
numresultsKW1KW2SU1SU2)); 
 
                    //determine the rank of the doc in the results 
                    //the results contain a title field <omnifind:field 
name="title"> title text here </omnifind:field> 
                    //need to loop until we find the title of the doc we're 
seeking which is in inputarray[4] 
                    //so the logic is basically: find it, strip it, (test it) 
repeat until it matches, incrementing rank along the way 
 
                    //check for zero results until we fix those problems 
                    if (System.Convert.ToInt16(numresultsKW1) != 0) 
                    { 
                        ranktemp = 0; 
                        do 
                        { 
                            strpos1 = resultstring.IndexOf("<omnifind:field 
name=\"title\">"); 
                            if (strpos1 != -1) 
                            { 
                                resultstring = resultstring.Substring(strpos1 + 
29, resultstring.Length - (strpos1 + 29)); 
                                strpos2 = 
resultstring.IndexOf("</omnifind:field>"); 
                                titletext = resultstring.Substring(0, strpos2); 
                                titletext = titletext.Trim(); 
                                titletext = titletext.Replace("&apos;", "'"); 
                                titletext = titletext.Replace("?????????", ""); 
                                titletext = titletext.Replace("&amp;amp;", "&"); 
                                resultstring = resultstring.Substring(strpos2 + 
17, resultstring.Length - (strpos2 + 17)); 
                                ranktemp++; 
                            } 
                            else 
                            { 
                                ranktemp = 9999999; 
                                logfile.WriteLine("no rank"); 
                                titletext = "error"; 
                                break; 
                            } 
                        } 
                        while (titletext.ToLower() != inputarray[4].ToLower()); 
                        rankKW1KW2SU1SU2 = System.Convert.ToString(ranktemp); 
                    } 
                    else 
                        rankKW1KW2SU1SU2 = System.Convert.ToString(0); 
 
                    //output the data for this file 
                    outfile.WriteLine(string.Concat(fileid, "\t", numresultsKW1, 
"\t", rankKW1, "\t", numresultsKW1KW2, "\t", rankKW1KW2, "\t", numresultsSU1, 
"\t", rankSU1, "\t", numresultsSU1SU2, "\t", rankSU1SU2, "\t", numresultsKW1SU1, 
"\t", rankKW1SU1, "\t", numresultsKW1SU1SU2, "\t", rankKW1SU1SU2, "\t", 
 294 
 
numresultsKW1KW2SU1, "\t", rankKW1KW2SU1, "\t", numresultsKW1KW2SU1SU2, "\t", 
rankKW1KW2SU1SU2)); 
 
                } 
                outfile.Close(); 
                logfile.Close(); 
                infile.Close(); 
                Console.WriteLine("Done"); 
                Console.WriteLine(z); 
                //Console.ReadKey(); 
            } // z loop 
            Console.WriteLine("all done"); 
            Console.ReadKey(); 
 
        } 
    } 
} 
 
